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Abstract  
 

The List as Treasury in the Greek World 
 

by  
 

Athena E. Kirk 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Classics  
 

University of California, Berkeley  
 

Professor Leslie V. Kurke, Chair 
 

 Some of the earliest written records in the greater ancient world are lists of 
objects: we find catalogues of gods, kings, jewels, archaic vocabulary items, and exotic 
birds in Sumerian, Egyptian, Akkadian and Hittite, and many scholars surmise that a 
penchant for this kind of record-keeping fueled the very invention of writing.  The 
Greeks, however, have long been considered distinct from other literate peoples both 
for their innovations with regard to the writing system they borrowed from the 
Phoenicians and for their application of that system, as they (a) were the first to denote 
vowels with stand-alone symbols, and (b) seem to used the alphabet to record poetry, 
not archival information, before anything else.  In fact, it is not until several hundred 
years after these first ‘literary’ texts that the alphabetic Greeks begin to produce the 
government inventories, war memorials, or tribute lists akin to those of their Near 
Eastern and Mycenean predecessors.   
 In this project, I study these kinds of official epigraphic written lists alongside 
lists from Archaic and Classical Greek literature in an effort to reorient the discourse 
surrounding the Greeks’ literacy and use of writing, and its purported uniqueness. I 
work specifically with those lists that enumerate physical objects, beginning from the 
assertion that we can trace a tradition of listing objects in the Greek world that exists 
independent of the literacy versus orality binary invoked by most scholarship for the 
last several decades.  By looking at, e.g., a catalogue of gifts in the Iliad alongside an 
inventory of dedications from an Athenian sanctuary, I suggest that lists themselves are 
the salient phenomenon to be identified and analyzed, rather than the medium 
(written or oral) in which we find them.  
 My central thesis is that Greek object-lists in their disparate contexts—oral 
poetry, narrated prose history, publicly displayed records, performed drama—all share a 
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common function vis-à-vis the objects they represent, namely, that when they are 
presented to their various audiences, they serve as surrogates for the objects in question 
and in many cases take on an authority beyond that of any physical collection, which 
ultimately perishes.  In their role as extant text-monuments, I argue, they embody and 
preserve the details of remote times and spaces.   
I present four case studies of texts that contain lists from the archaic through the 
classical period, and one later example of the same tradition.  The chronological 
progression emphasizes how the Greek literary and documentary traditions build upon 
and interact with one another, and by attending to the two together, I begin to build a 
more comprehensive portrait of the listmaking meme.          
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I N T R O D U C T I O N   
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quam innumerabilia variis artibus et opificiis, in vestibus, 
calciamentis, vasis et cuiuscemodi fabricationibus, picturis etiam 
diversisque figmentis atque his usum necessarium atque moderatum 
et piam significationem longe transgredientibus addiderunt homines 
ad inlecebras oculorum… 
                
Innumerable things of various arts and makes, in clothes, shoes, 
drinking vessels, and all such products, even pictures and other 
adornments, all far exceeding their appropriately modest use or their 
pious purpose—innumerable things have men added to entice the 
eyes… 

          Augustine Confessions 10.34.53 
 
 
 
 
This study stems from a desire to rethink and reframe some questions about Greek 
reading and writing.  Many have posed and variously answered the first: “For what 
purpose did the Greeks adapt the alphabet?”1  While that inquiry has produced many 
fruitful results, without further explicit evidence it can result in no definitive account, 
and so it now seems equally and perhaps more pertinent to wonder instead why the 
Greeks wrote down what they did after they had learned letters, however they may 

                                                
1 Among others: Goody and Watt (1963); Havelock (1982); Guarducci (1987); Harris (1989); 
Jeffery (revised 1990); Powell (1991); Thomas (1992) chapter 4; Ruijgh (1998). 
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have done so. I propose to examine the Greeks’ application of the alphabetic system as 
a consequence of, not a motivation for, technological advancement.  Another problem 
that has dominated the subfield concerns the number of literates in a given social 
group.  In this case too, the general lack of quantitative evidence has yielded a surplus 
of accounts based on a diverse range of sources (inscriptions, epic poetry, papyri, vase 
painting, among others).  Those who advocate early widespread literacy often find 
proponents of late orality fanciful, while the latter only occasionally engage with the 
technical, object-oriented work of the former.2  The study of literacy could stand to 
benefit from more approaches that lay aside quantitative issues and concentrate instead 
on the fact that undoubtedly the majority of inhabitants of the Greek world, from 
prolific prose-writer to unlettered slave, interacted with written texts in some way or 
other.  Moreover, as we may also agree that anyone spending time in public places 
would have come in contact with a great deal of writing, it seems all the more 
worthwhile to consider the range of reactions different viewers had to a given text.  
 
 
T H E O R E T I C A L  B A S E S  
 
These problems fall under the general rubric of representation and into the general 
domain of human memory.  Writing, in turn, is characterized as one of many tools 
that organize sense perceptions.3  We might invoke the well-rehearsed discussion of 
signans and signatum4 as a model of the relationship between sound and meaning or 
language and writing, but Plato provides a contemporary meditation which is just as 
useful at Cratylus 432d: 

 
!"#$%& !$'(, ) *+&,-#", ./0 ,1( 2($µ3,4( /35$6 7( 
89"%(& :( 2(;µ&,3 8<,6( ,= 2(;µ&,&, "> /3(,& /&(,&?@ 

                                                
2 A primary criticism of studies such as, e.g., Thomas (1992). 
3 The hero of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound (460-461) mentions writing in his list of 
inventions, all of which allowed ignorant mankind to make full use of his senses (442-444): 
!"# $%&!&'( )* +,µ-!- | ".&/0-1’, 2( 03-( #4+5&6( 7#!-( !8 +%9# | :##&6( :14.- .-9 
3%;#<# =+4$>?&6(.  Compare here Aristotle’s hierarchy of the levels of perception, where 
certain living things are capable of -@0140A( but not µ#,µ4, such that they cannot engage in 
3%>#Aµ- (Metaphysics A 980a-b).  
4 Jakobson (1984/1959) especially makes several useful revisions to Saussure’s scheme, among 
which two are most applicable to this study: (1) far from being arbitrary, symbols and their 
interpretation are heavily dependent on context (28-29), and (2) “the signans must necessarily 
be perceptible whereas the signatum is translatable” (30).  
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!"#$%& 'µ$()*+,-. .(##/ 0/1 23 4$5 463#! 073$(#$, 8!9 $"8 
:3 ;<$( !"#=3 +>4+%3 <$".+9&> $".7#+1$3 '4?#+1?3 @A#( #B 
µC3 !"#?, #B .C D3$µ!. 

 
Then those things of which names are the names would suffer 
absurdities at the hands of their names if they were completely 
the same as them.  For they would all be doubles, I suppose, and 
no one would be able to tell which one was on the one hand 
the thing itself, and which was, on the other, the name. 

 
Jowett streamlines the rather cumbersome prose: “But then how ridiculous would be 
the effect of names on things, if they were exactly the same with them!  For they 
would be the doubles of them, and no one would be able to determine which were the 
names and which were the realities.” In his struggle to define objects using names, 
Socrates points us to a central tension between the physical world and the attempt to 
describe it verbally.  Though his discussion remains fairly abstract, the passage serves as 
a useful point of departure for studying how the Greek world represents physical 
objects using words.  In Socrates’ formulation, there exists a one-to-one correlation 
between concepts (or nameable things) and names, but the object and the label are 
distinct entities and separable.  The label can in turn be manifested at a second level of 
representation—as text.  The studies here work with the text both as a representation 
of the object and, subsequently, as an object to behold itself.        
 
 
F O C U S  
 
With a view to studying the connections between words and things, I take as my topic 
ancient lists of objects.  While studies of ancient literacy unfailingly turn to a wide 
variety of texts to inform their analyses, they pause far less often to reflect on the 
genre, content, and purpose of that material.  I maintain that a more focused corpus, 
chosen specifically on typological grounds, could reorient the discussion; thus I will 
include lists from varying historical periods, preserved in diverse media.  Lists pertain 
to literacy not only on an analogical level. It is common knowledge that they tend to 
be one of the first applications of writing in early literate societies, yet no one has fully 
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treated their relationship to oral and written culture in Greece.5  In particular, 
catalogues of objects deserve special attention for a few reasons.  First, they embody 
three forms of communicative media: the physical or tactile (objects to be listed), the 
aural or audible (spoken or recited enumerations) and the visual or representational 
(written words).  For the purposes of the ancient historian, then, they constitute at 
once material, traditional, and textual evidence, an unusually rich spectrum that can 
shed light on a large synchronic section of the population.  Moreover, since they 
undoubtedly exist in some form in both pre- and post-alphabetic Greece, lists, unlike 
many other types of texts, are well suited to a diachronic study. 
 Working with a wide range of sources, I argue on the one hand that we ought 
to see the list of objects as a continuous cultural product in the Greek world from at 
least the archaic period on.6  At the earliest stages, it is realized orally in Homeric 
poetry; later, it manifests itself in texts such as the prolific archival records of the fifth 
and fourth centuries.  At intermediate moments, we may point, e.g., to Herodotus’ 
inventorying in his accounts.  I see the list of objects, then, not as a creation of 
Athenian ‘document-mindedness,’ but as a singular tradition extant both orally and in 
writing, sometimes at once.  On the other hand, I aim to show how the relationship 
between physical objects and the lists that describe them can reveal shifts in the literate 
population, and how analysis of such generic tendencies as the speaking object, text-
as-object, or archive-turned-monument ought to inform our understanding of 
representation as it occurs between the spoken and the written word.7   
 
 
 

                                                
5 Most frequently, lists crop up briefly in discussions of archives in general, thus Thomas’s 
Appendix on Early Greek Lists (1992: 287-288), Davies (2003) 323-324), or Sickinger (1999) 
40.   
6 It is tempting to adduce Mycenean evidence in this context, but I concentrate in the scope of 
this dissertation on post-Geometric Greece.  
7 I find grounding for this in part in Foucault’s aemulatio, resemblance that takes place at a 
distance.  As opposed to other forms of similitude that require an object to stand near its 
representation, “[t]he relation of emulation enables things to imitate one another from one end 
of the universe to the other without connection of proximity” (1994 [1966]: 19).  Foucault 
provides as examples  the stars in relation to the plants on earth, with humans as intermediaries, 
but we might consider here ancient lists of objects: the objects, like the plants, have a certain 
distant similitude to the larger, more audible or visible and more permanent text that lists 
them, but the relationship can function only through human interaction and specifically 
communicative behavior, whether oral or literate.  
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S T R U C T U R E  A N D  S C O P E  
 
The project comprises a group of case studies, analyses of texts and text-objects that 
either have not traditionally entered into discussions of literacy, or that have but 
require a second look through a different lens.  These texts cover a wide chronological 
and generic range.  Some are epigraphic, some are literary; some are products of oral 
composition, while others arguably first appeared in writing.  I contend that tracing 
the evolution of them in both their oral and written forms can provide both a more 
nuanced and a better holistic understanding of listmaking in general.   
 As the Greek corpus is replete with catalogues, it is useful to define what does 
and does not count as a list of objects for my purposes.  Two recent studies have 
treated Homeric catalogues and Indo-European lists respectively, but this project is 
concerned chiefly with texts that enumerate groups of objects as collections.8  That is, 
while the Athenian tribute lists or archon list, for example, are arguably catalogues of 
material things, they do not represent a unified physical reality inasmuch as their 
constituents never all stood together in one place at one time.  The lists at issue here, in 
conception, provide verbal snapshots of grouped objects compiled in a particular place 
or on a certain occasion.  Thus Iliad IX contains everything that would be presented to 
win back Achilles; a temple inventory shows what was at one point or another 
amassed in one precinct; and grocery lists or a catalogue of soldiers walking by or a 
burial inscription for the dead of a given battle behave the same way.  In examining 
these documents, however, one finds that the relationship between list and collection is 
not as straightforward as it may seem. On the one hand, these snapshots do not always 
present an accurate portrait of the objects they purport to document, but on the other 
they rival them in importance.    
 
 
T H E M A T I C  O U T L I N E  
 
If one judges from material evidence, it would appear that the inhabitants of the Greek 
world deemed it important to document their wealth from the Mycenaean period on.  
While we may rightly conceive of the catalogue as an inextricable building block of 
the oral tradition, we can just as easily envision Agamemnon’s list of reparations for 
Achilles in Iliad IX documented on clay tablets.9  That the list resides comfortably in 

                                                
8 Sammons (2010) and Galjanic (2007). 
9 Its parataxis, especially, is reminiscent of the format of Mycenaean documents, which list 
objects, descriptions, and numbers.     
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both oral and literate contexts need not breed contention.  Rather, lists like this can 
serve as wormholes, so to speak, that allow their audiences to pass between apparently 
disparate spaces: prehistory and history, legend and record, poem and document.  I 
argue that lists of objects in particular can inform how we understand the Greeks’ 
sense of their own literate and documentary past.  Thus this project looks not only at 
the Greeks’ use of writing but also at their own consciousness of that usage.       
 Each chapter focuses on one author or genre’s lists of objects, either epigraphic 
or literary.  This set of texts is necessarily and purposefully selective and is not intended 
as a comprehensive corpus of all ancient object catalogues; instead, I aim to draw 
together texts that scholars do not so often juxtapose (e.g. the Homeric catalogue of 
Achaean warriors  and the Lindian Chronicle, or the Acropolis inventories and the 
comedies of Aristophanes).  Seen as a constant, the list as examined across a broad 
chronological range emphasizes the variation of literate behavior in the Greek world, 
and an anthropology of list-making can lead to conclusions about the Greeks’ use of 
writing in general. 10     
 I will outline here some principles as an organizational framework for this 
study, and to which my consideration of various texts will return.  This thesis sets forth 
the proposition that in Greek, and perhaps universally, listmaking or inventorying of 
objects involves four distinguishable yet overlapping acts: naming, counting, 
collecting, and containing.  NAMING comprises the sense of both ‘dub’ and ‘invoke,’ 
onetime name-giving as well as reiterative name-saying.  We might think of the first 
as empowering the object or ‘signified,’ the second as empowering the list. While both 
are essential to listing, the latter creates the list itself, as in, say, a Homeric catalogue.  
COUNTING entails the ordering of a group of things one by one into a series, but, as 
we see in the case of archaic poetry, in a text it is only marginally distinguishable from 
naming, such that poets speak of “things too many to name” in a conflation of the two.  
Furthermore, if actual objects are absent to show in the counting, added to which 
numbers tend to be less descriptive than names, naming becomes in our texts 
tantamount to numbering.  Yet inventory-takers and cataloguer-poets would insist, I 
think, that counting things up was at least part of their goal.  Thus perhaps we might 
conceive of ‘naming’ as the realization of the perceived intent ‘numbering.’  
COLLECTING properly refers to a physical amassing of sundry objects, but a kind of 
verbal collecting results directly from repeatedly naming off said objects.  The 
collection, almost by definition (a ‘grouping together’), cannot really be infinite or 

                                                
10 One model here is the work of Svenbro (1993[1988]), whose structure presents an appealing 
mode of organization. 
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even too severely disparate or ambiguous,11 and in theory, just as one ought to be able 
to hold a physical collection within some kind of storage space, a verbal collection 
should also fit into a formatted encapsulation, such as a certain size page or concludable 
utterance.  CONTAINING describes the delineation of that space.  So in brief, then, 
naming (dubbing) enables counting; naming (invoking) realizes counting; collecting 
results from reiterative naming, and containment is crucial to our comprehension of 
the collection, which requires boundaries to function as an integrated unit. 
 
 
L I S T S  O U T  L O U D  
 
The first part of the dissertation treats lists of objects, mainly in Homeric epic, that 
either originate orally or are intended to be spoken and heard, rather than read in their 
literary context or in a performance of the work that hosts them.  The catalogue can 
almost be said to flourish as a genre unto itself in this period, in which lists appear 
worked into the pastiche of lyric and epic, but they clearly could also serve as set pieces 
for isolated performance and arguably formed discrete compositions.12  At Iliad 2.484-
493, as preface to the catalogue of ships, the Homeric poet reveals that producing a 
memorized list requires divine assistance: 
 

!"#$%$ &'& µ() *('"+) ,-.µ#)+ /0µ+%’ 12(3"+)· 
4µ$56 789 :$+; <"%$ #=9$"%> %$ ?"%> %$ #=&%+,   485 
@µ$56 /A B->(6 (C(& DB(.(µ$& (E/> %) ?/µ$&· 
(F %)&$6 @7$µG&$6 H+&+I& B+J B(;9+&() K"+&·     
#-L:M& /’ (EB N& <7O µ3:P"(µ+) (E/’ Q&(µP&R, 
(E/’ $? µ() />B+ µA& 7-I""+), />B+ /A "%Gµ+%’ $C$&, 
SR&T /’ U99LB%(6, 2=-B$(& /> µ() K%(9 <&$;L,   490 
$V µT ,-3µ#)=/$6 *('"+) H)W6 +V7)G2()( 
:37+%>9$6 µ&L"+;+:’ X"() 4#W Y-)(& K-:(&· 
D92(M6 +Z &LI& <9>R &[=6 %$ #9(#="+6.    
 
Tell me now, you muses who hold Olympian homes, 
for you are goddesses and present and know all,   485 
while we only hear the report but know nothing 

                                                
11 pace Eco (2009). 
12 The Hesiodic Ehoeae are by now paradigmatic of the genre; on this see Martin (2007) and 
D’Alessio (2007); Hunter (2007) for the text’s influence on Hellenistic cataloguing. 
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of who were the Danaans’ leaders and their ships. 
And I could not speak nor name off their multitude, 
not even if I should have ten tongues and ten mouths, 
and an unbroken voice, and in me a bronze heart,  490 
should the Olympian muses, aegis-bearing Zeus’- 
’s daughters, not remind how attacked Troy; 
I now will speak the ships’ leaders and all the ships. 

 
This self-conscious admission serves as a grounding for my discussion of Homer. 
Beginning here, how does the archaic world subsequently record its commodities?  
What role does the list play in collective memory and accounting?  While many 
studies have treated catalogues in archaic poetry,13 far fewer consider them alongside 
the non-literary written record.  I argue that the archaic catalogue fulfills a social 
function similar to that of the recorded list in later periods of increased literacy and 
challenge the notion that “orality knows no lists or charts or figures.”14  Subsequent 
sections examine the list of reparations Agamemnon offers to Achilles (Iliad 9. 121-
156, repeated at 264-299), or Odysseus’ repetition of Laertes’ catalogue of trees.15   
 
 
L I S T S  I N  F L U X  
 
The tradition of listing in epic is often characterized as a hallmark of a purely oral, 
memory-driven society,16  but we can also see the abundant archival evidence of the 
fifth and fourth centuries as a continuation of this tradition through a new medium, 
rather than a break or completely novel concept.17  Though parts of the literary 
tradition may well retain oral components at this point, inscribed lists patch a gap in 

                                                
13 Most recently Sammons (2010) (for Homer) and Galjanic (2007) (for Indo-European 
poetry). 
14 Ong (1992) 97. 
15 It seems fitting to include in this section at least some discussion of Mycenean palace records, 
arguably linked to the tradition upon which the Homeric poems draw, though naturally I am 
loath to postulate that the poet has any conscious awareness of them. 
16 Thus recently Detienne (2007) (transl. Lloyd) 42. 
17 Numerous models describing Greek literacy and orality have emerged in the last several 
decades; for a recent survey of the literature see, e.g. Pébarthe (2006) Introduction, also pages 
33-38).   
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documentation and memory that the waning tradition of oral poetry once filled. 18   
Thus even without recourse to theories of a literate revolution, we can nonetheless 
identify in the distribution of literary and material sources a shift in how the Greek 
world catalogues things of value.  (It is not completely arbitrary, I think, that the 
gradual disappearance of the composer-bard coincides with the arrival in spurts of 
epigraphic inventories.)19  At a microcosmic level, we can see this transfer of power as 
early as ca. 500 BC in the Cretan Afrati (“!"#$#%&'()*”) inscription, in which the city 
mandates public funds and a tax break for the local “remembrancer” (lines 3-8):20 
 

!|" #$ %&'( )* +$µ&,($ )- ). /(0($ #$1 )2345%(3$ | 
%6(3(#-7.3 ). #$1 µ3$µ63.89:3· %6(3(#-7.3 +; | [%]&'( #$1 
µ3$µ63.<9.3 )* +$µ&,($ µ0). )* /(0(|$ µ0). )23/45%(3$ 
µ:+=3> ?'63 $@ µA B%.3,C/[(]|[6]3 $D)&3 ). #$1 E.3(*3 )õ3F… 
 
…so that he be for the city its scribe and recorder in public 
affairs both sacred and secular.  No one else is to be scribe and 
recorder for the city in public affairs, neither sacred nor secular, 
except Spensithius himself and his descendants… 
                (trans. Jeffery and Morpurgo Davies) 

 
Spensithius’ two functions, !"#$#%)+,$ (“Phoenicianize,” i.e.  “write down”) and 
µ$&µ"$,-./$ (“remember”), correspond to the mental and physical, or oral/aural and 
written, components of his position.  While the exact scope of the !"#$#%&'()*’s 
duties remains obscure, it is clear that at this stage writing has become an explicit 
component of public memory.  Furthermore, the separation of the two verbs suggests 
that at an earlier time just µ$&µ"$,-./$, remembering, may have sufficed, but no 
longer.   

                                                
18The degree to which oral traditions persist remains a perennial point of contention.  
Havelock (1982) and to some extent Robb (1994) have argued most loudly for the profound 
effects of writing on Greek thought; as the pendulum continues its swing, Thomas (1992) has 
gone to great lengths to show that the same literary tradition may not be as grapho-centric as 
we thought even before Havelock.  
19 This is not to say that the two traditions are mutually exclusive and divisible by some clean 
break: juxtapositions such as the bard on a Pylos fresco not far from the palace archives suggest 
that even the most active participants in the Bronze Age oral culture may have encountered 
written materials.  
20 For the editio princeps see Jeffery and Morpurgo Davies (1970), whose dating I am inclined 
to accept despite its heavy reliance on letter-forms.   
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 The lists I turn to in the middle chapters complicate the designations of oral and 
written and the relationship of object and textual list-entry.  Like the Cretan 
!"#$#%&'()*, these lists reveal shifting functions and media.  Herodotus’ accounts of 
the riches of foreign rulers and the abundances of foreign sanctuaries, for instance, 
straddles this grouping and the one I have designated as oral.  So too do the inscribed 
inventories from fifth- and fourth-century Athens and other poleis inspired by 
Athenian documentary practice.  Greek inventories have only relatively recently 
received much attention even in the epigraphic world, and the rest of the field rarely 
discusses them save as evidence for certain types of items or materials.21  In fact, 
inventories speak to a new use of writing for the codification of wealth and assertion 
of public ownership.  Though the move to erect stelai to this effect may be Periclean, 
surely the basis for listing wealth takes its origins in older traditions. 22  Consequently 
too, official lists like these arguably inspire informal private endeavors such as the 
fourth-century ‘shopping list’ graffito from the Athenian Agora.23 In short, all these 
texts indicate an effort to make written records of objects worth remembering.   
 At the same time, inventory-like lists appear in more unexpected contexts, such 
as Plathane’s interrupted account of all that Heracles has eaten at Aristophanes’ Frogs 
549-560, or the Theban seller’s exotic list of wares at Acharnians 873-880.  Since 
employing a particular form for comedic effect implies—requires, even—a measure of 
recognition on the audience’s part, we may say that there is some public familiarity in 
the fifth century with this kind of documentation, written or not.  Moreover, that 
even in a performative context the actor must number off all that he has reiterates the 
importance of naming commodities as opposed to just showing them.  In 
Aristophanes, I examine the economics of inventorying in public practice, observing 
how the characters on stage play out the obsessive reckoning habits of (&µ+&#. 
 
 
I M A G I N E D  C O L L E C T I O N S  
  
The final section of this narrative deals with catalogues abstracted to the point that 
whatever things the list lists (Socrates’ ,%-.$& /$ 0$1µ&() ,'(#$ (2 0$1µ&(&) are 

                                                
21 Lewis (1986) is largely interested in how inventories inform our knowledge of metalwork; 
Harris (1995) has made the drastic implication that in replicating the elusive contents of 
buildings they can substitute for excavation. 
22 For the dating see e.g. Evans (1986) 72, citing Meiggs and Lewis 58 (=IG I2 91-92) and 
likely drawing on their discussion, page 158.   
23 Agora P10810. 
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subordinate to the text itself.  While I hesitate to press a chronological correlation, the 
fact the primary material at stake here invariably postdates the floruit of the inventory 
suggests a certain growing flexibility within the genre.  Because they are recreated 
year after year, standard inscribed inventories assume a significance divorced from the 
objects they list; so much is clear.24  As items shift to new positions within the text, and 
items absent from the display space remain counted on the list, the text grows 
increasingly abstract.  At the end of the dissertation, I examine a text at the height of 
this abstraction: a collection of objects that exists exclusively in writing and in many 
cases never had a physical manifestation even when the texts first appeared in 
antiquity.  The Lindian Chronicle (99 BC) takes the form of a regular inventory but 
clearly must record some items that the list-makers have never seen, and some which 
arguably never existed at all.25  Whereas the Classical Attic inventories seem to operate 
on the premise—regardless of the reality—that every object on the list is or was extant, 
the Lindian Chronicle unabashedly does not.  Whatever the intended purpose of this 
text, it implies a willingness to accept text as wealth without seeing material evidence, 
and public cooperation with some sleight-of-hand.26   In postmodern terms: “to 
represent means to have a kind of magical power over appearances, to be able to bring 
into presence what is absent, and that is why writing, the most powerful means of 
representation, was called ‘grammarye,’ a magical act.”27 
 The Lindian Chronicle is not alone in privileging the written word, and 
catalogues of objects clearly form an important component of memory.  I argue that 
compiling a list of things serves as a way of asserting ownership over them; further, 
that these lists function similarly in both oral and written contexts.  Finally, I suggest 
that at certain stages, listing physical objects obviates the need to see them at all.  The 

                                                
24 While she does not make so general a claim, Linders (1988) must implicitly rely on this 
principle in her conclusion as to the Delian evidence, that, quite apart from serving as reliable 
facsimiles of storehouse contents, “inventories are primarily records of paradoseis, i.e. 
transactions in which the outgoing hieropoioi personally inspected and handed over the 
treasures to their successors in the presence of the Council” (46).  Scott in an unpublished 
article grapples with the same problem, concluding that inventories clue their readers into a 
series of relationships related to their locations: human and divine, individual and civic, allied 
and independent.  
25 Higbie (2003) rightly identifies the list-makers’ use of the perfect or pluperfect to encode the 
distinction (174-176).   
26 As to its intent, Higbie (ibid.) makes a case for identity-building and creation of a history: 
for the “Lindians, as for other Greeks, the preservation of the past was inescapably linked to 
objects” (249).  Bresson (2006) and Marincola (2005) express some appropriate skepticism. 
27 Tyler (1986) 131. 
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broader question emerges, then, of how and when writing takes on enough social and 
cultural significance that it can stand in for things entirely.  Whereas on the earliest 
inscriptions a line of text or name of a dedicator initially adorns an object, always 
subordinate to its medium and acting as a label at best, the balance of object and text 
shifts such that at a certain point, text not only is removed from objects but also 
replaces them in lists.  A gradual change in popular literate mentality must accompany 
such a shift: it is not so much the case that unwritten lists lose authority as that written 
descriptions become an acceptable substitute.   

I believe this project can have a variety of implications within Classics and 
beyond the discipline.  Generally, it presents an innovative theoretical framework that 
can accommodate a wide cross-section of data, treating texts that have been considered 
only sporadically and by independent specialists. While I consider the case studies of 
the dissertation most immediately pertinent, different and longer studies may still 
examine the vast array of relatively undiscussed list-evidence of, e.g., the Hellenistic 
period, or of the Greeks’ foreign neighbors.  In addition, the varied critical approaches 
on which I draw—epigraphy, cultural poetics, semantics and semiotics—and the 
uncommon juxtaposition of primary sources allows for fresh readings of each text.  
The discussions of inscriptions illuminate a set of texts that tend to receive little or no 
attention from students of literature, and only a limited amount from epigraphic 
specialists.  I hope that including them here can situate previously isolated Greek data 
in the growing body of scholarship that examines the material power of the written 
text in human cultural history. 
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S  
 
 
 
 This is a study about lists: of names, of gifts; of debts, of losses.  I am grateful 
here to be able—be required, even—to offer one of my own, and all the more grateful 
to the many people who have occasioned it.  This text is as much theirs, should they 
wish it, as mine.  
 Through the generosity of the Sara B. Aleshire Center for Greek Epigraphy 
and the American School of Classical Studies, I was a fortunate guest researcher at 
various archives and museums from 2008 to 2010. The staff at the Nationalmuseet in 
Copenhagen, the British Museum, and the Athens Epigraphical Museum were 
especially kind attendants to my neophyte requests.   
 At Berkeley, the four members of my committee have offered exceptional 
wisdom and patience.  Andrew Garrett taught me how to study language change, and 
Nikolaos Papazarkadas lent sage advice even from afar.  Ron Stroud first introduced 
me to stone inventories and their unexpected appeal; Leslie Kurke guided every stage 
of my graduate career and motivated my study of Greek thought. Both have shaped 
this project in every conceivable way, and what strengths it may have are thanks to 
their unwavering support, editorial acumen, and keen insights.   
 Many others have furnished invaluable aid. Virginia Lewis and Donald 
Mastronarde gave their time and astute comments.  Gareth Long melded word and 
image.  Nandini Pandey and Johanna Hanink inspired by example.  Jennifer Nelson 
abided my attempts at verse. Felipe Rojas made me believe what I think. 
 I am confident these pages would be blank were it not for the love of superior 
friends and incomparable family. To them; to Andrew; to Kimon; to my mother and 
father, I offer every affection and any accomplishment.   
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A · N U M B E R · O F · T H I N G S  
A · N U M B E R · O F · T H I N G S  
A · N U M B E R · O F · T H I N G S  
A · N U M B E R · O F · T H I N G S  
A · N U M B E R · O F · T H I N G S  
 
 
 

da mi basia mille, deinde centum,  
dein mille altera, dein secunda centum, 
deinde usque altera mille, deinde centum; 
dein, cum milia multa fecerimus,  
conturbabimus illa, ne sciamus,   
aut ne quis malus invidere possit  
cum tantum sciat esse basiorum. 
 
Give me a thousand kisses, then a hundred, 
then another thousand, then a second hundred, 
then on top of that another thousand, then a hundred, 
then, when we have made many thousands, 
we’ll jumble them up, so we won’t know— 
or so no wicked person will be jealous 
when he knows—the sum of our kisses. 
                                              Catullus V.7-13 

 
 
 
 
Any study that proposes to deal with the topic of word-catalogue—of nearly any 
period or culture—may quite naturally begin with Homer.  It has often been observed 
that catalogues appear in similar forms throughout epic cross-culturally, and that the 
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Homeric examples do not emerge as particularly unique in comparative study.1  At the 
same time, a significant volume of scholarship has been devoted to the study of 
Homeric catalogues in their own right, apart from their clear parallels in other 
literatures.  Perhaps due to their conspicuous form, their archaic curiosity—or their odd 
familiarity—lists in Homer have inspired a long tradition of critical attention. 
 Several lengthy studies have been devoted exclusively to multiple aspects of the 
topic and continue to make up a sizeable portion of contemporary discourse 
surrounding epic poetry.2  A great portion of this work has focused, fruitfully and with 
good reason, on the function of lists and catalogues within the narrative framework of 
the poem.3  Many are the conclusions to be drawn about lists and many more still the 
insights to be gained about Homeric poetry in this vein.  This chapter, however, takes 
a distinct and arguably more modest aim.  The possible directions for working with 
lists in literature abound, and among other things, one can examine “what objects the 
poet lists, what syntactic and marking techniques he uses in composing lists, how he 
orders his subjects, whence he devices his particulars, and so forth.”4  Most directly, I 
am interested in how the “syntactic and marking techniques” in Homer both reveal 
the action of the list in the immediate poetic world and reflect functions of lists that 
appear far outside the genre and era of epic.  Many of the key features established here 
will emerge in different guises in later Greek texts.  Thus rather than augment the 
body of work examining how catalogues fit into epic narrative per se, I hope to set in 
place and begin to describe what I shall suggest is a continuous listmaking meme 
                                                        
1 See e.g. Foley (2004: 184), who cites examples of African codifications of historical events 
and South Slavic muster-lists. 
2 The most recent and most complete study is Sammons (2010), who deals with a 
commendable number and variety of examples.  Austin’s 1965 dissertation is probably the most 
immediate predecessor to Sammons in scope and length, but the work is far more limited and 
by now outdated and largely inaccessible.  Shorter studies on catalogue in general include 
Beye (1964) and Minton (1962). The Catalogue of Ships on its own has enjoyed an especially 
longstanding history of scholarly attention, beginning in antiquity and not limited to later 
treatments by Niese (1873), Allen (1910) and (1921), Leaf (1922), Crosset (1969), Edwards 
(1980), Heiden (2008), Minchin (1996).  The work of Barney (1981) on Chaucer might be 
mentioned here as a resource and indeed model for analysis of the definitions of lists and their 
relationship to poems and audiences.  
3 One rationale for this line of inquiry seems to be the commonplace that lists are the opposite 
of narrative and innately at odds with it, a definition ultimately as old as Aristotle (see e.g. 
Beye (1964: 345) and Barney (1981:191-192)) and related to the rationale behind Pucci (1996).  
Cf. Edwards (1980: 101ff), who analyzes “the catalogue form as a basis for narrative” rather 
than an interruption thereof.      
4 Barney (1981) 190. 
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throughout the Greek textual consciousness, and in turn situate the Homeric poems 
within that tradition.  While the modes, uses, and behaviors of lists undoubtedly 
change through time, certain features and functions remain consistent and are visible 
even in the remote poetry of the past.              
 Before turning to the poems themselves, let us begin with some inescapable 
preliminary questions: what does it mean to speak of a ‘catalogue’ in Homer, and by 
what criteria have I chosen the examples discussed below.  Definitions and 
characterizations of the epic catalogue can be found in many studies.  Beye’s 
description, if not his analysis of it, still provides a useful baseline in its liberal scope:5 

 
[The catalogues in Homer] all share in the essential 
quality of a list, namely, isolated pieces of information 
that gain a modest coherence or unity by the simple fact 
of juxtaposition. 

 
This study, too, treats anything that has connected items as a list.  Generally such a 
definition would be limited to a series of, at the minimum, three elements.6  It seems 
perhaps clearer to use the term ‘list’ rather than ‘catalogue,’ because many 
commentators tend to reserve the latter for texts that show either extensive quantity or 
baroque elaboration—qualities which not all the examples in this chapter share.  In 
general, the examples that follow are pertinent more for their elements of shared 
stylistics, diction, and behavior, than how comparable their contents may be. 
 As to the second question—what are the criteria for inclusion in this chapter—I 
can offer a relatively simple answer:  this study treats mainly lists that talk about objects 
in the world of the poem.  In a non-literary context, we refer to such enumerations as 
“inventories,” presumably because they purport to have some kind of utility related to 
the items they include and at the very least describe a particular material situation.  
Thus in the cases that follow, I concentrate on lists of actual objects that could be 
considered  collections of goods, theoretically grouped together in a particular time or 
space.  By this logic, certain common subgroups of catalogues, such as those of people 

                                                        
5 Beye (1964) 345.  His further interpretation of this quality as “something alien to narrative, 
no matter how paratactic the style in which the narrative is cast” is a conclusion which I will 
not readily espouse nor treat extensively here.  I will maintain, however, that a highly 
paratactic narrative can have list-like qualities such that it can be nearly impossible to 
distinguish between the two.  
6 Three may seem paltry, but there seems to be an identifiable poetics of groups of more-than-
two in Indo-European, which form the subject of Galjanic’s dissertation (2007). 
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and gods, while they do pertain to the discussion as comparanda, are not its main 
focus.   
 Still, an examination of these somewhat less-paradigmatic examples will allow 
for discussion of new topics and serve to introduce the central question that the 
remaining chapters variously take up: how do objects in textual lists interact with 
actual material things, and what, in turn, can these things do once they have been 
realized as text? 
  
 
C O U N T S  A N D  K I N G S  
 
I begin with a discussion of the players at stake—the characters who make and use lists. 
In Book 13 of the Odyssey, Odysseus at long last arrives in Ithaca, which he does not 
recognize as such after his deep sleep on the ship the Phaecians provided him and the 
disorienting mist Athena has set about him to preclude his being recognized.  As he 
awakes and surveys the shore before him, he has a brief internal conversation.  His 
initial concern is for the treasure he carries with him from the Phaeacians (13.203-
218): 
 

“! µ"# $%&, '()* +,'- ./"'0* $1 %+2+* 345*);  
6 7’ "8 %’ 9./#:'+; '- 4+< =%/#"# ">?@ ?;4+#"#, 
A- B#CDE-#*"# 4+; :B#* *D"1 $:'< F-"G?H1;    205 
IJ ?K L/Hµ+'+ I"CCM B(/) '5?-; IJ ?@ 4+< +>'N1  
IC5%E"µ+#; +OF’ PB-C"* µ-2*+# I+/M Q+#H4-::#* 
+>'"R· $%S ?( 4-* =CC"* 9I-/µ-*()* .+:#CH)*  
$E#4DµT*, U1 4(* µ’ $B;C-# 4+< VI-µI- *(-:F+#.  
*R* ?’ "W'’ =/ IX F(:F+# $I;:'+µ+#, ">?@ µ@* +>'"R 210 
4+CC-;Y), µH I&1 µ"# ZC)/ =CC"#:# %(*T'+#. 
[ IDI"#, ">4 =/+ I5*'+ *"Hµ"*-1 ">?@ ?;4+#"#  
A:+* Q+#H4)* \%H'"/-1 ]?@ µ(?"*'-1,  
"8 µ’ -^1 =CCT* %+2+* _IH%+%"*· A '( µ’ VB+*'"  
=E-#* -^1 `F54T* ->?-;-C"*, ">?’ $'(C-::+*.   215 
a-b1 :B-+1 '-;:+#'" 34-'H:#"1, U1 '- 4+< =CC"G1  
_*F/&I"G1 $B"/c 4+< '-;*G'+#, U1 '#1 dµ5/'X. 
_CC’ =%- ?K 'M L/Hµ+'’ _/#FµH:) 4+< O?)µ+#,  
µH '; µ"# "OL)*'+# 4";CT1 $I< *TN1 =%"*'-1.”  
  e1 -^IS* '/;I"?+1 I-/#4+CC(+1 ]?@ C(.T'+1   220 
]/;Fµ-# 4+< L/G:N* 9B+*'5 '- -8µ+'+ 4+C5. 
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!"# µ$# %&’ '( !) *+,-)· 
 
“Ah me, what people’s land have I come to this time? 
Men arrogant and savage and not civilized, 
or ones hospitable and of god-fearing minds?   205 
Where should I bring all these goods? And I, where shall I 
take myself to?  I should have stayed right where I was 
in Phaeacia, and then I would have come to meet 
another mighty king who would have welcomed me 
and sent me home.  But as it is, I do not know   210 
where I should store them, nor will I just leave them here, 
in case to my chagrin they become others’ loot. 
Gah! Not wholly in their right minds nor civilized 
were they, the Phaeacian leaders and counselors, 
who led me to some other land, when they told me  215 
they’d take me to fair Ithaca, but let me down. 
May Zeus punish them, Zeus who cares for suppliants, 
who surveils men and punishes whoever sins. 
But come, I shall count up the goods, and let me see 
if they’ve robbed me of any from the hollow ship.”  220 
And saying thus he counted the gorgeous tripods  
and cauldrons; the gold and the lovely woven clothes. 
From these nothing was missing. 

 
This episode raises an issue which this chapter takes up: the habit of the noble and 
powerful to count what they own.  The theme emerges as follows.  Odysseus voices 
multiple anxieties in his inner monologue—Where is he? Where will he store his 
precious newly acquired possessions? Why has he not reached Ithaca, and, again, 
where will he store his possessions?  With a resumptive !""#$%&, he proposes a plan to 
himself, presented as a solution of sorts: he will go and take inventory of what he 
brought, count it up in case anything is missing, and so he does.  But taking account 
of the treasures solves nothing and if anything it merely reiterates the problem of 
storage.  Though we might say Odysseus here just takes a first step in the face of 
general !'()*+, his listing the items—the tripods and cauldrons and gold and 
garments—does more.  By making an inventory he performs an accounting role that, 
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as I shall argue, obtains for kingly figures throughout Homeric epic.7  In taking his 
own stock of the treasure, Odysseus asserts his authority and ownership, and does so at 
the very apt moment of his return.  Once again in the realm over which he rules, he 
once again behaves like a king.  The act of counting, !"#$µ%&', reflects both his 
possession of wealth and his ability to manage it, while his performance of counting 
here symbolically reestablishes his sovereignty.8     
 In fact, this moment would not be particularly effective in re-establishing 
Odysseus—after all, these were merely guest-gifts from Alcinous—but for its 
invocation of a common Homeric trope whereby figures of authority engage in 
counting, while those of lower stature are shown to lack comparable skills.  The 
distinction emerges clearly at the start of Iliad 2, where Agamemnon describes to his 
troops how greatly the Greek forces outnumber the Trojan ones (2.123-128): 
 

!" #!$ %&$ '’ ()*+,-µ!. /01-,2 3! 4$5*6 3!  
7$'-1 #-839 31µ:.3!6 ;$-)µ<)=µ!.1- >µ?@, 
4$516 µA. +*B18)1- (?*83-,- 788,- C18-.,   125  
Dµ!E6 F’ (6 F!'&F16 F-1',8µ<)!Eµ!. /01-,2, 
4$G@. F’ >.F$1 H'183,- I+,2µ!)1 ,J.,0,!K!-., 
#,++12 '!. F!'&F!6 F!L,213, ,J.,0:,-,.  
 
For if in fact we wished to cut a solemn oath  
and have our sum numbered, of Greeks and Trojans both— 
collect as many Trojans as are living here,   125 
and split up us Achaeans into groups of ten— 
and each ten then chose one Trojan to bear their wine, 
many a group of ten would be winebearerless. 

                                                        
7 I use the term ‘king’ and its derivatives loosely to refer to wealthy and powerful elite 
characters and not necessarily hereditary monarchs, which it is well known that ()*#+%,- in 
Homer does not exclusively describe.  For one statement of this idea and further pertinent 
scholarship on the concept of kingship before the sixth century BC see Morris (1986) 99. 
8 While I am putting much weight on its poetic value here, this practice must not be wholly 
divorced from the palace records of goods so well-preserved for Mycenean culture.  Clearly 
the text in Bronze Age Greece had become an established means of documenting wealth, and 
making a list of important items appears to have been a regular administrative practice well 
before the Homeric poems became solidified.  To fully examine and situate the Linear B 
tablets within the tradition I am outlining here is beyond the scope of this dissertation but 
would make for productive future study.  For more general ideas about the function of the 
written tablets, see e.g. Palaima (1987) and (2003) and Schwink (1999).  
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Agamemnon, while he himself comprehends the absolute values, guides his audience 
to a relative, non-arithmetic understanding of the enemy forces, putting into 
perspective for them what he knows numerically.  His ability both to digest and to 
reformulate the data for his subordinates sets him apart from the rest and reinforces his 
own status.  The numbering in !"#$µ%$&µ'()# in fact is not borne out by the rest of 
the description, for Agamemnon never gives a specific number; he merely asserts his 
own knowledge of it and provides a significant impression to those who may not 
otherwise find one in a figure.    
 Indeed, he again asserts his supremacy in numbering men soon after this 
gathering, when he goes about the camp and chastises misbehaving soldiers, exhorting 
them to pay attention to their superiors (2.200-206): 
 

!"#µ$%#’ &'()µ"* +,- ."/ 0112% µ34-% 0.-56,   200 
-7 ,)- 8)('6(-9 6:,#, ,; !’ &<'$16µ-* ."/ 0%"1.#*  
-=') <-'’ >% <-1)µ? >%"(94µ#-* -='’ >%/ @-51A· 
-B µ)% <2* <C%'6* @",#16D,-µ6% >%4C!’ EF"#-9· 
-B. &G"4H% <-15.-#("%9I· 6J* .-9("%-* K,'2, 
6J* @",#16D*, L !M.6 N($%-5 <CO* &G.51-µP'62   205 
,.Q<'($% '’ R!S 4)µ#,'"*, T%C ,8#,# @-516DU,#. 
 
Come on: sit still and listen to what others say, 
those better than you. Fightless and mightless are you, 200 
and count for naught in battle and assembly.  
Now we can’t all be kings here, we Achaians, no: 
Pan-sovereignty is no good; let there be one lord, 
one king, to whom crooked-counseling Cronus’ son   205 
gives scepter and divine right, which he counsels with. 

 
Agamemnon essentially criticizes his men for not observing rank in that they both fail 
to obey their superiors and hubristically behave as if they have authority they lack.  He 
expresses his distaste, however, with *+,' -()".$µ#*/, reminding them of their null 
numeric value, of no worth in important matters.  At the same time, his statement 
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suggests, as does the previous passage, that he alone as king reckons the data, and his 
tally alone is the correct one: they count as zero because he says so.9 
 Zeus—a logical parallel to Agamemnon—also seems endowed with power to 
control reckoning and senses of worth.  Thus when Diomedes and Glaucus exchange 
armor following their meeting on the battlefield, the god controls the transfer (6.234-
236):       
 

!"#’ $%&' ()$*+, -./"0123 4.5"$3 675)'&/ 8'*3, 
93 :.;3 <=1'>12" ?@/µA1'$ &'*B'’ Cµ'@D'    235 
B.*E'$ B$)+'0F", G+$&HµD/@’ 6""'$D/0F". 
 
Then Zeus the son of Cronus usurped Glaucus’ sense, 
as he exchanged with Diomedes Tydeus’ son   235 
gold armor for bronze, hundred-oxen-worth for nine. 

 
Zeus distorts the actualities of value for Glaucus, momentarily changing disparate 
amounts into equal ones, at least in Glaucus’ benighted sight.10  Again, the most 
powerful participant in the transaction (Zeus) is the ultimate arithmetician.11     
 I raise these examples with a view to establishing the connection between royal 
authority and the ability to count, but also as an introduction to the suggestion I shall 
present as this chapter proceeds: that counting in Homer occurs via listing, and that a 
list of important or valuable objects performs their presence, serving as record of their 
existence.  It is a curious feature of epic poetics, however, that the very precious goods 
wealthy people often count are not only listed, but also described as uncountable in 
some way.  Let us return to the example with which we began, that of Odysseus 
counting up his goods from the Phaeacians.  Earlier in Odyssey 13, when Odysseus 
                                                        
9 Cf. Achilles’ comment to Agamemnon during their initial quarrel, which invokes the near-
synonym !"#$%&'!( (1.293-294): I JK. +'" 1'@)H3 &' +$L /M&@1$";3 +$)'/0µ2" | 'N 1O E/L 
:P" !.J/" Q:'07/µ$@ R&&0 +'" 'S:T3·  

    
10 This final injustice possibly relates to the views the two heroes have expressed previously 
regarding how the gods treat humans, as Diomedes (in the story of Lycurgus) suggests they 
give and take fairly, while Glaucus (through Bellerophon) “shows mortals as [their] victims” 
(Gaisser 1969: 175).  Zeus’ actions here would prove both men right.    
11 Varying interpretations of this rather odd moment abound, e.g. Calder (1984) claims 
Glaucus made the uneven exchange on purpose to assert his superiority over Diomedes, while 
Donlan (1989) contends that Glaucus’ intention was in fact to elevate Diomedes in a reversal 
of the more standard display of )*'$& wherein the nobler party gives the more generous gift.   
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first leaves Scheria asleep on the ship, the poet first mentions the gifts from Alcinous 
(13.134-138):    
 

!" #’ $%#!&'’ (& &)* +!, (-. -/&'!& 01!&'$2 
34'+$56& $7& 8+439, :#!56& #; !" 05-$'6 #<=6,   135 
>6?3/& '$ >=@5/& '$ A?B2 (5+C'4 +’ DE6&'F&, 
-/??’, G5’ H& !I#; -!'$ J=!K)2 (LF=6'’ M#@55$N2, 
$O -$= P-FµQ& R?+$, ?6>S& P-T ?)U#!2 6V56&. 
 
They led him asleep on the swift ship over seas 
and sent him to Ithaca, gave him countless gifts:  135 
bronze and gold and woven clothes, in heaps, many, 
so as Odysseus would never have won at Troy, 
had he come back with ease, taking his lot of spoil. 

 
These !"#$%& '()& are, of course, the very same ones that Odysseus will count once 
he awakes in Ithaca.  On the one hand, the apparent inconsistency of being able to 
count the explicitly countless is remedied by any number of solutions.  First, we need 
not require the episodes to be related, and 80 lines, while it seems close in our version 
of the text, means little in the context of composition or performance.  Alternatively, 
we may pronounce the text unsound and read instead *+,&- '()& on the basis of the 
same collocation’s appearance at the end of line 230 in book 16.12  Finally, maintaining 
!"#$%&, we could argue that the semantics are similar enough to another formula, 
*#$)$."/& !#0/1&, “boundless ransom” that they might stand here, especially because 
'()& and !#0/1& are interchangeable elsewhere (e.g. with *+,&2).  Regardless, a 
stock epithet of course need not be congruous with the immediate context in which it 
appears.13  The fact remains, however, that many of the things described as P-$=$K5B6 

                                                        
12 The reading !"#$%& '()&, rejected by many editors, is defensible on analogy with Odyssey 
20.342, where Telemachus receives the same.  Those who print *+,&2 seem to have based the 
choice of adjective on frequency (it appears fairly commonly with '()& and !#0/1& in the 
same metrical position, while !"#$%03 accompanies '()& only one other time and in a 
different part of the line).      
13 Parry (1971[1928]:14[16-17] and 21[25-26]-23[27-28]) first insisted that the “ornamental 
epithet” functions exlusively as a compositional building block, having “no relation to the ideas 
expressed by the words of either the sentence or the whole passage in which it occurs” 
(quotation 21[25]).  Sale (1993: 139-140) has discussed instances in which a normal formula is 
replaced with a less-common one to avoid such potential absurdities as ‘Of the Cretans, 
Idomeneus, leader of the Cretans, was the leader.’ Janko (1992) calls to these substitutes 
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and !"#$%& do in fact get enumerated, and for this reason I would like to suggest that 
more is at work in these repeated designations of quantified amounts as infinite than 
simply a semantically bleached epithet.  Here, both the adjective !"#$%&' and the 
quantifying statement in line 137 (#())’, *"’ +, &-./ #&%$ 01&23' 45617%’ 
8.9""$:') emphasize the vastness of the treasure, and the latter perhaps momentarily 
calls into question his deserving it.  But the doubt does not linger long, for his 
counting the goods upon reaching Ithaca confirms his rightful ownership of them.  
Though their exact sum might elude a less-skilled character, Odysseus, like 
Agamemnon and Zeus, is set apart by his ability to count what most people cannot.  
The short list of items at lines 217-218, '( $)#*+ %,-#./&( #$,01&223&( 4/5 2367%&( 
| 4,-8µ$0 1&9 :,;"<+ =>&+%? %$ $@µ&%& 1&2?, which echoes (but does not repeat) the 
description of them here at 137 (:&21A+ %$ :,;"A+ %$ B20( C"8D%? 8’ =>&+%E+), gives 
more detail of what the objects were as Odysseus is described counting them, and 
thereby both enacts his inventory and affirms his right to them.14   
 
 
I N F I N I T I E S  O F  L I S T S  
 
This instance of Odysseus’ counting the countless is not singular.  Infinite sums are 
invoked many times throughout the Iliad and Odyssey.  Scodel, followed by 
Sammons, has identified ;#$1$2"<&' “boundless” as the regular epithet describing 
ransoms, as the collocation appears 11 times, and usefully explored the poetics at work 
in her discussion of !#&<,7 and #&<,6.15  Noting that ransoms are always described as 
‘boundless’ from the point of view of the ransom-giver, she argues that “the person 
offering the ransom sees it as boundless not because of its economic value, but by 
transference from the good he seeks to recover, whose value to him is limitless.”16  
Here I focus on the rhetorical interaction of boundlessness and lists, which I argue 
emerges in ransoms and other examples.  Often, a ransom described as boundless gets 
enumerated in the same breath.  While it might initially appear that cataloguing of this 

                                                        
“equivalent formulae.”  Edwards (1997: 272-277) summarizes further scholarship on the topic, 
to which we may add later references given by Latacz (2000: 52-57) and Hackstein (2010: 
417-418).     
14 Pucci (1996) 12 suggests something similar for the catalogue of trees Odysseus gives his 
father in Book 24, which stands as proof of Odysseus’ identity and existence.  I shall return to 
this passage and concept below. 
15 Scodel (2008) 76-80, Sammons (2010) 111. 
16 Scodel (2008) 80. 
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kind “lays bare the rhetoric of limitlessness,”17 in fact the enumeration of the infinite 
serves as both an assertion of the character’s wealth and the speaker’s skill in being able 
to list it, as well as a more general expression of abundance.  Let us begin with a 
famous example, the ransom Priam brings Achilles for Hector in Iliad 24.  Priam first 
compiles it in a catalogue after he stands firm in his plan to visit Achilles’ hut (24.228-
237): 
 

! "#$ %&'(#µ)* +,(-.µ#/# "01’ 2*3456*· 
7*-6* 8986"# µ:* ,6'("#113#; 7<616 ,3,1=>;,  
8986"# 8’ ?,1=@8#; A1#B*#;, /CDD=>; 8: /0,E/#;,  230  
/CDD# 8: %0'6# 16>"0, /CD=>; 8’ +,$ /=FD( A(/)*#;.  
A'>D=G 8: D/.D#; 7%6'6* 83"# ,0*/# /01#*/#,  
+" 8: 8H’ #I-&*#; /'B,=8#;, ,BD>'#; 8: 13JE/#;, 
+" 8: 83,#; ,6'("#113;, K =L M'N"6; ,C'=* O*8'6;  
+<6DBE* +1-C*/( µ35# "/3'#;· =P83 *> /=G ,6'   235 
%6BD#/’ +*$ µ650'=(; Q 53'&*, ,6'$ 8’ R-616 ->µS 
1HD#D-#( %B1=* >LC*.  
 
He spoke and opened up the lovely coffer-lids. 
From these he took out very lovely broadcloths, twelve, 
also twelve simple cloaks, and just as many rugs,  230 
and as many white shrouds, also as many vests. 
He weighed and brought out gold—all told ten talents’ worth, 
and brought out two glittering tripods, four cauldrons, 
and then a very lovely cup the men of Thrace 
once gave him on an embassy—a great treasure.   235 
Not even this did the old man save in his home, 
so did he wish in his heart to ransom his son. 
 

Immediately the listener conceives of the offering as a lavish but finite collection, 
drawn generously from Priam’s rich stores and tailored to please its recipient.  Yet in 
the remainder of Book 24 we hear the ransom spoken of as !"#$#%&'(, boundless, not 
once but three times.  It is first described as such as Priam’s sons load it onto his chariot 
(276), then by Priam himself as he tells Achilles what he has brought with him (502), 
and finally again as Achilles accepts the gifts and Achilles’ men unpack them (576).18  

                                                        
17 Sammons (ibid.). 
18 As Scodel (2008: 76) observes, “[i]ts limits are completely palpable.” 
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While the epithet, again, is standard, we need not dismiss its connection to this 
enumeration.  Rather, I would like to suggest that the explicit listing of the ransom, far 
from contradicting it, in fact reinforces its so-called boundlessness.  The stark 
enumeration with its repeated quantifying words (!"!#$%, &'((%, etc.), as MacLeod 
noted, emphasizes quantity, while the parataxis and regular connection with !) give 
privilege to the items.19  As a whole, the effect on an audience is—perhaps ironically—
one of abundance rather than limits, for listeners receive an onslaught of items rather 
than any specific number of them.  Moreover, the list primes them to think of the 
ransom as exceedingly large later on, when it is described as such.  The list form, I 
would like to suggest, presents the sum of the ransom’s parts as overflowingly 
abundant and potentially infinite, with the possibility of another addition at any point 
to the constituent parts.  Though the list reaches a climactic finale with the unique 
heirloom cup, the previous items (just as many…just as many…) could continue 
recursively.  Moreover, once the poet focuses in on the last item, the audience is 
distracted from the exact count of how many came before. 
 Other famous Homeric moments show a similar co-occurrence of list and the 
claim to endless abundance.  When Odysseus returns to Ithaca in disguise and 
converses with the shepherd Eumaios about himself, Eumaios reflects on the former 
wealth of his master (14.96-104): 
 

! "#$ %& '() "’ !* +,-./%0· %1 /2*2 /3,,4  
5*6$7* 8$9(*, %1/’ :-.;$%2% µ.<=;*40  
%1/’ =>/?0 @A#B40· %>6C DE*..;B%,2 F(/7*  
G,/’ +F.*%0 /%,,%H/%*· I"J 6K BK /%2 B=/=<KD(. 
696.B’ I* :-.;$L 5"K<=2· /3,= -9.= %M7*,    100 
/3,,= ,E7* ,EN3,2=, /3,’ =M-3<2= -<=/K’ =M"7* 
N3,B%E,2 D.O*%; /. B=P =>/%H N9/%$.0 +*6$.0·  
I*A#6. /’ =M-3<2= -<=/K’ =M"7* Q*6.B= -#*/= 
I,R=/2S N3,B%*/’, I-P 6’ 5*K$.0 I,A<%P T$%*/=2.  
 
Indeed was his wealth boundless.  Not so great was that 
of any lordly man, not on the dark mainland, 
nor in Ithaca itself.  And not to twenty men 
was there such plenteousness. I’ll recount it for you: 
On the mainland twelve herds of cows, so many sheep, 100 

                                                        
19 McLeod (1982) 108, with reference to similar use of repeated quantifiers elsewhere in 
Homer. 
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so many droves of pigs, so many packs of goats 
as pasture goatherds, foreign or of his own kind. 
And also here feed packs of goats, elevenfold, 
on the outskirts, and skilled men keep watch over them.     

 
After claiming that Odysseus’ livelihood was !"#$%&', ‘endless,’ he proceeds to the list, 
quite literally performing the verb ()%)*+,-. 20  Its components include the same kind 
of quantifying words used of Priam’s ransom. The enumeration here does not prepare 
a listener for the later-stated boundlessness of the listed items as it did in Iliad 24, but 
rather confirms it, proving through an actual tally just how abundant was the wealth 
in question.  In a variety of combinations then, the two components—a statement of 
boundlessness plus a list—together result in signifying true magnitude, both within the 
narrative and to the audience.                   
 We can observe the same tendency writ large in Agamemnon’s famed 
inventory of conciliatory offering to Achilles in the Iliad.  When Agamemnon tells it 
to Nestor, he introduces the list with the ‘boundless ransom’ collocation (9.119-121): 
 

!""’ #$%& !'()µ*+ ,-%(& "%./'"01(2 $234('5,  
67 #30"8 !-0('2 9:µ%+'; <’ !$%-%;(2’ =$>2+'.    120 
?µ@+ 9’ #+ $)+<%((2 $%-2A".<B 9C-’ D+>µ4+8…  
 
But since E was a fool to trust my sorry heart, 
now I want to appease and boundless ransom give.   120 
Before you all I shall name off illustrious gifts: 

 
This passage and the extensive catalogue that follows it, naming precisely every one of 
the .#$/$0"1) !#&12), has received an amount of scholarly attention eclipsed perhaps 
only by the catalogue of ships.  Debate has often focused on Agamemnon’s underlying 
intentions in his offer: is this a genuine act of recompense and sincere display of 
generosity, or is Agamemnon, as Donlan has most staunchly advanced, merely 
reasserting his superiority in an exchange system where the higher-status party gives 
more lavishly to the lower.21  In this kind of interpretation, Agamemnon’s gift-
                                                        
20 Christensen (2010) treats the use of first-person futures in Homer in performative utterances, 
presenting it as a precursor to the similar phenomenon well documented in epinician poetry.        
21 Mainly Donlan (1993), supported by e.g. Lateiner (2004) 25-26, Muellner (1996) 141-142 
and Wilson (2002) 78-80; see also Donlan (1989) 5-6, Redfield (1994 [1975]) 103-106 and, on 
exchanges more generally, Donlan (1982).  Scodel (2008) does not reject Donlan but does have 
a different theory of what the terms of the exchange mean.  Sammons (2010: 121-122) has 
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catalogue stands apart from other exchanges, as a perversion of the usual system.  But it 
is introduced under exactly the same rubric and with exactly the same language as a 
normal exchange, and we must at least acknowledge it as such.  As a literary piece 
unto itself, Agamemnon’s enumeration stands as a quintessential example of the list’s 
ability—its duty, even—to display to an audience the potentially infinite and thus very 
abundant.22  The ingredients for a proper poetic expression of abundance, then, seem 
to include (1) a statement of infiniteness/abundance (2) explicit verb of naming off (3) 
a list. Here, shortly after the statement of boundlessness comes a verb of enumerating-
by-name, !"#µ$"%, followed by the catalogue.    
  For most commentators on Agamemnon’s offer and the rhetoric it employs, 
exchange and its social implications within the poem’s economy are at stake.  [Add 
Sammons etc here]  Yet the recipe of boundlessness + list + naming is not limited to a 
gift-list such as this one; in fact, the same semantics begin the catalogues of Achaean 
and Trojan ships and troops in book two.  The poet famously invokes the muses in a 
few lines preceding the catalogue, which continues for some lines, at 2.488-493    
 

!"#$%& '’ ()* +& ,-. µ/$01(µ23 ()'’ 4&(µ0&5, 
()'’ 67 µ(3 '8*2 µ9& -":1123, '8*2 '9 1;<µ2;’ 6=6& 
>5&? '’ @AA#*;(B, CD"*6(& '8 µ(3 E;(A ,&6F#,   490 
6G µ? H"/µ!3D'6B I(J123 K3LB 2G-3<C(3(  
$/-2;8A6B µ&#12F2$’ M1(3 N!L O"3(& E"$(&· 
PAC(%B 2Q &#:& ,A85 &RDB ;6 !A(!D12B.  

                                                        
most recently argued against Donlan on the grounds that (a) his theory at its most extreme 
does not allow for a variety of power relationships possible in the heroic world, and (b) the 
other characters treat the offer too favorably for it to be so evidently hostile to an audience.  
Sammons instead maintains that “[g]ifts characterize the donor as much as the recipient, and 
the portraiture is entirely flattering.”  
22 MacLeod’s analysis of Achilles’ refusal of Agamemnon through the lens of Book 24 is worth 
bearing in mind.  When Hector says his father will give ‘gold in heaps’ in exchange for 
sparing his life, Achilles responds that even ten and twenty times the ransom ('6*D*3B ;6 *2S 
6G*(13&0A3;’ @!(3&2) will not change his mind and keep him from throwing Hector’s body to 
the dogs (22.349-352).  “The theme of the wrath of Achilles is extended from the quarrel with 
Agamemnon to the vengeance for Patroclus; and as the first wrath came to an end, so must the 
second.  Nor would Hector’s death be able to extinguish it.  If it is to come to an end, then it 
must first be represented as unyielding and horrifying; otherwise the story would lack shape or 
point or grandeur.  Hence the description of how Achilles insulted, in words and in deed, his 
dead enemy goes well beyond what we read elsewhere in the poem; and it begins where he 
refuses to think of accepting a ransom” (MacLeod 1982: 21).   
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And I could not speak nor name off their multitude, 
not even if I should have ten tongues and ten mouths, 
and an unbroken voice, and in me a bronze heart,  490 
should the Olympian muses, aegis-bearing Zeus’- 
’s daughters, not remind how many went to Troy; 
I now will speak the ships’ leaders and all the ships. 

 
 
In these lines, the poetic voice claims to be unable to describe the multitude in two 
senses: neither µ!"#$µ%& nor '($µ)(*.  The first verb implies that the poet is unable 
to tell about them in some more general or analytical way—perhaps simply state their 
number, “539.” '($µ)(*, however, like +%,%-#.*, implies an enumeration, a naming 
off.  The poet initially stands back from giving a list.  Of course the catalogue follows, 
with 383 lines of this unnamable /-0"1(.  Commentators tend to explain the initial 
lines as functioning to highlight the difference in skill between the poet, who cannot 
compute the number, and the muses, who can.23  Admittedly the muses’ inspiration 
and the poet’s instrument are in consistent tension from which this passage is not 
excluded.  Nevertheless, it introduces the same rhetorical  elements that other 
catalogues—which the poet has no trouble recounting—employ.24  Like boundless 
ransoms and Agamemnon’s limitless gifts, the catalogue of ships follows a statement of 
unfathomable—unspeakable, even—size, and includes a performative verb of listing 
('($µ)(*).  The elaboration and inclusion of the muses need not pose a significant 
interpretative distinction, for here—before the longest catalogue of the poems and 
likely one of its most challenging passages for recitation—would be a highly 
appropriate moment to invoke the muses for assistance. 
 As the list to end all lists, the Iliadic catalogue of ships should well share and 
even amplify the rhetorical features of lists we have identified above.  But similar 
configurations emerge in less evident places too.  In fact, a version of the formula at 
Iliad 488 appears several more times in the Odyssey.  A speaker, as opposed to stating 
that she or he cannot name the /-0"1(, uses a form of /23, positioned at the start of 

                                                        
23 Kirk (1985) 167: “With the Muses’ help he can manage to deal with the leaders, but the 
troops lie beyond his powers - not beyond the Muses’, presumably, but their instrument is too 
fragile, the sheer numbers are too large.” Cf. Allen (1921) 34: “Dignity is given to the list by 
the repeated similes emphasizing the size of the multitude, and by the invocation to the muses 
to help the poet in his hard task.” 
24 cf. Beye (1965:352), who in his discussion of battle-lists refers briefly to line 2.488, which he 
compares to other phrases that “indicate[s] the enormity of the list.” 
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the first line, and a quantitative correlative introducing a clause beginning in the 
second line specifying the unit, as it were. Thus Helen says to Telemachus at Odyssey 
4.240-241 (cf. 11.328 ad 11.517, identical save for different inflection of !"#/$%&#): 
 

!"#$% µ&# '() *# +,- µ./01'µ%2 '(3’ 4#'µ0#5,   240 
611'2 73.118'9 $%:%1;<='#>9 ?@12# A?/:'2· 
 
And I could not describe nor name off all of them,  240 
how many are determined Odysseus’ struggles.  

 
Here, '(&µ)(* again refers to a theoretically nameable yet, in context, explicitly 
unquantifiable entity.  I have highlighted before the correlation of the uncountable 
with a verb of naming in the presence of a list or catalogue.   Here, though, at first 
glance, a proper list does not seem to follow Helen’s lines: the formula appears sincere, 
for it introduces her account of the very specific event of Odysseus’ clandestine entry 
into the Trojan city.25  At the same time, its use here would seem to suggest that one 
could just enumerate Odysseus’ travails, as in the other instances of '(&µ)(*.  And 
indeed, while the formula does introduce the singular story Helen tells, at the same 
time it serves also to forecast the remainder of the poem as we have it following the 
Telemacheia.  Beginning in book 5, the Odyssey amounts to a narrative catalogue of 
precisely what Helen says she cannot tell: the +,-.&/ of Odysseus.  And, while perhaps 
any one version of the epic may not name them all, each version gives a large enough 
set to fulfill the requirements of abundance and, like the catalogue of ships, 
approximate completeness.26    
 De Jong and others have identified the narratological form Helen invokes as a 
recusatio motif, a priamel in which the speaker warns that there is too much to tell but 
gives instead a paradigmatic example in the form of an embedded narrative.27  In 
instances such as this and the catalogue of ships, however, the priamel in fact 

                                                        
25 In this it is similar to the focusing devices common in epinician, in which the poet alludes to 
many possible creative directions before following a particular one.  
26 If the idea that the rest of the poem serves as the real telling of the Odysseus’ many woes 
seems too far-fetched, consider a more focused, local example.  At the start of Book 5, Athena 
sits among the assembly of the gods and is said to remind them of the hero’s plights (5.5-6: 
$'B12 3CD/E#%;E :F,? )03?% !>::C73.18'9 | µ#E1%µF#E)—a statement reminiscent of 
Helen’s.  Her list that follows (5.7-20) accomplishes what Helen says she could not, though of 
course Athena could not be said to really do justice to the 0)1,2 !3..2 in the limited 
examples she gives. 
27 de Jong (2001: 102-103). 
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introduces a fairly comprehensive explanation, emerging ultimately more as praeteritio 
than recusatio.  In instances such as these the epic audience, I would assert, is 
acculturated to expect the so-called infinite to be illustrated with a finite set.28  The 
actual arithmetic difference between the quantity actually listed and infinity, however, 
is within this rhetorical framework not a significant one.  Rather, abundance is 
conceptualized in a way that a modern reader might find irrational: as closer to infinity 
than to a countable number.29 In the next section, ! further explore the correlation of 
!"#µ$%"& and counting. 
 
 
E N A M E R A T I O N  A N D  O N O M B R A S T I C S  
 
In commenting on the lines that immediately precede the catalogue of ships (2.491-
493, quoted above), G.S. Kirk finds—and solves—an issue which he explains as follows, 
with reference to early commentators (167-168):   
 

These three verses, which look almost like an afterthought, are at 
first sight puzzling. The poet has declared that he can deal with 
the leaders, provided the Muses help him; the troops would be 
beyond his powers even if he had ten tongues, and so on - unless 
the Muses reminded him of how many came to Troy. In other 
words, it is not after all the sheer size of the task (requiring ten 
tongues), it is lack of knowledge that is the impediment. 
However, the sequence of thought is made clearer (as Aristarchus 
seems to have proposed, Nic/A on 488-92) if 489C, like 485, are 
treated as firmly parenthetical. That leaves a chiastic statement 
which can be summarized as follows: 

                                                        
28 We can perhaps reconcile this incongruity with appeal to a supposedly absolute concept 
such as the superlative, which so often in Greek denotes just a very, very high degree of the 
adjective—not the highest to the exclusion of others.  We might also compare Allen’s own 
account of the ancient scholarship related to the catalogue of ships: “Endless works were 
written either upon it or upon its subject, the nations and families that went to Troy” 
(1921:31). 
29 If this is so, the Homeric Greeks would not be unique in their (to our sensibilities) distorted 
perception.  It has been observed that cultures that do not deal with large-number arithmetic 
treat smaller, single-digit integers as if they were spaced further apart than large, far-off ones.  
The system functions much as does visual perspective, in which distant objects appear to be 
closer together than immediate ones.  For a recent study see e.g. Bellos (2010) 13-41. 
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484 Tell me, Muses,  
487 who were the leaders;  
488 the troops I could not recount 
491f. unless the Muses reminded me. 
Close attention to the wording can now suggest how the 
'reminding' (492 µ!"#$%$&') can be reconciled with the poet's 
professed physical inability to deal with such large numbers: he is 
not about to tell who were the troops as he had with the leaders 
(o( )*!+, at 487 implying family and place of origin as well as 
name: so bT on 488 [comment a in Erbse]), but rather how 
many they were, 492 -#.*. 

  
Kirk seems to undo the problem successfully, but he has perhaps made too much of it 
in the first place.  For !"#µ$%"&, technically a verb of naming, relates so closely to 
listing that it loses to some extent its radical meaning and takes on one more akin to 
‘count.’  Thus to “name the '()*+"” is in fact tantamount to counting it.  In fact, the 
real issue seems to arise from the interpretation of '()*+,: does it refer to ‘the 
number,’ or specifically to the ‘troops-as-opposed-to-leaders’?  That is, in the 
catalogue that follows, does the poet in fact name the '()*+", or not?  Is his 
programmatic statement one of recusatio or of praeteritio?  I venture that we might 
take a more generalized meaning for '()*+" here, “the multitude,” which includes the 
leaders and the ships.30  If this is so, then naming the multitude consists of listing 
several names such that an idea of the size of multitude emerges.31 This is, in fact, 
precisely what occurs in other moments of listing that employ the vocabulary of 
naming.  If we return to Agamemnon’s catalogue of gifts, we recall that he introduced 
them to the assembled commanders at 9.121 by saying -µ." /’ 0" '1"23445 '3657(829 
/:6’ !"#µ;"&—and among you all I shall name splendid gifts.  And in doing so, he 
makes a count of them, for their quantity is arguably of greater importance in many 
cases than their individual identities.  In fact, his list includes several items not given by 
name per se, but rather counted up in subtotals, as at the very beginning (9.122-
124=9.264-266): 
 
                                                        
30 Heiden (2008), while not making this point specifically examines the catalogue of ships from 
various perspectives (placement, content, and poetics) and concludes that the piece is a 
democratic commemoration that privileges the common soldiers and the communities back 
home as a whole rather than an aristocracy of military leaders. 
31 One may also compare Thucydides’ understanding that numbers of ships imply numbers of 
men. 
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!"#’ $"%&'() #&*"'+,), +-., +/ 0&(1'2' #34,5#,, 
,6785,) +/ 4-9:#,) ;<*.'1=, +>+<., +’ ?""'()  
":@'A) $74'BC&'(), 'D $-74=, "'11E5 F&'5#'.    
 
Unburnished tripods seven, and ten gold talents, 
and twenty glittering cauldrons, and twelve horses 
strong, prizebearing, who raise up prizes with their feet. 

 
A similar transference takes place in the other passages dealing with ransoms.  The 
speaker says that he will ‘name’ the boundless ransom, but in fact in doing so he counts 
it up, states its sum, by means of a list.  The equation of naming to listing and 
counting emerges even more clearly in the reprise of Agamemnon’s catalogue, which 
Odysseus recounts for Achilles in his hut.  When Odysseus tells him of the gifts, 
repeating the list verbatim, Agamemnon’s original offering statement is changed.  
Instead of the a third-person version of lines 120-121 (!" #$%&' ()%*+, -.µ/0+1 2’ 
(3/)/1*,’ 435,0+ | 6µ70 -’ #0 3802/**, 3/),9&:2; -<)’ =05µ>0'), Odysseus says 
(262-263):32 
 

<G +/ 1A µ-5 µ<( F.'(1'5, ;@H +- .- #'= .,#,4-I8  
J113 #'= ;5 .4=1*K1=5 L"-10<#' +M&’ N@,µ-µ585· 
 
Come then, if you will, listen to me, and I will enumerate  
for you how many gifts in his hut Agamemnon has promised: 

 
The combination of 9+2+&%?' and @**+ replaces the former verb of naming, 
=05µ>0', and the statement of infinity ($"<&<*1=, F"'=5,).33  In such a clear 
reiteration of the previous scene, also evident is the notion that Agamemnon and 
Odysseus are performing similar actions in relating the list. Odysseus’ explicit 
statement that he will “list how many” for Achilles allows for a similar effective 
meaning for Agamemnon’s =05µ+10'-plus-statement of infinity.  Moreover, as kings, 
                                                        
32 For the minor differences between the passages at 264-299 and 122-157 and an 
interpretation see e.g. Hainsworth (1993) 98.  He does not, however, comment on these 
preceding lines.   
33 9+2+&%A' is of course an apt verb for listing, but even when it does not denote what its 
English cognate does it seems to have some relationship to counting, e.g. when Laertes asks 
Odysseus (in disguise) to recount for him how many years it is since he (allegedly) saw his son 
(Odyssey 24.287-289): $44’ F@< µ'= #C+< <G"/ .,E $#&<.-8) .,#34<I'5· | "C1#'5 +O P#') 
;1#*5, J#< I<*5=11,) ;.<25'5, | 1Q5 I<25'5 +%1#:5'5, ;µQ5 ",2+’, <6 "'#’ P:5 @<;  
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both characters are endowed with superior counting (and thus listing) skills—one of 
the several reasons Odysseus and none of the other members of the embassy speak the 
catalogue.  Hainsworth insists that “Odysseus’ verbatim report is not so much a careful 
statement of the terms of a contract as the normal epic convention when orders, 
messages, etc. are delivered,” I maintain that this is a special case, for Odysseus is not 
the average messenger, nor are the message and its contents anything short of 
extraordinary.34  We might in fact liken Odysseus’ position to that of the poet in book 
2, whom the muses—who themselves have the power to know all the opposing 
forces—endow with the ability to name and count them.  Agamemnon, who himself 
has the official tally, passes along both its verbal incarnation and power of attorney, so 
to speak, to Odysseus with a number of witnesses present.       
  And in fact, to effect the official offer, Odysseus not only makes mention of it 
but rather gives its full terms in a list—hence !"#"$%&', previously ()*µ"+)'.35   
Since he deals in a non-monetary system of exchange, however, he cannot just quote 
Achilles a figure: he must do the equivalent of give a count, which occurs via naming.  
A more mathematical verb such as ,-./µ%' would properly refer only to counting one 
kind of thing, not a collection of varied items.  This equivalency, furthermore, is more 
than just an inevitable practicality of not having coined money, for counting and 
naming maintain a somewhat enmeshed linguistic lineage.36 Both morphologically and 
semantically, then, the act of naming, performed repeatedly, results in counting off.  
()*µ"+)', mainly a Homeric derivation, is a denominative of ‘name,’ and, while it can 
maintain a meaning akin to the more common ()*µ01' ‘call by name, name,’ it 
equally often refers to naming off or listing.  The word is attested thirteen times in the 
Iliad and Odyssey, most often in one of two formulaic sequences. The first is a line-

                                                        
34 Quotation from Hainsworth (1993) 98, citing Bowra (1952) 254-258. 
35 The semantic difference is made clear in the collocation of µ2/34*µ". and ()*µ3)' at 
2.288, which are not synonymous. 
36 Even the relevant cognates seem to develop some kind of etymological attraction despite 
deriving, purportedly, from separate roots. English name derives from PIE *n 5omn (as do Lat. 
n6men, Gk. 7)*µ", OHG namo, etc.); number, via 12th century Anglo-Norman nombre < 
Lat. numerus, is thought to be related to PIE *nem- (whence Gk. )%µ'). Curiously, though, 
aforementioned Old French nombre ‘number,’ from Latin numerus, resulted from a process of 
syncope and epenthesis (excrescence) similar—and consequently ended up identical—to 
Spanish nombre ‘name,’ ultimately from Latin nominem.  While they too inherited a version 
of the same syncopated Anglo-Norman form for ‘number,’ the Romance languages later 
adopted the learned form numero from Latin, as if to keep it differentiated from nombre 
‘name.’ 
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ending hemistich following the masculine caesura that refers to calling on a comrade 
(Iliad 10.522, 23.178, 24.591): 
 

…!"#$% &’ '%(µ)%*% +,-./$%  
 
…and he named his dear companion 

 
Here the verb is a simple denominative, synonymous with !"#µ$%&, denoting a 
singular and non-repetitive act of naming out loud.37  The second—and for this 
argument more interesting—formula in which !"#µ'("& appears is some version of 
that which we have seen above (Iliad 2.488; Odyssey 4.240, 11.328, 11.517): 
 

…[QUANTITY] &’ $01 2% 345 µ6789$µ-: $0&’ '%$µ8%;  
 
…and I could not speak nor name the [QUANTITY] 

 
We might think of the line that begins the catalogue of ships as a slight variation on 
the other lines, all from the Odyssey, which all contain a form of )*+ in the first foot 
(the Iliadic line gives, as discussed above, ),-./").  A close semantic parallel we have 
already noted is Agamemnon’s naming of his offer at 9.121, where he uses the same 
verb, but not negated, to introduce his catalogue.  The remaining six attestations of 
the verb do not appear in either formula but can shed light on the semantic shift from 
denominative to list.  One such instance occurs when Hypnos asks Hera to swear that 
she will uphold her promise to give him the grace Pasithea in marriage (Iliad 14.278): 
 

<= >!-,’, $0&’ ?@"7)9* 7*A #*61B#*%$= C/), 
Dµ%6* &’ E= 31F#*6*, 7*$G= &’ '%(µ)%*% H@-%,-= 
,$G= I@$,-/,-/"$6= $J K:,L%*= 1-#F$%,-:.   280 
 
He spoke, and white-armed Hera did not disobey, 
but swore to his command.  She named off all the gods 
the ones called Titans, dwelling under Tartarus.   280 

                                                        
37 Two other instances, at Iliad 23.90 and Odyssey 11.251 can be likened semantically to this 
formula.  The former line ends …0'1 23" .45$)#"6’ !"7µ-"4", while the latter occurs in the 
underworld story of Tyro, whom Poseidon impregnates and bids not to share his name (before 
he discloses his identity): %M% &’ >/N*6 @/O= &Pµ- 1-Q R9N*$ µ)&’ '%$µ8%S=· | -0,A/ 34B ,$" 
*Tµ: U$9*:&V;% 3%$9"N7;%.   
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Here we can observe an intermediate semantic context, in which the radical meaning 
“call by name” is in the midst of a shifting to something closer to “enumerate.”  
Eventually, given frequent enough usage of !"#µ$%"& in contexts without names 
made explicit, the enumeration the verb implies need not be a list of names proper, but 
can be extended to refer to a list of any kind of items.  Thus we can glean further 
understanding of another much-discussed listing passage—the catalogue of trees that 
Odysseus, in disguise, relates to Laertes at his farm in Odyssey 24.  At the start of the 
scene between the two men, Odysseus’ words seem to provide a glimpse of the 
catalogue of trees he will later submit as proof of his identity, commenting to his father 
(24.244-247): 
 

! "#$%&, %'( )*+,µ%&-, .’ /012 )µ324%51612&  
7$0+8%&, )55’ 19 8%2 (%µ2*: /012, %'*# 82 4;µ4+&,   245 
%' 3<8=&, %' .<(>, %'( ?µ415%@, %' µA& B5+-,, 
%'( 7"0&,, %' 4$+.2C 8%2 ?&1< (%µ2*>@ (+8D (>4%&.  
 
Old man, you show no ignorance of orchard-tend-  
ing; no, your care is good, and not in any way,  245 
not plant, nor fig, nor vine nor even olive branch, 
nor pear nor plot goes uncared for in your garden.   

 
While his casual listing of items in the garden could otherwise appear as a mere 
rhetorical device to emphasize his tribute to its well-kept appearance, it also hints at 
the disguised Odysseus’ intimate knowledge of its contents.  Soon after, as (invented) 
evidence that he shared a bond of guest-friendship with Odysseus, he presents a 
slightly more formalized inventory of the gifts he gave him (24.273-279): 
 

(+- %E *F$+ 4=$%& G12&CH+, %I+ BJ(12. 
0$<.%K µ#& %E *F(’ 1'1$"#%@ L48D 8;5+&8+, 
*F(+ *# %E ($,8>$+ 4+&;$"<$%& )&M1µ=1&8+,   275 
*N*1(+ *’ O45%P*+@ 05+-&+@, 8=..%<@ *A 8;4,8+@,  
8=..+ *A 3;$1+ (+5;, 8=.%<@ *’ B4Q 8%R.2 028F&+@, 
0S$Q@ *’ +981 "<&+R(+@ )µ6µ%&+ /$"+ T*<-+@ 
8#..+$+@ 1T*+5-µ+@, U@ VM151& +'8W@ L5#.M+2.” 
 
…and I furnished him guest-friend gifts, such as befit. 
I gave him seven talents’ worth of well-wrought gold, 
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and gave to him a silver flowered mixing bowl,  275 
also twelve simple cloaks, and just as many rugs, 
as many lovely shrouds, also as many vests. 
Apart from these, four women, knowing blameless works 
attractive ones, whom he himself was glad to choose.  

 
Here again, the disguised Odysseus presents a catalogue as proof, both of the story he 
tells of the meeting and as a testament to his upright character.  Thus well before 
revealing his identity to Laertes he has established himself as both an appreciator of the 
orchard and trees, and a friend to Odysseus with intimate knowledge of his 
possessions.  Taken together, these two lists set up for the one Odysseus presents as 
ultimate proof—which his father accepts—that he is himself the son of Laertes, and in 
which !"#µ$%"& introduces indirect discourse in a formalized statement of bequest 
(24.338-344): 
      

       '() '’ $*+,"  
-."/0µ/12$, 13 '’ 4"5µ$1$6 .$7 8/(9/6 :.$1+$.  
;<="$6 µ#( ',.$6 +>/(1.$%'/.$ .$7 '?.$ µ@A?$6,   340 
1B.?$6 +/11$>C.#"+’· ;>=#B6 '? µ#( D'’ !"5µ@"$6 
'E1/(" 9/"+F.#"+$, '($+>0<(#6 'G :.$1+#6 
H@"· 8"2$ '’ I") 1+$JBA$7 9$"+#K$( 8$1(",  
L995+/ 'M N(O6 D>$( P9(Q>%1/($" R9/>2/". 
                                  
            We walked 
through them, and you named off and spoke each one. 
You gave me thirteen pear trees and ten apple trees,  340 
and forty figs. Thus you spelled out that you would give   
me fifty vine-rows, each one to be gathered in  
succession.  And they have all kinds of clumps of grapes 
whenever Zeus’ seasons rain down over them. 

 
LSJ/Autenrieth render !"#µ$"%& at 341 “promise to do,” based on a meaning such as 
“speak.”38  In effect this is what Laertes has done, but the definition depends on both 

                                                        
38 Heubeck et al. (1992:399) liken !"'µ%(") + future infinitive to *+,-."/'µ%, but admit that 
the usage “lacks close parallels in epic” (the further interpretation of Iliad 18.449 and 9.515 as 
having an implied future infinitive seems somewhat dubious as well).  Given the scanty 
evidence it seems quite plausible that we are dealing here with a semantic shift in progress. 
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the presence of the cognate !"#µ$%& in 339 and the special resonance of the 
denominative of '"#µ( with listmaking to a transactional end.39  Here, as we have seen 
it used before, the verb is deployed specifically in recounting, naming off again for 
inventory purposes, a series of commodities for exchange. It is my contention that the 
semantics function this way because both formal proofs and formal offers are submitted 
in the form of a list.40      
 
 
I N V E N T I N G  T H E  I N V E N T O R Y  
 
In the preceding pages I have made several varied points about lists in the Homeric 
poems and the semantics surrounding them.  First, I argued that the Iliad and Odyssey 
represent the ability to deal accurately in numerical sums and values as the province of 
elite characters.  The connection emerges both through kings’ and generals’ 
performance of counting (often in list form) and through their offering up an 
enumeration to validate or prove their elite status: among the examples of this last 
group, we ought now to consider Odysseus’ cataloguing of Laertes’ trees, which now 
appears as a variation of his earlier inventorying of his gifts from Alcinous with which 
this chapter began.   
 Subsequently, I examined more closely the rhetoric of counting and listmaking, 
drawing a link between the two acts, which are tantamount to the same act when 
different kinds of items must be counted.  The programmatic language that surrounds 
lists of things thus contains some commonly repeated elements: a statement of 
boundlessness or infinity and a verb of naming.  Far from invalidating the list, claims 
that its contents cannot be counted in fact emphasize their abundance as to approach 
infinity and, as this chapter sets forth, are part of and established poetics of object-
cataloguing.  Since listing in Homer functions as a counting of the rhetorically (but 
not actually) infinite, and listing occurs via naming, it furthermore emerges that 
naming is difficult to separate from counting, and thus verbs based on '"#µ( come to 
denote listmaking.  The verb !"#µ()"& in particular accompanies lists of things to be 
                                                        
39 !"#µ$%& seems to overlap somewhat in semantic range, appearing at Iliad 18.449 and 9.515 
in reference to Agamemnon’s “promise” of gifts.  We might adduce here Thetis’ language as 
she explains to Hephaestus and Charis the quarrel between Achilles and Agamemnon, 
recounting key events including the embassy and Agamemnon’s offer, Iliad 18.448-449: *+" 
,- .)//#"*# 012#"*34 | 5203)&", 6(7 8#..9 832:6.;*9 ,<2’ !"=µ(%#". 
40 To be clear: I thus challenge the theory that the use of !"#µ()"& to mean ‘promise’ + future 
infinitive results from an extension of a bleached meaning (simply) ‘speak, say’ (as LSJ et al. 
imply).   
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reckoned and presented in an official presentation, either of goods or of evidence.  It is 
the enumeration and its utterance—by either character or narrator—that makes the 
offer official.41   
 The next section revisits Agamemnon’s list of reparations for Achilles as a case 
study.  This list functions as an exemplar of all the features that this chapter has set out, 
as well as being one of the paradigmatic lists that will resonate with the texts treated in 
the remainder of this dissertation.  The text, as I have mentioned already, appears 
twice—first as Agamemnon tells it to the assembled Greek commanders at Nestor’s 
urging, and then later as Odysseus recounts it to Achilles when he, Ajax, and Phoenix 
visit him in his hut.  The introductory and concluding lines differ between the two 
presentations, which are otherwise identical except for pronouns and person (direct 
first person first and then third person, when Odysseus quotes what Agamemnon said).  
I present the texts with their initial and final variants here but leave the list in the first-
person (Iliad 9.119-121 and 260-263 (preludes); 122-156 (catalogue); 157 and 299 
(conclusions)). 
 

!""’ #$%& !'()µ*+ ,-%(& "%./'"01(2 $234('5,  
67 #30"8 !-0('2 9:µ%+'; <’ !$%-%;(2’ =$>2+'.    120 
?µ@+ 9’ #+ $)+<%((2 $%-2A".<B 9C-’ D+>µ4+8  
                                   
                              (>& 9’ E/'µ0µ+8+           260 
=F2' 9C-' 9;98(2 µ%<'"4F'+<2 G:">2>.        
%H 9I (J µ0+ µ%. =A>.(>+, #/K 90 A0 <>2 A'<'"0F8  
L(() <>2 #+ A"2(;1(2+ ?$0(G%<> 9C-’ E/'µ0µ+8+· 
   * * * 
M$<’ !$N->.5 <-;$>9'5, 90A' 9I G-.(>@> <)"'+<', 
'O38+'5 9I "0P*<'5 #%;A>(2, 9Q9%A' 9’ R$$>.5  
$*/>J5 !3">,:->.5, >S !03"2' $>((&+ =->+<>.  
>T A%+ !"4U>5 %O* !+V- W <:((' /0+>2<>,    125  
>X90 A%+ !A<4µ8+ #-2<;µ>2> G-.(>@>, 
L(() µ>2 Y+%;A'+<> !03"2' µQ+.G%5 R$$>2.  
9Q(8 9’ Z$<B /.+'@A'5 !µNµ>+' [-/' H9.;'5  
\%(P;9'5, ]5 L<% \0(P>+ #^A<2µ0+*+ M"%+ 'X<_5 

                                                        
41 A full discussion of things like the “palpable tension between the poet’s cataloguing and the 
king’s” (Sammons (2010:113), in reference to Priam’s ransom) is beyond the scope of this study 
but not outside its interests.  In extended lists, my suspicion is that the speaker and narrative 
voice become indistinguishable.  This may be similar to the view of genealogy as para-
narrative presented by Alden (2000: 153-178).    
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!"#$%µ&', () *+$$#, !'-*.' /0$( 12'(,*3'.    130  
456 µ7' 89 :;<., µ#45 :’ =<<#4(, >' 4%4’ ?@&AB.' 
*8AB& CB,<D86· !@E :F µ71(' GB*8' Hµ80µ(, 
µI @84# 4D6 #J'D6 !@,KIµ#'(, L:F µ,1D'(,, 
> M7µ,6 ?'MB;@.' @7$#, ?':B3' L:F 12'(,*3'. 
4(04( µF' (J4-*( @+'4( @(B7<<#4(,· #N :7 *#' (O4#  135  
P<42 µ71( QB,+µ8,8 M#8E :;.<’ ?$(@+"(,, 
'D( R$,6 SB2<80 *(E S($*80 '&&<+<M. 
#N<#$M;', G4# *#' :(4#;µ#M( $&T:’ US(,8-,  
VB.W+:(6 :F 12'(X*(6 !#-*8<,' (J4Y6 Z$7<M., 
([ *# µ#4’ UB1#-&' \$7'&' *+$$,<4(, =.<,'.    140  
#N :7 *#' ]B186 9*8-µ#M’ US(,W*Y' 8OM(B ?B8AB&6 
1(µKB%6 *7' µ8, =8,· 4-<. :7 µ,' ^<8' _B7<4`,  
G6 µ8, 4&$A1#486 4B7/#4(, M($-` =', @8$$a. 
4B#X6 :7 µ8- #N<, MA1(4B#6 !'E µ#1+Bb #J@I*4b  
cB2<%M#µ,6 *(E d(8:-*& *(E e/,+'(<<(,     145  
4+.' f' *’ !M7$`<, /-$&' ?'+#:'8' ?17<M.  
@BY6 8^*8' Q&$D86· !1g :’ !@E µ#-$,( :;<. 
@8$$5 µ+$’, G<<’ 8h @; 4,6 Za !@7:.*# M21(4B-·  
Z@45 :7 89 :;<. #O '(,%µ#'( @48$-#MB( 
i(B:(µA$&' j'%@&' 4# *(E kBl' @8,I#<<('    150  
m&B+6 4# n(M7(6 L:’ ]'M#,(' K(MA$#,µ8' 
*($I' 4’ o[@#,(' *(E QI:(<8' ?µ@#$%#<<('. 
@p<(, :’ !11q6 r$%6, '7(4(, QA$82 Lµ(M%#'486·  
!' :’ P':B#6 '(-82<, @8$ABB&'#6 @8$2K804(,,  
8s *7 Z :.4-'`<, M#Y' t6 4,µI<82<,        155 
*(- 89 u@Y <*I@4Bb $,@(B56 4#$782<, M7µ,<4(6. 
   * * * 
4(04+ *7 89 4#$7<(,µ, µ#4($I"('4, S%$8,8.   157 

 
4(04+ *7 48, 4#$7<#,# µ#4($I"('4, S%$8,8.     299 

  
 

Since I was crazed, in thrall to my conniving heart, 
Now I wish to appease, give boundless recompense.  120 
Before you all I shall name off excellent gifts. 
 
                       Agamemnon gives   260 
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you worthy gifts if you leave off from your anger. 
If you just hear me out: I shall recount for you 
all the gifts Agamemnon offered in his hut. 
   * * * 
Seven unfired tripods, ten talents of gold, 
and twenty gleaming cauldrons, ten prize-bearing strong 
horses, who raise up victory prizes with their feet. 
Not mean would be the man who got so many things, 125 
nor would he be in want of highly precious gold,   
who attained all the prizes my swift horses won. 
And I will give him seven women, Lesbian, 
who know of blameless works, whom I myself picked out 
when I sacked well-built Lesbos, who surpassed races  130 
of women in their beauty.  These I’ll give to him, 
and with them will be Briseus’ daughter, whom I took  
from him.  And I will swear a solemn oath that I 
at no point mounted her bed or mingled with her 
as is the norm for humans, for women and men. 
All these things will be his right now; and if later   135 
the gods grant us to ravage Priam’s great city, 
let him go in and load his ship with gold and bronze 
in heaps. When we Achaeans divvy up the spoil, 
let him choose twenty Trojan women for himself 
who are (after Argive Helen) the loveliest.   140 
And should we reach Achaean Argos, lushest land, 
he’d be my son-in-law, of equal honor to 
my favored son Orestes, raised in great plenty. 
I have three daughters in my well-constructed halls— 
Chrysothemis, Laodike, Iphianassa—    145 
let him lead off the one likes with no bride-price  
to Peleus’ house. I’ll give dowry-gifts besides, 
so much as none has given for his daughter yet. 
And I will give him seven well-settled cities, 
Kardamyle, Enope and grassy Hire,    150 
and divine Pherae and rich-meadowed Antheia 
and lovely Aipeia and viny Pedasus. 
And they’re all by the sea, near to sandy Pylos. 
In them live men rich-flocked in cattle and in sheep 
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who will bestow him god-like honor with their gifts  155 
and under the scepter complete his splendid will.  
 
This I’d do for him should he leave off his anger.   157 
 
This I’d do for you should you leave off your anger.  299 

 
In addition to including verbs of naming/counting and a statement of infinity, which 
we have already discussed, this list also demonstrates a feature that will persist in later 
literary catalogues: the framing of the listed items with identical statements at 
beginning and end.  To be sure this kind of ring composition is not unique to lists and 
appears commonly all over Homer, but taking note of its presence here will forge a 
path for subsequent analysis.  Here the collocation µ!"#$%&#'"( )*$+(+ at 261 and 299 
signals the beginning of the catalogue and then refers to its contents at the finish with 
the backward-pointing deictic "#,"# (as opposed to the common noun with which 
the list began).  Moreover, aside from its status as a typical poetic device, the repetition 
of the phrase serves, I would suggest, a more iconic function, for it literally cordons off 
the collection of objects as if they were a discrete unit and contained collection of 
goods, not just words emerging seamlessly out of the narrative.  This quality, while 
not always present in Homeric catalogues, will be a distinguishing characteristic of 
later Greek lists but is present already here, and in more modest cataloguing moments 
such as when Adrastos begs Menelaus to spare him in exchange for a ransom at Iliad 
6.45-50: 
 

!"#$%&'( "’ )#’ *+,-&. /.012 3/4%%,&' 5'6272·   45 
895#,- :&#;'( <=;, %> "’ )?-. ";?.- )+'-2.·  
+'//@ "’ 32 AB2,-'C +.&#D( E,-µF/-. E,G&.-  
H./EI( &, H#<%I( &, +'/6Eµ$&I( &, %4"$#'(,  
&J2 E;2 &'- H.#4%.-&' +.&K# A+,#,4%-’ )+'-2. 
,L E,2 3µM 87D2 +,+6N'-&’ 3+O 2$<%O2 :H.-J2.   50 
 
Then Adrastus clasped him by the knees and begged:  45 
Take me living, son of Atreus, and yourself 
receive a worthy ransom: because many lie  
the treasures in my wealthy father’s residence. 
Bronze and gold and iron, wrought laboriously, 
from which my father would give you boundless ransom 
should he learn I’m alive by the Achaean ships.   50 
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First the speaker describes and defines the contents of the list (!"#$ !%&#'$, ()#µ*+#$), 
and then he elaborates with a very brief (in this case) list (,$+(-., ,/01-., 
%&+2(µ34&. 1563/&.).  Following the contents, the speaker restates (perhaps in 
synonymous terms) the heading: 7%)/)51#$ !%&#'$.  That this kind of framing occurs 
even with so brief an enumeration suggests this a formulaic feature and not a practical 
one—surely an audience would not lose track in one or two lines of what was being 
described.42  
 Another feature has been noted for Agamennon’s gift-list, most recently by 
Sammons.  He observes of the catalogue: 
 

[T]his begins as an unusually generous but quite 
conventional list of objects: seven tripods, ten talents of 
gold, twelve horses, seven Lesbian women, and Briseis.  
The latter items are again made less generic by means of 
short elaborative description[.]43 
 

While others have been interested in the compositional and rhetorical implications of 
the later entries in the catalogue vis-à-vis oral poetry, I would like to highlight the use 
of extended description as a practical feature of inventories of goods.  While perhaps 
we can relate the elaborations here to the general magnificence of this particular 
catalogue, they also take part in an extended history of describing items for 
identification purposes.  As we will see in subsequent chapters, more mundane lists 
such as Herodotus’ enumeration of Croesus’ dedications to Delphi or Athenian sacred 
inventories all employ stock modifiers to describe items, adding more on at will.  The 
inventory entry is an expandable (and collapsible) form that employs mainly a limited 
vocabulary of stock phrases (thus behaving somewhat like formulaic poetry) with 
occasional specialized descriptions of standout items.44   

                                                        
42 A similar kind of framing occurs in dedication scenes, such as Hector’s injunction to Hecuba 
to bring an offering to Athena (Iliad 6.269-279), which begins and ends with the words 7++8 
19 µ:' %/;. '3;' <=3'$53. 7>)+)53. ?/,)& (?/,)&).     
43 Sammons (2010) 117. 
44 Cleland (2005) in her work on the treasure inventories of Brauronian Artemis has pointed 
out that formulaic language is responsible for the repetitive nature of the entries, which mainly 
rely on a stock group of descriptors and adjectives, like formulaic epithets, to characterize the 
clothing they discuss.  These constraints, she argues, mean that we may not be able to specify 
details of garment-types, colors, or fabrics with certainty because only a finite number of 
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 We can see the practice at work in such moments as the descriptions in 
dressing scenes and offerings.  The following passage describes the gifts Antinoos and 
others bring for Penelope, Odyssey 18.290-303: 
 

!" #$%&’ '(&)(**", &*+,-( .’ /0-1(.%(2 µ34*".   290 
.56% .’ 76’ *8,9µ2(%- 06:2,%( ;16<;% =;%,&*". 
'(&-(:> µ?( #(2-;2 µ9@%( 026-;%AA9% 090A*(,  
0*-;)A*(· /( .’ 76’ #,%( 026:(%- .<*;%).2;% 0B,%-  
C6D,2-%-, ;AE+,-( /F@(Gµ0&*-,’ H6%6<+%-·  
I6µ*( .’ JK6<µGC> 0*A<.%).%A*( %K&);’ #(2-;2,   295 
C6D,2*(, LA9;&6*-,-( /26µ9(*(, L9A-*( M"· 
=6µ%&% .’ JK6<.Gµ%(&- .DN 426G0*(&2" #(2-;%(  
&6)@AE(% µ*6:2(&%, CG6-" .’ H02AGµ02&* 0*AA1·      
/; .’ 76% O2-,G(.6*-* O*A<;&*6).%* 7(%;&*"  
P,4µ-*( Q(2-;2( 426G0N(, 026-;%AA?" 7@%Aµ%·   300 
7AA* .’ 76’ 7AA*" .56*( 'C%-5( ;%AR( #(2-;2(. 
S µ?( #02-&’ H(9T%-(’ U026VW% .+% @<(%-;5(,  
&X .’ 76’ Yµ’ Hµ$)0*A*- #$26*( 026-;%AA9% .56%·  

 
Thus spoke Antinous, and what he said pleased them,  290  
and each man sent a herald forth to bear his gifts. 
Antinous’ brought a great and very lovely cloak, 
multi-colored.  And on it were twelve brooches all 
in gold, and fitted on with bending fasteners. 
Eurymachus’ then brought a cleverly-wrought chain,  295 
golden, adorned with amber, gleaming like the sun. 
And servants brought to Eurydamas two earrings, 
triple-clustered, and shining from them much grace. 
A servant from lord Peisander, Polyctor’s son 
brought out a necklace, a very lovely trinket.   300 
And different servants brought out different lovely gifts. 
But she, noblest of women went up to her loft, 
and there her handmaids brought the very lovely gifts. 

 

                                                        
words were available to the inventory-makers.  Furthermore, just because a certain entry does 
not contain a certain descriptor may not mean the item lacked that feature.  
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In the passage, we see a collection of items intended for a woman, described in 
reasonable but not terribly original detail: remarkably, we see !"#$%&''() three times 
in the identical line position.  Though some of the collocations of the gifts are unique 
in Homer (e.g. !"#$%&''*& !*!'+,), the most arguably elaborate entry is that of the 
earrings, which are the same as those Hera dons at Iliad 14.183 (identical to line 298 
here).  The use of stock adjectives (such as !"#$%&''()) comes as no surprise in the 
context of oral formulaic verse: the poet has a few descriptors and some longer phrases, 
as for the earrings, and arranges them together to make a catalogue, condensing and 
embellishing at will.45  We associate this shuffling of stock words and phrases with oral 
composition in particular, where a poet relies on known building blocks to form 
original arrangements.  But recent study has suggested a similar mode of composition 
for a particular type of later, purely written document: the inscribed inventory.46  An 
especially apt comparandum may be found in the treasure records of Artemis 
Brauronia, which list primarily articles of clothing dedicated to the goddess in the 4th 
century.  The entries tend to be repetitive and formulaic, employing a handful of 
uncommon yet limited adjectives and garment-types: bordered, dark blue, sea-green, 
short tunic, shawl, and so forth.  The repetition also emphasizes the use of stock 
phrases in making the list and an expandability principle, whereby any one item can 
receive a fuller treatment or have further attributes added to it.47  That the list is 
expanded here instead of just summarized as !"#$%&''*& -.#& without elaboration 
suggests that it is important to inventory items for this kind of scene and describe them 
in some detail.  At the same time, it is an example to keep in mind in subsequent 
chapters, where we examine the formulaics at work in official inventory texts of the 
fifth and fourth centuries.  
 
 
O D Y S S E U S  T H E  T R E A S U R E R  
 
I have made mention of but not explicitly outlined the semantic difference between 
%&/&'*01 and 2,+µ&3,1.   Agamemnon’s list of gifts again provides useful material 
for comparative study, for he first presents it with 2,+µ&3,1, as we have seen, whereas 
in repeating it Odysseus uses %&/&'*01.  This diction highlights a contextual 
difference between the two characters’ acts that will prove instructive for the 
remainder of this study.  Here, I have argued that counting in Homer consists in 

                                                        
45 Minchin (1996). 
46 Cleland (2005), especially Chapter 2. 
47 Minchin (1996). 
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listing, which in turn amounts to naming a series of things, as Agamemnon and others 
do throughout the poems, using the verb !"#µ$%"& to describe the process.  
'$($)*+&, however, seems to refer not to the initial inventory-taking and 
performance but to its quotation and re-iteration—thus Odysseus’ action is more 
properly described using it.  A comparable usage occurs in Odyssey 14, in a moment 
of dramatic irony in which the shepherd Eumaeus tells Odysseus (who is disguised) of 
his master’s former wealth, describing it both with a countless-word (,-./(#0, a 
future of '$($)*+&, and a short enumeration, per the scheme we laid out earlier (96-
104):    

 
! "#$ %& '() "’ !* +,-./%0· %1 /2*2 /3,,4  
5*6$7* 8$9(*, %1/’ :-.;$%2% µ.<=;*40  
%1/’ =>/?0 @A#B40· %>6C DE*..;B%,2 F(/7*  
G,/’ +F.*%0 /%,,%H/%*· I"J 6K BK /%2 B=/=<KD(. 
696.B’ I* :-.;$L 5"K<=2· /3,= -9.= %M7*,    100 
/3,,= ,E7* ,EN3,2=, /3,’ =M-3<2= -<=/K’ =M"7* 
N3,B%E,2 D.O*%; /. B=P =>/%H N9/%$.0 +*6$.0·  
I*A#6. /’ =M-3<2= -<=/K’ =M"7* Q*6.B= -#*/= 
I,R=/2S N3,B%*/’, I-P 6’ 5*K$.0 I,A<%P T$%*/=2.  
 
Indeed was his wealth boundless.  Not so great was that 
of any lordly man, not on the dark mainland, 
nor in Ithaca itself.  And not to twenty men 
was there such plenteousness. I’ll recount it for you: 
On the mainland twelve herds of cows, so many sheep, 
so many droves of pigs, so many packs of goats 
as pasture goatherds, foreign or of his own kind. 
And also here feed packs of goats, elevenfold, 
on the outskirts, and skilled men keep watch over them.     

 
Here, though this exact catalogue has not appeared within the narrative before, 
Eumaeus nonetheless recounts it as an inventory of an already-established collection 
that no longer exists (or so he thinks): ! "#$ %& '() "’ !* +,-./%0.  This is not the 
first inventory of Odysseus’ wealth, nor are the items laid out to be presented.  While 
we might draw many a parallel between this scene and Odysseus’ later encounter with 
Laertes, recall that there Odysseus used !"#µ12& and !"#µ$%"& in reference to his 
father’s showing him the orchard so many years ago.  Eumaeus, by contrast, uses 
'$($)*+& for his act of recollection and restating—not making or himself reckoning—
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the inventory.  In the exchange with Laertes, then, it is Odysseus himself who is 
recollecting, restating, that is: doing the action implicit in !"#"$%&'—even though 
this is not made explicit.48 
 In fact, this is neither the first inventory of Odysseus’ resources nor the first 
time Odysseus has acted as treasurer, as he does in repeating the catalogue first named 
to him by his father.  As we move to discuss Herodotus and the historical treasures of 
foreign kings, we might bear in mind a brief but telling moment, just after the passage 
that began this chapter, in which Odysseus anxiously counted his treasure following 
his arrival in Ithaca.  With Athena’s help, after he takes inventory of them, Odysseus 
safeguards the goods in a cave (Odyssey 13.366-371): 
 

!" #$%&'() *#+ ,'-# (%.&" /#0&#1,.", 
µ)1&µ.-2 3#4*µ5-)" 6-+ (%.&"· )78+0 9,4((#:" 
;((&- %<-8’ =>?0#1, @04(A- 3)B 68#10.) @)C3A-  
#Dµ)8< 8’ #7%&E28), 8< &F G)E23#" H,I3)-. 
3)B 8+ µJ- #K 3)8.*23#, CE*&- ,’ =%.*23# *L0M(1   370 
N)CC+" O*2-)E2, 3&L02 P1A" )$Q1?@&1&.  
 
Thus spoke the goddess and went into the dim cave, 
contriving hiding places there.  And Odysseus 
carried everything near, gold and unyielding bronze 
and well-made clothes, which the Phaeacians had given him. 
These he safeguarded well, and Pallas Athena   370 
daughter of aegis-bearing Zeus walled up the door. 

 
Again, though we have seen a small list of the items already, a brief catalogue renames 
them following (and thus defining) %<-8): @04(A- 3)B 68#10.) @)C3A- | #Dµ)8< 8’ 
#7%&E28)…  With the re-cataloguing and the act of storing the goods behind a closed 
door, Odysseus enacts both the essential functions of a treasurer, with the goddess at 
hand to witness careful curatorship of precious items just as she would be in a sacred 
storage space.  The list—as it will continue to do throughout Greek literary and 
administrative tradition—unfailingly accompanies the storage and safeguarding of 
those objects most precious to be remembered and, through poetic text, preserved.           

                                                        
48 Pucci (1990: 6) makes a related general point, stressing the role of kinship: “By learning the 
names of trees, the infant enters into the world of language in the wake of the father, into an 
orderly cataloguing of things, alien to all inventive rhetoric.”  
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 In this Odysseus returns to the role in which we first observed him, a legendary 
king reclaiming to his place of power and accounting for everything under his 
ownership.  We also see, however, the outline of a practical method for reckoning 
wealth: using a list, plainly introduced as such, and presented to its audience as 
definitive evidence.  In the next chapter, I shall explore the function of treasure-lists for 
historical kings who appear in legendary guise in Herodotus’ Histories.  While the 
characters at play and the language of their stories has changed, we will see more of 
what—for a different kind of audience and from a singular authorial voice—lists can 
do.     
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A · H I S T O R Y · O F · C O L L E C T I N G  
A · H I S T O R Y · O F · C O L L E C T I N G  
A · H I S T O R Y · O F · C O L L E C T I N G  
A · H I S T O R Y · O F · C O L L E C T I N G  
A · H I S T O R Y · O F · C O L L E C T I N G  

 
 
 

During its first generation, photography recorded scores of the great 
works and legendary places that formerly had been known to the 
outside world only through the interpretations of a few scholars and 
travelers.  The objectivity and accuracy of these photographs were so 
implicitly—and naively—trusted that they were regarded virtually as 
surrogates for the subjects themselves.  Very rapidly, our world was 
made a small and familiar place. 
                  John Szarkowski, Looking at Photographs (1973) 

 
 
 
 

We have seen in the previous chapter that lists in Homeric poetry function as set 
pieces, marked off by boundaries and able to be recited as units.  I argued that this is an 
early step in the materialization or objectification of a list of words that denote physical 
things.  In this chapter I present a case study of Herodotus’ Histories, which will 
ultimately prove fruitful ground for comparison with both the epic tradition and the 
later listmaking habits of Athenian documentary culture. Readers of Herodotus will be 
familiar with his tendency to catalogue.  While studies of lists in literature have 
generally tended to focus on poetry, Herodotus provides no shortage of analyzable 
data.1  He enumerates all manner of things from Croesus’ offerings to Delphi (1.50-52), 
                                                
1 I will not directly discuss the connections Herodotus might have had to poets and 
composers of other kinds of texts, but it is relevant here to remember that the Histories did 
not fit into one clear ancient genre. Thomas (2000, 2006) has highlighted several less-
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Amasis’ dedications (2.176, 182), and the gifts Cambyses sends for the Ethiopians 
(3.20), to the rivers in Scythia (4.48-49), the animals in Libya (4.192), the cities of the 
Hellespont (6.33), or the nations in the Persian infantry (7.61-99).  Here I examine a 
selection of lists, focusing on those of physical, ownable objects—in anthropological 
terms, moveable wealth—as opposed, in the main, to people and geographical items, 
though these will figure somewhat into the discussion as well, insofar as both can have 
value as quantifiable resources. 
 Let us move to the text beginning from a rather evident observation: that 
clearly many of the characters in the Histories place great value on their possessions.2  
Herodotus often reiterates the distinction between quantifiable goods, like Croesus’ 
treasures at 1.30, and true fortune.  This notion perhaps lies behind the suggestion that 
plundering its goods is not the same thing as sacking a city (1.6.3), or that there is 
more than one way to show a people’s might, as in the case of Babylon (1.192.1): 
 

!"# $% $&#'µ(# )*# +',-./#0/# 12..234( µ%# 5'6 7..2(4( 
$8.94/ :48 )(; <4)0, <# $% $" 5'6 )=$>. 
 
As to the power of the Babylonians, I shall show by many other 
ways how great it is but especially by this: 

 
He then counts off the holdings and wealth of the satrapy that supply the king’s army, 
apparently moving from the largest (land holdings) to the smallest (dogs), all of which 
the king holds in addition to tribute (!"#$% &'( )*#'+),3 concluding (1.92.8):  

                                                
evident members of a larger intellectual community surrounding the work, including 
medical and scientific treatise-writers; Sergueenkova (2009) again looks at Herodotus in 
context, specifically that of natural history.  In addition to some earlier work, three recent 
doctoral dissertations take up the theme: Sammons (2010) on Homer, Galjanic (2006) on 
Indo-European, and Asquith (2006) on Hesiod to Callimachus. 
2 See e.g. Konstan (1987). 
3 ?-9$>5' @# µ8#*# <A#)/# <; )B# <#('-)A#, )2C; )D44>E'; µF#'; )EDG>( µ(# H +',-./#08 
I9E8, )2C; $% J5)K )*# µ8#*# H .2(1" 1L4' M408. NO)/ )E()8µ2E08 H M44-E08 I9E8 )P 
$-#Qµ( )F; :.8; M408;. R'6 H SEI" )F; I9E8; )'&)8;, )"# 2T UDE4'( 4')E'1808# 5'.D2-4(, 
<4)6 V1'4D/# )*# SEID/# 12..A# )( 5E')04)8, :52- !E()'#)'0IµW )= ME)',QX2- <5 
,'4(.D2; YI2#)( )B# #2µB# )2Z)2# SE[-E02- µ%# 1E24\(> ]5Q4)8; HµDE8; SE)Q,8 µ>4)\ (H 
$% SE)Q,8 µD)E2# <B# U>E4(5B# I/ED>( µ>$0µ#2- M))(52Z 1.D2# I20#(^( )E(46 M))(5P4(). 
_112( $D 2T '`)2Z a4'# b$0W, 1QE>^ )*# 12.>µ(4)8E0/#, 2T µ%# S#','0#2#)>; )c; d8.D'; 
J5)'5A4(2(, 'T $% ,'(#Aµ>#'( ]^'5(4I0.('( 5'6 µ&E('(· S#D,'(#> [cE e5'4)2; )*# <E4D#/# 
)2&)/# >f524( g112-;. R-#*# $% h#$(5*# )242Z)2 $\ )( 1.Fd2; <)EDG>)2 i4)> )D44>E>; 
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!"#$%&$ µ'( &) *+,"(&# &-. /$0123(". 45-+,6 78(&$. 
 
These sorts of things were the holdings that belonged to the ruler 
of Babylon.    

 
The implication of the passage is that the terms at Herodotus’ disposal for quantifying 
the non-Greeks especially remain largely material, and like their own chroniclers (e.g. 
the Persian !"#$%$), he too uses these methods of measurement and often also a direct 
verbal showcase of their holdings to prove their might, rather than having his audience 
take it on faith.  It is not enough for Herodotus merely to state that a particular group 
has a certain degree of wealth; he inserts a list to make quantities convincing and 
imaginable.  This kind of inventorying, I argue, proves a given assertion by encoding 
the physical in words.  While autopsy of a particular collection of important items 
might be the very best evidence, a facsimile in list form is an acceptable substitute.  
Furthermore, once contained, this substitute-collection takes on a certain material 
quality of its own and in some instances it is able to supersede the authority of the 
physical collection. 

But why should Herodotus do this?  A simple answer might appeal to the idea 
of Herodotus as “both a logopoios and an historian, who molded the two fields into a 
unity.”4 In that case, we might map the two roles onto the difference between content 
and form.  As historian on the one hand he presents the content of lists as a record of 
physical evidence, perhaps even autopsy, and a pledge of authenticity. As logopoios, he 
employs the form of the list in accordance with an old and authoritative tradition of 
the catalogue in his literary predecessors, as well as in the written documents of the 
non-Greeks he presents.  In this view, the historian deals in data, the logopoios in its 
arrangement.  Herodotus, though, is explicitly not a logopoios; in fact, he uses the 
term disparagingly, first of the fabulist Aesop and then soon thereafter of Hecataeus of 

                                                
&3( 7( &) 569:; <3µ$# µ6=>2$#, &3( *22?( 7"%@$# A&62B6., &"C@# <1@D 5+"@6&6&>,$&" 
@#&:$ 5$+B,6#(.  
4 Pritchett (1993:5).  The scholarly instinct to characterize Herodotus’ use of sources, method, 
and aims—and of course his authorial lineage—remains robust and often results in similar 
formulations.  Vannicelli (2001) studies Herodotus’ often autophobic glorification of the 
Egyptian 28=#"# as foundational historiographers, pointing out, nevertheless, that for all this 
Herodotus still has a “unitary historical vision” in which he inserts Greek tradition (234).  
Luraghi (2006) has usefully discussed what historie is and is not and, further, reorients the 
question in such a way as to bridge the divide between the so-called ‘liar school of Herodotus’ 
and those who named it, pointing out, typically, that there are more than two sides to that 
particular coin. 
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Miletus, placing that historian’s work in negative contradistinction to his own.5  
Logoipoioi, as he casts them, contrive pleasant fictions; Herodotus deals in something 
rather more serious, and rather more true.   

If he does not use the list form as the logopoios would, then, to what end does 
he employ it?  One way to conceive of  this has been to suggest that lists answer an 
implicit question, and that this question doubles as the heading of the list.6  Thus just 
‘eggs, milk, tomatoes, bread’ suggests ‘What do we need from the grocery store?,’ 
‘eight hundred stallions, sixteen hundred mares, and a huge amount of dogs’ answers, 
‘Why should we believe you about the Babylonians?’. This all amounts to a kind of 
speech act that functions much as would a magical list, which most agree is essential to 
a charm’s efficacy.7  In authored literary texts too, lists serve a specific and identifiable 
function beyond the decorative or the expository.  

Instead of effecting a charm or curse, though, the non-magical list, being a 
means to present a facsimile of a physical reality to an audience as evidence, has a 
curatorial aim.  As such, certain features of Herodotus’ lists function to impart value to 
a collection that may no longer exist, or that his audience for other reasons would be 
unable to see.  In his textual presentation of them too, they have the ability to be 
contained as a unified collection: as I will discuss in further detail below, Herodotus 
frames his lists with introductory and conclusive statements, treating them as 
contained units.  This structure lends them a kind of prominence approaching that of a 

                                                
5 Beecroft (2010) 133-139 explores this facet of Herodotus’ rhetoric; see also Luraghi (2009) 
and Kurke (2011) chapter 10.  
6 Here I draw on educational psychology, in which listmaking constitutes an ‘epistemic game’ 
of implicit questions, wherein “if the answer to these questions must be discovered, rather than 
recalled or looked up, then the list-making process is an inquiry process and the resulting list 
constitutes new knowledge.”  (Collins and Ferguson 1993: 27). 
7 The exact principles by which the list works in ancient magic remain contested. In 
summarizing several views in his discussion of extensive body part lists on curse tablets, Collins 
(2008: 83-86) surmises that neither (1) a sense of completeness nor (2) parallels to 
administrative text style provide adequate explanation for the list’s ubiquitous presence.  He 
partially espouses rhetorical explanations such as those of Weiner (1983) and Gordon (1999) 
but stresses the importance of cross-cultural influences on the Greek and Roman world too. 
(For a recent summary of the complications of that topic as regards the Near East see Noegel 
(2007:22-23)).  Collins is right, I think, to introduce the connection of body part enumerations 
with healing ex votos that depict body parts; I will work further with the relationship of the 
dedicated object to the list that includes it here and in subsequent chapters.  An approach to a 
related topic that examines compositional, rhetorical and cross-cultural elements of healing 
together is that of Watkins (1995:537-539) on Indo-European medical doctrine. 
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physical container, such as might an actual treasury full of dedications or other 
important objects.  Ultimately, I will argue, Herodotus’ lists function in much the same 
way as a physical storehouses, but through verbal means. 
 
 
S H O W · T E L L · ! A M E  
 
I have proposed that a list can stand in for a set of valuable objects and as a kind of 
evidence; if this is the case, we should further expect lists to take on some features of 
physical collections, such as being on display.  If we conceive of the inventory as 
simulating a treasury, a container of precious objects, then it should also take on its 
functions.  Neer characterizes architectural treasuries as follows: 8 
 

The evident purpose of a treasury is to hold costly dedications.  But 
mere storage, mere practicality, is not enough to account for the 
existence of such a building....I suggest that a treasury's purpose is 
not just to store votives but to nationalize them, and with them a 
dedicant's privileged relationship to the gods. 
 

In this formulation, the extravagant architecture of the treasury—and not just its 
contents—itself signifies the importance of what it houses.  It is not only the fact of the 
goods, but the manner of their display that imparts their worth and communicates 
their relationship to their owners or dedicators.   

In this section, I examine moments of inventorying in Herodotus and their 
connections with the concept of display.  I offer an inductive investigation of lexical 
items as evidence that Herodotus’ diction signals the transfer of authority from 
precious things themselves to the words for those things.  Informing this section is the 
notion that various scholars have stated in various versions: that a written list functions 
as a virtual collection, either a facsimile of the physical or a usurpation of it.9  I have 
shown that in Homeric poetry the oral catalogue can act as a surrogate for a collection 
not at hand, and that denominative verbs based on !"#µ$ accompany the symbolic 
                                                
8 Neer (2003) 129.  
9 The idea manifests (once again!) McLuhan’s inescapable medium-as-message, though he 
perhaps never addressed lists specifically; similarly Foucault’s four kinds of representation; 
Belknap; more at museum studies, Swann; Crane; for magic, Gordon and Collins; most 
recently Eco, whose The Infinity of Lists (2009) essentially consists of an exhibition catalogue 
of the artworks/artefacts on display at the Louvre that denote different types of visual lists 
grouped with interpretive essays. 
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transfer.  It seems that the Histories is the first work we know of to refer to a similar 
shift, now between the physical display of goods or power to a symbolic display, via 
either a monument, or, ultimately, the written word.   
 Specifically, I shall argue that the semantics of the verb !"#$%&'()µ* and its 
derivative !"+$%*,*- signal the various concepts I outlined above.  A study of the 
diachronic semantic progression of the compound reveals that it first refers to the 
physical, and later to the verbal.  The shift from a physical display to a verbal one, in 
list form, is precisely the one we observe in Herodotus’ enumerations of objects.  In 
archaic poetry, !"#$%&'()µ* in its relatively few attestations refers to physical displays, 
often of status or power,10 and certainly not of words. Thus at Prometheus Bound 
1080-1090 we see the verb used of the winds arraying their forces, as one of a series of 
apocalyptic terrors occurring physically, not in word alone:11 
 

!". #$% µ&' (")*+ #,-#./+ µ01*+  1080 
213' 4546758/$+, 
9"82:$ ;’ <23 =$"$µ8#>/$+ 
9",'/?@, A7+#5@ ;’ B#76µ=,84+ 
4/5",=?@ C6=8",+, 4/"Dµ9,+ ;E #D'+' 
5F7:44,84+, 4#+"/>+ ;’ G'.µ*'    1085 
='50µ$/$ =6'/*' 5H@ I77J7$ 
4/64+' G'/:=',8' G=,;5+#'0µ5'$, 
K8'/5/6"$#/$+ ;’ $H1&" =D'/*+· 
/,+6;’ B=’ Bµ,% L+=& M+D15' 
/502,84$ ND9,' 4/5:25+ N$'5"O@.  1090 
 
And in fact in deed and no longer in word  1080 
the earth shakes,  
and the roaring echo of thunder  
bellows beside, and the flaming rings of  
lightning flash blaze forth,  
and the whirlwinds swirl the dust,   1085 
and the gusts of all the winds flit about  
displaying blows of strife against each other, 

                                                
10 Other forms of literal illumination, as of a path or way, are possible too.  Thus Athena says to 
the Eumenides in Aeschylus’ eponymous tragedy (1003-1006): 2$:"5/5 2-µ5P@, =",/."$' ;’ 
BµE 2"&/4/5:25+' 1$76µ,8@/ G=,;5:K,84$' ="Q@ NO@ F5"Q'/ /O';5 =",=,µ=O'. 
11 Translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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and sky and sea are all confused.  
Such a storm from Zeus moves against me  
visibly wreaking fear.    1090 

 
Pindar, in a typical instance of shuttling between material and verbal, literal and 
metaphoric, provides a less straightforward example vis-à-vis the Aiakidai at Nemean 
6. 45-49: 

!"#$%&#' !()$*+%) "*,-*'.') /)$0 !12.*3*'   45 
)4.*) %56"7# $()3% 6*.µ%&)· /!%- .8') 9:#6-3#'  
;!*1*) ;<*=*) #>.#) ?1%$@A ?!*3%'6)Bµ%)*' µ%,("#A,  
!7$#$#' 3’ /!- $% =+2)# 6#0 3'@ +#"(..#A $C"2+%)  
D)Eµ’ #5$F)·  
 
Wide all round are the avenues for the logioi    
to adorn this renowned island, since the Aiakidai  45 
furnished an outstanding lot, displaying their great excellent deeds,  
and their name flies over the earth and far across the sea. 

 
We can see in this passage some of the synapses that will begin to fuse in Herodotus.  
In making display of their excellence, possibly not only in deed but via victory and 
monument (be it in statue or poem form) the Aiakidai have equipped those who are 
!"#$%$ (e.g. Pindar) to extol them.  If we take the poet at his word, it seems the final 
clause suggests that the vehicle facilitating this visual manifestation of &'()*+ is none 
other than ,-.µ/.  For Herodotus, I suggest, &0%1(23-.µ$ will refer not only to 
physical displays of wealth and worth as put on by the rich and famous, but also to the 
verbal accounts of them.12   These verbal accounts, in turn, comprise lists of named 
items.         

It will be useful to trace this semantic shift. Herodotus uses both verb and noun 
to refer to a display, both of the older variety and of a newer, more metaphoric one.  
The data fall into three fairly well-delineated subgroups, of which a few examples will 
suffice for each.  First, the literal and, I would argue, earlier sense, ‘make a physical 
display’ is standard usage.13 Thus at I.113.2, Herodotus describes Mitridates’ 
                                                
12 Some terminology: for the sake of clarity and diplomacy I intend ‘verbal’ to refer to the use 
of words, be it by pen or by tongue.  I will use ‘written’ and ‘oral’ (or ‘spoken’) when impelled 
to refer to the ever-weakening poles of the literacy debate.  On the notion of verbal accounts 
of the physical, and &0"1(4$+, cf. Immerwahr (1960) and Nagy (1987), (1990).   
13 Under this large semantic class I place such common specialized usages as ‘appoint as leader’ 
(presumably accomplished originally with an indicatory gesture) and ‘submit as evidence.’  
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presentation to Harpagus of the dead child supposed to be Cyrus:  
 

!"#$%&' $()&* %$)$#+,-', .#/0' 12 .3 )&* 45,67&8 
9,&1:+%'"'$+ ;!< =)&+µ&3 :>'$+ )&* ,$+1?&8 )@' 'A%8'.  
 
Leaving his post and coming to the palace of Harpagus he said that 
he was ready to make a showing of the boy’s corpse. 

 
Similarly the verb can refer to actions that demonstrate a certain human trait, as at 
7.23.5, which echoes Pindar’s characterization of the Aiakidai: 
 

BC 12 D&?'+%:3 E&!?<' ;' ): )&FE+ G##&+E+ ;57&+E+ 9,&1:?%'8')$+ 
%$H 1I %$H .' .%:?'J· 
 
And the Phoenicians make show of their skill, among their other 
deeds, especially in that. 

 
The crucial distinction I wish to draw is between these sorts of uses and those that 
involve words instead of deeds.  I would venture to argue that as !"#$%&'()µ* begins 
to extend to verbal showing, speakers must specify the means by which they do this 
showing.  Thus in several instances in Herodotus we see the (later pleonastic) 
collocation !"#$%&'()µ* (+,) -./0 or !"#$%&'()µ* /(1µ2(, or sometimes both 
(2.18.1):14  

K$5)85A:+ 1A µ&+ )L 7'-µM, N)+ )&E$")< .E)H OP78,)&3 NE<' 
)+'Q .70 9,&1:?%'8µ+ )R #S7J, %$H )@ TµµU'&3 V5<E)W5+&' 
7:'Sµ:'&'. 
 
Moreover [the answer given by the Oracle of Ammon] bears 
witness in support of my opinion that Egypt is of the extent which 
I show it to be in my account (trans. Macaulay, modified) 

 
In Greek after Herodotus, !"#$%&'()µ* can refer to a verbal showing or account used 
                                                
Examples of the former can be found at 1.126, 1.127, 3.63, 4.167, 5.29, 5.32, 5.83, 5.99, 6.5, 
7.3, and 7.178.   
14 The former construction also occurs at 2.15 and 5.94.  (This list includes the variant 
9,&1:?%'8µ+ #A7U', which I consider equivalent, #A7U' being supplementary).  For examples 
of the latter see: 1.170, 4.97, 4.137, 6.41, 7.3, 7.6, 7.10, 7.46.  1.207, 2.18, 3.82 show the full 
construction, 7'-µ<' 9,&1:?%'8µ+ #S7J.     
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absolutely, without a qualifying word that specifies word or speech.  However, I find 
no examples of the verbal sense without an accompanying !"#$ / !%#& or #'(µ)' in 
Herodotus.  In light of this data, it is reasonable to assert that the transference of 
*+,-./0'1µ2 to verbal utterances is a relatively new one in Herodotus’ time, and one 
still in flux in Greek during the mid-fifth century.  Moreover, as for any semantic shift, 
we would be justified to return to the text to seek intermediate examples that might 
provide a bridge between visual and verbal displays.  In what kinds of moments does 
the slippage begin to occur?   

The context in question, I think, accounts for the remaining examples of the 
verb: those in which *+,-./0'1µ2 denotes neither a strictly physical, yet not 
necessarily a strictly verbal display.  Many of these occur in discussions of various 
influential public figures’ displaying their wealth, and most constitute lists of some sort.  
In fact, in two brief articles nearly a century ago, S. Casson suggested that both 
Thucydides and Herodotus use the verb *+,-./0'1µ2 and its derivative *+"-.2324 to 
refer to the creation of inventories.15  His interest was military and so he argued that 
the term was part of the legalese referring to the army’s practice of taking inventories 
as a safeguard or as collateral,16 yet his observations have consequence for this very 
different study, for they imply that the inventory functioned as a substitute for physical 
goods, a concept to which I shall return often.  Yet beyond Casson’s identification of 
this technical usage, a fresh look at *+,-./0'1µ2 reveals that it can mean “to make a list 
or inventory” in a less specific sense.  

Among the many examples of the verb that I would term ‘intermediate,’ an 
extended series occurs in Book 2, perhaps unsurprisingly, for these are the sections in 
which Herodotus refers to the Egyptian dynasties, using forms of *+,-./0'1µ2 three 
times to denote their own records of people and accomplishments, as related to 
Herodotus by the priests.  And so first he applies it to a genealogy of priests at 2.142.1:   

                                                
15 Casson (1914) and (1921). 
16 “This process of inventory taking was, I suggested, a recognized military method of 
ensuring the neutrality of the party taking the inventory.  If that party infringed its neutrality, 
everything set down on the list was seized by those who held the inventory” (1921: 144), in 
reference to Casson (1914). I should clarify that while I concur with his semantic analysis, I 
seriously doubt Casson’s overarching assertion (1914) that the Persian expedition to Delphi at 
VIII.35 was for the purpose of inventorying and not for plunder; part of Herodotus’ point is 
that Xerxes already knew the contents of the treasury at Delphi, at least by word of mouth: 
!"#$%&#'(# )* (+&(, -"#./0.12'(%3 (43 56673 .($+(043 (8')% %9'%:+, ;:<3 .=6>.+'(%3 
(? @$?' (? A' B%6C#D.0 E+.062F G2$H, -"#)2H+0%' (I /$>µ+(+· "J'(+ )’ K"L.(+(# (I A' (M 
@$M ;.+ 6NO#= P' 5H0+ G2$H73, Q3 AOR "='1J'#µ+0, 5µ%0'#' S (I A' (#D.0 #T:L#0.0 U60"%, 
"#668' +T%V 6%ON'(<', :+V µJ60.(+ (I W$#L.#= (#X Y6=J((%< -'+1>µ+(+.  
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!" µ#$ %&'($)* %&+ ,(-&. /0-12%3&4 %* 567 &8 89:*" ;,*-&$, 
<2&)*35$1$%*" <2= %&+ 29>%&. ?6'3,:&" @" %&+ AB64'%&. %=$ 
89:6 %&+%&$ %=$ %*,*.%6C&$ ?6'3,*1'6$%6 µ46$ %* 567 
%*''*9D5&$%6 567 %93E5&'46" <$F9>2G$ -*$*H" -*$&µ:$6" 567 
@$ %61%E3'3 <9I3*9:6" 567 ?6'3,:6" J56%:9&." %&'&1%&." 
-*$&µ:$&.". 
 
Ko this point of the account the Egyptians and the priests told me, 
enumerating, from the first king to this last one, the priest of 
Hephaestus, that there were three hundred forty-one generations of 
men, and that in these there were so many high priests and kings, 
respectively. 
 

While others seem to interpret !"#$%&'()µ* here to refer to some statement that the 
priests made of these far-reaching generations, I argue that it does not denote a plain 
unmarked verbal declaration here; instead, this is a bridging context. 17  Although it is 
closely linked to +,%-#(, the rest of the passage reveals that the priests are doing more 
than just speak.  They are making a formal verbal display of the generations of the 
past, one by one, in list form.  Moreover, each of the items in the list, in addition to 
representing something physical (a human being) has an object correlate on display in 
the temple.  This material component of the priests’ display emerges in the next 
section, in which Herodotus describes the wooden likenesses of the priests he saw in 
the temple, a new one of which is erected for each.  These statues stand as the material 
representation of the verbal genealogy, composing a physical collection whose verbal 
analogue is the list (2.143.1-2.144.10): 
   

L9(%*9&$ )# M56%64N %O ,&-&2&3O @$ PQ?R'3 -*$*E,&-Q'6$%4 
[%*] JG.%=$ 567 <$6)Q'6$%3 %S$ 26%93S$ @"  J5563):56%&$ F*=$ 
@2&4E'6$ &8 89:*" %&+ T3=" &U($ %3 567 @µ&7 &V -*$*E,&-Q'6$%3 
@µ*G.%($. !'6-6-($%*" @" %= µ:-69&$ ;'G @=$ µ:-6 @WE94Fµ*&$ 
)*35$1$%*" 5&,&''&X" W.,4$&." %&'&1%&." Y'&." 2*9 *Z2&$· 
<9I3*9*X" -H9 [56'%&" 6V%(F3 8'%\ @27 %]" JG.%&+ ^(E" *05($6 
JG.%&+· <93Fµ:&$%*" _$ 567 )*35$1$%*" &8 89:*" @µ&7 <2*)*45-

                                                
17 For the unmarked interpretation cf. e.g. de Sélincourt ed. Marincola, “They declare that 
three hundred and forty-one generations separate the first kind of Egypt from the last I have 
mentioned—the priest of Hephaestus—and that there was a king and a high priest 
corresponding the each generation.”  
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!"#$! %$&'$ %$()*+ ,-"(.! /0$#(1! 23!($, 20 (14 5678#($ 
9%1:$!3!(1+ (;+ <=03!1+ '8<>83!(<+ '8? %$#@-!, 2+ A 9%@'<>$! 
B%C#$+ $D(C+. E0$($FG 'H 6<!<IJ16K#$!(8 ,-"(*! 0$L 9!$-
'K#$!(8 2+ ,00$8'@0$(1! :<*! 9!(<6<!<IJ36I#$! 2%L (M 
9)8:µK#8, 1D '<03µ<!18 %$)’ $D(14 9%* :<14 6<!@#:$8 5!-
:)-%1!. N!(<6<!<IJ36I#$! 'H O'<, PCµ<!18 /0$#(1! (.! 
01J1##.! %F)-µ8! 20 %8)Qµ81+ 6<61!@!$8, 2+ A (1R+ %@!(< 0$L 
(<##<)C01!($ 0$L ()8I01#F1"+ 9%@'<>$! 01J1##1R+ %F)-µ8! 20 
%8)Qµ81+ 6<!3µ<!1!, 0$L 1S(< 2+ :<*! 1S(< 2+ T)-$ 9!@'I#$! 
$D(1U+. VF)-µ8+ '@ 2#(8 0$(’ EJJC'$ 6J.##$! 0$J*+ 096$:3+. 
W'I X! (.! $Y <=03!<+ Z#$!, (181U(1"+ 9%<'<F0!"#C! #P<$+ 
%C!($+ 23!($+,:<.! 'H %1JJ*! 9%$JJ$6µ@!1"+. [* 'H %)3-
(<)1! (.! 9!').! (1U(-! :<1R+ <\!$8 (1R+ 2! ]=6U%(G 5)71!-
($+ 1=0@1!($+ ^µ$ (1&#8 9!:)Q%18#8, 0$L (1U(-! $=<L /!$ (*! 
0)$-(@1!($ <\!$8. _#($(1! 'H $D(;+ `$#8J<4#$8 a)1! (*! 
b#F)81+ %$&'$, (*! N%3JJ-!$ cJJI!<+ d!1µCe1"#8· (14(1! 
0$($%$U#$!($ ["P.!$ `$#8J<4#$8 f#($(1! ]=6U%(1". 
 
And before, when Hecataeus the logopoios gave his own 
genealogy in Thebes and traced back his lineage to a god sixteen 
generations back, the priests of Zeus did the same thing for him as 
they did for me, though I did not give my own genealogy:  
Bringing [each of us] into the great temple, they showed us wood-
en statues and counted them up, as many as the number I said, for 
each high priest erects right there a likeness of himself during his 
life.  Thus as they counted them and showing them, the priests 
began listing for me each one of them, being the child of the father 
[who came before him], going through all of them from the 
likeness of the one who died most recently up until they had listed 
absolutely all of them. And when Hecataeus had traced his descent 
and connected his family with a god in the sixteenth generation, 
they traced a descent in opposition to this, besides their numbering, 
not accepting it from him that a man had been born from a god; 
and they traced their counter-descent thus, saying that each one of 
the statues had been piromis son of piromis, until they had declared 
this of the whole three hundred and forty-five statues, each one 
being surnamed piromis; and neither with a god nor a hero did 
they connect their descent. Now piromis means in the tongue of 
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Hellas "honorable and good man." From their declaration then it 
followed, that they of whom the images had been were of form like 
this, and far removed from being gods: but in the time before these 
men they said that gods were the rulers in Egypt, not mingling 
with men, and that of these always one had power at a time; and 
the last of them who was king over Egypt was Oros the son of 
Osiris, whom the Hellenes call Apollo (trans. Macaulay, slightly 
modified) 

 
Again, several factors preclude the verb’s meaning merely ‘show’ or ‘prove.’  

First, the sequence !"#$µ%&'()* +' ,-. /)#,'0'()* &1 1"%)* 2µ&. !3)/)4,'56-', all 
with continuous aspect, implies that the two participles together form some part of the 
action of the main verb. That is to say, !3&/)4,'5µ# is an ongoing action that consists 
in both counting and showing.  To interpret it as ‘prove’ or ‘demonstrate’ would both 
render /)#,'0'()* somewhat redundant and, more importantly, demand an 
explanation for the imperfect.  The subsequent iteration of the verb in the aorist after 
the listing is complete—2* 7 !3%/)8-' 93:6-* -;(:*—gives further support, for it 
sums up, simply, the fact that the priests just gave the run-through, from the first to 
the last.  (English idiom favors a pluperfect with past uses of ‘until’ for good aspectual 
reason).  Moreover, to interpret !3)/)4,'56-' 3-</- 3-("=* >?5(@' A,-6(&' 2B'(- 
as a head verb and participial indirect statement, as opposed to an attributive participle, 
renders the parallel !3%/)8-' 93:6-* -;(:* either violent in its change in usage or 
just nonsensical, and this may account for some translators’ choice to translate only one 
of the two !3&/)4,'5µ# phrases.18  Finally, the discussion of the honorific !"#$µ%& that 
follows reconfirms that '!()*"+,-µ% describes a demonstrative sequence, a list.  Since 
the priests have just stated that each statue represents the son of the previous !"#$µ%&, 
(C:µ)'&# A,-6(&' (@' ,&D&66@' 34"?µ#' 2, 3#"Eµ#&* F)F&'%'-#) it does not 
follow that the next clause should mean that they ‘asserted’ or ‘proved’ this, but that 
they listed each example in succession, 2* 7 (&G* 3%'() ,-. ()66)":,&'(- ,-. 
("#H,&64&5* !3%/)8-' ,&D&66&G* 34"?µ#' 2, 3#"Eµ#&* F)'Bµ)'&'. Herodotus 
finally reverts to the imperfect in an abbreviated account of how the listing progressed, 

                                                
18 Contra Powell (1938:38) and Filbey (1917:13-14), who cites this passage in an account of 
!3&/)4,'5µ# plus supplementary participle but remains vague as to how his general rule 
would apply here: “Hdt. uses !3&/)4,'5µ# with a s.p. to indicate the proving of what should 
rather be regarded as a hypothesis than a fact.”  As to his question of why the passage “lapses 
into the infinitive,” surely we might simply classify these last sentences as indirect statements 
dependent on an implicit verb that is not !3&/)4,'5µ#.    
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from first to last.    
But aside from semantics, what of the curious contents of this collection 

themselves?  Imagine for a moment its composition: a group of countable and visually 
quantifiable objects, representative of prestigious humans, arranged in the so-called 
‘great hall’ of the temple.  Herodotus himself understands, as he distances himself from 
Hecataeus, that these statues constitute a visual genealogy, commensurate with the 
succession list he knows and serving the same function as if they were a tally of names.  
For this reason the priest not only shows them to him but also counts them.  
!"#$#%&'()*' then refers not so much to their showing or proving this progression to 
Herodotus as to their enumerating it before him.  The statues, meanwhile, stand as a 
‘visual list,’ a surrogate for the actual humans that make up the genealogy and a 
precursor to the kind of list that would contain them, which may exist in written form 
but at the very least here exists inasmuch as the priest verbalizes it. What the priests 
provide Herodotus, at least as he describes it, then, is a kind of proto-inventory, a 
verbal account that must take place in real time alongside its physical contents.  
!"+$#%&'(µ, refers to these two qualities—the listing (verbal) and the showing 
(physical).  At its roots, then, the inventory starts as an accompaniment to a collection 
but will gradually displace its very raison d’être.  The implications for the list are that 
its use as a kind of ritual substitute starts here.  While the true physical artefacts begin 
as authentic entities, the verbal record eventually supersedes them.19        

For Herodotus, then, that display and its verbalization in a series constitute a—
perhaps the—fundamental method of making history.  This, I think, is the crucial 
difference between what Herodotus does and what Hecataeus purportedly did, which 
was essentially to regurgitate his own genealogy in the Ionian tradition when 
presented with the same showing.20  What Herodotus does is to engage with the 
physical Egyptian collection as a group of objects, not as a list of names, and describe it 
in Greek terms, as an !"-$#.,/.  This moment with the priests, then, serves as a lens 
through which we can view both authors’ entire works, Hecataeus’ as 0#'#*1-0,*,, 
Herodotus’ as !"-$#.,/. If we turn to the prologue, we recall that Herodotus famously 
names what he is offering the audience as 2$# !"-$#.,/:21 

 
                                                
19 I use the term “ritual substitute” metaphorically here, but I argue in chapter 3 that temple 
inventories in fact do serve as an acceptable sacred substitute for dedications in a cult context.  
20 See Murray (1987/2001: 22-23) on the general lack of a tradition of genealogy in Greece; 
also West (1991), who argues that Herodotus fabricated the entire episode. 
21 Of which much has been made already, especially in reference to the word !"-$#.,/, by 
many including but not limited to those given by Asheri (2007:72 ad loc.), to whose list I 
would add especially Bakker (2002).   
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!"#$%&#' ()*+,"-.//0#1 2/&#"3.1 45%$67*1 8$6, 91 µ:&6 &; 
<6-%µ6-, =7 4->"?5@- &A B"%-C =73&.), <0-.&,*, µ:&6 D"<, 
µ6<E), &6 +,F >@µ,/&E, &; µG- H))./*, &; $G I,"IE"#*/* 
45#$6B>0-&,, 4+)0, <0-.&,*, &E &6 J)), +,F $*’ K- ,L&3.- 
=5#)0µ./,- 4)):)#*/*. 
 
This is the display of inquiry of Herodotus of Halicarnassus, so that 
neither the events of men become effaced in time, nor great and 
wondrous deeds, some done by Greeks and others by non-Greeks, 
become unspoken of, nor above all the causes for which they 
fought against one another. 

 
This represents the methodology and the product of examining the physical and 
representing it with the verbal, a process with both innovative and inherited qualities—
but not from other ‘historians.’  On the one hand it recalls epic systems of using lists to 
represent object collections like those we have seen in the last chapter.  On the other, 
though, it foreshadows the events, deeds, and physical wealth that Herodotus will 
collect in words as the work progresses.22  The objects of this accounting, !" 
#$%&µ$%', could, as has been noted, be just about anything.23  But it is ()&*$+,- that 
saves them from effacement, .- µ/!$ !" #$%&µ$%' 0+ (%123)4% !5 62&%7 0+8!9:' 
#;%9!',.  If 0+8!9:<- can refer to erased inscriptions, as it seems it at least eventually 
did,24 then the ()&*$+,- emerges as a grand verbal catalogue, an inventory, of all the 
discrete goings-on of Herodotus’ world, each one an entry to be accounted.25  

                                                
22 See Immerwahr (1960) especially pages 264-266. 
23 Bakker (2002) 
24 As suggested by Pollux (Onomastikon 149-150) of old inscribed words:  

M"Eµµ,&, =- /&:),*1 =<<6<",µµ0-,, =<+6B,",<µ0-,, =<+6+#),µµ0-,, 
=-/6/.µ,/µ0-,, =-&6&'5@µ0-,, =<+63µ6-,, =-,5#+63µ6-, =<+,&,+63µ6-,, 
=µ565#*.µ0-,, =-6*"<,/µ0-,, =-%-&,, =<<6<)'µµ0-,. [….] &; $’ N5%<6*,, 
4O,-P, J$.),, &; $G B"%-*,, 4"B,Q, 5,-,"B,Q,, 5,),*E 5,µ5E),*,, 
J/.µ,, 4/,OP, /'<+6B'µ0-,, 4µ'$"E, 4µ,'"E, =73&.),, 4>0,&, 
$'/>0,&,, $R/<-@/&, J<-@/&,, $'/<-?"*/&, 4<-?"*/&,, 4&0+µ,"&,, 
$'/%",&, 4-%",&, 4$*%",&,, +,&6""'.+%&, =76""'.+%&, $*6""'.+%&,, 
$'//RµI#), 47RµI#),, $'/63+,/&,, S5#5&, 4-R5#5&,.  

25 Because this project concerns the use of a small sub-genre (the catalogue) more than the re-
classification of a large one (history), I do not necessarily intend to press this reading much 
further.  We might add, though, that in this reading <= :&#,<,, who come up in the following 
section and with whom Herodotus arguably aligns himself (see Luraghi (2006), Nagy (1987) 
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 This idea emerges more clearly in the context of other examples of !"#$%&'( as 
applied to situations that are superficially quite distinct from this one.  In his 
description of the deeds of the Egyptian kings Herodotus includes two examples of the 
root, one noun and one verb (2.101): 

)*+ $, -../+ 012'.3/+, 45 678 9.%64+ 45$%µ:1+ 986/+ 
!"#$%&'+, ;1<’ 45$,+ %=+1' .1µ"8#<><4(, ".?+ @+A( <4B C2DE<4F 
15<*+ G4:8'4(· <4B<4+ $, !"4$3&12H1' µ+>µ#2F+1 <4B 
IJ1:2<4F <7 "8A( 0483>+ -+%µ4+ <%<81µµ3+1 "84"K.1'1, 
.:µ+>+ <% L8K&1', <M( N "%8:4$4( O2/+ C2<P 2<1$:/+ Q2<%84+ 
$>.R2/, "F81µ:$1( <% C+ 15<S 4T;4$4µM21', <*+ <4B µ%6EH%4( 
"38' Uµ4B 15<S <S .:µ+V C"'µ+W24µ1'. )4B<4+ µ,+ <421B<1 
!"4$3&12H1', <*+ $, -../+ 45$3+1 45$3+. 
 
But as to the other kings, because they did not state any !"#$%&'( 
of their deeds, none is particularly outstanding besides one towards 
the end, Moiris.  This one, as the record shows, built the gates of 
the Hephaestus temple facing north, and the harbor, the 
measurements of whose perimeter I shall mention later, and built 
the pyramids on it, whose size I shall recount to be about the same 
as that harbor.  This one made a display of so many deeds, but none 
of the others made any. 

 
When Herodotus says that Moiris “made a display of so many things,” I would argue 
that he is speaking not of the physical buildings but must rather be referring to a verbal 
or written account of them, as must be the meaning of !"#$%&'( at the start of the 
passage.  It may denote something very formal, such as a boasting inscription of the 
type common among Egyptian and near Eastern kings, or merely an account such as 
that given to Herodotus by the priests.  Ones from other kings no longer exist and the 
priests thus cannot relate their deeds to him.  Again from an initial physical show or 
display !")$%*+,-µ' takes on a specialized meaning, still with the sense of a visual 
display, but in words, as a boasting text would.  (This semantic range seems 
particularly fitting in the case of a monumental inscription, the kind of text that makes 
an iconic as well as a verbal impact on a viewer or reader.)  The change entails a 

                                                
and (1994), act truly as chroniclers, reckoners, makers of .)/*0µ121.  (cf., though, Luraghi 
(2009)).  This interpretation also sheds light on Plutarch’s label for Herodotus as a “collector of 
men’s calamities,” Mal. Hdt. 855 d4-6: U $, "18%+HW;>+ .#64F <A 0.12J>µ%X+ ;1P Y36%'+ 
"4'4Kµ%+4( 94';%+ %T( <?+ <816';?+ Cµ":"<%'+ ;1<E81+, H+><*+ C;.36/+ <7( 2FµJ48E(. 
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metaphoric leap on the part of the user: whereas one can quite literally make an 
!"#$%&'( of a physical collection of goods, there must be a general faith in the 
authority of inscriptions or words for these to serve as ‘displays’ of wealth and in turn 
for !"#$%&'( to refer to them. 26 

But !")$%*+,-µ' does not just mean show in words of any kind.  As we see in 
the passage above, it entails a listing of things.  For someone in the possession of a 
collection of goods or impressive works, to display them is to present a catalogue of 
them, and to catalogue them is to display them.  Once the semantic range of 
!")$%*+-µ' has begun to allow for this less physical sense “display a collection in 
words,” it can extend from this context to a verbal display of the non-list variety, but 
not in isolation in Herodotus: for this reason we see that use accompanied by a form of 
./01 or 0,2µ3,, whereas !")$%*+,-µ' ‘catalogue’ can stand alone.   

Approximately concurrent with the semantic shift of !")$%*+,-µ' in Greek to 
mean the figurative display of a collection—a shift which has already happened by 
Herodotus’ time—is the appearance of written inventories in the archaeological record.  
This surely is no coincidence, and these inventories are the subject of the next chapter; 
for the moment, though, I turn to how Herodotus makes and uses his own inventories. 

 
 

F R A M E · N A M E · C O N T A I N  
 
Herodotus alerts the reader to his devices when he includes lists, often containing them 
between a heading and concluding tail, or at the least one of the two.  References to 
the beginning and the end of a series appear throughout and usually take the form of a 
demonstrative pronoun or other deictic element.  It is not enough simply to allow an 
enumeration to speak for itself; stylistics, or perhaps even genre, seems to dictate that it 
be both introduced and acknowledged afterward. 

The tendency must be related to the fact that, due to their necessary 
containment, lists can be referred to in abbreviated form by their first and last 
elements, as in a passage discussed above, 2.144.2:  

 
!" #$ %&'()&*+ (,+ -+#&,+ (*.(/+ 0)*12 )3+45 (*12 6+ 
789.%(: ;&<*+(42 *8=>*+(42 ?µ4 (*@A5 -+0&B%*5A5, =4C 
(*.(/+ 48)C D+4 ("+ =&4(>*+(4 )3+45. EA(4(*+ #$ 4F(G2 
H4A5I)JA45 K&*+ ("+ LAM&5*2 %4@#4, ("+ N%'II/+4 OIIP+)2 

                                                
26 This is one manifestation of ‘material engagement’ of a symbolic sort, as outlined, e.g., by 
Renfrew (2004). 
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!"#µ$%#&'(· 
 
But in the time before these men they said that gods were the rulers 
in Egypt, not mingling with men, and that of these always one had 
power at a time; and the last of them who was king over Egypt was 
Oros the son of Osiris, whom the Hellenes call Apollo. (transl. 
Macaulay) 

 
Perhaps the desire to frame the list derives from its inevitable condition as already 
contained in brackets.  The technique of setting the whole thing off with pronouns, 
though, of course also calls attention to the content in the middle, much as a ring 
composition can bound a detachable segment in Homeric verse, as I have discussed in 
the last chapter.  Herodotus’ inclusion of narrative boundaries for lists not only reveals 
their function as discrete set pieces within the narrative but also suggests that he treats 
the contents of the lists as a verbal collection, containable in something approaching a 
material way.  Just as a physical group of items can have a distinct boundary, so too 
can a list: verbal reference points, not spatial ones, create the effect.27 

Thus often Herodotus begins and ends a list formulaically: ‘these are the X’ [list 
of X] ‘these are the X.”  One could dismiss this kind of presentation as a mere 
practicality, for surely a reader or listener might forget after a long series what 
Herodotus had been describing. And though many paragraphs have recognizable 
beginnings and ends, listed elements have particularly marked ones, as at 1.101.1, of 
the Medean tribes: 

 
)'*( +, -.+/" *#'$+0 12"03· 4#5'3(, 6378*398"#:, ;*7#<-
=3*0>, ?7(%3"*#:, 4#<+(#(, -$1#(.  @2"03 µ," +A -.+/" B'*C  
*#'$+0. 
 
And there are this many tribes of the Medes: the Bousai, 
Paretakenoi, Strouchates, Arizantoi, Boudioi, Magoi. This many 
are the tribes of the Medes.  

 
The list is so short that clearly no one would need reminding of its content, yet 

                                                
27 This framing is not specific to object lists or inventories alone: Herodotus often introduces 
and concludes sections such as descriptions.  This general tendency accords with the idea, 
presented above, that the entire work constitutes a grand list, !"#$%&'(, of events and deeds 
and people and places.  
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formulaics and the need for a contained set of elements require both a head and a tail.  
Among the many permutations of this feature, most have a more consistent ‘tail’ that 
often includes an apparently backward-looking µ!".28 
 A similar albeit varied structure appears, perhaps predictably, in the accounts of 
Croesus’ offerings to Delphi. The description 1.50-52 (which is resumed at 1.92), the 
first instance of an extended catalogue of objects in the Histories, begins (1.50.1): 
 

#$%& '( %)*%) +,-./-0 µ$123/-0 %4" 5" 6$3789-0 +$4" :32-;$%8. 
 
After this, (Croesus) made an effort to propitiate the god in Delphi 
with great offerings. 

 
Though the introduction is perhaps unremarkable at the outset, it signals that an 
expansion might follow in its fronting of the word for the sacrifices, !"#$%#&, and in 
fact the list of gifts follows, with a few descriptive elements, but mainly in paratactic 
style, for two chapters (1.50-52).  As the final bracket to the list Herodotus summarizes 
(1.53.1): 

<)*%) µ(" 5= 6$378>= ?@!@$µA$· 
 
These things he sent to Delphi. 

 
The catalogue section itself clearly sounds like an actual treasury record, whose  
specifics I will discuss further in chapter 3.29  Yet the final bracketing statement does 
not feature in extant inscribed inventories of the fifth century; they tend to have 
introductory material without concluding statements at the end.30  Instead, the style 

                                                
28 Probably most easily analyzed as having a resumptive force to begin the next section, thus 
“so much for the tribes of the Medes, now ('!) onto ...”  But we should not, I think, disregard 
its reflection of the opening list bracket as well. 
29 The more direct problem of whether it in fact derives from some actual record is in some 
senses moot here, for my point remains that Herodotus uses a documentary format as opposed 
to a source.  For attempts to disentangle that fraught question see among others Fehling (1989) 
and West (1985) (with Pritchett (1993)).  
30 Of course most extant inventories are now incomplete, but from the older examples it seems 
clear that they merely finish the list of goods and weights before moving onto the next year, 
e.g. in IG I3 292-295, the earliest records from the Pronaos. These documents begin each 
year’s entry '()*, followed by some permutation of +,-.)/#,0 and the treasurers as subjects.  
The reconstruction of the formula at the start of each entry can be deemed secure from such 
extant fifth century examples as those from the inventories of the Hekatompedon, as IG I3 325-
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parallels Homeric lists like Agamemnon’s propitiatory gifts for Achilles, each iteration 
of which (first by Agamemnon as told to Nestor, then by Odysseus to Achilles himself) 
includes both a head and tail, as at 9.120-121 (first instance): 
 

!" #$%&' ()%*+, -.µ/0+1 2’ (3/)/1*,’ 435,0+.  
6µ70 -’ #0 3802/**, 3/),9&:2; -<)’ =05µ>0' 
 
I want to please him and give him boundless recompense. And I 
will name among you all the famed gifts. 

 
Once the embassy has found Achilles, Odysseus gives this version of the introduction 
before repeating the offer, at 9.262-263: 
 

/? -@ *A µ%0 µ/: 495:*50, #BC -% 9/ 25, 9+2+&%D'  
E**8 25, #0 9&,*1F*,0 63%*G/25 -<)’ HB+µ%µ0'0· 
 
If you’d just listen to me, I’ll catalogue for you 
all the gifts Agamemnon promised you in his tent. 

 
I have discussed Odysseus’ awareness of the fact that he is presenting a copied list, a 
facsimile of the original catalogue (itself at a remove from its physical contents) made 
by Agamemnon, in connection with the semantic shades of the verbs !"#µ$"% and 
&'(')*+%.  Here, though, I aim to highlight the similarity in function of these two 
headings, despite their clear differences of expression; each in its own context must 
alert the audience that a catalogue will follow, just like Herodotus’ preface to Croesus’ 
gifts to Delphi.  Moreover, the capping elements of the Homeric lists are quite close to 
Herodotus’ (',(' µ-" ./ 01)2#3/ 45*51µ61, the first from Agamemnon himself, then 
as told by Odysseus: 
 

2+I28 9% 5J 2/&%*+,µ, µ/2+&>D+02, G.&5,5.  (9.157)  
2+I28 9% 25, 2/&%*/,/ µ/2+&>D+02, G.&5,5.   (9.299) 
These things I would fulfill for him if he’d leave his anger. 
These things he would fulfill for you if you’d leave your anger.  

 
Whereas the heading is variable, the concluding bracket around the list appears much 

                                                
332.  The point, to which I will return in detail in chapter 3 on the inscriptions, is that the end 
of the stone acts as the end-frame for the list, and further specification would be unnecessary.   
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more fixed: it is important that a demonstrative refer to the entire collection as 
antecedent to mark the end of the catalogue.  This kind of deixis is quite unnecessary 
on a stone inventory; the demonstrative is implicit and replaced, so to speak, by the 
physicality of the medium on which the list is written.  Herodotus, then, inasmuch as 
his work relied on some degree of aural transmission and would at any rate not have 
had a separated page for a catalogue alone, employs Homeric bracketing techniques to 
mark off the list as a separate entity and a discrete collection unto itself.  We need not 
label this as a peculiarly ‘oral’ feature so much as one of a continuous and perishable 
text, written or not, in contradistinction to one on a discrete stone.31      

Compare to this section the descriptions of the dedications Amasis sent to 
Greece. Again the list is bracketed as if it might be a stand-alone piece (2.182): 

 
!"#$%&' () &*+ ,"*$-µ*.* / 0µ*123 43 .5" 6778(*, .9:.9 µ)" 
43 ;<=-"%" >?*7µ* 4@AB=<19" !$%"*A%3 &*+ 'C&D"* EF<.9: 
?=*GH 'C&*1µ#"%", .9:.9 () .H 4" IA"(J !$%"*AK (L9 .' 
,?87µ*.* 7A$2"* &*+ $M=%&* 7A"'9" ,N29$#%.9", .9:.9 (’ 43 
O8µ9" .H P=K 'C&D"*3 EF<.9: (2G*1A*3 N<7A"*3, *Q 4" .R "%R 
.R µ'?87J S(=L*.9 T.2 &*+ .U µ#B=23 4µ#9, V@21$' .W" $<=#F". 
X3 µ#" "<" O8µ9" ,"#$%&' &*.Y N'2"A%" .5" EF<.9: .' &*+ 
Z97<&=8.'93 .9: [C8&'93, 43 () IA"(9" N'2"A%3 µ)" 9\('µ2]3 
'^"'&'", _.2 () .U S=U" .U 4" IA"(J .U .]3 !$%"*A%3 7#?'.*2 .Y3 
.9: `*"*9: $<?*.#=*3 S(=L1*1$*2, @=911B9L1*3 _.' 
,@'(A(=%1&9" .9a3 [C?L@.9< @*b(*3. c*:.* µ)" ,"#$%&' / 
0µ*123. 

                                                
31 By this I do not mean to deny the importance of the oral-written debate for Herodotus but 
to show that it is largely irrelevant to our understanding of the listing subgenre.  As an author 
undoubtedly in contact with both oral and written texts, Herodotus employs features of each 
(and the assumption that all Greeks of the late archaic and classical periods had some kind of 
interaction with the written word shall persist throughout the entire dissertation).  I insist, 
though, that how one chooses to group his work from this evidence has received sufficient 
scholarly attention and is not really at stake here.  At the same time, the view I take will 
conflict in some ways with implications such as those of Murray (1987, reprinted 2001) when 
he states that “the few [lists] that survive in city archives…and temple shrines…all postdate the 
introduction of writing, and were anyway not widely disseminated until the generation after 
Herodotus” (23, see also 36-37).  At issue for me, however, is not so much what predates what 
in some clear linear progression—for a more web-like literary world seems to have existed for 
Herodotus—as whether it is possible to trace the outlines of a fairly cohesive subgenre of 
inventory-making that cuts across the oral-written divide.     
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Amases dedicated offerings in Hellas; first a gilded statue of Athena 
and an image of his own likeness in painting, then to the temple of 
Athena at Lindos two stone statues and a linen corslet worthy 
being seen; then at Samos to Hera a pair of images of himself made 
out of wood, which were standing in the great temple even up to 
my own time, behind the doors.  Now, at Samos he made 
dedications because of the guest-friendship between himself and 
Polycrates the son of Aeaces, but at Lindos on account of friendship 
with no one, but because the daughters of Danaus are said to have 
founded the temple of Athena at Lindos when they arrived on land 
there in their flight from the sons of Aegyptus.  These things 
Amasis dedicated.  
 

 The concluding sentence recapitulates both the introductory clause and, with !"#!", 
the series of demonstratives !$#!$ µ%&…!$#!$ '%…!$#!$ '%.  This deictic language, 
along with such details as ()*+,- !.& ,/0%1&, has the effect of a virtual display, 
approximating an autopsy of these items for the audience in words.  In fact, this kind 
of spatial situating also occurs fairly frequently in epigraphic inventories, which 
commonly include such locative phrases as 2µ )3"*+45 “in the box,” or )-06 !7 8'-*, 
“by/on the statue.”  Scholars interpreting these words speculate widely about the 
placement and storage practices for dedications in sanctuaries; I suspect that minute 
practicalities aside, spatial cues serve both in Herodotus’ text and in inscriptions to 
align the lists’ contents as closely as possible with the collections they describe.  
Moreover, that tendency only grows stronger as the verbal medium supersedes the 
physical collection, and written records and archives become both increasingly 
authoritative and ever more abstracted from the contents they represent.  Herodotus, 
although he presents a collection of goods that never stood together physically, can 
nonetheless perform a kind of verbal curatorship to amass them in text.  It seems 
imperative that the text realize this material quality formally; thus the last sentence of 
the passage forms a precise parallel to Croesus’ !"#!" µ9& 2: ;-3<$=: >)%)-µ?- at 
1.52. In leading up to that ending, however, Herodotus has characteristically 
interpolated into the list tangential anecdotes about the various dedications to the point 
that the modern reader might beg within a catalogue that some translators even omit 
!"#!" µ9& >&%@,AB- C Dµ"+*:, presumably since it seems to create a non sequitur.  It 
attests to the established formulaics of the list that the Greek includes this bracketing 
sentence nevertheless.   
 A similar phenomenon occurs in the description of Scythian burial practice and 
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again reveals that the end-bracket is essential, even to the point that logic is 
compromised (4.71): 
 

!"#$% &' "(%)*+ "#,-./012- )3% %.45% 46µ786%)#+, 9% :.,,6-2- 
;2<*)* 4*)6-4=µ.%6-27 #>2- )?% 90%.1% )?% @,<652- 4*A 9% )B2- 
)*CB2-. D*A ;"#-)*, 9"#$% 0.12- )3% %.45% 9% )B2- 0E4F2- 9"A 
2)-G(&6+, "*,*"EH*%)#+ *><µ$+ ;%0#% 4*A ;%0#% )6I %#4,6I 
HJ/* K"#,)#7%652- 4*A ;"#-)* L-MA 4*)*2)#N(8652-, 9% &' )B 
/6-"B #O,5<1,7F )P+ 0E4=+ )?% "*//*4.1% )# µ7*% Q"6-
"%7H*%)#+ 0(")652- 4*A )3% 6>%6<R6% 4*A µ(N#-,6% 4*A S""6-
4Rµ6% 4*A &-E46%6% 4*A QNN#/-=CR,6% 4*A T""65+ 4*A )?% 
@//1% U"(%)1% Q"*,<$+ 4*A C-(/*+ <,52.*+· Q,NJ,V &' 
6O&'% 6O&' <*/4W <,.1%)*-·  
 
…and when they have gone round to all conveying the corpse, 
then they are in the land of the Gerrians, who have their 
settlements furthest away of all the nations over whom they rule, 
and they have reached the spot where the burial place is. After that, 
having placed the corpse in the tomb upon a bed of leaves, they 
stick spears along on this side and that of the corpse and stretch 
pieces of wood over them, and then they cover the place in with 
matting. Then they strangle and bury in the remaining space of the 
tomb one of the king's mistresses, his cup-bearer, his cook, his 
horse-keeper, his attendant, and his bearer of messages, and also 
horses, and a first portion of all things else, and cups of gold; for 
silver they do not use at all, nor yet bronze. (trans. Macaulay) 

 
What begins as part of a sentence soon morphs into a verbal collection of what is in 
the tomb.  This becomes clear as the original sense of strangling, properly stemming 
from !"#"$%&'$()*, must peter out by the time we reach the horses and certainly the 
final completely inanimate treasures, which no one can argue would be subject to 
strangulation.  Some translations do not render this passage in its Greek order but 
move the participle to a more logical location and employ variatio, thus Sélincourt ad 
loc.: 

…various members of the king’s household are buried beside him: 
one of his concubines, his butler, his cook, his groom, his steward, 
and his chamberlain—all of them strangled.  Horses are buried too, 
and gold cups (the Scythians do not use silver or bronze), and a 
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selection of his other treasures. 
 
While the solution may give better English readability, it disposes of the catalogue 
altogether in favor of increased hypotaxis.  The Greek passage, though, reveals that the 
list is not just a feature of Herodotean parataxis but also a set piece and embodiment of 
the collection. 32  It is of the utmost importance to the authenticity of Herodotus’ 
narrative, and to the impressiveness of the kings’ burial habits, that Herodotus list and 
not merely mention the items that go into the tomb.  Selincourt’s text glosses over this 
generic specificity in favor of better logic (i.e. since presumably gold cups were not 
strangled); yet the autonomous, framed, and thus modular list remains unbroken for a 
reason.    

A more extended example occurs at the start of the catalogue of the rivers in 
Scythia, which Herodotus introduces as follows: 

 
!"#$ %& '(#µ)"*#+ *, -."$ )/*0( 1)2 34#"356*#2 738 
9)5:"";<, *#=*#>< '(#µ)(,6· ?"*4#< µ&( 3-(*:"*#µ#<, µ-*@ %& 
A=4;< *- 1)2 B3)($< 1)2 C#4>"9,(;< 1)2 D)(*$1:3;< 1)2 
E3:1>4$< 1)2 F,44#< 1)2 A:()G<…  

 
And however many of (the Scythian rivers) are nameable and 
accessible by sea, these I will name: first the five-mouthed Ister, 
then the Tyre and the Hypanis and the Borysthenes and Pantikapes 
and Hypakyris and Gerros and Tanais… 

 

Instead of a simple “these are the rivers of Scythia,” Herodotus states that he shall give 
all of the ones that are !"#µ$%&#'.  We have discussed the semantics of naming, 
!"#µ("), and its application to listmaking in epic.  Though Herodotus uses 
*+#,-'."/µ0, apparently innovatively, to refer to lists, Homeric semantics still obtain 
to some extent too.  Elswhere, #1. + !"#µ$%&23 has referred to things possible to 
name, but untellable for some reason: as in the Hesiodic catalogue of women (Most 
fragment 31= fragment 33a 17-19 Merkelbach-West), of Neleus’ son Periclymenos:33   

                                                              -HI- %& %04) 3)(*#J’!  
#/1 '(#µ)"*:, *: µ$( 1)2 K3-$*) %L56"- M"#!>5"N$! O9;()+;<· 

                                                
32 On parataxis in Herodotus see especially Immerwahr (1966). 
33 Or at Theogony 147-149 of the unnameably strong hundred-handed children: P55#$ %’ )Q 
F)+;< *- 1)2 R/4)(#S TU-V,(#(*# | *4-J< 3)J%-< µ-V:5#$ <*-> 1)2 WM4$µ#$, #/1 '(#µ)"*#+, | 
XL**#< *- C4$:4-Y< *- F=V;< 9’, Z3-4[\)() *,1().  This passage is remarkable for listing 
precisely what it says can or should not be. 
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He had gifts of so many types as to be unnamable, and they 
eventually caught him up by Athena’s devising…  

         
Understood in the context of the archaic semantics, Herodotus in saying certain 
Scythian rivers are !"#µ$%&#'; by then listing those that are, he performs an act of 
counting, too.   In the next section I examine further ways of counting. 
 
 
C O L L E C T  A N D  C O U N T   
( A  V I S U A L  L I S T )  
 
We have seen so far that Herodotus uses lists to showcase objects as a kind of evidence 
and furthermore frames these lists so as to make them into contained collections.  Of 
the subsets of listmaking outlined in the introduction, these two tendencies address 
collecting, containing, and naming.  I observed then that the fourth subset, counting, 
often becomes subsumed under naming for rhetorical and practical reasons, and I 
focused on the genealogy of priests in Book 2 as an example.  Yet that same passage 
also addresses counting proper, for Herodotus makes a series of calculations based on 
the 341 generations of Egyptian men in the section before that (2.142).  The 
generations of priests have a physical manifestation as a collection of statues whose 
names are important, but another chapter of the Histories presents a similar yet 
anonymous counting moment.  The story of the Scythians’ bronze krater comprises 
the counting of an entire population of men and then its collection and representation 
through a representative display (4.81.1-4.82.1): 
 

!"#$%& '( )* +,-$./0 %1, %23& )4 56403µ70 8)94,./& :-$.;$<=, 
8""> '=<?39%-& "36%-& :49@ )%A 89=$µ%A B,%-%0· ,<@ 6>9 
,C9)< :%""%D& 4E0<F ;?4<& ,<@ G"F6%-& H& +,I$<& 4E0<=. 
J%;30'4 µ.0)%= 8:.?<=030 µ%= 5& KL=0. M;)= µ4)<ND 
O%9-;$.043& )4 :%)<µ%A ,<@ P:C0=%& QR9%&, %S0%µ< '. %T 5;)= 
UN<µ:<V%&, )%A ,<@ G"F6W )= :93)49%0 )%I)/0 µ0Xµ70 4EQ%0, 
?Cµ40%& 50 <1)Y ,9X070 Z'<)%& :=,9%A 4E0<= 8:’ [& )* Z'/9 
8:%99.%0 )*0 \:<0=0 ]:%)%0 :%=.4=0. U0 )%I)W )Y Q^9W 
,4V)<= Q<",X=%0, µ46C$4_ ,<@ `N<:"X;=%0 )%A 5:@ ;)3µ<)= )%A 
!30)%- ,97)#9%&, )*0 !<-;<0F7& a b"4%µc93)%- 80.$7,4· d& '( 
µe 4E'. ,/ )%A)%0, f'4 '7"^;/· `N<,%;F%-& 8µ?%9.<& 41:4)./& 
Q/9.4= )* 50 +,I$g;= Q<",X=%0, :CQ%& '( )* +,-$=,*0 )%A)% 
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!"#$%&'( )*+& ,"$+-#.( /0. 123+2 4( 5#672( 28 )9&!:;&2& <9= 
<;,>.( 76(?*@"&. A2B#'µ6(2( 7C; +=( *D?+6;2( E"*&#?", +F 
2G(2µ" 6H("& I;&J(+"(, E2B#'µ6(2( +23+2( 6K,?("& += 9#L@2M += 
N$B@?.( $6#6-6&( µO( 9J(+"M N$-@"M P;,&( /$"*+2( µ>"( <9= 
+23 QR*+23 $2µ>*"&· SM ,’ T( µU $2µ>*V, @J("+2( <96>#66. 
W2µ&*@L("> +6 ,U !;Lµ" 92##=( <;,>.( $"> 28 ,'0"& )0 "X+?.( 
µ(Yµ'*B(2( 92&%*"(+& #&9?*@"&· )$ +2B+?.( ,? µ&( += !"#$%&2( 
92&L*"& +23+2 $"Z <("@6[("& )M +=( \0"µ9"[2( +23+2(. 1"3+" 
,U 96;Z +23 9#%@62M +23 N$B@?.( ]$2B2(. ^.µJ*&" ,O _ !:;Y 
"`+Y 2X$ 5!6&, !.;ZM a b+& 92+"µ2-M +6 92##F µ67>*+2BM $"Z 
<;&@µ=( 9#6>*+2BM.  

How many the Scythians are I was not able to ascertain precisely, 
but I heard various reports of the number: for reports say both that 
they are very many in number and also that they are few, at least as 
regards the true Scythians. Thus far however they gave me 
evidence of my own eyesight: there is between the river 
Borysthenes and the Hypanis a place called Exampaeus, of which 
also I made mention somewhat before this, saying that there was in 
it a spring of bitter water, from which the water flows and makes 
the river Hypanis unfit to drink. In this place there is set a bronze 
bowl, in size at least six times as large as the mixing-bowl at the 
entrance of the Pontus, which Pausanias the son of Cleombrotus 
dedicated: and for him who has never seen that, I will make the 
matter clear by saying that the bowl in Scythia holds easily six 
hundred amphors, and the thickness of this Scythian bowl is six 
fingers. This then the natives of the place told me had been made of 
arrowheads: for their king, they said, whose name was Ariantas, 
wishing to know how many the Scythians were, ordered all the 
Scythians to bring one arrowhead, each from his own arrow, and 
whosoever should not bring one, he threatened with death. So a 
great multitude of arrowheads was brought, and he resolved to 
make of them a memorial and to leave it behind him: from these 
then, they said, he made this bronze bowl and dedicated it in this 
place Exampaeus. This is what I heard about the number of the 
Scythians. Now this land has no marvelous things except that it has 
rivers which are by far larger and more numerous than those of any 
other land. (transl. Macaulay) 
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The story stems from Herodotus’ admission that although he has been unable to count 
for certain the population of the Scythians he can show a visual approximation 
(!"#$%$) based on the vastness of the krater that king Ariantas had forged from a 
collection of arrowheads, one from each Scythian.  Though no verbal list of men is 
associated with the collection, the device of representing each as an inanimate physical 
object is similar in structure and function to the representative statues of the Egyptian 
priests. The Scythians, though, go one step further in displaying and containing this 
visual list, for they not only amass the arrowheads but also physically meld them into a 
unified whole.34 

It is the krater, and not the population it represents, that takes on value for those 
who see and hear about it from Herodotus.35  The melded result and the fact that it is 
meant to give some approximation of the population speaks also to a different kind of 
reckoning than one might expect: Herodotus’ Scythians seem to relate to a mass 
quantity rather than one that can be tallied.  The terms &#'()* and +,-(µ.* exemplify 
the difference, as the latter refers to a precise count and the former simply to a general, 
possibly nebulous quantity, a “multiplicity.”36  Thus Herodotus notes that he was 
unable to learn the &#'()* precisely by inquiry (+/,012$* &3(2%(4-), because he 
kept getting reports of different +,-(µ)5.  As the story progresses, however, we learn 
that he was able to learn something of the &#'()* via autopsy and the story behind the 
krater: !"#!" $% &'() !*# &+,-'*. !*# /01-234 50*1*4.  Thus while he begins the 

                                                
34 The krater is a monument in the sense that Immerwahr identified for 6,7)8 (1960: 266-
267), but not of the fame of a ruler so much as of the quantity, &#'()*, of his men.  Great 
numbers are in themselves of course worthy of wonder too, as the end of the passage suggests 
in highlighting the number and size of the rivers in the region, as opposed any particular 
quality they possess. 
35 Dewald (1993:56) gives the krater as the opening example of “the vivid but highly 
ambiguous relationship between material, tangible things and their meanings within the larger 
narrative” she identifies in Herodotus.  She goes on to conclude that in general “Herodotus’ 
willingness to let a multivalent object carry the weight of an important passage [is] frustrating, 
because as readers we want Herodotus to tell us not just what happened but what it meant—or 
at least what he thinks it means…Herodotus is more interested in pointing to objects that he 
thinks important and interesting than in giving them a clear and fixed signification that makes 
it possible for us to know that we are understanding them correctly” (68).    
36 Klein (1968), especially 46-52.  Aristotle gives the relationship between the two 
(Metaphysics I 1057a 2-5): !6 $7 &+8-*. *9*4 :24*. ;<!) !*# =(>-µ*#· “The &#'()* is, so to 
speak, the stock of the +,-(µ.*.”   
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passage uncomfortable with impressionistic Scythian counting, he ends up presenting 
their object-based system as evidence comprehensible to a Greek audience. 

In fact, non-Greek counting methods appear elsewhere as a preoccupation for 
Herodotus.  Besides not involving any arithmetic, the krater asserts the supremacy of 
the object-based representation from its very inception.  After all, Ariantas’ threat of 
death to those men who fail to provide an arrowhead cunningly tweaks the amount of 
people to fit the method of reckoning instead of finding a way to account for how 
many there actually are.  The story of the Persian Oroetes’ book-cooking deception of 
Polycrates presents a similar instance of doctored record-keeping.  In an effort to lure 
him to his death, Oroetes promises Polycrates he has funds at his disposal that the two 
can share (3.122-123): 

 
!" #$ µ%& '(&)*$+&, *- (+./ *01 2.3µ4*51, ($µ6%1 7)*&, *%& 
(&)*8*9*%, *:;241+& <=1, *> <;? '(%#$@5.» A9B*9 'C%D)9, 
[E] F%G:C.4*3, H)I3 *+ C9/ <J%DG+*%· C9K C5, Lµ+K.+*% ;-. 
2.3µ4*51 µ+;4G5,, '(%($µ(+& (.0*9 C9*%68µ+1%1 
M9&41#.&%1 M9&91#.K%: N1#.9 *01 ')*01, 7, %L O1 ;.9µµ9-
*&)*P,· Q, 2.81R %S (%GG> T)*+.%1 *%D*51 *U1 C8)µ%1 *U1 <C 
*%B '1#.+01%, *%B F%G:C.4*+%, <81*9 '@&%I$3*%1 '1$I3C+ 
(41*9 <, *U V.9&%1.  W #X Y.%K*3, µ9I?1 *U1 C9*4)C%(%1 
<81*9 (.%)#8C&µ%1 <(%K++ *%&4#+· G4.19C9, ZC*? (G3.=)9, 
GKI51 (G[1 C4.*9 J.92$%, *%B (+./ 9S*- *- 2+KG+9, <(&(%G\, 
*01 GKI51 2.:)U1 <($J9G+, C9*9#P)9, #X *-, G4.19C9, +]2+ 
^*%Kµ9,. _GI?1 #X E M9&41#.&%, C9/ I+3)4µ+1%, '(P;;+GG+ *> 
F%G:C.4*+`. 
 
“And if you do not believe what I say about the money, send 
someone, whoever happens to be most trusted by you, and to him I 
will show it.” Polycrates having heard this rejoiced, and was 
disposed to agree; and as he had a great desire, it seems, for wealth, 
he first sent Maiandrius the son of Maiandrius, a native of Samos 
who was his secretary, to see it: this man was the same who not 
long after these events dedicated all the ornaments of the men's 
chamber in the palace of Polycrates, ornaments well worth seeing, 
as an offering to the temple of Hera. Oroetes accordingly, having 
heard that the person sent to examine might be expected soon to 
come, did as follows, that is to say, he filled eight chests with stones 
except a small depth at the very top of each, and laid gold above 
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upon the stones; then he tied up the chests and kept them in 
readiness. So Maiandrius came and looked at them and brought 
back word to Polycrates. (trans. Macaulay, slightly modified) 

 
Oroetes, knowing that a reliable account of his money will entice Polycrates to Sardis, 
appeals to the same principle of visual display-as-counting that the Scythian krater, and 
for that matter, the Egyptian priest statues do.  Instead of reporting records or claiming 
some amount, he puts on a show which he allows Maiandrius to observe, knowing 
that making an !"#$%&'( ()* +,- !".$/&0) will be authoritative and impressive.37  
Meanwhile, the seemingly tangential details about Maiandrius’ later dedications to the 
Heraion emphasize that secretary’s interest in prestige objects and thus suitability to 
the scouting task, though that very fact (and perhaps an implicit greed)  contributes to 
Polycrates’ destruction. 
 In all of these characters—the Egyptian priests, the Scythians, Polycrates—
Herodotus highlights accounting practices that rely on the physical as opposed to the 
textual.  Understanding the sum of what is in a collection of priests, of Scythians, or of 
gold depends on seeing some visual representation of the goods.  In the latter two 
instances, however, we learn that these purely material !"#$%&%'( are simply not to be 
trusted as accurate counts: the Scythian krater remains imprecise, and, worse, Oroetes’ 
chests remain full of stones.  I suggest that by telling these stories Herodotus implicitly 
endorses an alternative and better model of making counts—one based on verbal rather 
than physical display.  This endorsement informs his presentation of such details as the 
Persian tribute (arguably from written sources) and also Oroetes’ own death, which he 
casts as his comeuppance.  In the episode (3.128), Oroetes meets his demise through 
the authority of the written word, for Darius sends a letter that impresses Oroetes’ 
guards both in form and content, to the effect that they turn mutinous and kill him.  
Perhaps part of Polycrates’ mistake, then, too was to trust the !"#$%&'( without any 
real documentation—certainly he showed none of the caution Herodotus did about 
accepting the number of Scythians based on the size of the krater.  
 
I N V E N T O R Y · T H E S A U R O S   
 
We have seen in the Oroetes episode and in the description of the Scythian krater that 
Herodotus is aware of the function of material goods within the narrative, 38 and that 

                                                
37 For a reading of the narrative arc that operates through Oroetes’ counterfeiting and 
Polycrates’ failure to read it see Kurke (1999) 113-115. 
38 Dewald (1993) 56. 
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he works with some conservation of matter principle whereby he accounts for where 
precious metals ended up, as in the arrowheads-turned-krater.  These moments, I 
suggested, present a contrast to more precise, arithmetic-based accounts of collected 
wealth.  When he can, Herodotus makes an effort not just to call a man rich but to 
provide verbal proof as such, usually in the form of an inventory of objects.  Thus we 
hear that Croesus, the most famously wealthy of Herodotean characters, dedicated not 
just a great number of things or a vast quantity of treasure to Delphi; rather, 
Herodotus provides an exhaustive list (1.50-52):39   
 

!"#$ %& #'(#' )*+,-+. µ"/01-+. #23 43 5"1678+. )"23 910+:"#7· 
:#;3"0 #" /$< #$ )=+.µ' >03#' #<.+?,1.' @)*+", :1,3'A #" 
4>.?<=+7*A :'B 4>'</=<7*A :'B 6.01'A ?<*+C'A :'B "Dµ'#' 
>7<6=<"' :'B :.)E3'A 3;+'A >*<F3 µ"/01G3 :'#C:'.", 41>,HI3 #23 
)"23 µJ11K3 #. #7=#7.+. L3':#;+"+)'., M*%78+, #" >J+. ><7"8>" 
)=".3 >03#' #.3$ 'N#E3 #7(#7 O #. @?7. P:'+#7A. QA %& 4: #RA )*+,GA 
4/C3"#7, :'#'?"0µ"37A ?<*+23 S>1"#73 Tµ.>1,3).' 4U 'N#7( 
4U;1'*3", 4>B µ&3 #$ µ':<K#"<' >7.CI3 VU'>01'.+#', 4>B %& #$ 
W<'?=#"<' #<.>01'.+#', XY7A %& >'1'.+#.'8', L<.)µ23 %& 
V>#':',%":' :'B V:'#K3, :'B #7=#I3 L>C6)7* ?<*+7( #C++"<', #<,#73 
Tµ.#01'3#73 P:'+#73 P1:73#', #$ %& S11' Tµ.>1,3).' 1"*:7( ?<*+7(, 
+#')µ23 %.#01'3#'. Z>7.C"#7 %& :'B 1C73#7A "[:K3' ?<*+7( 
L>C6)7*, P1:7*+'3 +#')µ23 #01'3#' %C:'· 7\#7A ] 1CI3, 4>",#" 
:'#":',"#7 ] 43 5"1678+. 3GKA, :'#C>"+" L>2 #E3 Tµ.>1.3),I3 (4>B 
/$< #7=#7.+. D%<*#7) :'B 3(3 :"8#'. 43 #^ _7<.3),I3 )G+'*<^, 
P1:I3 +#')µ23 PW%7µ73 Tµ.#01'3#73· L>"#0:G /$< 'N#7( #C#'<#73 
Tµ.#01'3#73. Z>.#"1C+'A %& ] _<78+7A #'(#' L>C>"µ>" 4A 5"167`A 
:'B #0%" S11' aµ' #78+.· :<G#R<'A %=7 µ"/0)"b µ"/017*A, ?<=+"73 
:'B L</=<"73, #E3 ] µ&3 ?<=+"7A @:".#7 4>B %"U.$ 4+.K3#. 4A #23 3GK3, 
] %& L</=<"7A 4>’ L<.+#"<0· µ"#":.3;)G+'3 %& :'B 7\#7. c>2 #23 3G23 
:'#':'C3#', :'B ] µ&3 ?<=+"7A :"8#'. 43 #^ _1'H7µ"3,I3 )G+'*<^, 
P1:I3 +#')µ23 "d3'#73 Tµ.#01'3#73 :'B @#. %*e%":' µ3C'A, ] %& 
L</=<"7A 4>B #7( ><73Gf7* #RA /I3,GA, ?I<CI3 Lµ67<C'A 
VU':7+,7*A· 4>.:,<3'#'. /$< c>2 5"16E3 g"76'3,7.+.· 6'+B %C µ.3 
5"167B g"7%e<7* #7( h'µ,7* @</73 "i3'., :'B 4/j %7:CI· 7N /$< #2 
+*3#*?23 6',3"#', µ7. @</73 "i3'.. _'B >,)7*A #" L</*<C7*A 

                                                
39 In appearances, at least—the goal is verisimilitude and a plausible comprehensive feel, not 
necessarily absolute accuracy (cf. West (1983) 280). 
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!"##$%&' ()")$µ*$, +, -. !/ 0+%1.234. 25#&6%/ 7#!8#1, 9&: 
)$%1%%&.!;%1& <=+ (."259$, >%=#$?. !$ 9&: (%@=%$+., !A. !/ 
>%6#"B -)1@"@%&)!&1 C&9$<&1µ+.34. DEµ$.+. $F.&1 (.E25µ&, +G9 
H%2A' I"@+.· J#!1 @K% 9&: !+L!+ 0%+3#+6, -)"@%&*$ <M !A. !1' 
N$IDA. C&9$<&1µ+.3+1#1 O+6I?µ$.+' >&%3P$#2&1, !+L -)1#!Eµ$.+' !Q 
+R.+µ& +G9 -)1µ.;#+µ&1· (II’ S µM. )&T', <1’ +U !V' >$1%Q' W"$1 !Q 
X<4%, C&9$<&1µ+.34. -#!3, +G µ".!+1 !A. @$ )$%1%%&.!5%34. 
+G<"!$%+.. YII& !$ (.&2;µ&!& +G9 -)3#5µ& )+IIK ()")$µ*$ Zµ& 
!+=!+1#1 S 0%+T#+' 9&: >$=µ&!& (%@=%$& 969I+!$%"&, 9&: <[ 9&: 
@6.&19Q' $\<4I+. >%=#$+. !%3)5>6, !Q N$ID+: !V' (%!+9?)+6 !V' 
0%+3#+6 $]9?.& I"@+6#1 $F.&1. ^%Q' <M 9&: !V' 746!+L @6.&19Q' !K 
()Q !V' <$1%V' (."259$ S 0%+T#+' 9&: !K' P_.&'. `&L!& µM. -' 
N$ID+a' ()")$µ*$· 
 
After this with great sacrifices he endeavored to win the favour of the 
god at Delphi: for of all the animals that are fit for sacrifice he offered 
three thousand of each kind, and he heaped up couches overlaid with 
gold and overlaid with silver, and cups of gold, and robes of purple, and 
tunics, making of them a great pyre, and this he burnt up, hoping by 
these means the more to win over the god to the side of the Lydians: and 
he proclaimed to all the Lydians that every one of them should make 
sacrifice with that which each man had. And when he had finished the 
sacrifice, he melted down a vast quantity of gold, and of it he wrought 
half-plinths making them six palms in length and three in breadth, and 
in height one palm; and their number was one hundred and seventeen. 
Of these four were of pure gold weighing two talents and a half each, 
and others of gold alloyed with silver weighing two talents. And he 
caused to be made also an image of a lion of pure gold weighing ten 
talents; which lion, when the temple of Delphi was being burnt down, 
fell from off the half-plinths, for upon these it was set, and is placed now 
in the treasury of the Corinthians, weighing six talents and a half, for 
three talents and a half were melted away from it. So Croesus having 
finished all these things sent them to Delphi, and with them these 
besides: two mixing bowls of great size, one of gold and the other of 
silver, of which the golden bowl was placed on the right hand as one 
enters the temple, and the silver on the left, but the places of these also 
were changed after the temple was burnt down, and the golden bowl is 
now placed in the treasury of the people of Clazomenae, weighing eight 
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and a half talents and twelve pounds over, while the silver one is placed 
in the corner of the vestibule and holds six hundred amphors (being 
filled with wine by the Delphians on the feast of the Theophania): this 
the people of Delphi say is the work of Theodoros the Samian, and, as I 
think, rightly, for it is evident to me that the workmanship is of no 
common kind: moreover Croesus sent four silver wine-jars, which stand 
in the treasury of the Corinthians, and two vessels for lustral water, one 
of gold and the other of silver, of which the gold one is inscribed "from 
the Lacedemonians," who say that it is their offering: therein however 
they do not speak rightly; for this also is from Croesus, but one of the 
Delphians wrote the inscription upon it, desiring to gratify the 
Lacedemonians; and his name I know but will not make mention of it. 
The boy through whose hand the water flows is from the 
Lacedemonians, but neither of the vessels for lustral water. And many 
other votive offerings Croesus sent with these, not specially 
distinguished, among which are certain castings of silver of a round 
shape, and also a golden figure of a woman three cubits high, which the 
Delphians say is a statue of the baker of Croesus. Moreover Croesus 
dedicated the ornaments from his wife's neck and her girdles. These are 
the things which he sent to Delphi. (transl. Macaulay) 
 

The account amounts to a fairly spare piling up of all Croesus’ treasure, complete with 
an end-bracket and descriptions of weights and measures.  It is enhanced with short 
occasional asides, but it looks in structure and execution like a fifth-century Athenian-
style inventory of the type I examine in the next chapter, whose basic elements include 
the name, dedicator, perhaps weight of the object, and any other relevant details such 
as inscriptions or embellishments.  Often, too, polis inventories include details about 
the state of preservation and placement of the dedications in the temple or treasury.  
Communis opinio coupled with common sense holds that such details have practical 
purposes and allow for easier administration of funds and treasure. One perhaps cannot 
with absolute certainty deny that published polis inventories served some use other 
than symbolic display, as I shall discuss in further detail in the next chapter.   
Herodotus’ inventory, by contrast, is intended explicitly for an audience with limited 
access to its physical contents: the first set of items were burned at the outset, and some 
of the others either moved or were lost altogether when the temple burned.  In theory, 
though, these objects were all collected in one place, at least at a certain point, and 
Herodotus’ description accords.  He is careful, however, just as in the case of the 
Scythian metal, to account also for any discrepancies in the dedicated objects over the 
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years: thus he explains that the lion, once a full ten talents, now weighs in at six-and-a-
half.40  While this kind of detail may have some rhetorical merit, I suggest that it both 
stems from an older tradition of listmaking and prefigures the Athenian inventorying 
habit that arises in the middle of the fifth century, despite claims to their having 
“invented” the practice.41  We must conclude that Herodotus either has been in contact 
with these kinds of official documents, or that they form part of the same tradition that 
he continues.   

In any event, the result remains that the list of objects in both the epic and 
political tradition functions as a replacement or outright surrogate for an actual 
collection.  So where Croesus’ original set of dedications no longer exists, Herodotus 
can reconstruct it for us via the catalogue medium, much as a stone inventory could 
reproduce an old iteration of the contents of a temple for an Athenian.  It is a snapshot 
of a collection at a particular moment, with footnotes as to the changes.  In this way an 
inventory of objects takes on a material quality of its own, replacing physical prestige 
items.  For this reason too it is essential that the list provide as physically detailed a 
record of the contents of a discrete collection as possible: this is evident in such spatial 
details as !µ "#$%&'( that we will see in the next chapter.  The inescapable 
perishability of treasure—as Herodotus well knows and as is a central conceit of his tale 
of Croesus—demands that some record of wealth besides the physical exist.  Then, 
once the physical treasure collection becomes fragmented, melted, appropriated, lost, 
or stolen, the list persists not only as an acceptable substitute but also as a new 
original.42  

                                                
40 Measurements such as these, which Herodotus could not have performed as a casual ob-
server, suggest access to some kind of record, either written or from a knowledgeable 
informer, to which West alludes (1983: 280).      
41 Hamilton (2000:1). 
42 Moreover, if the contents were of no import, the list would not be necessary either.  
Compare this abridged catalogue (8.86):  

!"# µ$% %&% '&"%(% )*%+µ,-, -./0.1."#% 2,-,3$4,/ -(% %$,5 
6330%78,5 93+%-#%, ".:')µ,/ 8; ,*-)<'/ )*8;% =3>% ?@)µ:'-).+5 -@ -)A 
B%8.)81µ,%-)5 2,C D&312)& -)A E'-/,7)&, F,µ7#% GµH)-$.#%. I)A8@ 8; 
@J%@2, µ$µ%0µ,/ -)K-#% µ)K%#%, L-/ ?@)µ:'-#. µ;% 8/M -)A-) -N O.P)% 
F1µ)& Q-&.1%%@&'@ 2,-,'-0'1%-#% -(% R@.'$#%, DK3,2)5 8; @*@.P$-05 
S,'/3$)5 G%@P.1H0 2,C "T.U Q8#.:V0 =)33W. 
 
I have it at my disposal to list the names of the of the many captains who 
captured the Greeks’ ships, but I will make use of none save Theomestor the 
son of Androdamas and Phylacus the son of Istiaeus, both Samians.  I mention 
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This chapter has outlined several ways Herodotus interacts with lists.  I first 
established a semantic and thematic connection between display and listmaking 
through the range of meanings expressed by !"#$%&'()µ*.  Subsequently, the 
discussion turned to instances of verbal framing or ring composition as a way of 
containing and lending a material quality to a verbal collection, much as a stone text 
might.  These points in turn led us to examine ways to count using visual display.  
Finally, the argument addressed two more formally recognizable inventories of 
dedicated treasures, specifically those of Croesus and Amasis, as both examples of these 
characteristics within the non-Greek world.  

  What, then, is at stake for Greek listmaking on the one hand and Herodotus 
on the other?  First of all, we can observe in the Histories a new process and protocol 
for accounting for possessions.  While other peoples have made inventories before, 
Herodotus introduces the Greek audience to the legitimate way of counting: through 
naming and illustrative listing, !"+$%,*-.  Though a somewhat similar process occurs 
in the Homeric poems, the objects there lack the cultural immediacy of those in 
Herodotus. The poet does not catalogue Priam’s ransom or Agamemnon’s offering for 
the audience because they need to be convinced of the lavishness of their contents, but 
does so rather out of formulaic protocol and attention to record keeping and memory 
practices of the legendary past.  Herodotus, by contrast, acts as ambassador to an 
audience preoccupied with two key phenomena: the luxuriousness of the East, and the 
burgeoning  prosperity of Athens.  It is of vital importance that he provide both an 
accurate representation of what exists in the others’ world, and a usable example for the 
Hellenes of how to count their own things.        

At the most basic level, cataloguing the possessions, natural resources, or even 
practices of the enemy or object of conquest is a mode of taking ownership.  So, for 
instance, Cortés famously reported the wonders he encountered upon arrival in what 
would become Mexico City.  While Herodotus’ aims may be more modest, he 
operates on a similar principle, namely that the first step in appropriating the riches of 
the barbarian is to collect them.  Since he cannot amass them in the physical world, he 
must do so verbally.   While this kind of representation is not exclusively or originally 
Greek, and indeed Herodotus seems to have had plenty of contact with foreign 
inventories, his own rhetorical practice, especially in cataloguing, draw on Homeric 

                                                
them alone because Theomestor became king of Samos on account of his 
deed when the Persians rose up, and Phylacus was enrolled as a benefactor of 
the king and received much land as a gift. 
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epic, wisdom literature, and the discourses  of medicine, science, and law.43  By 
presenting things this way Herodotus succeeds in making two translations: the first of 
object into word, and the second of foreign into Greek—a rather clever turn.  It is an 
act of cultural transference not unlike the one Croesus articulates when he tells Cyrus 
that his men are plundering a city that now belongs to him (1.88), yet of course by 
happy circumstance he might say: the objects he is inventorying for the Greeks are 
now their own. 

That the first Athenian records of this kind begin to appear during the same 
time frame as Herodotus’ composition of the Histories, then, should come as no 
surprise.  A new influx of possessions inspires new ways of keeping records of them 
and coincides with archival technologies.  In the next chapter, I turn to the published 
!"#"$%&'() of the Athenian *"µ+"(, beginning with the earliest extant inventories 
from the 430s and examining their trajectory until the polis officials appear to have 
stopped making them at the end of the fourth century, “when they had nothing to 
hand over because at the last minute Demetrios had swiped the lot.”44  In the 
intervening years, though, the tradition once manifest in literary evidence comes to its 
full, monumental expression in the archaeological record.      
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
43 Things generally in the domain of the canonical seven sages, themselves the elements of 
many a list and with a rich history of dedications, as at Delphi:  

!"#$%&'" () *+,---."/ %01 (2" "%3" (2" 4"  5%-6781, 9:;<'"(%1  ('=(' 
> ?@  +;"(%1 Aµ"7=&/"… (Plato Protagoras 343b1-3.)   

For Herodotus’ adoption of medical style (mainly lexical), in addition to the thematic ‘links’ 
between his and these texts, see Thomas (2000) 73 on gynecological recipes, which provide a 
good structural comparandum for these lists; Totelin (2009) deals with these texts afresh. 
44 Davies (1994) 202. 
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S T O N E · T R E A S U R I E S  
S T O N E · T R E A S U R I E S  
S T O N E · T R E A S U R I E S  
S T O N E · T R E A S U R I E S  
S T O N E · T R E A S U R I E S  

 
 
 
Sometimes I would exercise my memory on my bedroom and, 
starting from a corner, make the round, noting every object I saw 
on the way.  At first it was over in a minute or two.  But each time I 
repeated the experience, it took a little longer.  I made a point of 
visualizing every piece of furniture, and each article upon or in it, 
and then every detail of each article, and finally the details of the 
details, so to speak: a tiny dent or incrustation, or a chipped edge, 
and the exact grain and color of the woodwork.  At the same time I 
forced myself to keep my inventory in mind from start to finish, in 
the right order and omitting no item.  With the result that, after a 
few weeks, I could spend hours merely in listing the objects in my 
bedroom.  I found that the more I thought, the more details, half-
forgotten or mal-observed, floated up from my memory.  There 
seemed no end to them.                                      
                             Albert Camus, The Stranger (1942)  
 
 

 
 
The previous chapters have dealt with lists that, even as they describe and perhaps also 
substitute for the material and physical, come to us in purely verbal form.  In this 
chapter, I examine the stone publication of inventories in the Greek world, a tradition 
whose evidence we first see in fifth-century Athens but which is taken up by other 
cities in and after the Classical period.1  As we will see, the epigraphic medium imparts 
                                                        
1 By “published” and “publication” I intend the technical epigraphic sense “made public,” 
which describes documents etched on a lasting medium (stone, bronze, perhaps wood) and put 
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a special character to the list, whereby its identity vacillates between the material (the 
collection of objects) and the verbal (the list of them) and the material again (the 
inscription).  The stone itself along with its inalienable text bring the material qualities 
we have observed in Homeric and Herodotean lists into full relief, reifying—so to 
speak—words that already play the parts of things.  
 
 
N A M E  A N D  D I S P L A Y  
 
In Homer, we have seen that the poetics of list-making ally closely with semantics 
surrounding counting and naming.  The epic list, I argued, is introduced with 
vocabulary such as !"#µ$%"& and '$($)*+& because it counts via reiterative naming.  
On the other hand, Herodotus’ listing relates to the compilation and display of 
information, as ,-./01213.  A reader familiar with inscriptions from the Greek world 
will have perhaps anticipated some of the ways in which these rhetorical nuances 
emerge in the epigraphic record.  Classical Athens, it seems, was full of examples 
comprising the very topics outlined in the last two chapters: lists of names on display. 
The polis erected stelae commemorating war dead, listing names at the grave at 
Marathon and the cenotaph in Athens.  Not only did these texts combine both poetry 
and prose; they also stood for their physical counterparts—the fallen men—in a most 
explicit way.   
 The accounting of names was of course not limited to casualties: the Athenian 
archon list, despite its poor state of preservation, suggests a continued attention to 
counting-by-naming.  In conjunction with the well-documented use of archons’ 
names for dating, the correlation between onomastics and numeration becomes all the 
more apparent.  Furthermore, other regions of the Greek world engaged in similar 
displays of officials’ names, much as Herodotus’ Egyptian priests: we might compare 
the Milesian list of stephanophoroi, updated annually. 
 Finally, the Athenian tribute lists stand as perhaps the most conspicuous of all 
these examples and the ones most superficially close to what one encounters in 
Herodotus and, to a lesser degree, Homer.  These tallies of names and quotas, begun as 
early as 454 BC, not only illustrate the continued importance of cataloguing both 
names and precious items in one cohesive text, but also reveal the degree to which 
such documents were engineered for public consumption.  Among them the largest 
inscribed piece of marble ever quarried in Athens, the tribute lists on prominent 

                                                        
on display for the community to see.  Records not copied and displayed in this way but rather 
kept in an archive or available only for official consultation do not fall into the same category.            
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display on the Acropolis seems to have been all but impossible for most residents and 
visitors to ignore.  The fact that they would have included funds long gone from the 
polis economy also point to the rising supremacy of text—and monumental text-
object—over physical goods.   
 To be sure, all these examples relate intimately to the discussion presented thus 
far; yet, both the necessary limitations of the dissertation and the fact that they have 
already been the subjects of considerable study provide reason to examine a less-
common genre of inscription: the inventory.  In this chapter, therefore, I shall focus on 
the many accounts of the trinkets, heirlooms, statues, and bric-a-brac that filled the 
sanctuaries and temples of the Greek world.  These lists of objects, while they may 
appear trifling in isolation, together account for a significant portion of sacred 
administrative attention and communication with the public. Let us examine them in 
further detail.  
 
       
E N T E R  T H E  I N V E N T O R Y  
 
The first evidence of epigraphic inventories comes from the Acropolis at Athens, and 
the practice of producing these monumental stone documents seems to have begun 
there sometime in the mid-fifth century.2  The earliest extant inventory, IG I3 292, 
comes from the pronaos (eastern portico) of the Parthenon, dated by archon to 434 BC.  
From at least this time on, the treasurers of Athena continued to keep and publish 
yearly inventories of the treasures stored in the buildings on the Acropolis until the 
practice ended, for reasons not altogether obvious.3  In addition to the treasuries of 
Athena and the Other Gods, a large body of stone inventories from the Athenian 
Asklepieion survives documenting the dedications made to Asklepios.  In the 
Hellenistic period, sanctuaries outside Athens also produced similar texts, and in 
addition to Delos, Brauron and Eleusis, lists of offerings are preserved from Didyma, 
Miletus, Samos, Ilion, Halicarnassus, and Perge and several other sites.4  The texts from 
Didyma are especially notable, because, unlike most of the other texts, they seem to 
have their own style and are not modeled after the Athenian examples.  Evidence such 
as this suggests that some regions published regular inventory texts independently of 
                                                        
2 This date takes into account the likelihood that there was some kind of temporary record-
keeping system in place before our evidence of the first publicly-displayed inventories.  
3Davies (1994: 202) alludes to the fact that there was nothing left to account for; Lewis 
(1988:304-305) suggests on the basis of the late inventory texts where crowns have been erased 
that the system stops following Demetrius’ seizure of treasure in 304/303. 
4 See Dignas (2002: 236n12) for relevant bibliography.  
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Athens, and it is likely that Didyma was not the only one.  In fact, in recent years 
further lists have emerged from Argos and Mylasa.  While the evidence is scattered and 
the product of accidental preservation, scholarly consensus maintains that the officials 
in most Greek sanctuaries on the mainland and in Asia Minor likely engaged in some 
form of temporary record-keeping that involved compiling the accumulated 
dedications in writing.  It appears, however, that far fewer areas chose to publish and 
display these documents.  The motivations behind their doing so have raised much 
curiosity and will occupy our subsequent discussion below.     
   Because these texts do not always enter the discourse of non-epigraphic 
scholars, and receive limited attention even among epigraphers, I will begin with a 
brief definition of what texts count as inventories for the purposes of this study, and 
what remains of them exist.  As to the first matter, the scholarly world regularly 
designates as an inventory any of three basic types of list-inscription. These typologies 
are based on the varying prescripts to the extant lists and, by extension, our perceived 
nuances of their administrative purposes.  They correspond to three different official 
actions: !"#$%&'(), by far the most common, a text that records the handover of 
treasure from one set of officials to the next;  *+,-"'µ&), which designates items that 
received a special, off-schedule inspection for some reason or other, and ."/"0#1'(), a 
record of items destroyed or removed from the treasury.  These types have been to 
some extent defined by the stones themselves, which make statements about their 
contents and contexts.  All three relate to goods stored in a precinct and often in an 
explicitly-designated architectural space. Harris (1995: 22-25) sketches out a possible 
portrait of how yearly record-keeping practices for the Parthenon and Erechtheion 
may have been structured; others have offered interpretations for other major groups 
of texts.5  Several scholars have drawn a distinction between these regularly 
administered yearly records and isolated lists of treasure, such as IG 12.261, which 
records items stored in the Heraion at Samos, terming the latter ‘offering lists’ and not 
‘inventory’ because of their ad hoc or irregular creation.6  On the other hand, in this 
scheme hypothetical annual documents on perishable materials would count as 
inventories because of their repeated composition.  This grouping of evidence makes 
sense for the study of ancient civic/cult administration, as ‘singleton’ inventories 
provide little insight into the practices of the sanctuary officials.   
 This chapter, however, takes a somewhat different focus.  As I have noted, the 
epigraphic record has preserved inventories from a smattering of places across the 

                                                        
5 Tréheux (1960) [dissertation] (non vidi) and Hamilton (2000) for Delos;  Aleshire (1989) for 
the Asklepieion.  Linders (1972) for the Artemision and (to the extent possible) Brauron.  
6 Dignas (2002) and Aleshire (1979) 103. 
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Greek world, and it is probable that many more sanctuaries kept temporary records on 
perishable media.7  Here I discuss the records unequivocally copied onto stone in 
antiquity and displayed in public places for citizens and visitors to observe, and the 
effects of such a practice.  To this end, I group all stone lists of prestige goods together, 
treating them as one genre, in an effort to see why civic administrative bodies felt so 
compelled to display text-versions of their riches, whether just once or at regular 
intervals over the course of many years.  I concentrate on the inscribed stelae 
themselves and the varied messages they could convey to passers-by, with less 
emphasis on what items dwelt in a sanctuary or who specifically handled them, as both 
these questions have already received significant attentions and also leave non-yearly 
texts out of the picture.8  Making and displaying an inventory text, I shall argue, 
visually and verbally communicates the city’s physical collection of monies and goods 
to a public that may otherwise not see them.  Far from just creating a useful index for 
official reference, inscribed inventory stelae make a show and an account of civic 
wealth that an ancient viewer can comprehend in a number of ways, many of these 
not dependent on his level of literate skill.  Moreover, these stelae eventually become 
objects worthy of viewing and valuable in their own right long after the items they 
describe have themselves perished.     
 
 
W H A T  I N V E N T O R I E S  D O :  R E C E N T  S C H O L A R S H I P  
 
The first extant inscribed inventories are those of the treasurers of  Athena and the 
Other Gods, the earliest of which date from 434/433.  In subsequent years and in the 
fourth century, the city administration produced regular records for precious goods 
stored in or related to the various chambers of the Parthenon, the Erechtheion, and the 
Asklepieion, as well as in the sanctuaries of Eleusis and Brauron.  The inventories of 
sacred items housed at the temple of Apollo on Delos span the years 364 to 166 BC and 
are generally grouped according to the status of the island at the time as independent 
or subject to Athens.  This body of evidence, compiled within IG I3 292-362 (for the 
fifth century) and IG II2 1370-1492 (for the fourth), has caused much speculation on 
the purpose of the offering-lists it contains, seen as “the crucial issue of the 
                                                        
7 Of course, fortune’s caprice frequently makes it difficult to distinguish between local 
variations and accidents of preservation; we knew nothing, for example, of the considerable 
record-keeping practices of Argos until bronze tablets were discovered there recently.  The 
chapter attempts to draw conclusions that are not overly specific to one polis or set of texts. 
8 The energies of over a century of commentators have been explicitly focused on this topic, 
e.g. Homolle (1886: 468) for Delos, and those referred to above, n5.  
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inventories.”9  The main divergence of opinion regards whether the lists were really 
intended as functional archives to be consulted by those who saw them or as mere 
symbolic records of some sort.  What scholars decide tends to correlate to the 
particular evidence upon which their attentions focus, from which they reasonably 
generalize to similar texts.  Thus Linders has argued on the basis of the Delian 
inventories—in which dedications move, disappear, and reappear at random—that all 
!"#$%&'() inventories function as a record of the safe exchange of goods from one set 
of officials to the next—the act of !"#"%*%+µ(, specifically and above all else.10  More 
generally, inventories in this view record relationships and transactions of officials 
rather than serving as financial documents, and accordingly the lists that accompany 
the prescripts remain largely symbolic.11  In studying the inventories of Asclepius, 
however, Aleshire defends the validity of these and other such archives as usable 
documentary records.12 Harris, who has made extensive study of the inventories from 
the major buildings on the Acropolis, has drawn on Thomas and Linders to argue 
subsequently that these texts hold the polis administration accountable to the citizens 
and “attest[ ] to the power of the public concerning the right to know.”13   
 Studies of the last decade have tended toward a more holistic approach, 
analyzing less commonly-cited and more recent evidence alongside the Attic stones to 
conclude, perhaps as a result, that inventories in fact may have served a variety of 
purposes for the public and the administrative bodies responsible for their publication.  
The focus has shifted somewhat away from how magistrates may have employed these 
records to their meaning vis-à-vis the individuals who view them and whose names 
are recorded on them.  Scott has argued that inventories link citizens to city 
administration and include them in various facets of polis life, especially the religious 
and political spheres.14 Liddel’s discussion examines them alongside other epigraphic 
lists, describing their role as “monuments of fulfilled civic obligations,” not unlike 
honorary decrees.15  Because of the relative ease of reading lists of names, he argues for 
their use as both practical documents and symbols, “more frequently geared to 
recording obligations already fulfilled by citizens rather than listing those citizens liable 
to particular obligations.”16   
                                                        
9 Harris (1995) 63. 
10 Linders (1988) 37-47 (see last page for generalization to all Greek !"#"%,'-().) 
11 This, indeed, is the thrust of Linders (1992). 
12 Aleshire (1989) 103. 
13 Harris (1994) 214. 
14 Scott (unpublished 2008) conference paper.  
15 Liddel (2007) 182-183 and 194-195. 
16 Liddel (2007) 184. 
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      Liddel’s interest in lists’ highlighting of individuals in some ways builds 
conceptually on Dignas’ study of the texts from Didyma and other cities in Asia 
Minor.  The latter recognizes the complexity of the question of the purpose of lists but 
maintains that “[i]t seems problematic…to argue that the lists demonstrate the zeal and 
correctness of the officials and at the same time do not live up to basic requirements of 
book-keeping.”17  Nonetheless, she concludes that temple offering lists from Asia 
Minor exhibit a movement toward emphasizing the individuals involved (especially 
through naming them) and “are apparently not the place to learn about treasures and 
the wheels of temple administration.”18  But why should they be?  The creators of large 
inscribed monuments surely intended them eventually for some imagined posterity, 
but hardly to facilitate the research of economic historians of the post-Enlightenment 
tradition into the workings of ancient bureaucracies.  Rather, their value to future 
viewers, even in antiquity itself, was as a testament to the organization and grandeur, 
and indeed the vast resources, of the body that created them.  Through the course of 
this chapter, then, I advance a thesis that probes two areas of the recent discussion: the 
idea, which Liddel has presented generally, that the inventories may be at once 
consultable and symbolic, and the notion that “the Greeks might have had different 
ideas both of book-keeping and of what they wanted temple records for.”19  I argue for 
the truth of both these formulations on the basis of very specific grounds.  First of all, 
the Greek official inventory tradition takes root in a cultural context already disposed, 
at least since archaic times, to the use of lists as a means of displaying and codifying 
wealth, and it in fact may in part stem from it.  Furthermore, the diction, physical 
nature, content, and display of the stelae suggest that these texts serve a bookkeeping 
purpose on a larger scale than one might expect, documenting the overall grandeur of 
the treasuries as well as the exact reality of each of its contents.  Yet by approximating 
an itemized account and showing a version of one, however inaccurate, the 
administrators of Greek treasuries succeeded in producing long-lasting analogues of 
physical collections of precious goods which in turn, by their conspicuousness and 
permanence, constitute a virtual display of wealth for all who see them.              
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
17 Dignas (2002) 241. 
18 Dignas (2002) 243. 
19 Dignas (2002) 241. 
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A  C L O S E R  L O O K  
 
To familiarize the reader with the style and content of a typical Athenian inventory 
text and establish a few key points for discussion and analysis, Figures 1-3 give a 
photograph and text of IG I3 353-354, inventories of 420/419 and 419/418 from the 
so-called “Parthenon” (in fact probably just one chamber of the entire temple.)20  Both 
texts appear on a well-preserved fragment of a large opisthographic stele, 0.48 m. high 
and 0.2m. wide, now in the Athens Epigraphical Museum, which shows four years of 
inventories on one side.  Like other inventories of the mid-fifth century and later (the 
genre is rather conservative), the text begins with a prescript specifying the names of 
the treasurers in charge of handing over goods from the previous year to the following 
one, as the first lines clearly state (IG I3 354.72-74): 

 
!"#$ %& !'µ(') !%*+ ℎ)$,%*+ -,$µ"!%+ !$*. /0$+'('. 123%+ 
4,'5)$6. 3'7 -58+",-%+!$., [%9. 185(#)3%. :',;<!!)%. 
=;,'µµ"!$8$, >',<#%5'+ !%?. !'µ('5), %9. @%,]- | µ(%+ 
A8#'0$+')$6. =;,'µµ"!$8$, B',(+%) /C$-5)µ"-% [4]<C$3) <3'7 
-58+",-%5)>, >','#$-5"µ$+%) >',D [!%*+ >,%!<,%+ !'µ)%*+, %9. 
E>);<+$. FG;)C)$6. =;,'µµ"!$8$+, =+ !%*) 4',0$]+%*+)· 
 
These things the treasurers of the sacred goods of Athena Lycon of 
Prasiae and colleagues in office, for whom Lysidicus of Gargettus 
was secretary handed over to the treasurers, for whom Phormion of 
Kydathenaea was secretary, to Charinus son of Aleximachus of 
Pelekes and his colleagues in office having received them from the 
previous treasurers treasurers, for whom Epigenes of Aigilia was 
secretary, in the Parthenon.   

 
The prescript begins with a demonstrative pronoun !"#$, “the following things.” 
When multiple years are published on the same stone, as they are here, the formula 
persists in successive paragraphs.  The entries then list dedications either singularly or 
in groups, specifying the material, weight when possible, and sometime other 

                                                        
20 The inventories specify items as being both %& !' ()*+$&,&- or %& !' ./)!0µ(1#2; this 
implies storage in more than one space.  Harris (1995: 4) identifies the “parthenon” with the 
western chamber, leaving slightly open the possibility of its including the western portico as 
well. 
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distinguishing characteristics. Sometimes numbers or entries are separated with a mark 
or space; in this text three-dot interpuncts surround the numerals.   
 Let us pause to consider in more depth the physical details of the stelae on 
which texts like this were inscribed. The curious care and meticulous assiduousness 
with which the displayed inventories were created should not be overlooked, 
especially considering the large audiences that they would have been exposed to on 
public display: citizens, tourists, slaves, merchants, women and children.  While they 
may not be the very largest stelae erected on the Acropolis, the published inventories 
of the treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods present an imposing stature.  The stone 
containing IG I3 354 above is missing a large portion of its top section, yet still 
measures nearly 0.5 m. tall.  It may easily have been twice this height, and a new one 
would have been erected every few years once it became full of text.21   
 The heights and arrangement of letters also reveal that the creators of these texts 
were attentive to visual display.  Some inventories show a large and widely-spaced  
 
   !  "  #  $ 
 
as a heading, a reminder to viewers and a pious display of whom both treasure and 
record are intended to honor and perhaps address.22  The large lettering and liberal use 
of stone space not only suggest that the inscriptions might reach the gods’ eyes but also 
shows that their creators were sufficiently concerned with matters of formatting and 
visual layout as to leave valuable space blank.  Moreover, the earlier years on the stele 
have letters of about 0.01 m. in height—not the largest among Athenian inscriptions, 
but certainly not tiny and visible from a distance, especially considering they were 
painted.  After the entries for the year 420/419, however, the formatting changes: we 
see in the entry for 419/418 (IG I3 354) letter heights of 0.006 m.—little more than half 
the size of previous years—and stoichedon rows of 127 letters each (versus earlier 78).  
It is possible the stonecutters feared they would not have space to complete the 
inventory at the bottom of the stele, but should this have been their only motivation, 
they certainly downsized quite significantly, for there is a sizeable vacat at the bottom 
of the stone.  Aside from this example, inventory letters from the fifth century tend to 
stay quite close to 0.01 m. tall.  

                                                        
21 A record of the practice in progress is provided by later inventories from Didyma. 
22 Note that I am not suggesting the inventories may be intended solely for the gods’ eyes as 
have others (e.g. Harris 1995: 17) but rather acknowledging their attempt to send multiple 
messages to multiple audiences.  
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 During the fourth century, however, there appears to be a tendency toward 
smaller lettering, though the stelae themselves maintain a similar scale to earlier ones.  
Thus an intact stele listing dedications from the Athenian Asklepieion from 329/328 
(IG II2 1532s = Aleshire III) measures 1.265 m.(excluding a tenon, later trimmed) with 
small, so-called Lycurgan lettering, a scant half the height of earlier examples (0.04 
m.).23  Again, despite the tiny close stoichedon-style formatting, the letters would have 
been made more legible from their being painted.  In addition to being able to 
accommodate more information, smaller print on a stele of the same size creates an 
effect of more and closer-knit writing.  For the viewer, the impression that emerges is, 
I think, twofold.  On the one hand, an overall sense of abundance emerges: the tiny 
words and stoichedon text gives a block-like impression to the list, which does not 
have a columnar format or suggest itself as a tally.  Up close, of course, it would be 
possible to scrutinize each entry one by one, but not to glean an idea of both the 
individual entries and their overall mass at the same time.  In contrast, modern editions 
that include capital letters, accents, word boundaries, and breath marks, while they 
offer the reader a more familiar-looking text, can obscure the semiotic cues the 
inscriptions would have afforded an ancient observer.  Figure 4 shows a less-
normalized representation of an excerpt of the extant text (IG I3 354.72-78) and gives a 
better sense of the arrangement of the text and its effects. 
 Such long lines (which are only about half the length of what the restored text 
may have contained) make it possible either to scrutinize very closely one entry at a 
time, or to survey the whole from a great distance.  What would be extraordinarily 
difficult would be to gain a quick sense from a text like this of exactly how many items 
had been tallied for the year.  Such a calculation would almost require making a whole 
other, differently-formatted list from which to add up totals.  Why not produce a more 
use-friendly layout, a table, such as we observe in the Athenian tribute lists?  One 
response might be to invoke Linders’ suggestion, that these texts exist primarily to 
record the handover of goods from one set of treasurers to the next.  But then why go 
to trouble of reproducing so many entries at all?   
 I would like to suggest that the choice of only either very-far or very-close 
counting echoes some of the tendencies we have observed in the literary listmaking 
tradition.  In chapter 1, I argued that the poetics surrounding catalogues of gifts and 
precious items in the Homeric poems involve statements about their infiniteness (“too 
many to count”) coupled with seemingly paradoxical tallies of their exact, finite 
contents and descriptions of each item.  This rhetoric, I have said, focuses the audience 
on (1) the overall magnificence of the collection and (2) the details of each specific 

                                                        
23 Aleshire (1989) 127-128. 
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item, providing both a wide-angle- and a telephoto-lens view, but no intermediate 
(normal) one.  Inscribed inventories, I suggest, stand as visual analogues of this same 
boundless-but-delineated system: from afar, the viewer is faced with an uncountable 
and undelineated mass of catalogue entries, visible only as a very large group that 
might extend indefinitely.  Up close, a viewer can read each element one by one and 
even see a few details, taken from a stock repertoire of descriptors (!G I3 353 lines 66-
68):  
 

! "#$%[&' () *+#,- ($.#/µ-' ! 0123-' () *+#,- 455617]- 
083 9:50-;3 ! <725: "1)61= !>>! 0:19+#7- "1)618 !>>! 
 #?:@µ8[3?-A?-3 ! BCDDD! *+#,7-7 0E?65-7 "1)61-F >>>! #?]- 
:@µ83 ?-A?-3 !GGGCDD! #?+<:3-' 916#-;', #?:@µ83 ?-A?-  
  ![DHIII>>>! #?+<:3-' 916#-;', #?:@µ83 ?-A?- !DDH] 
 
Shield from Lesbos, embossed. Helmet from Lesbos Illyri-  
an bronze.  Silver bowls, 2.  Silver tumblers, 2. Weight of these: 
580D.  Silver Lesbian cymbals, 3.  Weight of these: 370D.  Gold 
crown, weight of this: 18T3.  Gold crown, weight of this: 25T.   

 
We gather from this excerpt a snapshot of the collection, enough to persuade us of its 
importance and size and perhaps garner some intrigue in a few items (what of these 
Lesbian cymbals?).  One would have to do a fair amount of dedicated running 
arithmetic, however, to gain a sense of the total numerical wealth present in these 
items and get any clear idea of overall city finances.  What the inventory accomplishes, 
it seems, is to make them seem generally abundant, and specifically precious.       
  Other iconic features of these inscriptions help convey non-verbal meaning to 
an audience.  While we tend to associate stoichedon lettering with less legibility, both 
5th and 4th century Attic inventories often feature sequences that separate weights and 
measures with interpuncts in the middle of entries.  A sequence like the one below 
appears at IG I3 353 line 64: 
 

! " # $ # " # % & ' % # "  …(""" … ) * # + , - . * - ' * - .  …/000(11…  



 The numeric values themselves have a relatively conspicuous and distinctive 
look relative to words because of their specialized signs and unpronounceable phonetic 
values, while providing ample punctuation around them in the form of triple-pointed 
colons results in an iconic display.  Additionally, they generally do not follow the 
stoichedon precisely, as punctuation interrupts the flow of text and unit-measures may 
be grouped into one quadrant, and so forth.  Thus even if the actual text is difficult to 
read because it is small and devoid of word boundaries or because the viewer has 
limited literate abilities, a semblance of the numbers emerges clearly. What is more, 
one need not interpret their exact values to get a sense of the size of the treasure, since 
the sign-value notation system often reflects larger numbers with a larger number of 
signs.  This is not always the case, of course (e.g. H, 100, is greater than !!!, 30) but 
even a quick glance at a sequence such as the one above allows one to see HHH, three 
hundred drachmas, right away and thus glean an overall impression of magnitude.  
This kind of snapshot reckoning calls to mind mental images of individual items, while 
again, the wide-angle view of the stone offers the global sense of abundance.  The 
overall numbers, though, remain, as ever, somewhat hazy.  It is possible to make out 
the magnitude of each of the treasure’s parts, but not so easy to reckon their sum—its 
very details and unbroken layout contribute to its seeming unquantifiably large.  In 
this way the inventories are not so much inaccurate as they privilege information other 
than what a modern viewer might expect in their visual display. Moreover, they 
impart this information to their lay audience on perhaps a more impressionistic, but 
not a completely abstract level.  Thus to return to the various contentions regarding 
their purpose, we may say perhaps that they are not wholly ‘practical’ nor fully 
‘symbolic,’ but neither are they both: rather, they are something intermediate.24 
  In analyzing the modes by which these texts communicate I have been struck 
by the rhetoric of J.K. Davies in his hope, as he voiced it, to “exploit afresh the endless 
riches and (it seems) unfathomable complexities of democratic Athens.”25  The 
collocation “endless riches” seems ironic: after all, what might financial records tell us if 
not that Athens lacked infinite resources, and that the city strove to count what it had 
quite precisely?  His comment is surely figurative but nonetheless raises the issue of the 
Greeks’ own conceptions of wealth, in both the epigraphic record and moments in the 
legendary past.  We have seen that when Agamemnon lists his offering of gifts for 
Achilles, in Iliad 9, he describes them as his !"#$#%&'(, “boundless,” “limitless,” (a 
                                                        
24 Dignas (2002: 241), partially in response to statements made by Harris (1995), has written 
that it is “problematic to reconcile” the symbolic and practical aspects of inventory texts, but I 
think that we might give more credit to the ways in which the iconic features of the 
inventories’ formatting on the stelae worked to enhance, rather than undermine, their 
functionality as documents.     
25 Davies (1994) 202. 
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common epithet for a ransom !"#$%&.)  We may agree with some scholars that then 
inventorying exactly what’s in the ransom “necessarily lays bare the rhetoric of 
limitlessness.”26  But by the end of his catalogue, once one has listened to a lengthy 
recitation of it, we lose count, and the overall sense is one of vague immensity, infinite 
in that it cannot be tallied.  In this way, a monumental piece of marble, filled with 
small letters in close stoichedon, could also simulate for a viewer not only an invisible 
physical treasure but the city’s supposedly “endless riches.”  Put on display it becomes 
an expression of the treasures’ individual merits and collective bulk, as well as 
something to come see in its own right.             
  From the working of the text as it is inscribed and formatted, we might 
proceed to consider how the stele functions as a whole.  Davies has argued for a multi-
stage model whereby ancient documents undergo a process of “monumentalization,” 
shifting from their origins as archives into publicly displayed objects.27  While his 
study does not focus on inventories in particular, they too share the qualities he 
outlines: the inventory, much like a decree, becomes ratified such that people 
recognize it as an “entity,” belonging to a certain category and endowed with certain 
administrative significance and power, and not just an isolated text, particularly when 
it placed side by side with similar stelae.28  I have suggested in previous chapters that 
the list-type is already long been a recognizable and identifiable genre in the Greek 
literary world in such contexts as the Homeric catalogues and in the marked-off 
inventories in Herodotus’ Histories, which stand apart from the narrative flow as 
delineated, modular items.  These examples fulfill the requirement that in order for a 
text to become a monument it must have an established and agreed-upon typology.29  
Athenian culture of the mid-fifth century (when inscribed inventory stelae first 
appeared) already was familiar with the list as a mode of recording and preserving 
collections of valuable items.  The epic and historical traditions had long since 
established this function, and government inventories may also have been an 
established part of Athenian documentary culture in the sixth century.30  Thus having 

                                                        
26 Sammons (2010) 111. 
27 Davies (2003), especially 324-326 and 335-337 (for outline of steps). 
28 Davis (2003) 324. 
29It is perhaps helpful to conceive of inventory lists as counting among John Searle’s 
“institutional facts,” that is, entities not naturally occurring in the universe but made so by 
communal agreement. 
30 Sickinger (1999:38-41) suggests that, though we have but scanty epigraphic evidence as 
such, there was a small and growing practice of taking regular inventories of treasures in 
Athens in the sixth century.  Most of these documents, he suggests, were “rudimentary” and 
kept on temporary materials such as wood or bark.  He concedes, however, that it was not 
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taken this first step on the path of record to monument through both their broader 
literary and immediate documentary past, the Athenians had a significantly shorter 
distance to go before producing large stelae.  The creation of a written record, its 
preservation, and its placement on public display and subsequent maintenance can 
then follow.  The stelae, both grounded in an established and recognizable listing 
tradition and realized as large imposing displayed structures then function as 
something for a public to seek out and look at as objects in themselves, steeped in two 
cultural traditions.      
 
 
H E A D  ( A N D  T A I L )    

In addition to their evocative appearance, the structure of the inventory texts 
reinforces their status as monuments.  Rather than merely listing, they begin with 
formulaic prescripts that outline the administrative process, listing the officials 
involved, date (by archon), and nature of the transaction.  By far the most common 
type is the paradosis, which records the exchange from one set of !"µ#"$ to the next on 
a yearly basis.  We have seen above a typical paradosis prescript from an Acropolis 
inventory (IG I3 354 lines 72-74): 
 

!"#$ %& !'µ(') !%*+ ℎ)$,%*+ -,$µ"!%+ !$*. /0$+'('. 123%+ 
4,'5)$6. 3'7 -58+",-%+!$., [%9. 185(#)3%. :',;<!!)%. 
=;,'µµ"!$8$, >',<#%5'+ !%?. !'µ('5), %9. @%,]- | µ(%+ 
A8#'0$+')$6. =;,'µµ"!$8$, B',(+%) /C$-5)µ"-% [4]<C$3) <3'7 
-58+",-%5)>, >','#$-5"µ$+%) >',D [!%*+ >,%!<,%+ !'µ)%*+, %9. 
E>);<+$. FG;)C)$6. =;,'µµ"!$8$+, =+ !%*) 4',0$] | +%*+)· 
 
These things the treasurers of the sacred goods of Athena Lycon of 
Prasiae and colleagues in office, for whom Lysidicus of Gargettus 
was secretary handed over to the treasurers, for whom Phormion of 
Kydathenaea was secretary, to Charinus son of Aleximachus of 
Pelekes and his colleagues in office having received them from the 
previous treasurers treasurers, for whom Epigenes of Aigilia, in the 
Parthenon.   

   

                                                        
until much later that the Athenians began committing these records to stone, which 
development concerns us here.  
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The formula shows considerable consistency throughout the 150-year floruit of the 
inventory: it gives the names and demotics of the sets of officials responsible for the 
handover, the officials they gave the treasures to, and whom they received them from 
the previous year.  Slight variations occur as the names may be extended, the syntax 
and order may shift minimally, but one element remains absolutely constant: the initial 
!"#$.  Where the top of the stones are extant, they invariably begin with the neuter 
plural near demonstrative, “these things,” which makes reference to both the list of 
objects that follows (“the following things”) and the physical collection of treasure that 
accompanies the handover (“these things here”).  It possibly even refers to dedications 
displayed in the company of the inscription, though this seems a less likely scenario in 
many cases.31  The word is always fronted, or pre-posed, and illustrates the general 
principle that “in isolation, %#$ signals in ongoing narrative the particular salience of a 
piece of information being introduced.”32  This comes as no surprise given the 
information about to follow the pronoun.   
 More specifically, however, the near demonstrative has a long and established 
history as setting up a list of things on display in Greek, in both oral and written 
media.  We have seen in chapter two that in Herodotus, catalogues of objects 
conceived of as collections employ the demonstrative pronouns as framing devices, 
beginning with a form of %#$ and concluding with a form of &'!&( pointing 
backward (Histories 1.51): 
 

!"#$%&'()* +, - ./01(0* $)2$) 3"'"%µ"% 4* 5%&607* 8)9 $:+% 
;&&) <µ) $01(#· 8/=$>/)* +?0 µ%@:A%B µ%@:&0C*, D/?(%0E 8)9 
3/@?/%0E, $FE - µ,E D/?(%0* G8%#$0 4"9 +%H#I 4(#JE$# 4* $KE 
E=JE, - +, 3/@?/%0* 4"’ 3/#($%/:· µ%$%8#ELA=()E +, 8)9 0M$0# 
N"K $KE E=KE 8)$)8)'E$), 8)9 - µ,E D/?(%0* 8%1$)# 4E $O 
.&)P0µ%EQRE A=()C/O, S&8RE ($)AµKE %TE)$0E Uµ#$:&)E$0E 
8)9 G$# +CV+%8) µE')*, - +, 3/@?/%0* 4"9 $02 "/0E=W0C $>* 
@REQ=*, DR/'RE 3µ60/')* XH)80(Q0C*· 4"#8Q/E)$)# @I/ N"K 
5%&6FE Y%06)EQ0#(#· 6)(9 +' µ#E 5%&609 Y%0+V/0C $02 Z)µQ0C 
G/@0E %[E)#, 8)9 4@\ +08'R· 0] @I/ $K (CE$CDKE 6)QE%$)Q µ0# 
G/@0E %[E)#. .)9 "QA0C* $% 3/@C/'0C* $'((%/)* 3"'"%µ^%, 0_ 4E 

                                                        
31 Several factors preclude the inscriptions’ placement near the actual dedications they depict, 
such as the fact that only the temple administration could gain access to certain repositories 
like the west cella of the Parthenon, as noted by Harris (1995: 4-5, 81), or the apparent habit of 
displaying inventories of objects dedicated elsewhere, as in the case of the records for Artemis 
Brauronia, for which see Linders (1972: 71-72) .  I will discuss these “divorced” lists further 
below.     
32 Bakker (2010) 158. 
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!" #$%&'()*' (+,-.%" /,!0,&, 1-2 34%&%%-'!5%&- 67$ 8'9(+14, 
:%7,4;' !4 1-2 8%<7%4$', !=' !" :%.,9> ?3&<9<%-3!-& 
@-146-&µ$')*' ABµ4'$' 4C'-& 8'B(+µ-, $D1 E%(=F G9<$'· H,!& 
<I% 1-2 !$J!$ #%$),$., ?39<%-K4 6L !=' !&F M4GA=' 
@-146-&µ$')$&,& N$.G;µ4'$F :-%)O4,(-&, !$J ?3&,!Bµ4'$F !P 
$Q'$µ- $D1 ?3&µ'5,$µ-&· 8GG’ R µL' 3-SF, 6&’ $T !UF :4&%PF V94& 
!P W6*%, @-146-&µ$')*' ?,!), $D µ9'!$& !=' <4 34%&%%-'!+%)*' 
$D69!4%$'. XGG- !4 8'-(5µ-!- $D1 ?3),+µ- 3$GGI 83934µK4 
Yµ- !$7!$&,& R #%$S,$F 1-2 :47µ-!- 8%<7%4- 1.1G$!4%9-, 1-2 
6Z 1-2 <.'-&1PF 4[6*G$' :%7,4$' !%)3+:., !P M4GA$2 !UF 
8%!$1;3$. !UF #%$),$. 4\1;'- G9<$.,& 4C'-&. ]%PF 6L 1-2 !UF 
/*.!$J <.'-&1PF !I 83P !UF 64&%UF 8'9(+14 R #%$S,$F 1-2 !IF 
O^'-F. _-J!- µL' ?F M4GA$`F 83934µK4· 
 
And Croesus having finished all these things sent them to Delphi, 
and along with them the following other things: two great big 
mixing bowls, one gold and the other silver, of which the golden 
bowl was set on the right hand side as you enter the temple, and 
the silver on the left, but these also were changed around after the 
temple burned down, and the golden bowl now lies in the treasury 
of the people of Clazomenae, having a weight of eight and a half 
talents and twelve pounds more, while the silver one lies in the 
corner of the foyer and holds six hundred amphoras.  For these get 
filled with wine by the Delphians on the feast of the Theophania: 
this the people of Delphi say is the work of Theodorus the Samian, 
and I think they are right.  For the work does not seem common to 
me. And [Croesus] also sent four silver wine-jars, which stand in 
the treasury of the Corinthians, and two vessels for lustral water, 
one gold and the other silver, of which the gold one is inscribed 
"from the Lacedaemonians," said to be a dedicatory offering, but 
not rightly; for this also is from Croesus, but one of the Delphians 
wrote the inscription on it wishing to show favor to the 
Lacedaemonians. and though I know his name I will not mention 
it. Now the boy through whose hand the water flows, he is from 
the Lacedaemonians, but not either of the vessels for lustral water. 
And along with these Croesus sent many dedicatory offerings, not 
inscribed, including round silver cast bowls, as well as a golden 
likeness of a woman three cubits high, which the Delphians say is a 
statue of Croesus’ baker. Moreover Croesus dedicated the 
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ornaments from his own wife's neck and her girdles.  So those 
things he sent to Delphi.  

  
Here and elsewhere, Herodotus introduces the objects starting with !"#$, and at the 
end concludes with !%&!%, referring to the list he just gave.33  Note that he also 
describes where in the treasury the objects are situated and even includes weights, 
possibly based on records of the sanctuary officials, (though perhaps not published ones 
on stone). The initial demonstrative signals that a list will follow, and the final one 
brackets or frames it as a stand-alone piece.  As I have argued in chapter 2, the list takes 
on a material quality because the framing device treats it as a freestanding object, just 
as do the features in Homeric poetry discussed in chapter one.  The epigraphic 
inventory employs forward pointing deixis but generally does not end with a final or 
capping pronominal statement, at least as far as the extant stones with intact endings 
suggest.  In some ways, it stands to reason that they should not, for inscribed 
inventories, repeated every year on the same stone, represent a work in progress—a 
text under regular revision, and one that does not have a formal ending until official 
procedure ceases.  The temple, of course, continues to welcome more gifts.  In not 
putting an end on the list, the inscription also allows for its potential to expand 
indefinitely, outside the frame created by the stone.  
 A fortuitous comparandum arises for this scheme when we consider some 
inventory-like “offering lists” from traditions outside the Athenian context.34  Didyma 
provides some of the only evidence of repeated recording of '%("#)*+,-style 
transactions outside the Athenian tradition.35  These third-century texts, also inscribed 
on large (1.0-2.0 m.) stelae with letter heights of 0.01-0.015 m., record dedications to 
Apollo under the watch of local officials.  The prescripts seem relatively distinct from 
the Athenian ones, providing comparable information, perhaps, but in a very different 
format and style.  Didyma 432 (271/210 BC) provides a typical (and complete) 
example: 

!"# $%&'()*'+,-. /-$&#01)2-. %-3 4&.056%-.[7] 
%(µ#&.+)%1) %8) 9&,8) :,*µ;%1) %8) 6(%< 

                                                        
33 In discussing the functions of the demonstratives in Herodotus, Bakker (2010: 157-158) 
gives an example from 7.61.1, which begins the catalogue of Xerxes’ army: -9 0= 
$%,(%&.+µ&)-# ->0& ?$().  Once he has named all the peoples who served he concludes at 
7.81.1: %(3%( ?) %< 6(%@A"&#,-) $%,(%&.+µ&); %& BC)&( 6(D %&%(Eµ5)( !7 %F) "5G-). 
34 I adopt this terminology from Dignas (2002), who has argued for a key generic distinction 
between the Athenian/Delian-type recording system, undertaken on a regular basis and 
managed under strict bureaucracy, and the ones suggested by the slightly different inventory-
like lists from Ionia.   
35 Didyma 424-478. 
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!" #$%"& !" '& ()*+µ,)- ./0&12,3 !,4 5$&$- 
67%8!,3- 619 :;<=3>2*,3 !,4 .%)<!,?@&,3- 
!8*$ A&$!@/0 !B) .CD>>E&)·                                       
F)8>1) *+, '6 G3H)6,4, I- ACJ&$)61& '6 !B& 
!7$µ$&B& !B) /$B), !,+!E& µ21 KµF1>E!J, 
L61!@%1- M>6N .>$O8&*%$)1) *%1=µ19 L61- 
!D&· F)8>0 >$21 KµF1>E!J, A&8/0µ1 P1<@E&, 
M>6N *%1=µ19 .>$O8&*%$)<1>)                                  
{one line erased}                                                       
'&$&J6,&!1 '&&@1· F)8>0 KµF1>E!N C%D<E- 
C,& Q=,3<1 'C9 !,4 KµF1>,4 R,<$)*B&,-, 
A&8/0µ1 S61!12,3 !,4 5@&E&,-, M>6N .>$- 
O8&*%$)1) *%1=µ19 [L=OJ6,&!1]· <C1%T .%!@µ)*)·> 
F)8>0, <U>& :;<=3>9- .&1O)/@µ),- A&@/06$&            
.%!@µ)*), M>6N .>$O8&*%$)1) *%1=µ19 !$<<$%8- 
6,&!1 LC!8· VC,µ0>9- =%3<W, U& A&@/06$& 
:;<=3>9- .&1O)/@µ),- .%!@µ)*), Xµ)=%+<,3· 
1Y!0 C%,<$6,<µJ/0 C%"- !" Z?1>µ1. 
!14!8 !$ 619 [<1 Z>>1 C1%$>8\,µ$& C1%T !B&      
!1µ)B& !B& 'C9 ]2µ,3 !,4 R,<$)*2CC,3 C1%$- 
*^61µ$& !,_- !1µ21)- !,_- 'C9 `36DF%,&,- !,4 
ab*Jµ,3 c1)*2µE) ()1?D%,3, S<!)12E) d%&3µ$&,4. 

 
In the term of Poseidonios son of Theudektes,  
when the treasurers of the sacred goods in  
the temple in Didyma were Athenaios son of Mene- 
krates and Aischylis son of Aristogenes, 
the following things were dedicated to Apollo: 
Two bowls from Kyzikus, which they carried off from the  
precincts for the god, one of these omphalic, 
weight of each, one hundred Alexandrian drachmas.   
Smooth omphalic bowl, dedication of Iasians weight  
ninety-nine 
{erased text} 
Alexandrian drachmas.  Omphalic bowl having 
the face of Poseidon on the boss, 
dedication of Hecataeus son of Menon, weight 
[60] Alexandrian drachmas.  <For Artemis.> 
Bowl, which Aischylis son of Anaxithemis dedicated 
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to Artemis, weight forty seven Alexandrian 
drachmas.  Gold eastern thorn, which Aischylis son of Anaxithemis 
dedicated to Artemis, a half-stater. 
This was added as an ornament to the statue. 
These and as many other things as we received from the  
treasurers in the term of Simus son of Poseidippus,  
we handed them over to the treasurers in the term of  
Lykophron son of Eudemos, (namely) Phaedimus son  
of Diagorus, Hestiaeus son of Ornymenes. 

 
The prescript begins with a dating formula and the names of the officials, and then a 
statement again beginning with, as expected, the near demonstrative: !"#$ %&$!'() 
!*+ ,-.//0&+.  While !"#$ may not be in the same prominent position as in the 
Athenian examples, it appears nonetheless to introduce the list.  The most salient 
difference in formulaics, though, is the postscript that follows the inventory, here 
visible in lines 20-23.  Whereas the inventories of the Athenian tradition give no final 
statement, the Didyma example proceeds with the same kind of framing we have 
observed in Herodotus, with the far demonstrative !12!1 pointing back to the list.  As 
in the Histories, the brackets not only physically contain the verbal list between them 
but their strict formulaics lend it a certain authority.  Here, moreover, the pre-and 
post-scripts even receive almost as much surface area as the offering list itself, and the 
mention of 341 5//1 suggests that the latter remains brief by design.  The framed 
offering list presented in this formalized structure emerges as more than just an 
inventory or a record: rather, it contains its contents in an approximation of a physical 
treasury.  This textual treasury, the stele, then becomes something to behold on its 
own merits, independent of the treasures it denotes.  The deictic prescripts of the 
Athenian-style texts and the pre- and post-scripts of the Didyma texts, while they may 
confirm official procedure, also stand in for the material collection for all who come to 
see the stelae and themselves show, rather than merely tell, the gods’ riches.  
 
 
H O W  T O  S H O W  Q U A N T I T I E S      
   
Chapter treated the semantics of list-presentation in Herodotus, tracing the verb 
%-6#$78&9µ+ from its initial physical sense of ‘display’ to the more figurative meanings 
‘show in words’ and ‘inventory.’  There, this semantic broadening was linked to the 
Greek list’s ability to make a showing.  The verb and the noun %-.#$+:+; maintain the 
technical sense of ‘inventory’ in the fifth and fourth centuries (and well beyond).  
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Casson (1921) observed and discussed instances of this usage in Thucydides and 
Plutarch. 
 More specifically, !"#$%&'()µ* and its related cognates shows a semantic range 
that includes both “put on display” and “make a textual account.”  It is in Herodotus, I 
argue, that the shift from a physical to a verbal show manifests itself.  In inscriptions, 
however, the !"+$%*,*- is generally not verbally explicit.  On the one hand, it need 
not be, for the stone more clearly makes a visual display than an orally transmitted text, 
or even one on a temporary, moveable medium.  On the other, this function of the 
inventories, as displays as well as records, has not been so obvious.  Teasing out what 
purpose these published texts serve, as the survey of recent scholarship above may have 
suggested, in the eyes of many “leaves us with more questions than answers and does 
not enable us to assess the quantitative wealth of the gods.”36  After considering the 
tradition of lists in Greek literature, however, and their ability to communicate very 
general impressions of abundance along with very detailed descriptions of individual 
items but little in between, I might venture that inscribed inventories were not 
intended to enable anyone to assess that wealth in a quantifiable way.  Far from it: 
while they seem at first as if they ought to be a most commendable act of financial 
transparency on the part of the state, they privilege only part of the whole picture, like 
bank statements with no running legers. 
 Further conclusions, however, can emerge from both comparative and internal 
study, and one inscription speaks in support of another, related notion: that the stone 
functions as display-case for its verbal contents, not just “to show that the officials 
involved in the sacred administration, above all the hieropoioi, had fulfilled their duties 
as regards the votives.”37             
 I refer to a curious clause in the prescript of one of the best-preserved examples 
of the inventories from the sanctuary of Delos.  ID 104 is a nearly complete inventory 
of the contents of Temple of the Athenians (later the Temple of the Seven Statues), 
dated by Athenian archon to 364.  Unlike its Athenian precedents, whose style figures 
largely in the composition of the early (Amphyctionic) Delian inventories, it has two 
verbs in the prescript (ID 104 line 2), not just a form of "./.$&$0µ*: 
 

!"#$ %&'()*+* ,* !-. /0!$µ.123. 4+5 
&+0'#61+* 1!+7µ-. 4+5 %0.7µ-.… 
 
8he following things [the officials] showed forth and 
handed over, with weight(s) and count(s)… 

                                                        
36 Dignas (2002) 243. 
37 Linders (1988) 45. 
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The appearance of the verb !"#$%&'(, radically “show forth,” “display” is unique in 
this text and is extant in the prescripts of no other "%)*+#,-. inventories, from Delos 
or elsewhere (aside from its restoration, based on this text, at ID 104(12) line 1).  
Whereas inventory prescripts normally state a record of the handover from one set of 
officials to the next, this one seems to make explicit mention of inventory-taking 
itself.38  Much like !"#+/&0'1µ- and !"2+/-3-., !"#$%&'( and !"2$%,-. have 
initially spatial, physical senses that come to describe virtual displays, and both appear 
in the specific technical use of “inventory.” 
 Even in earlier sources the word seems to have some relationship to a list.  Thus 
Solon describes /4'#µ&%, lawfulness, as being able to !"#$%&'/-' the right values of 
the city (fr. 4 lines 30-39): 
 

!"#!" $%$&'"% ()µ*+ ,(-."/0)+ µ1 213141%,    30 
  5+ 2"26 73189!" 7:31% ;)9.0µ/- 7"<=>1%·  
?@.0µ/- $’ 1A209µ" 2"B C<!%" 7&.!’ D70E"/.1%, 
  2"B ("µ6 !08+ D$/20%+ DµE%!/(-9% 7=$"+· 
!<">=" 31%"/.1%, 7"41% 2:<0., FG<%. Dµ")<08, 
  "H"/.1% $’ C!-+ C.(1" E):µ1.",     35 
1@(4.1% $I $/2"+ 9203%&+, H71<JE".& !’ K<L"  
  7<"M.1%· 7"41% $’ K<L" $%>09!"9/-+, 
7"41% $’ D<L"3=-+ K<%$0+ >:30., K9!% $’ H7’ "@!N+ 
  7&.!" 2"!’ D.(<O70)+ C<!%" 2"B 7%.)!&. 
 
This my heart orders me teach the Athenians: 
 bad rule provides the city many ills. 
But good law makes clear all that’s fit and decorous,  
 and swiftly binds the unjust round with chains: 
It smoothes the jagged, halts excess, insolence blinds, 
 and desiccates the budding bloom of bane.  
It straightens crooked justice, actions arrogant 

                                                        
38 Though the prescripts tend to be “to a great extent word for word the same” (Linders 1988: 
44), slight variation occurs even in records from the same official body.  It is reasonable to 
surmise, I think, that the inclusion or omission of various pieces of the formula, such as 
!"5$6'%', depends on the whim of the stonecutter and year’s administrative staff rather than 
denoting an actual shift in purpose and procedure; thus the action and implications of 
!"5$6'%' apply to more texts than just this one.  Major reorganizations, such as that which 
occurred following the Independence period at Delos ca. 200 BC, result in more obvious 
superficial changes (see e.g. Hamilton (2000: 26n92)).  
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 it mitigates.  It halts sedition’s work, 
And halts the mean anger of strife.  By her doing 
 are all things apt and prudent for mankind. 

 
As the collocation !"#$%µ& #&' ()*+& ,-.*/ 0,$1&2.3+ gives a heading of what is to 
follow—a list of all the remedial measures !"#$µ%& effects, the verb itself also prefigures 
the list.  This is perhaps related to the reiterative property possible in the prefix 0,4: 
lawfulness “makes clear again and again” (cf. 0,$5256µ+ in the sense “return, recur”).  
The enumeration of verbs and complements that follows plays out the iterations of that 
general sentiment.   
 The interest of the word in ID 104, then, again involves its double significance. 
I have argued above that the Athenian inventories of the fifth century, regardless of 
how precise their relationship as records to actual items in sanctuaries may be, provide 
their viewers a substitute for seeing the actual collection by approximating the 
grandeur and scale of the treasures.  The presence of 0,$1&2.3+. here prefigures the 
role of the inscription to make a showing, an inventory, to the viewer.  Its inclusion in 
the prescript formula implies that the officials feel 0,41&%+7—not just 0,45$%+7—to 
be an integral part of the procedure and record, and so the stone itself, as well as the 
text recorded on it, performs the display of the treasure for the audience. 
 
 
Q U A N T I T A T I V E  D I S P L A Y  
 
Inscribed inventories perform an even more exaggerated version of 0,453+8+7 than 
literary texts, as their monumental physical nature as well as their content and the 
nuances of the visual display of the text illustrate.  In doing so, they not only adhere to 
an older tradition but also fulfill many of the requirements for the effective imparting 
of quantitative data, including those outlined by design theory, which suggests that 
“attractive displays of statistical information” achieve the following:39  
 

-have a properly chosen format and design 
-use words, numbers, and drawing together 
-reflect a balance, a proportion, a sense of relevant scale 
-display an accessible complexity of detail 
-often have a narrative quality, a story to tell about the data 
-are drawn in a professional manner, with the technical details of 
production done with care 

                                                        
39 Quotation and bullet points, Tufte (2001) 175. 
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-avoid content-free decoration, including chartjunk 
 
The format and design—an oblong stele slightly smaller than human size—conveys the 
grandeur of the information contained in it.  The words and numbers together give an 
idea of both quantities, of course, but also privilege the individual kinds of items.  The 
entries themselves, in generally having the components of item type, number of items, 
and an optional description, allow the viewer to see the relevant basic ideas and to look 
into more levels of detail if necessary.  While the layout of the inventories contradicts 
the notion that numbers of things always display more clearly in list than in paragraph 
style, the sentence-like form allows the inventories to have the “narrative quality” 
Tufte encourages.  Thus, whether or not one reads every word of it, a section of text 
such as the following offering list from Samos, contains a relatively large amount of 
information in a relatively concentrated space (IG 12.261 lines 31-36): 

                                                                        
          !"# $%µ%&'()* +',)-&)[.] 
/012-3. 45) &)5&)*. 6 137. 8,30: 9µ:&0; <'µ=>: /012-3. $$$!??? &[)]- 
5&>- @ <'µA. B-; 8,30: 9µ:&0;: $$$$!??? &)5&>- @ <'µA. 8,30 B-, C"[7] 
&)5&>- &2- 9µ;&(>- @ <'µA. @ !- DE')4(&%. 8,30 45) F&')*1)# G"7 &A[0] 
&';"=H%0: F&')*1)# !"(,'*F)0 45), F&')*1)# G":'I*')0 45), &2- 
F&')*12- &2- !"0,'5F>- !IJ3("30 &K L'F)"5I0;:  
                                                                    
      In the archonship of Demetrios: 
Chitons, two, these the goddess has.  Cloaks of Hermes.  Chitons, 38, of 
these Hermes has one.  Cloaks: 48, of these Hermes has one, from 
these cloaks the Hermes in the [temple?] of Aphrodite has two.  Sparrows under 
the table: two gold-plated sparrows, two silver-plated sparrows, of the gold-
plated sparrows the rumps are missing. 

 
The inscription is particularly rich in both details and logistical information, such as 
precisely where certain objects are.  An observer of the text, if he or she so chooses, 
can look at either the raw numbers and stop, or read on for further specifics.  The 
pronoun referents that follow the named objects—&)5&)*., &)5&>-—emphasize the 
paratactic linear syntax (one could imagine different and more integrated ways of 
structuring the text).  This narrative style not only allows the viewer to use the 
document in various ways but also, taken as a whole, sets a scene and places the 
dedications within it, suggesting their state, placement, and layout even for those who 
can see them. 
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I N V I S I B L E  D I S P L A Y S   
          
The Samian offering-list seems to refer to objects on display in and around the 
Heraion, placed on shelves and draped on statues, put near furniture or hung on walls, 
with no indication that these treasures or the spaces in which they were stored were 
off limits to the public.  Still, the modes of description provide enough detail to 
reconstruct much of what the temple may have looked like: in addition to placement 
of votives, their decorations, and their state of preservation (witness the sparrows’ 
missing tails), inventories often arrange them in some kind of spatial order, by 
numbered !"µ#$, a row or shelf.  Thus the final section of the Samian stone records 
(lines 56-79): 
 

%&' ()*+,-). /012342$, µ536$ (2+*7)*832$ 4)4097* :;,32342$, %&' 4<$ | 
(=37*23,72$ &>µ&45$ &0"4=3),=$ µ,=* ?=' 40*=?2+4)@ &=0>72+=3 2A 4=- | 
µ,=* 4<$ ;)2B 2A %&' C)2?->2"$ /012342$, D.+;>35$ EF.3("µ)G$): 
HI32?094- | 5$ H-=*()G$): J-?,=$ (0=+*()G$): K*-#+40=42$ %L MN(2"): 
J0,+4=012$ HI32G(+*2$): JI=+,=$ J1=[0](3)G$) | O=,7*2$ P)-[*](4)G$): 
J34*:83 Q-)"(+,3*2$): R=--,µ=12$ J:*73(=@2$): Jµ:*?-<$ STI*-(*)G$): | 
?=' &02>70.3 %&)+494)* EFU2"-,75$: J-=(*)G$): +"µ&0#)702* 
V*23"+#7.02$ K[5]- | I2G(+*2$): EF;,=$: W2--),(75$): W=,0.3: 
R*?"3(3)G$): X-="?,=$: J1=0(3)G$): V5µY40*2$ STL.(3)G$): ZI,=$ | 
Q-)"(+,3*2$): J34*I>35$: O=µ3(2G+*2$): J01>U*2$: (=--5(3)G$): &0842$ 
!"µ6$ :*9-=* V [I) |[!]\\\\V"####: 7)G4)02$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V [I): 
!\\\\$##]]]]: 40,42$ !"µ6$ | [I) :*9-=*: V: !\\\$VVVV##<]> 
4>4=042$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\\ | "# !!! ]]]: &>µ&42$ !"µ6$ 
:*9-=*: V: [I) !\\\\V# ]]]: ^?42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: [V] | [I): !\\\\ 
VVVV####]]] : ^U72µ2$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\\VV"##]] _I[722$] | 
!"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\\VVV"##]]: `3=42$ !"µ6$ [I) :*9-=*: V: 
!\\\ | $VVVV####]]]] : 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\\" ##: 
a37>?=42$ | !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\ \\\$###]]: 7.7>?=42$ !"µ6$ 
:*9-=*: V: [I) | !\\\\"]]]: 40,42$ ?=' 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): 
!\\\\VV" ####: 4>- | 4=042$ ?=' 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\ 
\$"#: &>µ&42$ ?=' 7>?[=]- | [42$] !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\$VVVV]] : 
^?42$ ?=' 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=[*] | [V: [I): !\]\\\$### ]]]]]: ^U72µ2$ 
?=' 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\[!] |[!4!! _I722]$ ?=' 7>?=42$ 
!"µ6$ :*9-=*: V [I): !\\\\VVV"#]]]: `3=42$ | [?=' 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ 
:*9-=*: V: []I): !\\\\"### 7>?=42$ !"µ6$ :*9-=*: V: [I): !\\\\V: | 
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[!!! [!"# $%& !'$()*+#] ,-µ+# ./01%/: 2: 34!: !5552222": 6!7*!8(# $%& 
![']- | 
[$()*+# ,-µ+# !!!c.9!!!]9µ:!4!!9;<[—]5555#2 | 

 
In the archonship of Pesilaus, on the fourth day of last decad of the month 
Posideion, in the fifth presidency of Pandionis, the thirty one treasurers of the 
goddess in the archonship of Theokles, Sosthenes of Euonymon, Hagnokrates 
of Halae, Alkias of Prasiae, Philostratus from Oion, Aristarchus of Hagnous, 
Agasias of Acharnae, Raidius of Melite, Antiphon of Eleusis, Callimachus of 
Aphidna, Amphicles of Aegilia, and Euboulides of Halae was in charge of the 
presiding officers; the co-officers Dionysodorus of Fegous, Euthias of 
Cholleidae, Chaeron of Kikynna, Glaukias of Acharnians, Demetrius of 
Aixone, Hegias of Eleusis, Antigenes of Rhamnous, Archebius of Pallene: first 
row, 10 phialae, weight: =919. Second row, 10 phialae, weight: =952, 4 
obols.  Third row, weight, 10 phialae: =892, 1 obol.  Fourth row, 10 phialae, 
weight =903, ?3 obols.  Fifth row, 10 phialae, weight: =911, 3 obols.  Sixth 
row, 10 phialae, weight: = 944, 3 obols.  Seventh row, 10 phialae, weight: 
=927, 2 obols.  Eighth row, 10 phialae, weight: =937, 2 obols.  Ninth row, 
10 phialae, weight: =894, 4 obols.  Tenth row, 10 phialae, weight: =907.  
Eleventh row, 10 phialae, weight: =953, 2 obols.  Twelfth row, 10 phialae, 
weight: =908.  Thirteenth row, 10 phialae, weight: =929.  Fourteenth row, 
10 phialae, weight: =956.  Fifteenth row, 10 phialae, weight: =890, 2 obols.  
Sixteenth row, 10 phialae, weight: =953, 4 obols.  Seventeenth row, 10 
phialae, weight: = 8??.  Eighteenth row, 10 phialae, weight: =936, 3 obols.  
Nineteenth row, 10 phialae, weight: 908.  Tenth [sic] row, 10 phialae, 
weight: =905.  Twenty-first row, 10 phialae, weight: =845.  Twenty-
second row, 10 phialae, weight: =?945.      
 

The order of the text by successive !"µ#$, shelves or perhaps just arranged rows of 
dedications, mimics the placement in the temple, not just giving identifying details, 
but allowing for a complete visual picture.40 This might be a useful way to organize a 
reference text for a set of officials, but, as we have established, the inventories do not 
seem to be wholly functional in this way.  Moreover, even if they were sufficiently 
accurate, their publication on stone suggests that they serve a purpose for a public 
whose goal does not always include the assiduous tallying and tracking of treasures and 
matching of text to object.  It seems that part of the objective of making such a 
                                                        
40 One is reminded of Near Eastern treaties and conquest inscriptions, which list cities in 
geographical order. 
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detailed snapshot of what the treasury room looked like would be to approximate it for 
an audience who did not have access to it—in this case, posterity.  Publication on a 
stone monument furthers the cause.   
 In several cases, however, even the ancient viewer of a published inventory 
would have no access to the physical objects on it.  Why make them, then?  
Apparently, for this exact reason: seeing the stone was tantamount to seeing the 
treasure.  I begin with some smaller-scale examples and proceed to entire collections of 
votives completely divorced from the published inventories that correspond to them. 
 
 
! " # " $ % & ' $ '  
  
In much of this discussion I have focused on the !"#$%&'() inventories, but I have 
mentioned above and would like now to return to the *"+",#-'() genre of text. 
While examples of these tend to be rather few and far between, the habit of 
inventorying objects either gone or slated for removal emerges every so often.  
Perhaps the most well-studied examples are the texts given at IG II2 1553-1578, (third 
quarter of the fourth century BC) which catalogue collections of silver phialae, once 
dedications from freed slaves, subsequently melted down to make silver hydriae.41  
Lewis’s re-editing and rearrangement of IG II2 1554-1558, with additional fragments, 
supposes an opisthographic stele with five columns of stoichedon text, 16-17 letters in 
length, containing a highly abbreviated text chiseled on one of the two faces, as Lewis 
judged, in a “slovenly hand” by a “near illiterate.”42  More recently, Meyer has usefully 
reexamined the texts and collected them in a single publication.43  A better-preserved 
excerpt proceeds as follows (IG II2 1559 lines 32-39 = Meyer 1559A lines 144-151): 
 

()*+,-. /. !0++1 02- 
34 3+5.06 760)189. 
&:6;+*µ0. &:60+<µ- 
0 =8>1, )5?+ @ABCµD ∶E·  35 
—————— 

                                                        
41 IG II2 1469 lines 12-17 and IG II2 1480 lines 9-11 make mention of the new vessels and the 
provenance of the metal. 
42 Lewis (1959) 208 and 208 n. 2.  The inflammatory adjectives appear to refer to the 
remarkably inconsistent letter forms, stoichedon, and orthography, all features which likely 
contributed to the interpretation of the fragments as forming parts of a single stele.      
43 Meyer (2010), pages 81-144 for updated texts and discussion.  The arrangement of 
fragments in drawings on pages 84-85 makes for an especially impressive rendering of the 
reconstructed “great stele”. 
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!"#$%&' (µ )*+, "[-.]- 
/ 0µ1"," 21"345[6]' v 
78.+' 9%&'": [;$<,'], 
3+=> #?<@µA' [∶B]· vvvv 
 
Ophelion, a bedmaker in  
the house of Kolly., manumitted 
from Eupolemus son of Eupolem- 
us of Agryle, a phiale, weight : 100 35 
—————— 
Moschion a metic in  
the house of Peir., manumitted 
from Lykis son of Bion of Acharnae, 
a phiale, weight: 100 
 

A full entry contains the name of the dedicator (the manumitted slave) along with his 
former owner, owner’s deme, and the slave’s profession, followed by the dedication 
and its weight; this passage includes most of the details.  Abbreviations abound 
especially among the occupations and, inconsistently, in the records of the phialae and 
weights. On the one hand, we might interpret the proportionally large space given to 
the freedpeoples’ identifiers rather than the phialae as evidence of inventories’ 
increasing emphasis on dedicants rather than dedications, “cement[ing] the 
commemorative aspect of the act.”44  Yet at the same time, these dedication lists 
immortalize the phialae themselves before an audience that may never see them.  The 
record of their existence is so important, in fact, that their impending destruction 
would cause it to be created for the first time.  In the case of these particular 
dedications, we learn from two inscriptions that they were melted and reshaped into 
hydriae, apparently for purposes of consolidation,45 though this is not made explicit in 
the fragmentary lines that refer to them (IG II2 1469 lines 12-17, along with IG II2 
1480 lines 9-11): 
 

CD,%<+ 
[2,54,<E !!!!], F: ([1]"+[G]#[<']?" ?- 
[<µ%<+ "H (1]I J*<%[$]µ"4 [K,]$"'?- 
[": (. ?/' 3]+<>/' ?/' [(]L*>*4@[*]-   15 

                                                        
44 Liddel (2007) 192.  See also Dignas (2002) 242 for a similar conclusion about lists from Asia 
Minor. 
45 Harris (1988) 331n6.  
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[!"#$% &'] ("#)#!*+[,'] -# .[)]/0%)- 
[1 -2)3,]45%· 
 
Hydriae 
[silver…] which [the treasurers in the]  
archonship of Neaichmus had made  
out of the phialae presented by freed-   15 
men, (and) which Nikocrates from Colonus 
made. 
 

This practice of melting groups of smaller precious metal objects and reforming them 
into larger ones has been associated with Lycurgan reforms,46 but it also calls to mind 
Herodotus’ description of the Scythian krater, made from the melted ceremonial 
arrowheads of the entire male population (Histories 4.81.1).  Like that monumental 
vessel, these hydriae comprise tokens of a collection of individuals, and their size attests 
to the number of component dedications there were.  In contradistinction to 
Herodotus’ Scythians, however, the Athenians preserve the original objects in written 
form.  The !"#"$%&'() list then exists to take the place of the destroyed objects as well 
as honor those who dedicated them.  The laconic catalogue, abbreviated and 
delineated with spaces between each dedication, contributes to the approximation of 
the collection with its suggestive layout and repeating 6789 :;8< = at the end of 
each entry, creating a pattern easily identifiable even for a “near-illiterate.”  
 
 
F R A G M E N T S  I N  T E X T  
 
The kathairesis inscription self-consciously presents objects that will not survive far 
into the future and which it will, by design, outlast.  Their impending destruction 
provides the impetus behind the text’s creation, and its replacement of them begins 
almost immediately.  Other inventories, though, describe dedications in a middling 
state of preservation, objects lacking in integrity but not slated for melting down.  
Thus in the Delian texts we find examples of “old couches in the Hieropoion,” (ID 
147) and words such as >*#)' scattered throughout the inventories of Artemis 
Brauronia seem to refer to threadbare garments.  Perhaps the most striking example of 
such an account comes from Miletus.      

                                                        
46 By e.g. Schwenk (1985) and Meyer (2010) 59-60, who discusses Lycurgan style and format 
features.  On a separate note, one can also envision a viewer with limited literacy being able to 
decipher a name in addition to the other formulaic features. 
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The Milesians’ most often noted contributions to the inventory genre come 
from the sanctuary at Didyma, where regular accounts were maintained of the copious 
amounts of new dedications to the temple of Apollo from far and wide, from the end 
of the fourth century into the 270s.  But the following text represents a less-common 
example of the accounts of a sanctuary within the city.47  An offering list found in the 
Heroon shows a series of dedications described in varying states of preservation.  No 
opening or closing formulas are attested and the stone may be an example of a 
different and apparently less-formulaic subgenre of inventory.  The text is now also 
given in Inschriften von Milet VI.3.1357, from which I excerpt as a sample lines 7-11: 
 

!"#"$%& '()*$+µ,&-&, .#-/)0," !"#"$1 2"3"2*2-µµ,&"4 
5()*6" 7238, (#"&9:*; !"#"$"< 54()*6"4$ 2"3"2*2-µµ,&"$ 3- 
[)]*6;, =µ>3$" !-)?/)@ A"!31 5()*6" 2"3"2*2-µµ,&" 3)9", 2>[)-] 
!4"B-; !"#"$C;, B$&:-&93D; !"4#4"4[$]%; 5()*6-;, 7EC&"$ #$&"6 !4-   10 
["]#"$"< 5()4*6"$ 3)*6;, F##"4$4 G[µ]$3)$A*6; 2*2-µµ,&"$ :H-… 
 
…old, damaged; eight old sea-purple items, threadbare, 
unusable; three old shawls, unusable, threadbare; 
three cloaks dyed purple, unusable, threadbare; an old 
linen item; an old Sidonian garment, unusable; three fine linen    10 
garments, old, unusable; two more half-worn threadbare ones;  

  
As has been noted in previous treatments of the text, the entire contents of the list 
seem to be objects in disuse.  The catalogue comprises primarily garments of various 
kinds, variously described as some combination of old (!"#"$%), tattered (&'&(µµ)*"), 
in disrepair or disuse (5()*6"), or something similar.  The adjectives are repeated so 
often as to seem to have official meanings in the local dialect of legalese that render the 
objects, once so described, void in the sacred administrative context.  As far as 
concerns the purpose of the docment’s publication, both Günther and the editors of 
Inscrhiften von Milet acknowledge the limitations posed from the broken beginning 
of the stone, but the latter suggest that it may be a list of disintegrating items meant for 
removal from the sanctuary.  The descriptions of the state of each item, though, in 
addition to documenting for removal, also serve to create a snapshot of the collection 
exactly as it stands at a particular moment in time.  Entries such as +µ%,$" !(-./-0 
1"!,2 34-'5" &","&'&(µµ)*" not only point to disuse but give a picture of how the 
objects might have appeared to a subsequent viewer of the text.  Furthermore, the 
general lack of named dedicators in the inscription testifies to the continued 

                                                        
47 Günther (1988) 219. 
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importance of these things themselves, not just of the recognition of individuals.  
Perhaps some critical event called the inscription into existence and the treasurers felt 
compelled to compile an inventory; perhaps the gradual accumulation and 
disintegration of so many items led to their being decommissioned and this record’s 
being created.  One could also imagine its import as a consultable document should 
anyone question the removal of an item from the sanctuary: the party in question 
could then prove it had been classified as defunct.   
 
 
R E M O V A L  A N D  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N    
 
The Milesian offering list has long been compared to a better-known and more 
extensive collection of texts: those inventories found on the slopes of the Athenian 
Acropolis listing dedications made to Brauronian Artemis.48  These inscriptions show 
yearly offerings from primarily the 340s, mainly of women’s clothing.49  Though they 
contain some objects in precious metal, the bulk of the texts describe individual 
garments along with the names of the women who dedicated them and includes 
multiple references to their locations within the dedicatory space, as at IG II2 1514 lines 
38-43: 

!"#$%#&!#'( )&*#+,-.'( */,0 #1& 2)/& [#1&] 
3,4"56&· 47"(08 !",#9 :.,";'8 *",$<'7'( =4'[-%"]· 
*"&)5'- 47"(5%!&'( 7/-!>( !",#?(, @/,>( A*&.[+.]- 40 
,"*#"& B,#+µ&)'8, *",$<'7'( =4/& ;'&(5!&'(· 4&[#]- 
6(5%!'8 !#/(6#>8 */,&*'5!&7'8, */,0 #1& 3.$7µ["]- 
#& #1& C,D1&· 4&#6(5%!'8 !#/(6#>8 */,&E.F#'8· 
 
                                  A spotted mantle around the old 
statue.  A smooth wool garment, uninscribed, having border. 
A smooth wool white child’s cloak, inscribed as sacred  40 
to Artemis, having a red border.  A scallop-edged  
cloak, embroidered, around the upright  
statue.  A scallop-edged cloak with  border around it.     

 

                                                        
48 So Debord (1982) 419 n 15, who also compares the Samian offering list, IG XII 262.  Cf. 
Günther (1988) 231 for comparison to Brauron.   
49 IG II2 1514-1531, with additional fragments in Hesperia 32 (1963) nos. 7-10 (pages 169-
182), now organized by Linders (1972). 
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In addition to frequent names of dedicators (elsewhere on the stones) and descriptions 
of the appearance of the items, here we observe attested two physical details, referring 
to one dedication’s placement by “the old statue” and another’s by “the upright statue.”  
An apparent third statue emerges elsewhere and posed problems of identification given 
the evidence from the Acropolis.  Further interpretive difficulties arise from references 
in the inventories to two buildings: the “Parthenon” and the “old temple,” neither of 
which labels seemed apt to describe the Athenian sanctuary of Brauronian Artemis in 
the southwestern section of the Acropolis, in (or near) which the dedications were 
thought to have resided.50  Not until the mid-20th century, when excavations of 
Brauron yielded an inscription mentioning these two buildings by the same name, did 
it become clear that the dedications in the inventories are stored not in Athens but at a 
sanctuary some 40 kilometers away.51  Though there were parallel records at the 
sanctuary itself, the presence of these copies at Athens speaks to a different kind of 
representational force to the inventory stele: to stand in for items far away but felt as 
state possessions.  Without making the long pilgrimage to Brauron, a visitor to the 
Acropolis and to the Brauroneion there could at a glance observe an approximation of 
the bulk of the sanctuary’s riches, and, if he or she desired, glean a quite 
comprehensive portrait of just what kinds of things were on display where, and 
dedicated by whom.  He or she might even choose to seek out a specific dedication or 
detail.  Commentators have rightly emphasized the practicality of these inventories’ 
entries for sanctuary officials because of their code-like descriptive words and 
categories, where the garment titles and adjectives adhere to a finite set of options 
from which to choose.52   
 To examine this notion further, we might return to certain ideas traced out in 
our discussion of Homer in chapter one for further insight into the Brauron texts.  In 
the Iliad and Odyssey, I argued, catalogues take precious items and display them as a 
unified collection but also highlight specific items, using the stock words and phrases 
upon which formulaic poetry is based.  As I pointed out there, Cleland has argued for 
formulaics in clothing descriptions in the Brauronian catalogues.  One lexical example 
might serve to show how these quite disparate genres work on their audience in 
similar ways.  Of the many curiosities of the Brauron texts we find repeated 14 times 
throughout an adjective !"#$!%&'$(%), describing at least four different kinds of 
garment: eleven times *$+,-&.'%$ (!"#$%&'!("), and one /0'1'(%-, one +#234µ5, 

                                                        
50 IG II2 1517 lines 217 and 3, respectively.  For discussion see Linders (1977) 70-73.  
51 The inscription in question still awaits publication but is mentioned by Papademitriou 
(1961:24), (1963: 118), Robert (1963) no.91, Kondis (1967: 169). 
52 Cleland (2005) Chapter 2. 
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and one !"#$%&.53  The word appears nowhere else in classical literature save once in 
Xenophon’s Cynegeticus, composed, like these texts, in the mid-fourth century.  In a 
section in which he describes two varieties of hare—one larger and one smaller—he 
says of the two related creatures (5.23): 
 

!"# $% &'()# &* µ%# +,+-. /0(1/&2+1-&#, &* $% /3(4501(&#. 
 
The (larger) ones have a tail colored all around in a circle;  
 the (smaller) ones on one side.    

 
The prefix '()*- seems to have its radical spatial connotation related to the 
arrangement of the coloring, implying that in one hare the color goes all around, 
whereas the smaller hares have color just on one side of the tail.  In fact, the European 
hare, of which Xenophon likely speaks along with a relative, has a tail that is colored 
on top but white beneath, whereas some other varieties have a uniformly colored one.  
The prefixed adjective '()*'+,!*-+&,  then, reflects the meaning given by !.!-/ and 
describes the distribution of the color on the material in question.  '0)"1(*)+#, then, 
we may take as adverbial, parallel to !.!-/ rather than '()*'+,!*-+#.  The “color” 
adjective is implicit, but in its simplex form, '+,!*-+#.  6n the case of the Brauron 
garments, I would suggest the word refers to some piece of them colored in a circular 
way: perhaps a collared band, or, in the case of the 23!%!-+#, the entire circular 
garment.  The rarity and specificity of the adjective suggest just how precise and 
technical the Brauron entries are, but also how prone to their own brand of formulaic 
vocabulary.  We might compare the description of the offering Hecuba brings Athena 
in book six of the Iliad and repeated in the Odyssey as Helen gives a similar item to 
Telemachus in the palace of Menelaus (Iliad 6.289-290):54 
 

7#8’ 754# &* /9/-&1 /3µ/&2+1-3 7(:3 :;#31+<#  
=1$&#2>#…        290 
 
…where were the embroidered woven cloths, works of 
Sidonian women…        290 

 

                                                        
53 IG II2 1514.8, 1514.42, 1515.2 (restored) 1516.20, 1517.131, 1517.154-155, 1523.24, 
1524.146, 1524.195, 1524.197, 1524.199, 1529.5 (restored), 1530.2-3. 
54 cf. Odyssey 15.104-105: ?-9#@ $% /3(25!3!& A>(13µ&B51#, | 7#8’ 753# &* /9/-&1 
/3µ/&2+1-&1, &CD +4µ0# 3'!E. 
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The compound !"µ!#$%&'#( is slightly more common than !)*&!#$%&'#(, but it 
appears in only a few attestations between Homer and fourth century.55  While the 
two words are of course different, they are of similar formation and have similar 
distributions of usage.  The point is, then, that the composers of object-descriptions in 
both epic and the Brauronian tradition make use of relatively rare, technically specific 
words that they then employ as formulaic terms, over and over, describing supposedly 
unique and different offerings with exactly the same words.  While I do not claim that 
the Brauron officials were drawing specifically on Homer, it does seem that a similar 
brand of poetics is at work in both texts and has traveled through an entire tradition of 
inventory-making in both literary and administrative contexts.56        
 While it is true, then, that the inventories thus do not give an individualized 
description of each object, and that in some sense “the relationship between the real 
and ‘written’ garment is one of equivalence rather than identity,” the display of the 
stelae renders the distinction somewhat moot to viewers in Athens.57  For them, the 
garments on the stone do equal what is at Brauron, whether or not there is specific 
meaning in the code-like use of fashion terminology.  While much study of yearly 
inventories imagines their utility as related to tracing a particular object through time, 
both the monolithic stele medium and the textual layout equally well—and perhaps 
more obviously—provide a synchronic snapshot of a collected treasure.  Therein, I 
think, lies much of their effect on a lay viewer.    
               
 
T I M E  A N D  S P A C E  I N  T E X T  
 
Those familiar with inventories will quickly and correctly point out that the more 
extensive Delian texts, in addition to including items in disuse and poor condition, 
existed in duplicate both on Delos and in Athens, just like the Brauron scheme.58  Here 
too I would reiterate that the inventory serves as a replacement, which the different 
phases of the Delian records emphasize further.  The corpus comprises inventory texts 

                                                        
55 Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 89; Pindar N.10.36, Euripides Helen 1359, Herodotus 
Histories 2.116.11. 
56 One could expound further on the resonances between the composer-bard tradition and the 
temple official one. Both, for instance, rely on the regular transmission of information and 
modes of expression to a changing of authors, who in turn produce another version of 
essentially the same text. 
57 Quotation, Kosmetatou (2006) 2. 
58 For this reason the Delian records continue to provide a convincing argument in support of 
the Brauron dedications’ being divorced from their inventories, as outlined by Linders (1972) 
72. 
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grouped into three chronological phases on the basis of variations in style, 
composition, and titling of officials from the Amphyctionic period, the period of 
Delian independence, and the group produced under Athenian control.  Scholars have 
tended to associate the Independence era texts with a haphazard, even anarchic brand 
of record keeping, for dedicated objects in these inventories shift, apparently at 
random, from year to year in their arrangement, weight, and order of record.59  The 
records of the Athenian period, by contrast, give a far greater semblance of order: 
objects maintain consistent weights throughout, and the epeteia—new offerings from 
the last year—are listed in a separate group rather than mixed in with the old items.  
The contrast has led to a general consensus that the Independence texts would have 
been all but useless for fact-checking to yearly officials.60  Yet, by the very fact of their 
inconsistency, these texts can be seen to reflect a more thorough examination on the 
part of the officials, who, so to speak, re-invent the wheel every time they make them, 
re-weighing metals and re-composing the list as opposed to merely annotating it.  
This is a cumbersome practice, to be sure, and one that would produce texts ill-suited 
to later collation, but it does meet the requirements of inventory-taking itself.61  
Moreover, each varied iteration of the list results in a new snapshot of what is in the 
temple at the moment, taken from a different angle with different details in focus, and 
valid for one year.  If we cast the inventory thus, as a facsimile of the collection, the 
Independence texts from Delos present a shifting portrait very much in keeping with a 
physical reality, not just a disjointed narrative.   

As Hamilton and others have noted, the inventories from Athens also undergo 
an evolution whereby accounting practices, as well as personnel, shift between the first 
extant inventories of 434 and the last ones at the end of the fourth century.62  As the 
inventories are consolidated they become further organized into an order better suited 
to collation of texts than to an arrangement in a room.  Thus, while the first fifth 
century texts include many years of inventories of one room on the same stone, with 

                                                        
59 Hamilton (2000) performs extensive review and re-display of the extremely convoluted data, 
showing through a number of charts that attempting to trace one object through the years 
quickly becomes unfeasible.  In conjunction with my own study, in my descriptions of the 
overall state and content of these texts I have benefitted from his summary comments on pages 
2 and 7-9, and from his tables throughout.  Tréheux’s unpublished doctoral dissertation 
apparently groups the independence texts into three phases between 314 and 279, after which 
they seem to become standardized and follow a regular format.    
60 This notion is the main impetus behind Linders (1988) and the dissertation of Tréheux; see 
also Aleshire (1989) 107 n 3.  
61 This is what compels Linders (1988) to say that the Delian text are records of the handover 
from one set of officials to the next rather than usable documents. 
62 See e.g. Hamilton (2000) 274.  
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the contents arranged in no consistent order, later texts group !"#$%&', the yearly 
additions, and arrange the rest by material.     
 The resulting evolutionary model is something of a punctuated equilibrium, in 
which relatively marked changes occur at once every so many decades as opposed to 
their emerging through minute gradual change.  It seems that at Delos similar 
advancements were adopted also within the period of Delian independence between 
314-279, when a standard format that listed separate accounts and yearly acquisitions 
was adopted.63  The texts, if we can identify any particular directionality, in becoming 
less consolidated seem to strive for increasing iconic value, organized to reflect more 
directly the placement of items within the treasury and group similar items together.  
This shift, contrary to some conclusions that have been drawn about inventories, 
suggests that with time the texts are placing greater emphasis on the organization of 
collections, and their physical and chronological details, as opposed to just grouping 
endowments together regardless of acquisition date.  In the later Delian scheme, then, 
a viewer could gain an idea of what was in the collection when, like a series of 
snapshots.64   

On the other hand, the inventories of the Athenian period deal with Athenian 
resources remotely located but centrally controlled.  While the majority of items in the 
Independence corpus are precious metals, the Athenian-era texts include a more 
diverse body of dedications, including objects of less value.  Based partly on our 
conception of the development of the Athenian tradition, we might draw the tentative 
conclusion that the Athenian texts reflect a concern to document each and every 
physical item, not just those of value, much as we have seen in the case of the Miletus 
text and the Brauronian inventories.  Taken to an extreme, this almost obsessive 
attention to record-keeping might remind us of the hyper-enthusiastic archivist, the 
subject of a common apocryphal anecdote, often retold in some version of the 
following:65 

This man was a great taxonomist of the old school—detailed, 
ordered, meticulous, and industrious to a fault.  I was told that two 
boxes had been found in a desk drawer after his death—one 

                                                        
63 Hamilton (2000) 26, drawing heavily on Tréheux. 
64 Also of great interest  to scholars has been the debate over why the Delian texts seem 
selective, not inclusive of all dedications in all years.  Hamilton (2000: 31) claims that 
“…whereas Tréheux argued for “deliberate” incompleteness, I argue for “inadvertent” 
incompleteness;” I am inclined to believe that the display of these records involved a fair 
amount of careful design such that most texts (save occasional errors and omissions) were 
intended to show very specific and not always comprehensive information.        
65 Purcell and Gould (1992) 44. 
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marked “pieces of string for future use,” the other marked “pieces 
of string not worth saving.”  

 
 
S T O N E  A S  R E P O S I T O R Y  
 
In inscribed inventory texts, as I have pointed out before, two things come across to a 
viewer: first, the specific details, which call to mind mental images of individual 
objects, and second, a global sense of abundance.  The organization, recording, and 
selective display of all this information on stone have various effects on a viewer of an 
inscribed inventory that set it apart from other kinds of inscribed lists.  In many ways, 
these texts find more resonance with the literary catalogues of Greek poetry and 
historical narrative than they do with other government documents.   First, they share 
with both Homeric catalogues and Herodotus’ lists their conversion of a physical 
collection of precious items, into words on a singular basis—one entry for each item.  
Furthermore, they engage in the subsequent collation and display of the ensuing 
word-list, as if it were an artifact in itself.  Just as a narrator introduces a catalogue into 
a narrative with deictic language and prefatory statements, the makers of these 
inscriptions index, frame, and adorn the texts with every means at their disposal.  That 
these texts describe a physical reality, brought together and housed in one time and 
place, means that they stand as distinct from other kinds of lists.  Tribute lists, casualty 
lists, and temple finance accounts are perhaps the most obvious comparanda that come 
to mind, but while they share some basic affinities with inventories, I have intended to 
single out here those stones that record a physical collection of diverse, describable 
objects, arranged as a group and curated, so to speak, as a collection.  The contents 
may shift from year to year, but the bulk remains a constant.  Just as an epic bard 
might present a different permutation of the catalogue of ships or Agamemnon’s 
offerings to Achilles each performance, so too the inventory changes from year to 
year, and  from one set of officials to the next.  The notion that there is an actual 
material analogue to the text—a physical reality to which to return and refer—makes us 
consider each year’s inventory, and each bard’s Iliad 9 catalogue, a version of the same 
essential text.  
 But whereas in the cases of Homer and Herodotus we dealt with virtual 
collections best known to modernity and antiquity from their textual analogues, the 
inscriptions treat groups of items whose physical nature was, even at the time of 
composition, central to their worth.  Moreover, their value consisted not merely in 
their face value or weight, but in their belonging to a particular class of sacred 
dedicated items.  The treasure as a whole, not just any one of its members, motivates 
value.  All this said, it must have been a clear enough eventuality to the makers of the 
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inventories that the inscribed stelae in most cases would both outlast the objects they 
represent and be viewed by more people.  We might venture that given the 
prominence of epigraphic texts in general in fifth-century Athens and the growing 
authority of both the written word and the monumental display, the stone lists might 
have begun to have more authority than the treasures themselves, and be more visible 
to the public, even when they co-existed alongside them.  The following chapter will 
turn to the comedy of Aristophanes to examine further the interaction of lists and 
valuable objects as it appears in Athenian culture of the fifth and early fourth centuries. 
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4   
 
 
 
 
 

P E R F O R M E D · I N V E N T O R I E S  
P E R F O R M E D · I N V E N T O R I E S  
P E R F O R M E D · I N V E N T O R I E S  
P E R F O R M E D · I N V E N T O R I E S  
P E R F O R M E D · I N V E N T O R I E S  

 
 
 

Many Dutch still lifes that portray fruits, meats or fish are apparently 
composed as a form per se, not only because of the fact that they are 
delimited by a frame but because they are usually piled up in the 
center.  But so clear is the intention to attain the effect of 
abundance, of the ineffability of variety suggested, that we can 
number them among examples of visual lists.  And there is an 
allusion to lists, albeit well composed, in the Dutch still lifes known 
as Vanitas, which mix up objects apparently devoid of any 
reciprocal relationship, but which stand for all that is perishable, and 
invite us to think of the transience of worldly goods. 
                                         Umberto Eco, The Infinity of Lists (2010)  

 
 
 
 

Epigraphic inventories form part of the visual text-world in which fifth century 
Athenians spent much of their daily lives.  As we imagine it, a citizen or visitor in 
Athens would have encountered all manner of inscriptions on stone and other 
materials in public spaces.  Even if they were not equipped to read every word of these 
texts or just did not take the time to do so, inscriptions nonetheless played a significant 
role in the visual landscape.  In this chapter, I explore another genre of publicly 
disseminated text that came into view not long after displayed inventories in Athens: 
Aristophanic comedy.  I examine Aristophanes’ use of lists and enumerations not only 
because they are roughly contemporaneous with the epigraphic inventories, but 
because they evince thematic correspondences with them and with the earlier literary 
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lists I have already considered.  In reading Aristophanes, we might begin to gain a 
richer sense of how the public interacted with the documentary catalogues displayed 
all around them, and how in turn these texts find resonance in Aristophanes’ own 
presentation of Athenian culture.      
 To the reader interested in less mundane aspects of Greek comic verse, an 
enumeration of a few items that an Aristophanic character speaks passes by noted, but 
perhaps only duly so.  Humor, we seem to feel, cleaves inherently to nursery-rhymish 
paratactic strings and no one doubts that these sequences must have provoked laughter.  
Why else, but for the sake of amusement, would the hoopoe in the Birds punctuate his 
sentences with quaint illustrative quartets, whether innocently informing the audience 
of avian domestic habits (160-161)? 1 
 

!". #$µ%µ$&'( )’ *+ ,-./01 23 4$5,3 &-&(µ(  
       ,(6 µ782( ,(6 µ-,9+( ,(6 &0&7µ:80(. 
 
 We live in gardens, on white sesame, 
       and myrtle, poppyseeds, and bergamot. 

 
Or expressing unbridled enthusiasm at the prospect of forming a bird-nation (193-
194)? 

!". µ3 ;<+, µ3 .(;=)(1, µ3 +$>?4(1, µ3 )=,25(, 
 µ@ ’;A +%Bµ( ,/µC%2$8/+ D,/5&E .9· 
 
 By earth, by traps, by cloudy skies, by nets! 
 I never heard as slick a plan as that. 

 
And what of Lysistrata’s logic that women can save the city with their adornments, 
which will charm the men into ending the war? (46-48): 
 

LY. 2(F2’ (G23 ;E8 2/0 ,H&'’ I &J&$0+ .8/&)/,K, 
 23 ,8/,92=)0( ,(6 23 µ78( L(M .$80:(8=)$1 
 LD;L/5&( ,(6 23 )0(>(+< L02J+0( 
  
 These very items, see, will save us all: 
 our saffron robes, perfumes, and peep-toe flats,  
 our bronzers and our diaphanous wraps. 

                                                        
1 Translations are my own unless noted otherwise. 
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Scholars tend to recognize these moments as a feature of comedy but make only 
general suggestions as to why they are there.  

In a recent survey of the linguistic features of Old Comedy, Andreas Willi 
comments that, after the comic compound of the old tradition waned, “long, asyndetic 
lists, especially of consumption goods, gained in importance,” adding that such 
examples in Old Comedy likely served as “virtuoso pieces” for lickety-split recitation.2  
These are true enough observations, perhaps, but why should such a shift occur, and 
how do the numerous more integrated examples of lists throughout the Aristophanic 
corpus behave in the drama?  Not all these lists look like virtuoso pieces, and even for 
those that do, the very notion of virtuosity remains more descriptive than explanatory.  
In this chapter I attempt to examine where the Aristophanic catalogue comes from.  In 
doing so, I propose neither a single origin nor one that accounts for each and every 
example; rather I look at a selection of passages mainly from Clouds, Birds, 
Assemblywomen, and Wealth as exemplifying a few varied yet interrelated listing 
habits.  My approach takes as a guiding principle the notions that comedy (a) has a 
multifaceted function and (b) “finds amusement at social, legal, and religious 
derelictions which in life would not amuse.”3  I aim, though, to identify some of the 
rationales behind that amusement.   

We have seen so far in previous chapters that lists of prestige objects in Greek 
figure prominently in at least three quite varied genres of text: oral/epic poetry, 
narrative history, and official documents.  In what follows I will suggest that the 
catalogues in the comedies of Aristophanes intersect with those of two of these other 
genres, epic poetry and inventories.  Comedy in the fifth and fourth centuries finds 
itself in the peculiar position to be able to cull from several areas of literature and 
culture without necessarily needing to fulfill any of their requirements of content or 
even structure.  Thus a comic playwright is at liberty to empty the contents of an 
existing literary form, like an icetray, and refill it with whatever lexical liquid he 
pleases.4  Such humor only achieves its effects, however, before an audience versed in 
                                                        
2 Willi (2010: 487).  Gilula (2001:87) identifies this same virtuosity in his study of Hermippus 
fr. 63, where “the delivery is important in itself, and there must be a change of style, perhaps a 
change of pace, and a sharp focus on the performer and his skills, as in the case of the 
performance of a modern list, that of fifty-seven Russian composers belted out by Danny Kaye 
in one of his movies.”  Many Gilbert and Sullivan pieces, for instance, famously operate on 
similar techniques.    
3 Carey (1994) 82 and 79 (for the quotation). 
4This is akin to the parody’s functioning “to exploit the humorous potentialities of incongruity 
by combining high-flown tragic diction and allusions to well-known tragic situations with 
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the parodic source.  This point may seem absurdly self-evident, yet it is worth noting 
now as a reminder that Aristophanes writes for an audience saturated with exposure to 
catalogues of various kinds.  Even those Athenians with little awareness of the epic 
tradition would surely have had regular contact with the inscribed lists displayed in 
public civic spaces and arguably would have become caught up themselves in 
accounting and record-keeping.  Observing these same tendencies in Aristophanes’ 
characters, then, argues for their existence in the Athenian social landscape not because 
we cast Aristophanes as a realist but because of the inherent nature of humor-making. 
While his use of the list form maintains its functions of naming, displaying, and 
counting, it exposes these same practices to ridicule, and with them the preoccupations 
of the Athenian populace. 
 

A R I S T O P H A N E S ’  T E I C H O S C O P I A  
 
Much scholarship has addressed Aristophanes’ interaction with the tragic tradition, 
which is indeed frequent and worthy of discussion.  His use of lists, however, 
represents an innovation that draws on literary predecessors largely outside the scope 
of other dramatic genres.5  In search of comparanda for these moments we must look 
elsewhere, and at a degree further separated from Aristophanes than tragedy, we come 
to the epic tradition.  Admittedly, epic-style moments do not leap out at the modern 
reader of Aristophanes, but when the Athenian comic audience encountered lists in 
performed plays, the Homeric poems would have stood as a familiar—if not a most 
immediate—exemplar.6  The presence of a catalogue on its own, though, does not 
                                                        
vulgarity or trivial domestic predicaments” and humor lying in the exaggerated new use of an 
old literary form (Dover (1972) 73, 76). Silk (2002) perhaps summarizes the situation most 
elegantly (99) “...over and over again [Aristophanes] fills the air with verbal presences 
evocative of earlier and contemporary literature—evocative of all and any literature, from the 
old epic to the New Dithyramb, from oratory to oracles, from sophistic quibbles to Aesopian 
fables—but, above all, evocative of tragedy.” 
5 That is not to say that catalogue falls wholly outside the tragic repertoire: notable examples 
include the Chalkidean women’s catalogue of the Greek fleet at Euripides’ Iph. Aul. 231-303, 
Antigone’s description of the army at Phoenissae 110-117.  Scodel (1997) compares both to 
their Homeric precedents.  For an informative if antiquated reading of the former see Allen 
(1901).  
6 Platter (2007: 109) attributes the lack of epicism in Aristophanic comedy to the considerable 
attention and imitation that genre already received from the literary tradition itself (109). 
Harriott (1986: 63-64) seems to recognize some epic flavor in Knights; McLeish (1979: 56) 
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necessarily and obviously dictate an epic precedent, and the influence of the archaic 
version of the list form does not emerge so clearly as does, say, Aristophanes’ use of the 
hexameter, and so there is need for more nuanced analysis.7    

Here I consider Tereus’ introduction to Euelpides and Pisthetaerus of the bird-
chorus as an example of a catalogue that, despite its tragic allusion and wordplay, 
shares the formal characteristics of a Homeric passage.  Once Euelpides and 
Pisthetaerus have arrived in what will become !"#"$%&%&&'(')*, Tereus summons 
the birds for the two companions and then describes them to his wonderstruck guests, 
some as they parade out, then others that have accumulated on stage (lines 268-310).8  
The scene as a whole might call to mind in an audience one of the Homeric similes 
that precedes the Iliadic catalogue of ships, which compares the marshalled forces to so 
many assembled birds (2.459-468): 

 
!"# $’ %& '’ ()#*+,# -.'./#"# 0+#.1 -2334 
5/#"# 6 7.)8#,# 6 9:9#,# $2;3<52$.*),#    460 
=>*, ?# 3.<µ"#< @1A>')*2; BµCD EF.+)1 
0#+1 91D 0#+1 -2'"#'1< B7133Gµ.#1 -'.):7.>>< 
93177/$H# -)291+<IG#',#, >µ1)17.J $F '. 3.<µK#, 
L& '"# 0+#.1 -2334 #."# M-2 91D 93<><8,# 
?& -.$*2# -)25F2#'2 N91µ8#$)<2#· 1O'4) P-H 5+Q# 465 
>µ.)$13F2# 92#8R<I. -2$"# 1O'"# '. 91D S--,#. 
0>'1# $’ ?# 3.<µ"#< N91µ1#$)*T B#+.µG.#'< 
µ;)*2<, U>>8 '. C:331 91D M#+.1 7*7#.'1< %)V. 
 
And just as the many types of winged birds, 
the wild geese, or the cranes, or the swans with long-necks,  460 
in the Asian meadow by Caüstrius’ streams, 
fly to and fro rejoicing in their wings’ delight, 

                                                        
acknowledges Homeric precedents for comic hero-types.  Willi (2010: 496) essentially 
dismisses engagement with epic outside of hexameter oracles and metrical puzzle pieces.  
Parodies of Homeric catalogue itself, such as Hermippos fr. 63 (Gilula 2001) have not to my 
knowledge received much attention. 
7 For a study based on five hexameter scenes, see Platter (2007: 111)), who claims that “in each 
case a speaker attempts to assert rhetorical control of a situation by appeal to epic-oracular 
authority” (111).   
8 Gelzer gives a colorful and useful account of the expectations that Aristophanes sets up and 
dashes for the audience throughout the parodos and introduction to it (1996: 206-207). 
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perch with shrill chirping, and the whole meadow resounds, 
so too out of the ships and huts their many tribes 
poured out onto the Scamandrian plain; the earth   465 
beneath echoed with sounds of their horses and feet. 
And in the ever-blooming Scamandrian plain 
they stood, countless, just as the leaves and buds in spring. 

 
There are, however, more specific resonances.  Throughout the first part of the 

conversation there is a pattern wherein, triggered by the sight of a bird, one of the 
visitors asks (often with a deictic reference) which bird it is that presents itself before 
him, and Tereus answers with a short description and name, as at 269-273: 

 
E!. "# $%’ &'"() *+,-. ,%) ./,’ 01,%"; /2 *3./! ,-4); 
56. /7,/) -2,8) "9" :';16(· ,%) 01,(" /<'"() /=,/1%;  270 
>6 /7,/) /2 ,?" @A;*B" ,?"*’ 4" C'DA’ =µ6E) F6%,  
 FGGH G(µ"-E/). 
E!.     I-I-%, J-GK) L6 J-M :/("(J(/N).  

 T6. 6OJK,B) <L6>· J-M LH' &"/µ’ -2,9 ’1,M :/("(JK.,6'/).  
 

E!. Well, that sure is a bird.  What is it?  Not a peacock, right?  
P6. This guy here will tell us. What bird is this over here? 
T6. That one isn’t one of those ones that you see every day; 
   It’s a marsh bird.   
        EU. Oh wow, look, he’s so pretty and rubied! 
T6.  He sure is!  And that’s how come he’s called the ruby-throat. 
  

This exchange continues as the birds emerge first in dribs and drabs, then as a body on 
stage, and Pisthetairos and Euelpides come to know through inquiry the number and 
names of the residents they plan to colonize.  The expert and ambassador, Tereus, 
explains who each bird is and gives some salient attributes, and a catalogue of the 
twenty-four members of the chorus is the result.  Commentators come to few 
conclusions as to why the chorus comprises these species to the exclusion of others.9  
For the most part, they note this scene’s reference to tragic diction and quotation and 

                                                        
9 “[t]he evidence suggests that, although the majority would be familiar to Athenians by sight 
and/or sound, Ar. was moved to include at least three…by his experience of poetry rather than 
of birds; but…colour-effects were also in his mind” (Dunbar 1995: 244). 
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proceed to study each name in detail.10  But in content and structure, and in some 
sense effect, the scene bears a close resemblance to a very different poetic predecessor: 
the teichoskopia, Helen’s account to Priam of the Greek commanders as they both 
look on them from the walls of Troy, at Iliad 3.162-242. That dialogue functions in a 
similar manner, through (1) sighting trigger (2) question and (3) descriptive answer.  
Summoning Helen to his side, Priam asks her in succession—marked by ordinal 
numbers—who each warrior is.  Thus in the case of Odysseus, the second figure 
identified and discussed, the exchange proceeds as follows (191-202): 
 

!"#$"%&' ()$’ *+,-.( /+0' 1%2"3'’ 4 5"%(367· 
"89’ :5" µ&3 ;(< $6'+" =>?&' $2;&7 @7 $37 @+’ 1-$>·  
µ">A' µB' ;"=(?C D5(µ2µ'&'&7 D$%"E+(&,  
"F%#$"%&7 +’ Gµ&3-3' /+B -$2%'&3-3' /+2-H(3.  
$"#I"( µ2' &J ;"K$(3 19< IH&'< 9&,?,L&$">%M,   195 
(F$N7 +B ;$>?&7 O7 1939A?"K$(3 -$>I(7 P'+%Q'· 
P%'"3R µ3' S5A5" 1E-;A 9T5"-3µU??V,  
@7 $’ &/Q' µ25( 9QW +32%I"$(3 P%5"''UA'. 
XN' +’ Yµ">L"$’ S9"3H’ Z?2'T !3N7 1;5"5(,K(· 
&[$&7 +’ () \("%$3U+T7 9&?#µT$37 *+,--"#7,   200 
]7 $%U=T 1' +^µV _HU;T7 ;%('(.7 9"% 1&#-T7 
"/+07 9('$&>&,7 $" +6?&,7 ;(< µ^+"( 9,;'U.  
 
Second the old man asked, seeing Odysseus, 
“Tell me, dear child, this one, who is this man right here? 
He’s shorter, true, than Agamemnon Atreus’ son, 
but broader, looks like, in his shoulders and his chest. 
His armor all lies on the all-nourishing earth, 
but he treks like a ram through rank and file of men. 
Really, he looks like a thick-fleecy lamb to me, 
meandering through the great flock of shining-white sheep.” 
Then Helen, born from Zeus’ line, replied to him: 
“That is wily Odysseus, Laertes’ son,  
raised in the land of Ithaca, rough though it be, 
who knows of cunning tricks and clever-plotted plans.”  
 

                                                        
10 E.g., line 275 adapts Sophocles’ Tyro fr. 65, and in 276 Pisthetaerus asks which bird is the 
µ!"#!µ$%&'(, an Aeschylean compound. 
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At a structural level, both scenes showcase an expert and a novice, a compatriot sharing 
his or her familiarity with a !"#$% requesting information. Helen and Tereus occupy 
the same role in identifying for Priam on the one hand, and Euelpides and Pisthetaerus 
on the other, the members of the opposing force from an insider’s position.  And both 
sets of descriptions, which include names and a few attributes, once they are complete, 
form a small catalogue.  Both also allow the audience to observe main characters as 
they self-consciously look on a third display, not quite a play-within-a-play, but 
something further into the depth of the scene, what we might think of as 
endotheater.11  The act of observation, as marked by &'(), is common and essential to 
each, though it must be narrated in the epic poem (*+,-./ 0+1# 2'"34#’ & 53'/46%) 
while it occurs within the dialogue of the drama in Birds, e.g. 263-268: 
 

!". #$%& '()’ *$)(); 
+,.            µ- '.) /01223 ’45 µ6) 78·  
       9:;'7( 9<=>)? 4’ "@& '.) 7A$:).) B2<03).    
!". C223& C$’ 7D07E, F& G7(9’, "@& 'H) 21=µ>)    265 
       IµB-& I0103J" =:$:K$(.) µ(µ7Lµ")7&. 
M>. '7$7'NO '7$7';O. 
!". P4?Q’, R22’ <"S&> 7T'7UN 9:N KV '(& *$)(&    
       G$="':(. 
 
Pe. You see a bird yet? 
                       Eu. Wy Apollo, no, not me. 
       Though I’ve been looking open-mouthed up at the sky. 265 
Pe.  I guess then the Hoopoe mimicked the mountain stream 
      going into the woods and crying epopoi!   
Te. Torotix, torotix! 
Pe. I’m sure he did pal, but look here, here comes a bird! 

 
Just as in the Homeric example, a verb of seeing introduces the object to be asked 
about and then catalogued by the interlocutor.  After several iterations of the process, 

                                                        
11 Narratology prefers the terms metadiegetic or hypodiegetic.  For a treatment of the similar 
phenomenon of the play-within-a-play, see Redfield (1990: 316-317). In this example, 
though, both epos and drama behave in the same way, since Pisthetaerus acts as diegetic 
narrator, as does Helen.  The displays they narrate, however, function both within and outside 
the narrative, for they are cataloguing for both a diegetic interlocutor and for an extradiegetic 
audience.   
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we end up in both passages with a list of names and attributes that correspond to actual 
physical entities within the world of the literary work.  The catalogue represents the 
collection of these entities as a whole, while each entry represents an individual 
member of that collection.  Priam and Helen’s catalogue-dialogue closes after three 
lengthy entries, and the Aristophanic bird-catalogue begins in like manner, with four 
protracted examples, until the Athenian visitors notice the full chorus of birds collected 
at the stage entrance (294-296):  
 

!". # !$%"&'(), (*+ ,-./ 0%() %1)"23"456& 4647)  
       8-)9:);  E1. #)6; <=(33(), 5(> )9?(1/. @(A @(B, 295  

(*'’ @'"C) D5’ D%E’ F=’ 6*5G) ="5(µ9):) 5H) "I%('(). 
 
Pe. Poseidon! Don’t you see that there are hella birds  
 collecting? Eu. Lord Apollo, what a cloud!  Gol-ly! 295 
 You can’t see the door anymore with them flying! 

 
The exclamation of !"#$% subtly lends the scene more Homeric flavor: we first see the 
figurative use of !"#$% for a collection of animate beings at Iliad 4.274, &µ' () !"#$% 
*+,*-$ ,*./!, “and a cloud of footmen followed at the same time,” and at Iliad 17.755, 
the Achaean forces descending on Aeneas and Hector are compared to 0'1/! 
!"#$%…2) 3$4$5/!, a cloud of starlings or jackdaws.12  After hundreds of years in the 
poetic tradition the cloud might seem a somewhat bleached metaphor, but the decision 
to name the city 63 -/! !*#*4/! 3'7 -/! µ*-*819! :91;9!, “based on the clouds 
and the lofty places,” (and so <*#*4$3$33=>=;'), argues that the idea retains some 
charge.  Though the new state must indeed be replete with literal clouds, later 
references confirm that the “clouds” also refer metonymically to the citizens within 
them. Moreover, Homeric clouds reappear later in the play: the oracle read at 977-978 
states that anyone who follows its orders “will become an eagle among the clouds” 
('?*-@% 6! !*#"4AB5), while the one who does not will be not even a turtledove, a 
thrush, or a woodpecker (oC -1=>8!, $C 4DE$%, $C (1=3$4D,-F%).  A subsequent 
injunction asks that the law enforcement smite all phony participants at the sacrifice 
and “cut no slack, not even for an eagle among the clouds” (#*;($= µF()! µF(G'?*-$H 
6! !*#"4AB5!) (987).  The phrase '?*-@% 6! !*#"4AB5 also recalls Homeric imagery, 
even if it is not an attested epic collocation itself. 
                                                        
12 Dunbar (1995) notes the parallel.  The application to an army occurs again with the 
repetition of "J="5( )9?(/ ="KG) at Iliad 23.133 (of the Myrmidons at Patroclus’ funeral), 
while there is a dark cloud of Trojans at Iliad 16.66.   
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 The two examples diverge, though, as the scene in Birds progresses and 
accelerates.  The comic elements also build, so that the capping entries to the bird 
catalogue are first a joke, then an accelerated list.  Thus when Euelpides notices an owl 
has entered, Pisthetaerus responds (301): 
 

 !" #$%; !"% &'()*+ ,-./01+ 2&(&3/; 
  
 What? Who brought an owl to Athens? 
  

The echo of the proverbial ‘owls to Athens’ is completely for the audience’s 
amusement and receives no response from the next speaker, who immediately recites a 
rapid-fire list of bird names as the scene comes to its dramatic peak (302-304):13 
 

*"!!(, !45&6/, *74589%, :'3;%, <=7-5µ"%,  
=34>?!340, /@4!7%, A@4(B, #0!!(, *9**5B,  
:45-49=75%, *3C'.=54>%, 
=74#54"%, *34D/$%, *7'5µC"%, Eµ=3'"%, #F/., 84G7H. 
 
Jay. Turtledove. Lark. Reed Warbler. Thyme finch. Rock Dove. Vulture. 
Hawk. Ring Dove. Cuckoo. Redshank. Red-head Shrike. Porphyrion. 
Kestrel. Dabchick. Bunting. Lammergeier. Woodpecker. 

(Trans. Henderson) 
 
Here, instead of the extended and amplified entries earlier in the scene, Aristophanes 
alters and condenses the catalogue, reducing both form and content to the absurd. At 
the same time, the apparent abstruseness of many of the species and tongue twisting 
exemplify just the kind of virtuosic performance that a serious poetic recitation could 
have imparted, rendering the parodic force all the stronger.  This condensed version, 
finally, comes with none of the optional bells and whistles of catalogue but only the 
essential elements: names. 
 At the most basic semiotic level, names are the minimal part of the catalogue 
that the experts supply, and what is missing for the asking observers.  For this reason 
Priam asks specifically that Helen come near him not to tell him who the Greek leaders 
                                                        
13 Dunbar (1995) gives these lines to Tereus; Henderson (2000) places them in Euelpides’ 
mouth; Sommerstein (1987) prints the text as alternating between the two Athenians, based on 
the comparandum of Chremylos and Karion’s alternating list of things men can have their fill 
of at Wealth 190-192.  
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are or where they are from, but in order that she speak out their names, beginning 
with Agamemnon, who he sees first: !" µ#$ %&' ()*+,-*+.& /012.$#* 34#*#µ5*6" 
(3.166).  I have argued earlier that for the Homeric poems, naming is tantamount to 
listing, as well as to counting, and that verbs of naming introduce lists when things 
being counted are not all the same unit.  We can see the same preoccupation at work 
here at moments such as Birds 287-288: 
 

78.  9 :);0$+#*, <(0.#" &= ($" >&/(?" @.*$" #A(#;B. 
        (B" C*#µDE0(&B /#F’ #G(#"; 
H0.                                            #A(#;' %&(IJ&KL". 
 
7u. Poseidon! there’s some other bright-dyed bird now, that one there. 
 Whatever could that one be named? 
Te.                                                        That there’s a vultureglut. 
 

In asking Tereus to name the bird, Euelpides essentially prompts the catalogue.  But 
the underlying trigger of his question in the first place is the fact that they are on 
display, physically on stage before both audiences.  The strong deixis only emphasizes 
the physical presence, but in some sense the catalogue already incarnates the birds for 
the two characters and for the audience.  But in naming them off, it also gives their 
sum.    
 
 
T O O  M A N Y  T O  C O U N T  
 
Part of the reason naming relates so closely to counting in the Greek system is due to 
the way ancient counting functioned.  The connection arises at least in part from the 
semantics of the word !"#$µ%&.  Though we tend to render it simply ‘number,’ 
!"#$µ%& in fact denotes an amount of entities being counted and inevitably implies 
some tangible partitive or genitive of the whole: in other words, a count, “a definite 
number of definite things.”14  Discussions of the word in Plato and Aristotle have led to 
the view that in the Greek consciousness, “a number is always and indissolubly related 

                                                        
14 Klein (1968: 46).  For a reevaluation of Greek precision in scientific counting and discussion 
of Greek conceptions of numbers alongside Chinese ones, see Lloyd (1987: 257-270) and 
(2002: 44-46).  
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to that of which it is the number.”15  For our purposes, this means that when the 
Greeks count, they are always counting something, and pure numbers rarely find 
practical use for the average citizen.  Under these circumstances, if one must count 
disparate types of items, then the !"#$µ%& manifests itself as the names of all the things 
one is counting.16  Stated together then, those names become a list.                   
 Because a number in Greek presupposes a unit, or a coefficient, counting takes 
place on a very physical and material level.  By the same token, lists of things that seem 
to be statements of quality in fact become indistinguishable from statements of 
quantity, or counts.  For example, as a frequent setup for a list, a comic speaker may 
state a platitude or a truth, then proceed to give the evidence for his claim using a 
multifaceted example as an illustration of the point or evocative description.  Thus 
proceeds Strepsiades’ account (Clouds 49-52) of his upwardly-mobile marriage, where 
he “climbed into the bed/smelling like young wine, dried figs, fleece, surplus, / and 
she, like perfume, saffron, French kissing, / feasts, decadence, Kolias, Genetyllis”; 
likewise Trygaios’ vision of what the former, peaceful life entailed (Peace 571-581):17 
  

!""’ !#$µ#%&'(#)*+, ,#-.*+, 
)/+ -0$1)%+ )/+ 2$"$03+, 
4# 2$.*56’ $7)% 28'’ 9µ5#, 
):# )* 2$"$&1;# <=*1#;#, 
):# )* &>=;#, ):# )* µ>.);#,   575 

                                                        
15 Klein (1968: 48), citing Plato Theaetetus 198c on the definition of !"#$µ'(), i.e. to observe 
how great an !"#$µ%& there happens to be, and Plato Republic 525d, on numbers’ having 
visible and tangible bodies.  Finally he adduces Aristotle Physics D.14.224a2, which draws a 
distinction between counts and pure numbers (even if there are no words for them as such).  
We might give an example similar to Aristotle’s decads of animals, that there is a common 
concept of ‘twelve’ between a dozen eggs and a dozen doughnuts, but the ‘dozen’ as a set 
implies and includes the entity being counted and thus remains distinct.   
16 A key conceptual element here is that listing the name of a given thing, ‘plate,’ or ‘a plate,’ 
(since Greek lacks indefinite article) is equal to saying ‘1 plate.’  One need specify numbers 
only for quantities greater than one.  The tendency to think of numbers as concrete in this 
way also makes the concept of ‘zero’ difficult, inasmuch as ‘0 plates’ would be rendered just by 
the absence of the word ‘plate.’  In their correlation to the physical, then, Greek lists have a 
greater materiality than lists that would represent a physical absence with a sign such as 0, 
which threatens “the simple picture of an independent reality of objects providing a pre-
existing field of referents for signs conceived after them, in a naming, pointing, ostending, or 
referring relation to them” (Rotman 1987: 27). 
17 Translations are my own. 
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!"# !$%&'# !( !"# &)%*(+,#, 
!"# -./01# !( !"# 2$3# 
!4 5$6,!0 !7/ !’ 8),7/ 
9/ 2:;:<µ(/, 
=/!> !:?!./ !@/A( /%/>    580 
!B/ ;(3/ 2$:C(+2,!(. 
 
But, remember, gentlemen, please 
the life we knew in the old days, 
which this goddess then gave to us: 
the life of those little fruitcakes, 
life of figs, and life of cherries, 
and of new wine, and of sweetness, 
and the bed of violets over  
by the well, and of the olives 
that we long for, 
in exchange for all these things, now, 
to this goddess give your thanks. 

 
As I noted earlier, one discursive function of lists is to answer some implicit question, 
and so we might reconstruct the one here as ‘What characterizes country life?’.18  In 
addition, like exhibits of evidence, lists lend credence to what the speaker has said.  In 
this way, the comic exemplifying list functions not unlike one in a magical text, which 
effects its desired outcomes by enumerating body parts to be harmed or ne’er-do-wells 
to be cursed after stating a general desired outcome.19  Lists can effect magic 
successfully because in their completism they account for any possible scenario so the 
magic does not fail.  In reciting them, then, the speaker or listmaker aims to encompass 
all possibilities.  This ever-extendable quality of the list, along with the related notion 
that it contains all the members of a defined set, or possible answers to its implicit 

                                                        
18 The tendency is highlighted by Collins and Ferguson (1993) and, for a Greek context, by 
Gordon (1997), who discusses the role of listing in Greek and Roman curses.  This behavior of 
lists is considered independently widespread, if not universal, and finds its way into non-
written cultures: Halverson (1992:307) cites a central African oral epic in which the hero lists 
the possessions of the enemy in an attempt to magically transfer them to his own domain.  
19 Gordon (1997)   
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question, has led to the idea that the list has the potential to contain the infinite.20  And 
in having an infinite capacity, the list allows for the comprehension of a vast quantity, 
unit by unit.21   

In Aristophanes, those lists that appear at the outset to illustrate a qualitative 
point rather make a quantitative reckoning of the contents of a closed set, e.g., all the 
good things that peace affords.  Diction supports this claim, for the introductions to 
these enumerations tend to contain a quantitative marker, such as a form of the 
demonstrative !"#$ or the adjective %&$—a correlative whose interrogative equivalent 
would not be ‘what kind,’ but rather ‘how many.’  Thus in response to Dicaeopolis’ 
asking what goods he has brought with him, the Theban peddler says (Acharnians 
873-876): 

!"’ #"$%& '()*+ ,-./$-01 23451,  
678()&-&, (4)9:, ;.<*/1, *7=)448>)1,  
&<"")1, ?-4-.:1, '$$)(@1, A)4)78>)1,   875 
$7-984/1, ?-4BµC/1. 
 
Just all the good things that Boeotia has: 
oregano, mint, rushes, candlewicks, 
ducks, jackdaws, francolins, baldheaded coots,  875 
plovers and pigeons. 
 

The Theban’s response, beginning with !"', thus reformulates the list to answer a 
question that would be posed by %("': “How many good things does Boeotia have?”  
A similar example occurs after Bdelycleon’s promise to accommodate his father (Wasps 
736-740): 

?)% µD& *7E;/ (’ )F$G& 3)7E9/& 
!") 37H"CB$I JBµA-7), 9K&>7-&  
4H89H.&, 94)0&)& µ)4)?L&, "."B7)&, 
3K7&M&, N$.1 $G 3E-1 $78;H. 

                                                        
20 Eco (2009: 17).  Like zero, speaking of infinity may seem anachronistic for ancient thought, 
but Drozdek (2008) has recently pointed out that even though Greek philosophers may not 
discuss it explicitly, the notion of the infinite is present behind their theories and a necessary 
prerequisite for many of them. 
21 Eco (2009: 17) defines the list or catalogue as a kind of representation that “suggests infinity 
almost physically, because it in fact does not end, nor does it conclude in form” (his emphases).  
I would revise the formulation slightly to suggest that the form may appear to end, but its 
recursive potential to contain the infinite persists.   
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!"# $%& '()*&.     740 
 
And I will care for him, providing him 
everything healthful for an old man: gruel 
to lick, a soft mantle, a goat-hair cloak, 
a prostitute who’ll wear his penis down, 
his tailbone too.     740 

 
A variation of the same scheme, with (!)"#$%& in place of the demonstrative pronoun, 
occurs late in Acharnians with a list of dinner preparations, and in the Stronger 
Argument’s list of all one misses out on by being decent ('()*o$+,$) in Clouds.22  In 
each instance, the list responds to the quantifying word and answers the same implicit 
“how many?”  However, should we abstract the implicit question “How many things 
are helpful for an old man?”, the most natural answer would be a number (“15”).  The 
list, in providing the answer instead, acts as a count, and fills in for a number.23   
 Quantifiers like -'& sometimes do not have such precise numeric semantics 
(they can appear in contexts almost interchangeably with the relative).  Nevertheless, 
Aristophanes reminds the audience of their radical force by correlating them to actual 
numbers as well.  So Dicaeopolis’ lament starts Acharnians (1-6): 

 
+(" ,% ,-,./µ"0 $%& 1µ"2$3* !"4,5"&, 
6(78& ,9 :"0;, <;&2 ,9 :"0;, $-$$"4". 
= ,’ >,2&?78&, @"µµ"!3(03/;4/"4". 
)-4’ A,B, $5 ,’ 6(78& CD03& E"048,F&3G; 
1/H,’ 1)’ I /. $J !-"4 8K)4;&78& L,M&·   5 
$3NG <-&$. $"O;&$30G 3PG QO-B& 1D?µ.(.&. 
 
How many times I’m bitten in my heart, 
and had paltry pleasures, most paltry: four. 
But pains I’ve suffered? Sandgrainjillions. 

                                                        
22 Acharnians 1089-1094; Clouds 1071-1074.  
23 This is not unlike Barney’s assessment of lists in Chaucer, which treats them as “adjectival,” 
stating that “the ingredients of a list are more specific and concrete than the general and 
abstract principle oan which the list depends.”  For this reason, he points out, Chaucer uses the 
word “undo,”( in the sense of “tease out,” ) to describe what a list does for a more abstract 
rubric (Barney 1982: 191).  Thus for Arisophanes Gruel, Mantle, Cloak, and Whore “undo” 
the general idea of Old Mens’ Needs.  
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Let’s see—what pleasure I’ve had worth a smile? 
I know, when I saw this my heart rejoiced:   5  
Those five talents, the ones Kleon coughed up.  

 

The humor arises initially because the first line smacks of the tragic, and because !"# 
causes the audience to anticipate a vague exclamation that might end without a real 
quantification, after $#%&.24  The punchline, though, lies in the unexpected and 
overly-specifying '(''#)#, which interrupts the maudlin flow with a specific count 
and renders absurd the question implicit in !"# and continued in the next line.25  
!"##$%$ also sets up an aftershock punchline in the next line, where the listener, now 
wise to the game, anticipates another cardinal number but gets a tongue-twisting 
neologism instead: *#µµ#+,"%,-&)-#)#.  This form entertains at the outset for its 
structural parody of heavily-compounded Greek arithmetical jargon words, such as 
./'#+#%0%+,"#/1&"%,2, “twenty-seven fold.”  But its comic thrust extends yet 
further, for its three components (‘grains of sand,’ -illion, and a word like ‘gaggle’) 
recall the frequent literary use of sand to denote the infinite, or at least uncountable, as 
expressed, e.g. in Pindar (O.2.98-100 and O.13.43-46):26    
  

&'() *+µµ,- .%/0µ12 '(%/'"3(45(2,  
6$) 6(72,- 89$ :+%µ$#’ ;<<,/- =0>6(2, 
#?- @2 3%+9$/ AB2$/#,;     100 
 
…Since sand has fled numeration, 
and how many joys that man has made for others, 
who would be able to speak?    100 

 

899$ #’ &2 C(<3,79/2 .%/9#(B9$#(, 

                                                        
24 Olson (2002: 64) points to Euripides fr. 696.8 (=PMed. i. 15. 8) as the tragic source; Starkie 
(1909) had thought it might parody the lost beginning of Telephus. 
25 This number poses a problem for commentators because Dicaeopolis then goes on to name 
only two pleasures. The suggestion of Blaydes (1887) that #"##$%$ means ‘some, a few’, or is 
somehow otherwise idiomatic (Dover 1987: 227) seems unnecessary.  Rennie (1909: 86) seems 
closer to an explanation in pointing to its contrast with *#µµ#+,"%,-&)-#)#, while Olson 
(2002: 66) recognizes the word as a punchline but ventures no further.  
26 Olson (2002: 66) supplies this and other relevant citations, to which I would add, along with 
O.13., Plato Th. 173d. The sentiment, in any case, has paratragic overtones generally, and 
specifically of uncountable troubles, as the chorus at Sophocles OT 168-169: D 'E',/, 
.2+%/0µ$ 5F% 3"%G | 'Hµ$#$. 
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!"# $%&'()* +, -.(,'(*, "/&0(µ1) 2(-.3), 
24&5 2-674) 81-9,· :* µ;, 31<.*    45 
(=8 >, 4?"40/, -.@4), 2(,')A, BC<D, E&)7µ%,. 
 
And as to how many times you emerged the best in Delphi,   
and among the grasslands of the lion, I contend with many  
concerning the count of your wins, since I would not know  45 
to tell clearly the number of the pebbles in the sea. 

 
In these instances, the poet invokes sand to avoid disclosing an actual sum or even 
engaging in further discussion (though he has of course already made some 
approximation of the victor’s acts of generosity and successes known over the course 
of the ode).  In similar fashion, upon pronouncing them countless, Dicaeopolis 
proceeds to list those very troubles in alternation with his joys in the lines that follow.  
With this numeric praeteritio, he also engages in the same kind of scheme as the 
Homeric narrator of the catalogue of ships, Iliad 2.488-489:27 
 

2-/7F, "’ (=8 >, +@G µH763(µ1) (="’ I,(µ6,D,   
(="’ 4J µ() ".81 µ#, @-9331), ".81 "# 3'%µ1'’ 4K4, 
 
And I could not speak nor name the multitude, 
not even if I should have ten tongues and ten mouths… 

   
As in Acharnians, an account of the ‘multitude’ in catalogue form follows the speaker’s 
very refusal to state one.  This leads to two further points: first, that here too, as we 
have seen in the case of Homeric epic in chapter one, and fifth century Athenian 
inventories in chapter three, counting and cataloguing are inseparable activities.  
Second, Dicaeopolis’ opening lines foreshadow a desire to quantify that will preoccupy 
the characters on the comic stage before an audience embedded in a city familiar with 
the same concerns.          
 
 
A R I T H M E T I C  L E S S O N S  
 
Dicaeopolis opens Acharnians by treating the physically immaterial—banes and 
                                                        
27 This introduction and the lengthy but finite catalogue that follows it in part influences Eco’s 
formulation as quoted above, page 3 note 7. 
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blessings—as something tangible and countable in his enumeration.28  In fact, lists in 
Aristophanes more frequently intersect with characters’ concerns about their own 
possessions and livelihoods, and the very act of listing appears to be symptomatic of 
anxiety about whether it is possible to reckon what one has, and, if so, how to do it.  
Characters exhibit an interest in accounting for what they own but an inability to do 
so precisely, and this tension reaches perhaps its fullest exposition in Clouds. 

For Strepsiades, an attempt to make an accurate count of his money drives the 
entire course of his action throughout the play.  The progression works something as 
follows.  At the start of the play he demonstrates the difficulty of counting his debts 
when he attempts to do so (18-24): 

                                          !"#$, "%&, '()*+* 
,-,.$/$ #0 1/%µµ%#$&+*, 2*’ 3*%1*4 '%56* 
7"89+:; <.$='> ,%? '+1=9>µ%: #+@; #8,+A;.   20 
.B/’ CD>, #= <.$='>; DED$,% µ*F; G%9=H. 
#+I DED$,% µ*F; G%9=H; #= J)/K9LµK*; 
M#’ J"/:LµK* #0* ,+""%#=%*. +Cµ+: #L'%;, 
$CN’ JO$,8"K* "/8#$/+* #0* <.N%'µ0* '=NP. 
 
                                                Slave, light the lamp,  
and bring out the account book so I that can read 
to how many I owe and reckon the interest.   20 
Now let’s see, what I owe—Pasias, twelve minas.  
Pasias, twelve minas, what did I use them for?  
Oh, when I bought that thoroughbred, oh dear me suds,  
I should have sooner knocked my eye out with a stone. 

 
He eventually trails off, ostensibly because the lamp runs out of oil (a further 
repercussion of insufficient funds), but just as much because he cannot readily recall 
the collection of possessions or services that he paid for with borrowed money and fails 
to make an accurate reckoning.29  He relates the problem later to Socrates, who 

                                                        
28 Blurring the distinction between literal and figurative and material and immaterial is a well-
documented Aristophanic device: witness the sustained wordplay surrounding !"#$%& (treaty, 
but also libation) in Acharnians (Bowie 1997: 15-18). 
29 Dover (1968: 101) notes that the lamp’s failure is “dramatically necessary,” presumably as a 
pretext to end what would otherwise become an endless recitation of debts, and that “we are 
left to imagine that there are many more.” Strepsiades’ inability to complete his reckoning is 
equally dramatically necessary, though, as an impetus to join the Thinkery.  
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questions him about his mnemonic skill (482-485): 
 

!". #$%, &''( )*+,-+ .#/ 0/1-.1+2 )#3'#µ+2, 
       45 µ67µ#62%89 4:. 
!;.                            <3# ;*=0", 6> ;86 ?@+. 
       A6 µB6 CDEF4@'7;+2 ;2 µ#2, µ6Gµ"6 0H6/, 
       I(6 <DEF4@'" .,-;'2#9, I02'G.µ"6 0H6/.  485 
 
So.  J#, but I want to learn from you, in brief, that is, 
       If you have a good memory.  
St.                                            Well, yes and no: 
      If something is owed to me, I’ll remember well, 
      But if I owe something, poor me, I’ll well forget.  485 

 
The precise and technical problem of debts at the start of the play and again here drives 
him to seek out the knowledge to count successfully. It also, I contend, accounts in 
part for his starstruck astonishment at feats such as Socrates’ measurement of the flea’s 
footstep (148-153): 
 

!;. 0K9 <L;+ <24µ-;*7.4; 
M+.                                            <4N2O;+;+.  
 %7*86 <2+;GN+9, 4:;+ ;>6 P3''+6 '+)Q6  
   I6-)+P46 459 ;86 %7*86 +R;L9 ;Q 0=<4,    150 
   %S;+ P/,4@.T 04*2-F/.+6 U4*.2%+@. 
      ;+3;+9 V0#'3.+9 &64µ-;*42 ;8 ,"*@#6. 
!;. W X4Y )+.2'4Y, ;L9 '40;=;7;#9 ;K6 F*46K6. 
 
Str. How did he measure it then? 
Stu.                                                         -Very cleverly. 
    He melted down some wax, then took hold of the flea, and         d  

dipped its two feet down into the wax, and then  150 
     when it had cooled, wax Persian boots were stuck to it. 
    He loosened them off and measured the jump’s distance. 
Str. O Zeus the king! The subtlety of intellect! 

 
On the surface of his exclamatory genitive dances the glimmer of hope that in this 
place, from this master, he might learn to count accurately, a sense to which the 
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semantics of !"#$%$&' may also contribute.30  When later Socrates presents him with 
options for what to study first, we cannot then be surprised that Strepsiades chooses the 
subfield he erroneously associates most closely with counting (636-645). 
 

!". #$% &', () *+,-%. /01(2 3435 µ23673%.3 
       83 +9: ;&.&7<6=> /?/+(’ +9&@3; %A/@ µ+.. 
       /B(%02 /%05 µ@(0"3 C /%05 ;/13 C D46µ13; 
!(.  /%05 (13 µ@(0"3 E$"$’· E32$<+> $70 /+(% 
       F/’ G-H.(2µ+.*+I /20%:B/=3 &.<+.3):J.  640  
!". +9 (+I(’ ;0"(1 K’, G--’ L(. :7--.K(+3 µ@(0+3 
       M$%N· /B(%02 (O (0)µ%(0+3 C (O (%(07µ%(0+3; 
!(.  ;$P µQ3 +9&Q3 /0B(%0+3 Mµ.@:(%". 
!". +9&Q3 -@$%.>, R360"/%. 
!(.                                        /%0)&+4 343 ;µ+),  
       %A µS (%(07µ%(0B3 ;K(.3 Mµ.@:(%"3.   645 
 
So.  So come, what do you want to learn now first, of ev- 
       erything that you’ve never been taught before; tell me: 
       about metrics? Or epic verse? About rhythms? 
St.   About metrics, for sure! cause just the other day 
       My barley guy ripped me off, for two kilograms!  640 
So.  That’s not what I mean: what’s the prettiest measure? 
       The three-measure, do you think, or the four-measure? 
St.   Well I think nothing’s better than the half-liter. 
So.  You’re out of your mind, pal. 
St.                                             You want to make a bet, 
       that the half-liter’s not a kind of four-measure?  645 

 
Beneath its punning exterior, the dialogue—along with the two characters 
themselves—embodies the jockeying forces of poetic counting and practical, economic 
counting.  Whereas Socrates participates in an ethereal commerce of impractical 
precision and has the power to make completely unnecessary measurements, 

                                                        
30 This passage exemplifies the cautionary observation of Lloyd (1987:282) that “[i]t is too 
simple to say that what ancient science needed was a greater appreciation of the value of exact 
measurement: such a judgement would ignore the point that in some contexts counting and 
measuring were overvalued, and some ancient scientists were rightly suspicious of phoney 
precision.”  
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Strepsiades longs to apply some of Socrates’ elevated mnemonic and logistic skill to his 
utterly commonplace problems.      

This perceived subtlety of reckoning motivates Strepsiades again later in the 
play, when he attempts to use his newfound skills to evade one of his creditors by 
questioning the nature of interest and thereby shirk his debts.  His argument turns on 
the difference between money and water, which he invokes to prove to the creditor 
that amounts cannot spontaneously change, and accordingly that interest cannot grow 
from nothing (Clouds 1278-1297):   

  
!".                                        #$"%&'( )*)·  
        '+"%,- ).µ/0%&1 #-&)2) -3%4 "2) 5/- 
        6%&) 678, 9#$:"."’, ; "2) <=&.)     1280 
        >=#%&) #$"8?%) "-@"2 ".A?’ 678, '$=&); 
 B,. .@# .C7’ DE8E’ F'+"%,.), .@7( µ.& µ(=%&. 
 !".  'G1 .H) I'.=-J%K) "I,EL,&.) 7/#-&.1 %C, 
        %3 µM7N) .C:?- "G) µ%"%O,8) ',-Eµ$"8); 
 B,. I==’ %3 :'-)/0%&1 "I,E*,/.* µ.& "2) "+#.)   1285 
        I'+7."%. 
 !".                ".A". 7’ D:?’, F "+#.1, "/ ?M,/.); 
 B,. "/ 7’ P==. E’ ; #-"Q µR)- #-4 #-?’ Sµ(,-) 
        '=(.) '=(.) "I,EL,&.) -3%4 E/E)%"-& 
        T'.,,(.)".1 ".A U,+).*; 
 !".                                            #-=G1 =(E%&1.  
      "/ 7R"-; "V) ?$=-""$) W:?’ X"& '=%/.)-   1290 
      )*)4 ).µ/0%&1 ; ',2 ".A; 
 B,.                                         µQ 5/’, I==’ Y:M). 
      .@ EQ, 7/#-&.) '=%/.)’ %C)-&. 
 !".                                               #Z"- 'G1  
      -6"M µ(), [ #-#+7-&µ.), .@7N) E/E)%"-& 
      W'&,,%+)"8) "G) '."-µG) '=%/8), :\ 7N 
      0M"%K1 '.R:-& "I,EL,&.) '=(.) "2 :+);    1295 
      .@# I'.7&O]%& :-*"2) I'2 "R1 .3#/-1; 
      ^(,% µ.& "2 #()",.). 
 
Str.                                                       Now tell me: 
       do you believe that Zeus always rains down on us  
       the water anew every time, or does the sun  1280 
       draw from below that very same water again? 
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Cr.  I don’t know which, and it’s of no concern to me. 
Str.  Then why do you deserve to get your money back  
        If you know nothing of the workings of the sky? 
Cr.   Hey—if you’re strapped for cash, pay me the interest   1285  
        on the sum.   
Str.                    This—this “interest,” what animal is it?  
Cr.  What else, but that, from month to month and day to   
       day the sum of money grows greater and greater still, 
       as time goes sliding along by. 
Str.                                                You’ve spoken well. 
      What about this? The sea, do you believe that it  1290 
       is greater now than before?  
Cr.                                             No way; the same size.        
       For it’s not right that it should be greater. 
Str.                                                                  Then how, 
      you loser, does the sea grow no greater even  
      as rivers go sliding into it, but now you   
      seek after making your money greater then, hmm? 1295 
      Why don’t you prosecute yourself out of my house? 
      Bring me my goad.      

 
In his failure to understand interest, Strepsiades illustrates a denigration of money in 
favor of tangible goods—recall his need at the start of the play to recall what he bought 
with his twelve minas in order to calculate the interest.  Already we should be 
suspicious of his comprehension of money-lending, because he is too focused on 
goods.31  But the absurdity of Strepsiades’ case also lies in his conflation of a key 
distinction between these two entities: that money, on the one hand, has what 
linguists term a “collective construal,” whereas water does not. That is to say, we can 
think of a pile of money as a collective comprising many constituent minimal parts, 
but not so water.32  This feature, in conjunction with the belief that both money and 

                                                        
31 As such he exemplifies an extreme version of the notion that the ancient world “was 
predominantly a world of use value, and not a system of exchange value or market economy” 
(Meikle 2002: 235, see also Finley 1985: 21). 
32 Nicolas (2008) proposes the useful distinction of collective vs. non-collective for subsets of 
the so-called ‘mass’ nouns (as opposed to ‘count’ nouns) that linguists regularly invoke. His 
examples of silverware (collective) and wine (non-collective) map well onto those of 
Strepsiades.   
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water are finite and adhere to a conservation principle, would render the concept of 
interest very counter-intuitive indeed.33  In forcing a comparison between water and 
money, Strepsiades questions Athenian modes of reckoning altogether and, again, the 
practice of using money for more than an even exchange.  For him and other non-
elite characters in the plays, material wealth represents a more legitimate and tangible 
asset, and counting it necessarily involves listing.34  Strepsiades’ introduction of water, 
however, requires two theoretical leaps.  The first involves abstracting money from 
material, object-based wealth; the second involves separating that entity, to the 
modern mind countable, from something unquantifiable such as water, which I would 
suggest is akin in the Greek imagination to grains of sand.  It is as if Strepsiades 
understands that some kind of cognitive jump is required of him but fails to land it.     

The reader may at this point wonder how all this relates to lists.  In Strepsiades’ 
case, the answer is that it does not, for his attempt at learning to count fails.  A positive 
model of what might have been, though, is presented in a scene in Wasps between 
Bdelycleon and his father Philocleon, a character who sounds not so unlike Strepsiades 
in his “being treated as a fool by a group of political swindlers, who claim to be his 
protectors but are in fact manipulating the city’s affairs for their own benefit and who 
accordingly laugh at him behind his back.”35  In attempting to convince him that this 
is not what is happening, his son bids him take stock and count the ways the city’s 
powers-that-be actually take all the goods for themselves.  This account is realized as a 
list and thus Bdelycleon is able to help his father to come up with a sum at the end, 
something Strepsiades never succeeds in doing (Wasps 655-663): 

 
!"#$%&%' ()(, * +%++',-.(, /%01&%2 30'4.( 56 µ758+.(· 655 
"%9 +#:5.( µ;( 0$4-&%- <%=082, µ> ?@<.-2 !00’ !+6 /A-#$2, 
56( <$#.( BµC( !+6 5:( +$0A8( &)00@D,E( 56( +#.&-$(5%· 

                                                        
33 As has been perceived at various points in its controversial history, not least by Aristotle at 
Pol. 1258b: AF0.4G5%5% µ-&AC5%- B 3D.0.&5%5-"> ,-H 56 !+’ %F5.I 5.I (.µ'&µ%5.2 AJ(%- 
5>( "5K&-( "%9 .F" L<’ M+A# L+.#'&NE: “Usury is a source of hatred for good reason, since it is 
wealth attained from money itself and not on the basis of  anything which is being provided.”  
34 We can observe a reversal of roles here, I think, that has occurred from the archaic period, in 
which the reactionary elite seeks to maintain a traditional economic order that privileges 
material wealth above coined money, for which see Kurke (1999: 32-40 and 2002: 93-94) 
alongside the model proposed by Morris (1996) of the existence of ‘middling’ and ‘elitist’ 
viewpoints in archaic poetry. 
35 Olson (1996: 135).  The statement would of course apply to Strepsiades with Socrates and his 
followers in place of the politicians, and the Thinkery in place of the city. 
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!"#$ %&'%&( %) %*+, -$./0 !1/ %)0 2&++)0 3!1%&4%50, 
2.(%16781, µ*%1++’, 9:&.50, +;µ*610, µ;4<=47;0, >,µ;?2.1%1. 
%&'%$6 2+@.$µ1 %5+16%’ A::B0 >;4-C+;1 :C:67%1; Dµ86.   660 
92E %&'%&( 6(6 !1%5<70 µ;4<E6 %&84; >;!14%180 A6;1(%&F 
G# -;+;54;6—!&H2$ 2+7C&(0 A6 %I -=.J !1%*614<76—, 
:C:67%1; Dµ86 3!1%E6 >@2&( !1/ 276%@!&6%1 %5+16%1. 
 
Now listen to me, daddy-o, and unfurrow your brow a bit,  655 
and first count up approximately, not with stones but on your hands, 
the tribute that comes in to us from the cities in total sum. 
And separately from this count up the taxes and the one percents, 
Court dues, mines, markets and harbors, rental fees, foreclosure fines. 
The sum of these that comes to us is two thousand talents, about. 660 
Now from that figure set aside the yearly pay the jurors get, 
all six thousand—for not more yet have come to inhabit this land— 
it comes out to be one hundred and fifty talents, I reckon.  

 
When he reiterates his point just a few lines later and explains everything the corrupt 
city leaders are given, Bdelycleon provides another list for his father to emphasize the 
unfair treatment of average Athenian citizens, who receive no such gifts (675-677): 
 

                                  %&'%&;4; >K >$.&L&.&F4;6    675 
M.-10, &N6&6, >52;>10, %(.?6, µ*+;, 4@41µ1, 2.&4!7L5+1;1, 
L;5+10, -+16C>10, 4%7L56&(0, O.µ&(0, A!2=µ1%1, 2+&(<(:C7;1. 
        
                                     These men they present with bribes:  675 
pickle jars, wine, tapestries, cheese, honey, sesame, headrests, 
saucers, mantles, garlands, necklaces, drinking-cups, health and wealth. 

 

Indeed the enumeration is a mark of abundance, replete with “goods which represent 
the high-life generally and a very luxurious banquet and symposium in particular.”36  
But the collection of items here, in form and content, also echoes the kind of 
inventory that the very officials in question might cause to be made of state treasure on 
display.  The next section of this chapter examines that correspondence more closely. 
 
 

                                                        
36 Olson (1996: 135) 
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T H E  F U L L N E S S  T H E R E O F  
 
In Clouds, we observed a private citizen’s difficulties in accounting for his own 
resources; in Wasps, another private citizen with similar personal concerns witnesses 
the inequitable distribution of goods at the state level.  For Philocleon, domestic and 
public life become increasingly indistinguishable as he struggles to maintain a sense of 
authority as citizen and paterfamilias, if we may apply the term, culminating in his 
replication of the law-courts in his home. In the later plays, characters’ preoccupation 
with keeping tabs on their private wealth, and concomitantly their own relationships 
to the state’s economic wellbeing, reaches its most explicit expression.  This 
development is concurrent with the increasingly visibility of public records and 
documentary culture in Athens.  In Assemblywomen and Wealth especially, works 
that probe the ethics of wealth and poverty and present alternative scenarios to the 
problems of resource distribution in early fourth century Athens, Aristophanes 
integrates the language and style of public records within the dramatic dialogue.37 

The plot of Wealth, in which the protagonists plan both to restore the deified 
entity of wealth to health and to redefine it as an attribute of the good—and not the 
corrupt—citizen, makes plain the basic issue.  More specifically, though, Chremylus all 
but defines the concept of wealth in terms of the official polis administration of it.  As 
he announces to bystanders (1191-1193): 

 
!"#$%&µ'() *+, -./01- µ23)—4335 6'#0µ','— 
/7, 83*9/*,, *:6'# 6#&/'#*, ;, !"#$µ<,*=, 
/7, >6?%(*"&µ*, 4'@ A$32//B, /C= ('*9. 
 

                                                        
37 I make this argument regardless of Aristophanes’ own political motivations, which in the 
context of both this play and the corpus as a whole remain a source of critical dispute.  For 
some more recent aspects of the problem see: Konstan and Dillon (1981), who argue that 
Aristophanes shifts the central issue from unequal distribution to that of abundance versus 
dearth.  In a response to the large body of scholarship that espouses Wilamowitz’s ‘ironic’ 
reading of the play (e.g. Heberlein (1981), Flahar (1967), and Süss (1954)), Sommerstein (1996) 
makes the useful suggestions that the politics of the playwright (a) can shift over a lifetime (b) 
should not be assumed to be reflected accurately in all his works and (c) need not interfere 
with all our interpretations of them.   Zumbrunnen (2006: 319) takes a unifying approach, 
arguing that Wealth presents a useful economic model that “instills in [its] audience a complex 
and challenging sensibility that holds fantasy and irony in tension with one another.”   More 
recently, Sidwell (2009) has seen the parabasis of Clouds as indicative of Aristophanes’ support 
of a radical democracy.  
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Let’s stand him up then right back here—hold on a sec— 
Wealth, I mean, right where he stood in place before, 
ever guarding the treasury of the goddess. 

 

To position Wealth thus before the Opisthodomos, the rear chamber of the old temple 
on the Acropolis, is to install him before the city treasury, a repository and display site 
for precious items and the inventories that account for them.  The imagery of a 
repository, which begins at the civic level, also infiltrates Chremylus’ perception of 
private prosperity.  Wealth, as deified quality, both exists in the form of movable goods 
and countable wares and causes mortals to have them.  Because of its fundamental 
physicality and presence in a collection, by extension, conceptions of fullness figure 
the idea of having wealth.  So just as a full treasury signifies wealth for the polis, a full 
home signifies wealth for a private citizen.  Chremylus’ language as he entreats wealth 
reflects this notion (Wealth 230-233):38 
 

!" #’, $ %&'()*(+ ,-./(+ 0'1(21 #3)µ4121,   230 
+5*2 µ+(’ 6µ./ #+/&’ +5*)7’· 8 9:& .;%<3 
3=(> ’*(?1 @1 #+A B&>µ'(21 *+ (Cµ+&.1 
µ+*(D1 0.E*3) %3? #)%3<2F %G#<%2F. 
 
And you, Wealth, powerfullest of all deities,  230 
come inside, enter here with me.  For this is the  
house that you have to make full of goods today, 
whether you get it done by just or unjust means. 

 

                                                        
38 Absolute values aside, many students of the Athenian inventories admit at least in part to 
their symbolic use and the officials’ display of “a stamp-collector’s pleasure in the quiddity of 
the specimens in their charge, together with a stamp-catalogue compiler’s professional 
satisfaction with the degree of lucidity with which an inventory could be compiled.  For these 
and other reasons we can probably detect a tension between the values of such curatorship 
(and even connoisseurship) on the one hand and, on the other, the more direct fiscal 
preoccupations of a Kallias or an Androtion or a Lycurgus” Davies (1994: 209). Finley 
(1985:35) also recognizes the “curious abundance of precise figures, readily and publicly 
proclaimed, of the size of individual fortunes or at least of individual financial transactions.” In 
fact, it becomes difficult within this play to imagine Wealth existing as a concept rather than 
something somehow physical.  Wealth is either an anthropomorphic entity or a collection of 
goods and property.  
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In fact, the imagery of fullness regarding riches has already emerged earlier in the play 
as Cario and Chremylus set out to show Wealth that he is in fact more powerful than 
Zeus.  They begin by citing examples of all the actions he influences, speaking in 
rhetorical questions to his incredulous replies, but the climactic moment occurs as they 
conclude that of Wealth alone men can never have a surfeit, listing all manner of items 
for which this is not the case (188-197): 
 

X!. "#$’ %&'( µ)#$*+ #%, -.-%/’ %&')0+ 121%$). 
       34/ µ(/ -5! 6778/ 9#$0 1:/$8/ 17;#µ%/<· 
       =!8$%+, —       190 
 >?.             6!$8/, —  
 @!.                          µ%,#ABC+, —  
 >?.                                              $!?-;µ:$8/, —   
 @!. $AµC+, —  
 >?.          17?B%D/$8/, —      
 @!.                               E/'!?-?FG?+, —  
 >?.                                                      H#I:'8/, — 
 @!. JA7%$AµG?+, — 
 >?.                       µ:K;+, — 
 @!.                                   #$!?$;-G?+, —  
 >?.                                                        J?BC+, —  
 @!. #%L '’ 9-./)$’ %&')0+ µ)#$M+ %&')121%$). 
        N77’ O/ $:7?/$: $A+ 7:PQ $!A?B?G')B?,  
        1%7R µS77%/ 91AF,µ)T 7?P)T/ UBB?G')B?·  195 
        BV/ $?LF’ W/D#;$?A, $)$$?!:B%/$? P%D7)$?A, 
        O %X J;#A/ )Y/’ ?Z$[ PA8$M/ $M/ PG%/. 
 
Chr. So no one ever gets his fill of you. 
        One can get full of every other thing: 
        Of love,        190 
Ca.                of bread,  
Chr.                          of music,  
Ca.                                         of hors d’oeuvres, 
Chr. Of honor,  
Ca.                   pancakes,  
Chr.                              uprightness,  
Ca.                                                     dried figs, 
Chr. Ambition!  
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Ca.                    Dough!  
Chr.                            Being General!  
Ca.                                                  Lentil soup! 
Chr.  But of you? Never—no one gets his fill.  
         Nope!  If he gets his hands on thirteen bucks, 
         then all the more he’ll wish he had sixteen.  195  
         And if he gets that, forty’s what he wants, 
         or else life’s just not worth living, he says. 

 

The comic elements are clear: the alternation of Chremylus’ weighty abstract concepts 
with the silly food items supplied by Cario (who demonstrates a slave’s stereotypical 
preoccupations), along with the inevitable culmination in lentils, must have made for 
entertaining trimeters.39  But they also illustrate the ease and familiarity with which 
Aristophanes presents and manipulates the list form before an audience who has come 
to recognize it, using a familiar form with surprise items in it.40  The fullness that 

                                                        
39 For similar tactics cf. Knights 1007 and Henderson fragments 164 (=158 Kock, Edmonds =6 
Meineke) and 404 (=387a Edmonds).  
40 For similar semantics, compare Dicaeopolis’ description of what the city would have been 
like had the offense that began the war occurred against an Athenian ally (even one so 
insignificant as Seriphos), full (!"#$) of all kinds of preparations, figured as actual contents but 
eventually just concepts (Acharnians 544-551): 
 

!"# !$%&" µ'(&)( *+,'-. !",*/0!*&*  
&%1"!23/". ("4., 5( 6’ )( 7 8901. 80'"  545  
,2%:;2< 3&%"&1-&=(, 8*%# &%1>%$%?2< ;2@., 
µ13,24 6162µ'(2<, 8"00"6/-( ?%<32<µ'(-(, 
3&2A. 3&*("?2:3>., 31&/-( µ*&%2<µ'(-(, 
B3!=(, &%28-&C%-(, !$62<. D(2<µ'(-(, 
3!2%96-(, E0"=(, !%2µµ:-( E( 61!&:21.,    550 
3&*F$(-(, &%1?/6-(, "+0>&%/6-(, G8-8/-(· 
 
Even more so! You would immediately have hauled  
three hundred ships, and the city would have been full 545 
of soldiers’ clamor, shouting round the admiral, 
wages being paid, Pallas-statues being gilt, 
the stoa groaning, foodstuffs being measured out, 
wineskins, leather oar thongs, people purchasing jugs, 
garlic, and olives, and onions in mesh net bags,  550 
garlands, anchovies, flute girls, black eyes. 
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characterizes prosperity lies in the adjective µ!"#$% in Wealth, and in Attic inventory 
lists, the only genre of inscription in which the word appears, we find descriptions of 
various dedicated objects as being full of gold or other precious substances, e.g. at IG 
II2 1638.61, a fourth century inventory from the Acropolis, of a krater full of gold, or 
IG II2 1643 and IG II2 1644, which seem to list µ&'( )*+", -.*/#&% µ!"#,, golden 
apple-shaped vessels filled with balm.  In Wealth, we find that Aristophanes takes 
technical language of luxurious items writ large, where the cup runs over on the scale 
of the entire house, treasury, or city.  Thus at the end of the play, Cario speaks out a 
grand inventory of new possessions after Wealth has graced his home (802-816): 
         

!" #$% &'())*+,, -,$'.", /0) 1*2$3+µ4,5", 
637 )38)3 µ9$:, /;*,*<64,) 1=>6=?*,. 
#µ@, <A' B<3?C, 05'D" *E" )F, =E6G3, 
/&*+0&.&3+6*, =2$:, H$+69640+,.   805 
=I)5 )D &J=K)*@, /0)+, #$% &'L<µ3 $M. 
# µ:, 0+&N9 µ*0)M 10)+ J*K6C, BJOG)5,, 
=P $1BµO='Q" =>,=K µ.J3,=" B,?=0µG=K. 
R&3,)3 $1#µ@, B'<K'G=K 637 S'K0G=K 
)A 06*K('+3 &JM'9 10)G,, T0)* ?3Kµ(03+.  810 
)D O'.3' $1/J3G=K µ*0)4,· 3P $: JM6K?=+ 
µN'=K <.µ=K0+, )D $1U&*'C+=, E0S($5,. 
V;7" $: &L03 637 J=&($+=, 637 SN)'3  
S3J6Q <.<=,*· )=%" $: &+,36G06=K" )=%" 03&'=%" 
)=%" ES?K9'=%" B'<K'=8" &('*0?’ W'L,.  815 
X $’ E&,D" <.<=,’ #µ@, /;3&G,9" /J*O(,)+,=". 
 
How sweet it is to be affluent, gentlemen, 
and—what’s more—have none of it taken from the house.   
For a mountain of goods has fallen on our home,  
although we’ve not in any way been wrongdoers.   805 
Yes, it sure is a sweet thing to get rich like that.  
The grain silo is full of barley shining bright, 
the amphoras, of inky wine with sweet bouquet.  
And absolutely all our vessels are full of  
silver and gold: you’ll wonder at the sight of it.  810 
The well is full of olive oil, our salve-flasks brim  
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with perfume, and the crawl space is stuffed with dried figs.   
Every cruet and ramekin and casserole 
has turned to bronze; and you can even take a look 
at those old rotten planks for fish—they’re silver now.  815 
And our furnace has suddenly become ivory.                                

 
Again Aristophanes emphasizes the vocabulary of fullness (!"#$%, µ&'()*, +&µ),'-).  
Just like the kraters and small vessels on the Acropolis, the household vessels are also 
full of gold, silver, and perfume.  The transformations of everyday cooking items to 
bronze and ivory, too, turns them not only into the possessions of a rich person but 
also into the special kinds of items one would dedicate rather than use.  As Cario 
describes it, the overall impression comes through that his home itself has become a 
treasury, with the administrative features of a sacred one.  As in the case of the 
Opisthodomos, the form and vocabulary of his inventory list effect that impression. 
 
 
D O M E S T I C A T I O N  O F  T H E  C I V I C  M I N D  
 
So far, I have pointed out that Aristophanes inherits some formal catalogue 
characteristics from Homer, as illustrated not only by his listing objects within a 
particular meter, but also in more extended modelings such as the introduction of the 
chorus of Birds, discussed in the previous section of this chapter.  The subsequent 
passages in this chapter revealed a rather different comic theme: private citizens’ 
anxieties about keeping track of and counting their own funds in the context of the 
unstable state financial climate.  These moments, rather than aligning with the poetic 
tradition, form a closer parallel to the Athenian documentary habit. There are, of 
course, alternative explanations as to why Aristophanes chooses to have his characters 
recite lists of their possessions.  Perhaps he is providing visual cues for props that a 
faraway theatergoer would be unable to distinguish.41  Perhaps the staging of the plays 
varies, sometimes relying more on verbal cues, other times on physical elements on 
stage.42  Without dismissing the validity of such factors, I would argue that public 

                                                        
41 Deictic pronouns are taken to imply that there were objects on the Aristophanic stage as part 
of the set even when they were not described (Whitehorne 2002: 33-34).  
42 English (2005: 4) has argued that the earlier plays show more reliance on physical objects on 
stage, while in the later ones words assume this same dramatic work: "Without a doubt, there 
is a noticeable decrease in the number of stage properties required for an Aristophanic 
production near the end of the Peloponnesian War as well as a marked preference for humble, 
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display of catalogues has also influenced comic fashion.  By the last quarter of the fifth 
century, the gaze of any visitor to the Athenian Acropolis and its sacred monuments 
would have been overwhelmed with trinkets and vessels, wreaths and statues 
accumulated every which way throughout both indoor and outdoor spaces.43  These 
collections, moreover, did not stand undocumented but were subject to a rigorous 
process of registration and cataloguing that culminated in the publication of annual 
records on stone of their content and administration, also set up for public 
consumption.44  Aristophanes’ audience and characters, then, inhabit an environment 
in which the city has imparted a specific formula for dealing with items of value: 
collect them; put them on display; count them; display the account.  By the early 
fourth century, the symbolic correlation of the inventory document to the concept of 
wealth sits squarely within the Athenian popular consciousness. 

A further scene from Wealth reiterates this point with its language and setting.  
Cario uses the vocabulary of inventories in his account of what went on overnight at 
the sanctuary of Asclepius, where Wealth has incubated to have his blindness cured 
(667-683).45   

 
…!" #$ %&'" ()*+&," -.&/01/2"  
3µ4+ .2567789(8+ :2;8)#89+ %&< ;8&< 
= .5>.&(&", 8?.@+, A+ %9" 2B/;C%29 D>E&,,   

                                                        
everyday objects rather than the luxury wares coveted during the 420s. Aristophanes also 
seems to have stopped using objects as the foundation for key dramatic action.”    
43 The earliest of the published paradoseis, records of the transfer of goods from one set of 
treasurers to the next, begin in the mid 430s, but that does not preclude earlier such records on 
temporary media.  For more brief overviews of the evidence, see Davies (1994), with Lewis 
(1986).  Harris (1995) has made a comprehensive study of the Acropolis texts and their 
placement. 
44 Questions about how these texts functioned has bred much controversy: Linders (1988), 
followed by Thomas (1989: 82-83), Davies (1994: 202-203, 212), Harris (1994: 214), has 
advanced the thesis that inscribed inventories functioned symbolically, while Aleshire (1989) 
and Sickinger (1999) have maintained that they were practical documents for consultation. 
Regardless of this issue, which I treat more fully in Chapter Three, it is certain that these stones 
were intended for public interaction.    
45 Sommerstein ad loc. (181): “Carion’s assumption that the priest is stealing the offerings 
would be perceived as either disingenuous or, more likely, comically naïve.”  At the same 
time, I would not rule out the possibility that Aristophanes may intend a dig at temple 
administration too.  As to the location of the temple, Aleshire (1989) argues that Aristophanes 
likely means the sanctuary at Zea and not Athens or Epidaurus. 
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!"#$%, &'(%)*+ ,-!µ./+ ,()*,*.µ*0(.  670  
12#3 ,(0*45*"% -6, 758%9µ:%, 2;;9 µ* 
209<:+ =4)<( )"+ 7>?';:))* ,*"µ?%:  
@;.#-% A'/0*% )B+ ,*C(;B+ )-8 #<D5.-8,  
7C’ E% 7'*04µ-8% 5("µ-%./+ 7C*<'4!(".  
F'*")’ 2%(G;?H(+ I<J )K% L*<?(    675 
)-M+ C0-N+ 2C(<'9O-%)( ,(P )Q+ R!=95(+ 
2'K )B+ )<('?O:+ )B+ L*<$+. S*)Q )-T)- 5U  
'*<"B;0* )-M+ G/µ-M+ &'(%)(+ 7% ,4,;V, 
*W '-8 'X'(%-% *W: )" ,()(;*;*"µµ?%-%·  
Y'*")( )(T0’ Z#"O*% *R+ !9,)(% )"%9.    680 
12#3 %-µ.!(+ '-;;[% I!.(% )-T '<9#µ()-+  
7'P )[% =4)<(% )[% )B+ 209<:+ 2%.!)(µ(".  
 
…And when the god’s attendant snuffed 
the lights announcing it was time to sleep, 
and added that, if someone heard a sound 
he should keep mum, we all lay down to bed.  670  
I couldn’t sleep though, ‘cause there was this  
pot of porridge set by some old lady’s head  
nearby that just was driving me insane— 
the need to sneak up there possessed me so. 
But then I look up and I see the priest   675 
snatch up the golden bars and the dried figs 
from off the offering-table.  After that, 
he went round to the altars one by one  
to see if there were any biscuits left, 
then dedicated them into his sack!   680 
So seeing it would be a holy act, 
I went right up to that cauldron of gruel. 

 
The account makes the whole incubation system and the administration of the 
sanctuary out to be a sham, though in fact priests regularly collected ritual foodstuffs 
and left them for the needy.  As religious participants, visitors to the sanctuary would 
generally suspend disbelief, regarding foods as going to the gods without 
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acknowledging what really became of them behind the ritual scenes.46  But Cario 
refuses (or is too ignorant) to play along, instead casting the priest as corrupt, someone 
who squirrels away dedications and proceeds from altar to altar to steal foods from the 
god.  In his narration of the events, Cario uses the vocabulary of ritual administrative 
texts.  His lexicon accords with inventories of the fourth century, where !"!#$#, 
cakes, %&'()*+, dried figs, and ,-./+, solid bars of precious metal appear alongside 
descriptions of their placement in the sacred space, as in this record of the 
Hecatompedon from 344/3 (IG II2 1443 lines 12-16): 
 

[!"#]µ$% !&'%&($% )$* +,- ). ")&/)01)02. 34/0&+567)- 
[$-] 8/&. )/µ($% ")&/)01)0297 8/&+:;<$µ+7 =02>&;)- 
[$%] ?%@/7)(@$% ")/5µ90 8&9)$- A%µB-, C7/ )D ∶ E ∶ 8&9)- 
[$-] F5$G- ∶HIIJ!!!∶ @+K)+&$- ∶HIILLL∶ )&()$- ∶HI"M 15 
[MM]M#!!!!LLL∶ )6)/&)$- ∶HII!∶ 86µ8)$- ∶HII!!LLL· 
 
The uncoined silver removed for military funds,we received from the 
treasurer of the military funds, Nikeratos of Kydantidai the first shelf (?) by 
weight, where there was (A): first row (?): bars : 1,203 drachmas : second: 
1,200 drachmas 3 obols: third: 1,199 drachmas 3 obols : fourth : 1,201       15 
drachmas : fifth : 1,202 drachmas 3 obols.  

 
This text, like many inventories, specifies the delineated areas in which the treasure 
lies, here in the form of metal bars of various weights, in the same way that Cario has 
in his description, and recreates the dedicatory scene verbally. 47 Another Acropolis 
account of the early fourth century, IG II2 4962, describes a similar scenario (lines 1-
18): 

5+$( 
2/). );@+ 8&$5K+"5/- 
0· N/:+;)>0 8B8/7/ )&- 
(/· O8B::170 8B8/7/ )- 
&(/· P&µQ0 8B8/7/ )&(-  5 
/· R/"$G 8B8/7/ )&(/· O- 
2+"$G 8B8/7/ )&(/· S/- 

                                                        
46 I have benefited greatly from the ideas and comments of Donald Mastronarde about these 
practices and this scene.  
47 01µ"+, radically a pole, then wooden log, but in the inventory context apparently a set of 
shelves; cf. the inventory of the Samian Heraion, IG 12.262.  
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!"#$%"& '('"!" )*%"· 
#+,-! '('"!" )*%"· #+- 
!./0)"&1 '('"!" )*%("). 10 
    vac. 0.13 
23456.µ71 
89$+,%!&71 
:$*$;1 <,#9.'&7= 
)>1 ,)?9"1 @!04.#[$] 
)>1 '*A1 )7B1 CDµ7B1  15 
E! "F1 )> '('"!" '*G)71 
EH.&#I,")7, J K*L '*[7]- 
45$,4["& — — 
 
Gods. 
These things were consecrated 
as follows: to Maleates, thr- 
ee biscuits. To Apollo three 
biscuits. To Hermes three b-  5 
iscuits. To Iaso three bisc- 
uits. To Akeso three biscui- 
ts. To Panakeia three biscui- 
ts. To the dogs three biscuit 
s. To the hunter thr(ee) biscuits.  10 
 
Euthedemos 
of Eleusis 
priest of Asklepios 
set up the stelai 
by the altars     15 
on which he first 
made likenesses of the biscuits 
which it was fitting to offer to…    

 
Here the stone not only lists similar items to the ones Cario mentioned but also seems 
to provide some information about what priests officially do with dedications like 
!"!#$#—that is, represent them on a stele—as opposed to the fraudulence Cario 
thinks he has observed.  The humor of the scene depends on both the audience’s 
recognition of Cario as obtuse, and Cario’s own concept of sound ritual practice and 
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sacred administration as presented in official documents.   
Assemblywomen provides a final case study of Aristophanes’ inventory poetics 

at work.  Throughout the play, Praxagora’s expression of her plans for a reformed 
economic system in which all citizens share all their resources shows clear influence 
from Athenian accounting culture.  The connection is apparent from the moment she 
announces her proposition (210-212): 

 
!"#$ %&' %()"*+, -.µ, /'0)"* !1) 234*)  210 
5µ6$ 2"'"789)"*. :", %&' ;) !"#$ 8<:="*$ 
!">!"*$ ;2*!'328*$ :", !"µ="*?* /'@µAB" 
 
I say, we ought to put the city in  210 
The women’s hands! For in our homes 
We employ them as guards and treasurers. 
 

Already Praxagora has appropriated the title of an official position in the polis 
administration, the !"µ#"$, and applied it to home economics.48  Thus from the start of 
the drama the male domain of the polis and the female one of the home become 
defined against one another. Praxagora’s casting of women as treasurers, though, 
pervades more than just her diction.  In her speech before the assembly made in male 
disguise, as Chremes quotes it, she argues that women are better and more discreet 
financiers than men, and more trustworthy in an exchange economy (446-450):49 
 
C2A*!" ?(µDE44A*) 2'F$ G44H4"$ C-. 
IµE!*", /'(?=’, G'%>'*8), ;:2@µ"!", 
µ3)"$ µ3)"*$, 8J µ"'!>'K) ;)")!=8), 
:", !"9!’ G28-L'A*) 2E)!" :8J: G28?!A'A#), 
5µM) 7N !8O$ 28448O$ C-"?:A !89!8 7'6).  450 
 

                                                        
48 This is not to say that the term originates in the polis context; that use likely developed from 
the domestic context.  It appears in Homer of stewards who distribute food (Iliad 19.44), and 
Pindar refers to peace as !%µ&'()*+",& -./0!/1 (P.13.7). Herodotus applies it to the 
Athenian treasurers (8.51).  That Xenophon uses the term in Oeconomicus (9.10.2, 9.11.1, 
etc.) suggests that it had been transferred to denote a member of the household by the date of 
that text (perhaps 362, nearly 30 years after the production of Assemblywomen), or perhaps 
had remained in use in private contexts.   
49 Cf. Women at the Thesmophoria (819-823). 
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Then he said that women lend to one another 
their dresses, their gold jewelry, silver, drinking cups,  
among themselves, private, and without witnesses,  
and that they return everything and never steal,  
whereas most of us men, he claimed, we do just that. 450 
 
At first glance, this list of exchanged goods might appear a simple extended example, 
like this ones I discussed at the start of this chapter, a means of sounding more 
convincing than just a mere statement of purported truth.  But in enumerating the 
very objects of worth women exchange—!µ"#$%, &'()*’, +',-'$./, 0123µ%#%—
Aristophanes creates a list of them of the sort that an actual record of such an exchange 
would entail.  From Chremes’ mouth comes not an argument, but a virtual inventory, 
which he has presumably repeated from Praxagora’s statements in the assembly, much 
as someone might later in reading an official document.  Women, as domestic #%µ*%$, 
make listed accounts of goods just like actual city officials.50  An extended entry in a 
home-catalogue of the sort imagined by Aristophanes here looks very much like one 
from an actual Attic record.  These same items appear in inventories from the 
Acropolis, in a format such as this example from c. 400 (IG II2 1382.11-13):  
 

!"#[$]%&'µ() *+,$(-) [.$%&'µ]- 
[()]· /&+*0$1() 2+3,+(-) 4156 7(8[196, $%]- 
[&'µ]5) :!4444"####· ;/"<µ& 2+3,[+(-)]. 
 
A weight? of gold, ?unweighed.  
Silver drinking cup of Zeus Polias, weight: 
199 drachmas.  Silver beaker. 

 
Moreover, we have ample evidence of the inventorying of women’s dedications, such 
as IG II2 1514.17-18, the catalogue of dedications to Brauronian Artemis, which 
specifies the names of the dedicators along with the objects:  
 

=&,$>6 ?µ@%1() 3,)&1/AB() "8&%,&8(,+- 
3C6 "A+1[/,]µ@%1() 
 

                                                        
50 Bowie (1993: 256) observes a similar infiltration of the public lexicon: “Praxagora calls the 
store-rooms ‘stoas’ and the word is significant, because ‘stoa’ is not found of the store-rooms of 
houses, but always of the large public ones[.]” 
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Nausis, a woman’s dress, with a wide purple 
border winding (?) around it. 

 
So Aristophanes presents Praxagora to an audience not only in general political terms, 
but using pointed bureaucratic diction and, more importantly for this study, the list 
format.  There would be no reason for this, nor any effect, for an audience not already 
familiar with how official accounting functioned, and by the time of 
Assemblywomen’s production between 392 and 388, annual inventories would have 
been published for the Acropolis for the better part of the last half-century.51   

It is with close attention to this official tincture, then, that we should examine 
Praxagora’s more extended description of her plan as she outlines it to her skeptical 
husband Blepyrus later on in the play (588-607): 

     
!". µ# $%$ &"'()"*$ µ+,)-. /µ0$ 1$()2&3 µ+,’ /&*4"*563, 
       &"-$ 7&26(8698: (;$ 7&2$*:8$ 48- (*< =">?*$(*. 14*<68:. 
       4*:$@$)A$ BC" &>$(8. =#6@ D"E$8: &>$(@$ µ)(FD*$(8.     590 
       414 (8G(*< ?E$, 48- µ; (H$ µI$ &J*%()A$, (H$ ,’ K9J:*$ )L$8:,  
       µ+,I B)@"B)A$ (H$ µI$ &*JJ#$, (M ,’ )L$8: µ+,I (8=E$8:,  
       µ+,’ 1$,"8&',*:. (H$ µI$ D"E698: &*JJ*A., (H$ ,’ *G,’     
       14*J*59N· 1JJ’ O$8 &*:0 4*:$H$ &P6:$ Q2*(*$ 48- (*<(*$    
       Rµ*:*$. 
SJ.             &0. *T$ U6(8: 4*:$H. V&86:$;  
!".                                                  48(F,): &FJ)9*$ &"'()"'. µ*%.   595 
SJ.  48- (0$ &)JF9@$ 4*:$@$*<µ)$;  
!".                                                  µC W2’, 1JJ’ U=9+. µ’ /&*4"*568..  
       (*<(* BC" Xµ)JJ*$ 7BY JFZ):$· (;$ BE$ &"[(:6(8 &*:#6@  
       4*:$;$ &>$(@$ 48- (1"B5":*$ 48- (KJJ’, \&'6’ 76(-$ ]4>6(N. 
       )L(’ 1&H (*5(@$ 4*:$0$ ^$(@$ _µ)A. Q*64#6*µ)$ /µP. 
       (8µ:)%'µ)$8: 48- =):,'µ)$8: 48- (;$ B$[µ+$ &"*6FD*%68:.    600   
`).  &0. *T$ R6(:. µ; 4F4(+(8: BE$ _µ0$, 1"B5":*$ ,I 
       48- W8"):4*5., 1=8$E &J*<(*$; 
!".                                               (*<(’ )a. (H µF6*$ 48(89#6):.  
SJ.  4)a µ; 48(89)-. b)%,*"4#6):; 414(#68(* BC" ,:C (*<(*.  

                                                        
51 The terminus post quem for the play comes from internal evidence, 392 being the first time 
during the Corinthian War in which the Athenians might have reason to express any 
optimism, such as occurs at lines 202-203.  The terminus ante quem is the date of the 
production of Wealth.  
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!".  #$$’ %&'() *%+ ,"-.+µ%) /.*0+ 12)*34 0&*5. 
6$.                                                                           70*8 '9 *:; 
!".  %&';<4 %&'=) 1;):> '"2.;+· 12)*0 ?8" @A%B.+) C10)*;4,     605 
        D"*%B4, *;µ2,E, µ2F04, ,$0:)04, %G)%), .*;H2)%B4, I";J:)K%B4. 
        L.*; *: 7("'%4 µ9 70*0K;M)0+; .N ?8" IA;B"O) #1P';+A%). 
 
Pr.   First, none of you respond or interrupt  
        until you know the plan and have heard the one explaining it.   
        For I’ll say that everyone ought to share everything in common and           
s            live off the same resources,      590 
        and that one man should not be rich while another is destitute, nor one          
f    farm a large piece but another not have a burial plot,  
     nor one enjoy the use of many captive slaves while another  
     not have even an attendant; rather, I would make everyone’s livelihood a     
f            common entity, one and the same.    595 
Bl.  So how will it be common to absolutely everyone? 
Pr.                   You’ll eat dung before I do. 
Bl.  And will we share the dung? 
Pr.    By Zeus, you’re preempting me with your interruptions!       
F    For I was about to say that I first will make the land  
      the common property of everyone, and the money and everything else
 each person has in his possession.   
      Then from these things, being now common property,  
      we will feed, acting as treasurers, sparing and attentive to you. 600 
Bl. What about those of us who don’t have land, but silver  
      and gold coins, invisible wealth? 
Pr.     They’ll put that in the kitty too. 
Bl.  And what if they swear falsely and don’t put it in?  For that’s how they     
a            acquired it in the first place. 
Pr.  But there will be no point in their doing that. 
Bl.                                                                       How come? 
Pr.  No one will do anything out of poverty, for everyone  
             will have everything [they need]:     605 
      bread, cold cuts, barleycakes, shawls, wine, garlands, chickpeas.   
 So what would he gain by not putting his money in the pot?  Think            
r           about it—show me. 
 

I have stated earlier that Greek literary tradition and fifth century Athenian polis 
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administration function similarly with respect to what to do with precious objects: 
amass them into a contained collection, put them on display, count them in an 
inventory, and then display the account.  Praxagora aims to effect precisely this scheme 
for the resources, once private and soon to be communal, of the whole population.  In 
the first phase of the plan, participants bring all precious objects together in one place.  
This collection, composed of both money and goods (!"# $%&'(&)*+ !"# $,--’ (598)) 
will reside ./0 $1 µ23*+ (602), that is, in a literal central space for a figurative shared 
benefit.52  The µ23*+, then, functions as would a city treasury: as a physical repository.  
And like the collections of funds on the Acropolis, Praxagora’s too require officials to 
keep watch over them, which roles the women will serve $"µ).45µ.+") !"# 
6.)75µ.+"), acting as treasurers and being frugal (600).  It is not surprising that 
Praxagora invokes some of the language of the Athenian treasurers—for what other 
terms would be at her disposal?—yet she also replicates its record-keeping practices in 
the verses themselves.53  For the end of this passage provides the fourth element of 
official financial management: the inventory.  Praxagora’s list of !"#$%&, #'µ()*, 
µ(+,&, )-,./,&, $0/$/, 1#'2(/$%&, 3"'4./5$%& takes account not just of all that each 
citizen might require, but also of the physical material in the collection—in other 
words, the very contents of $1 µ23*+.54  The enumeration does not simply exemplify 
the oft-invoked yet oversimplifying observation that “there is, of course, in comedy, 
much emphasis on food.”55  Instead, it signals the complete integration of the poetic 
and the documentary list.  6 would venture, finally, that Praxagora’s challenge to 
Blepyrus at 607 that, if he can think of anything that a would-be hoarder would gain, 
“to make it clear,” %857.)9*+, generally taken to mean “prove it,” in fact recalls 
accounting language as well, where an %857.)9)0 is an inventory.56  Thus Praxagora 
asks Blepyrus here that he literally make a list, following upon her own, of any other 

                                                        
52 Ussher (1973: 159). 
53 A more obvious instance of this kind of diction that has not escaped the notice of 
commentators is Blepyros’ question $: 7;$’ <7*9.+ (455), inverting the formulaic words of 
inscribed resolutions of the d=mos and boul=. 
54 That this list may fail to comprise quite all that one might require does not pose an 
interpretive roadblock. For one thing, official accounts did not always provide perfectly 
correlated records either.  Quite apart from that question, poetic license here and the time 
constraints of dramatic performance call for a shorter list, but the list form always has the 
ability to invoke the infinite (see above page 4, notes 8-9).    
55 Ussher (1973: 160) 
56 For the semantics and their relationship to the display of objects in Herodotus, as well as 
pertinent bibliography see chapter two. 
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valuable items. 
The exchange also highlights Blepyrus’ instinctive mistrust both of those with 

resources, and, even more so, of coined money as being of questionable ownership and 
questionable acquisition. On a rudimentary level, it reveals that he seems to define the 
difference between the two kinds of wealth as being that one can be pooled, but the 
other cannot, presumably by virtue of its !"#$%&'.  Certainly by the mid-fifth century 
suspicion about coined money is no new phenomenon, and the history of ancient 
attitudes toward it has received significant attention.57  What stands out here as a new 
strain of the debate, though, is the concept of ()*+,*- !"'$.-, ‘invisible,’ and thus 
hoardable, wealth.58  For though clearly the collocation refers to the coins, to which it 
stands in apposition, in what sense are these very physical items invisible?  In light, it 
seems, of their having no use save for exchange.59  They thus have no place in 
Praxagora’s communal system, in which all resources are shared and there is no such 
thing as money.  Even more important, they are of no use to a potential hoarder 
because he could glean no /012*- from them. Praxagora’s initial attempts to explain 
this to Blepyrus meet with stubborn opposition from him, and in exasperation she 
resorts to the only available mode of describing an imaginary (or in this case potential) 
collection: a list.  For the purposes of her argument as well as a description of the new 
system, naming off a group of actual resources serves as a mode of reckoning where a 
more representative system does not exist.  Cumbersome but colorful, the catalogue 
accomplishes for the non-moneyed world something a bank statement could in a 
single number.  And again, counting visible and diverse objects is tantamount to 
listing. 

Blepyrus’ insistence and Praxagora’s response bring to light a peculiar feature of 
                                                        
57 Again we see a shift from the scenario described above, note 34, in which the reactionary 
elite—as opposed to Blepyros’ working class—advocates for the traditional economic system.  
58 !"'$3- *456' is the normal designation, as opposed to "'$%1#, the latter for visible 
possessions such as land.  Lysias’ description of two brothers’ management of their inheritance 
elucidates the same difference that Blepyros will allude to some ten years later: !"#$%&' ()*+, 
, -+".#/ "01*)2*3, 405"&2&/ 1*' 40&6#327+ 8µ&9:2.0&0 1*' 8µ&µ;2.0&0, 1*' 2<+ µ=+ >%*+? 
&@)3*+ A+#3µ*+2&, 2?/ "= %*+#.B/ A1&0+C+&D+. “There were two brothers, jurors, Diodotos 
and Diogeton, of the same mother and father, and they divided the invisible but shared the 
manifest wealth.” (7',8 9&*:%6,*$*- 4). For further discussion of these term see Gabrielson 
(1986) and Ferucci (2005).  
59 Exchangeability is one of three defining features post-Keynesian writers have used to define 
types of money, the other two being (a) inherent prestige and, in its absence, (b) value 
imparted by communal agreement.  Galbraith (1975: 72) sees all three as different versions of 
the “fact of scarcity,” common to all, and which would not figure into Praxagora’s new order.   
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lists in Aristophanes: that despite their echoes of documentary texts, they persist in 
occupying an intermediate space between traditional modes of reckoning wealth and 
innovative record-keeping practices, a binary that in the scheme of our evidence maps 
onto a balance between archaic poetic evidence on the one hand and Athenian public 
records on the other.  Aristophanes’ lists are the pivot, in a sense, between the old 
financial model and the new, rooted in old cultural practice yet essential to any 
economic system, real or, as so often in comedy, imagined.  Aristophanes exploits both 
these associations, sometimes in the selfsame catalogue, to his comedic advantage.  
 In this section, I hope to have drawn a picture of listmaking in Aristophanes 
that looks something like this.  Characters like to enumerate things to a greater extent 
in comedy than in other genres, arguing their points and punctuating their claims 
with them.  This tendency, I argue, is aligned both with archaic expressions about 
infinity and a preoccupation with making accurate counts of real, non-infinite goods.  
I outline a progression from a more impressionistic and personal approach to 
reckoning, such as Strepsiades shows and attempts to remedy, to the domestication of 
polis administrative practice that emerges in Assemblywomen and Wealth.  The 
implications of Aristophanes’ use of the list form in all these spheres are manifold.  
Including mock inventories on the one hand reinforces the legitimacy of comedy as “a 
sophisticated dramatic form utilizing public-spirited themes and offering timely 
political advice.”60  At the same time, these lists and characters’ interactions with them 
reflect a population perhaps seriously concerned about their livelihoods in the possible 
economic downturn of the early fourth century, but, quite independent of fiscal 
realities, enthralled by government practice in dealing with resources.  In Wealth, the 
notion emerges that each man’s house is a treasury, a place to collect and display his 
goods.  Consequently, like city officials, the characters of private citizens exhibit “a 
tension between the values of such curatorship (and even connoisseurship) on the one 
hand and, on the other, the more direct fiscal preoccupations of a Kallias or an 
Androtion or a Lycurgus—a tension perhaps further complicated by considerations of 
cultic or human propriety.”61  Scenes such as Cario’s description of the newly filled 
house do not simply reflect a backward-looking picture, “conjur[ing] up the 
spontaneous abundance of the golden age.”62  Rather, these moments evoke a mindset 
rooted in poetic forms of the legendary past, but ultimately blossoming in very 
immediate Athenian soil. 
  
                                                        
60 Edwards (1991: 157), building on the foundation laid by Taplin (1983). 
61 Davies (1994: 209) 
62 Quotation from Konstan and Dillon (1981: 380) 
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E P I L O G U E  
 
 
 
 
 
T H E Y · H A D · B E E N · I N S C R I B E D  
T H E Y · H A D · B E E N · I N S C R I B E D  
T H E Y · H A D · B E E N · I N S C R I B E D  
T H E Y · H A D · B E E N · I N S C R I B E D  
T H E Y · H A D · B E E N · I N S C R I B E D  
 
 
  

     ‘But of course the British Museum or (now) the British Library is 
not going to last for ever.  It too will crumble and decay, and the 
books on its shelves turn to powder.  And anyhow, long before that 
day, as the acid gnaws away at the paper, as the demand for space 
grows, the ugly and unread and unwanted will be carted off to some 
facility or other and tossed into a furnace, and all trace of them will 
be liquidated from the master catalogue.  After which it will be as if 
they had never existed. 
     ‘That is an alternative vision of the Library of Babel, more 
disturbing to me than the vision of Jorge Luis Borges.  Not a library 
in which all conceivable books, past, present and future, coexist, but a 
library from which books that were really conceived, written and 
published are absent, even from the memory of the librarians.’  
                      J.M. Coetzee, Elizabeth Costello (2003)  
 
 
 
 

The chapters of this dissertation have presented four groups of texts that engage the list 
form in varied settings, to varied ends.  In the Homeric poems, I argued in chapter 
one, figures of authority arrange precious objects, imaginary or otherwise, into 
catalogues as a method of performing transactions with them and even making them 
seem tangible.  In pre-alphabetic Greece, a spoken catalogue with set boundaries and 
relatively fixed order acts as an oral record of a physical collection, a delineated text 
that functions much as might a later written document.  When Priam counts off his 
ransom for Hector, or the disguised Odysseus counts off the gifts he gave Laertes’ son, 
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they use inventories as evidence of value and in this appear to illustrate some 
formalized listmaking norms.  Of course neither of these catalogues can be seen to 
represent a real group of objects: the former exists as part of the fictional world of the 
epic, while the latter is fictive even within the poem itself.  And therein lie the seeds of 
the notion that any collection of objects, real or imagined, can exist in the form of a 
list, even exclusively so.  Not only do the Homeric characters’ object catalogues echo 
historical practices such as Mycenean record-keeping; in their very fictionality, they 
also suggest that a list may become a reasonable substitute for a physical collection.   
 These two last points inform the reading of Herodotus’ Histories given in 
chapter two.  In descriptions of prestige objects amassed by foreign kings and Greeks, I 
argue, the Histories reveal that the qualities I defined in Chapter One for object 
catalogues persist in a context that we can label more literate and more historical than 
the epic one.1   Like the Homeric poems, however, Herodotus accompanies displays of 
wealth with descriptions of them in inventory form.  Again, these inventories may be 
based on actual documentary practice, especially of the Near Eastern kings.  At the 
same time, Herodotus’ audience may never see many of the collections, and even those 
who would be able to pay them a visit (say, to Delphi) would not see them in their 
original state, altered as they are by time and financial needs.  Thus Herodotus’ object 
lists intend at least in part to create a replacement for the items in them, presenting 
them to his audience in lieu of a physical display of them.  The semantics of !"#$%&'(, 
literally a “showing” but also, in specialized cases, an “inventory,” speak to this 
intersection of physical collection and verbal display of it.   
 It has been argued that Eastern traditions influence Herodotus’ lists of 
extravagant possessions and dedications, not least because many of those things he 
describes belong to Eastern rulers.2   It even seems likely that Herodotus had some 
form of access to Persian records as sources for the catalogue of the army, lists of 
tributaries, and holdings of the satrapies.  But in the Greek-speaking world, no such 
inventories or tribute lists appear until sometime after the period of Herodotus’ study, 
emerging in Athens sometime in the years during which he composed the Histories. 
The epigraphic world associates the rise of displayed published stone inventories in 
Athens with Callias’ decree concerning various polis financial practices, in which he 

                                                
1 I use the comparatives purposefully, with the intent to imply that both of these qualities 
(‘literate’ and ‘historical’) exist on a spectrum and are not absolute terms in a binary. 
2 Konstan (1987). 
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states, among other things, that regular inventories should be made of the treasures on 
the Acropolis (IG I3 52A, lines 13-30):3  

                                                                            … !"µ#"$ %& '()*+"µ,-,- 
[. !)]-!). !)/. 01,µ2!). !3!"µ(,1 !4$ 566"$ '102$, *"72(,1 !8$ !)/. !9- 
[,1)/]. !)/. !,/$ :7,."#"$. !);!)9 %& !"µ9,+3.!). <µ (36,9 <. !)/9 =(9>7-      15 
[)%3]µ)9 !4 !)/. 7,)/. 01?µ"!" !3>" %+."!8. *"@ A>9)., *"@ >+.".)9B3.- 
!). *"@ >+B*6,93.!). !4$ 7-1"$ !)/ =(9>7)%3µ) *"@ >+>>,µ"9.3>7)- 
. !)C$ !)/. !,/$ :7,."#"$ !"µ#"9$. ("14 %& !)/. .;. !"µ9)/. *"@ !)/. <(9>- 
!"!)/. *"@ !)/. !9,1)()9)/. !)/. <. !)C$ !9,1)C$, !)@ .;. %9"0,1#D)[>9]- 
., '("197µ,>2>7). *"@ '()>!,>2>7). !4 01?µ"!" <.".!#). !&$ E)6[,/]-     20 
$ <µ (36,9, *"@ ("1"%,0>2>7). !)9 !"µ#"9 !)9 6"03.!,$ ("14 !)/. .;[.] 
'103.!). *"@ <. >!?6,9 '."B1"F>2.!). µ G9H9 I(".!" *"7’ J*">!3. !, 
!)/. 7,)/. !4 01?µ"!" !)(3>" <>!@. K*2>!)9 *"@ >+µ(2.!). *,F26"9)- 
., 0)1@$ !3 !, '1B-19). *"@ !8 01+>#).. *"@ !8 6)9(8. '."B1"F3.!). !- 
)9 "L,@ !"µ#"9 <$ >!?6,. *"@ 63B). %9%3.!). !)/. !, M.!). 01,µ2!).               25 
*"@ !)/. (1)>93.!). !)C$ 7,)C$ *"@ <2. !9 '[(]"."6#>*,!"9 *"!4 !8. <- 
.9"+!3., (18$ !8$ 6)B9>!2$, *"@ ,N7-."$ %9%3.!).. *"@ <* O"."7,."#- 
). <$ O"."7?."9" !86 63B). %9%3.!)., *"72(,1 !)9 !4 !,/$ :7,."#"$ !- 
["]µ9,-).!,$. !4$ %& >!?6"$, <. "P$ Q. '."B12F>)>9 !4 01?µ"!" !4 !9,1- 
[2, 7?].!). <µ (36,9 !)9 !"µ#"9.              30 

                                                              
…And (it is resolved that) to select by lot treasurers of these goods at the 
same time as the other offices, in the manner of the treasurers of the sacred 
goods of Athena.  And these (treasurers) should keep watch for the city 
over all the treasures of the gods in the Opisthodomos (15), as many as it is 
possible and sanctioned to, and let them open and close the doors of the 
Opisthodomos along with the treasurers of the treasures of Athena.  And 
alongside the current treasurers and managers and sacred overseers in the 
temples who currently manage them, let (the new officials) count up and 
weigh the moneys in the presence of the council (20) on the Acropolis, and 
let the allotted treasurers taking over from the current archons inscribe on a 
single stele all the treasures, one by one (25), of the gods, as many as there 

                                                
3 = ML 58 (51).  The date of the inscription is the subject of longstanding debate, but there is 
general consensus on 434/433, and even possible later alternatives still fall within the range of 
Herodotus’ composition. 
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are to each one, and their total sum, and the silver and gold separately.  And 
from now on let the current treasurers inscribe (the inventory) on a stele 
and let them give an account of the moneys existing  and coming in to the 
gods, and the expenditure, if there is any, during the year, before the 
auditors, and let them give public examination of their conduct.  And let 
them make the account from Panathenaea to Panathenaea, as in the case of 
those managing the treasures of Athena.  And as to the stelae on which they 
inscribe the sacred treasures, let the treasurers set them up on the Acropolis 
(30). 
 

This section of the decree clearly makes provision for the appointment of annual 
treasurers, and, more pertinent for our purposes, annual inventories to be made. The 
exact motivations of Callias’ proposal and the reasons behind making the inventories 
are not so obvious.  It is rather glib to say that “we can be…semi-confident that the 
treasurers of Athene started to publish their paradoseis in 434/3 not just because Callias’ 
first decree told them to, but also and mainly because they had in the Parthenon new 
and better places to store things [.]”4   These realities may accompany the creation of 
inventories, but they certainly do not explain them.  If we consider certain details, 
though, a different—and tantalizing—chronology emerges:  Herodotus speaks of 
!"#$%&'( and foreign treasure collections between the 450s and the 420s, presenting 
these marvelous phenomena to an audience otherwise unable to view them.  Then in 
the 430s, following the Callias decree, the displayed inventories of the treasurers on the 
Acropolis emerge.  Not long after this, Aristophanes’ first extant play is performed in 
425, and the old comic tradition develops over the rest of the fifth century as a critical 
apparatus for Athenian social and political life.  Among many topical motifs, 
Aristophanes treats the record-keeping and accounting practices of polis and citizen, 
even as the city’s own financial systems are beginning to gel.  His dramatic use of lists, 
I have argued, resonates with this piece of administrative practice.  I suggest that all 
these texts, even in their diversity, share the capacity to serve as substitutes for the 
treasures they describe.  Published stone inventories perhaps provide the most 
compelling material evidence to that effect.   
 By the end of the fourth century, though, the treasurers of Athena and their 
inventories fall by the wayside, and the argument that these documents act as lasting 
public substitutes for actual treasure becomes more a necessary outcome of a 
dwindling tradition.  How can we know that this was more than mere coincidence?  
To cast light across the lingering shadows of doubt, I present one final list.  This 

                                                
4 Davies (1994) 202, reiterating Gomme (1945-1956) II.31. 
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unique text-object, the list of dedications from the temple of Athena at Lindos lies far 
removed in space and time from fifth-century Athens but shares crucial features with 
the inventories I have discussed throughout this dissertation.  Its publication and 
display accomplish for the people of first-century Rhodes what I have argued occurs 
via other texts in the archaic and classical periods.   
 It has not gone unnoticed that the authors of the so-called Lindian Chronicle5  
may have had the earlier Greek inventory tradition in mind when they published the 
text known to us most recently from the 2003 monograph by Higbie, and previously 
from the 1941 text of Blinkenberg in Fouilles de Lindos II.2, his third publication of 
the stone.6  Neither has the scholarly world ignored the interpretive difficulties 
inventory texts pose, struggling to reconcile their theoretical purposes with their 
imperfect manifestations.7   I propose here that the Lindian Chronicle presents us with 
a permutation of the quintessential inventory, one that calls into question the 
continuity of the cataloging genre as a whole in the Greek world, signaling a new 
level of abstraction in Greek collecting and list-making. 
 In 1922, less then a decade after Blinkenberg’s editio altera, Elizabeth Douglas 
Van Buren published what is possibly the first brief treatment in English of the 
inscription.  Due perhaps to some combination of its opaque title, anthropological 
approach, and journal of publication, her article, “Museums and Raree Shows in 
Antiquity,” receives little attention from present students of the Lindian Chronicle.  
Yet Van Buren makes an astute observation in her claim that the Lindian temple of 
Athena functioned much as the modern museum, where objects “by degrees 
accumulated a hoary crust of traditions, never allowed to lack picturesqueness by the 
custodians who discoursed to an admiring crowd of sight-seers about the treasures 
which enriched the sanctuary.”8   This portrait, couched as it is in baroque prose, does 
not differ so greatly from Higbie’s dramatization of an ancient trip to Rhodes: “a 
visitor might have gleaned information… from conversations with a local priest or 

                                                
5 Blinkenberg (1915).  The designation “chronicle,” as noted by Higbie (2003:159) and 
Chaniotis (1988:53-54), is of course specious and misleading; yet as it has endured for the 
better part of a century since its appearance in the editio princeps (Blinkenberg 1912), insisting 
on a better-suited title seems needlessly confusing. 
6 Higbie 2003 (155n1) notes structural similarities, especially the tri-columnar layout, citing 
Harris (1995) (for the inventories of the Parthenon and Erechtheion) and Linders (1972) for 
those of Artemis Brauronia. 
7 More meditations of this sort can be found in Aleshire (1989:107 with 107n3), Linders 
(1989), Hamilton (2000: Introduction 1-2), and Scott (forthcoming). 
8 Van Buren 1922 (338).  These points are explored more fully by Shaya (2005), drawing on 
Shaya (2002). 
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from reading the inscriptions on display.  He might have come across the most 
important survivor of these inscriptions, the stone now known as the Chronicle of 
Lindos, and he could have learned from it something about those early centuries of the 
sanctuary.”9   Undoubtedly the two works do not share scholarly objectives, yet both 
insist on the significance of the tourist—the viewer—at this sanctuary and especially in 
the face of this text.  This is an important intersection, and less self-evident than it 
seems, if we are to consider the Lindian Chronicle alongside the inventories of the 
fifth-century Attic tradition. Whereas these texts seem to exist, at least in theory, to 
provide an account of extant items,10 the inscription from Lindos states its purpose as 
precisely the opposite (lines 2-10 Blinkenberg (1941); my emphases):11 
 

…!"#$ %& '#(&]) %*+ ,-.)/+ %*+ 01)23/+ 4(5/16%/%6) %# 7/$ 
!)%1µ6[%/]- | %8) 9".(58) "8::8;+ 7[/$ 7/:8;+ 4)/-<µ/=1 !7 
"/:/18%].%>) 5(6)>) 7#76=µ?%/1 21@ %@) %*+ -#8A !"1B.)#1/), | 
=CµD/3)#1 2E %F) 4)/[-#µ.%>) %@ 4(5/16%/%/ µ#%@ %*) !]"1G(/B*) 
21@ %&) 5(6)8) !B-.(-/1, %H5/1 4G/-*1 2#265-/1 [µ]/=%(8;+ 7/$ 
01)2381+ 7C([>-<)%8+ %8A2# %8A I/B3=µ/%8+ J:<]=-/1 K)2(/+ 2H8, %8$ 
2E /L(#-<)%#+ 7/%/=7#C/M.)%> =%.:/) | [:]3-8C 0/(%38C 7/-’ N 7/ O 
4(5[1%<7%>) G(.I?1 7/$ 4)/G(/I.)%]> #'+ /P%@) %62# %& I.B1=µ/, 
4)/G(/I.)%> 2E Q7 %# %*) | [!"]1=%8:*) 7/$ %F) 5(?µ/%[1=µF) 7/$ 
!7 %F) K::>) µ/(%C(3]>) N 7/ R1 S(µ6T8)%/ "#($ %F) 4)/-#µ.%>) 
7/$ %*+ !"1B/)#3/+ | [%]*+ -#<8>A "818Hµ#)81 %@) 4[)/G(/B@) 
"/(#6)%8+ 7/$ %8A G(]/µµ/%<>+ %F) µ/=%(F) %8A )A) !) 4(5*1 
!6)%8+, %8$ 2E '#(8%/- | µ3/1 %#:#=.)%> %8;+ /L(#-#;=1 [%<:#=µ/ #'+ %@) 
7/%/=7#C@) %*]+ =%.:/+ 7/$ %@) 4)/G(/B@) µU ":#;8) 8V 
4"8B/3)#%/1 WC(G8- | %<:?+ O 4(51%<7%>) 2(/5µ*) 21/78=1*)· 

 
Since the hieron of Athena the Lindian, both the most archaic and the 
most venerable in existence, has been adorned with many beautiful 

                                                
9 Higbie 2003 (5). 
10 pace Linders (1988: 45-47 especially), who puts forth the view through a close study of the 
notoriously inconsistent Delian evidence that these texts are meant to be records of the 
exchange paradoseis of conservation roles from one set of hieropoioi to the next.  While 
Linders succeeds in identifying a plausible use for a disorganized inventory, I hesitate to equate 
that result with its authors’ intent: the theoretical purpose of inventories, realized or not, still 
remains to list all the contents of temples and treasuries, as stated in Callias’ decree above. 
11 I have quoted this version as Higbie’s text follows it quite closely; I will, however, discuss the 
textual debates of line 4 later on. 
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offerings from the earliest times on account of the visible presence of the 
goddess, and since it happens that most of the offerings together with 
their inscriptions have been destroyed on account of time, it has been 
resolved with the presumption of good fortune by the mastroi and the 
Lindians, with the authorization of this decree, that two men be selected.  
Let these men, once selected, set up a stele of stone from Lartos 
according to what the architect writes and let them inscribe on it this 
decree.  Let them inscribe from the letters and from the public records 
and from the other evidence whatever may be fitting about the offerings 
and the visible presence of the goddess, making the copy of the stele 
with the secretary of the mastroi, the [secretary] now in office. (trans. 
Higbie) 
 

Even if we momentarily disregard the disputed restorations of the fourth line, it is clear 
from what remains that we must understand some accusative as complement to !"# 
$#%[&'µ(!)#] and, more importantly, subject for *+&(,&%-.  Thus as opposed to a 
usual inventory, whose prescripts state at the outset that a given set of officials (!%µ.%-) 
handed over (/%,0123%#) the following things (!(1'), the Lindian Chronicle takes as 
its responsibility everything that is no longer in the temple.  To what end?  Higbie has 
advanced the thesis that the Chronicle served to resurrect the sanctuary’s now-faded 
glory; Bresson rejects the historical bases of the claim, concluding that the Chronicle 
“n’était donc nullement destinée à ressusciter le passé du sanctuaire.  Un seul et même 
principe de rédaction avait été établi: celui de dresser la liste de toutes les dédicaces 
importantes qui n’étaient plus visibles ou identifiables en 99 a.C.”12   Nevertheless, 
given that the Chronicle, displayed for all to see among the various treasures of 
Athena, would have had the superficial effect of an inventory, it seems pertinent to 
press further to identify other cultural motivations that would inspire a text such as 
this.  I propose that the Chronicle represents the ultimate extension of the 
inventorying genre, to the point that no real amount of money or prestige objects is at 
stake anymore.  It is the act of listing that matters to the list-makers, and to visitors to 
the sanctuary, who come to see a list rather than a collection of actual goods.  The 
collection, once physical, now has a solely textual manifestation.13                 

                                                
12 Bresson (2006) 547. 
13 Swann (2001), page 9 and especially chapter 3 has presented several studies of textual 
collecting in early modern England, and the temple administrative body at Lindos seems to 
operate on principles similar to those she identifies in English individuals of the 17th century. 
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 We can perhaps trace roots of textual collecting in any inventory that alludes to 
the placement of physical objects and subsequently removes them from view.  This 
practice occurs repeatedly in the fourth-century Brauronian inventories, in which 
entries include descriptions of where offerings were located in relation to statues, e.g. 
in another section of the text quoted in chapter 3, IG II2 1514 lines 34-37: 
 

                                                         !µ"#$%&%&, '()- 
#µ*+%, -.(/& 0"*1#1(2")[2]*, ".(3 )4* 5+.* )4* !([$]- 35 
267*, 8.2&9· !µ"#$%&%& ".(3 )4* 5+.* )4* !($267[*, :]- 
.&).);([6],· 
                  
A shawl, inscribed as sacred to Artemis, around the old  
statue, Theano.  A shawl around the old statue, Penteteris. 
 

The same text specifies certain items as being 0µ "<2=67*, “in the box.”  While one 
might reasonably argue that these details merely aid the )2µ62* in their subsequent 
accounting, such an analysis becomes unsustainable for inventories eventually far 
removed from their sanctuary contexts, as the copies of the Brauronian series likely 
were.14  The very act of describing locations, found elsewhere in the Greek world as 
well, implies that the inventory takes on a status equaling or surpassing that of the 
dedications themselves.15  References to the decay or loss of objects in inventories 
indicate a similar shift in focus from object to text.  In the Brauronian inscriptions, 
mentions of a !"#$% likely refer to garments once intact but now threadbare, while 
accounts at Delos contain entries that seem to disappear, only to return in subsequent 

                                                
14 Though the complete relevant material and epigraphic evidence remains unpublished, 
excavations at Brauron made it clear that the inventories found in Athens corresponded to 
buildings at Brauron, not in Athens, on which see first Linders (1972: 71-73), more recently 
Despinis (2005).  The latter treats the statues mentioned in the inventories, defending the 
opinion (first of Papademetriou) that all of them were located at Brauron—nowhere, in his 
view, do the stones refer to statues at Athens.  Even if some Brauronian treasures eventually 
ended up in Athens via some transfer, one set of inventories would have remained orphaned of 
its corresponding items. 
15 e.g. on Samos, where the inventory 346/5 seems to refer to another statue in the entry: 
-µ>)*%& <.?@A&, B C"*=DE. E./, F$.* (IG XII.6 261.27). 
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years.16  Thus the inventory even in earlier times has begun to assume an autonomous 
existence and a power unto itself.17    
 In the case of the Lindian Chronicle, the relationship of object to text becomes 
further complicated because almost all of the dedications in question were themselves 
inscribed at some point, arguably before publication of inventories (or perhaps even 
inventorying itself) was prevalent in the Greek world.  Each entry in the Chronicle 
systematically lists the dedicators along with known physical details of the offerings, 
but then expends the most chiseling on the citation of the inscriptions and their 
sources.  Entry VIII(=B48-53) provides a typical example:  
 

[!"#]$%&' %()#*+ ,-./0µ%*#&+, 1%’ 2' 13$45- 
[4-]*36&· !"#$%&' 78)+*( 9#*6"[-(]&+, :' ; <=>(&' 
730##?+ $@3$. 3$-A 6&=6?+ 9/6[&-]$B C$+*40-*' 50 
1+ 6D( * 6D' ,-&+(>D' /.+6)E(&', F0-4?+ 
1+ 6D( * 6D+ 3$-A G0H&., F&-4&/85+I' 1+ 6D( 1- 
3(/6&#D(, J$-0K&.#&' 1+ 6D( 13[(/6&#D(]. 
 
Telephus, a phiale with a golden boss.  On which had 
been inscribed: ‘Telephus to Athena a supplicatory gift, 
as Lycian Apollo said.’ About these things Xenagoras 
(50) reports in his investigations in the first book of his 
Annalistic Account, Gorgon in this first book of his 
work About Rhodes, Gorgosthenes in his letter, 
Hieroboulus in his. (trans. Higbie) 

                                                
16 This tendency has famously plagued Tréheux and Hamilton in their attempts to trace an 
object through the lists and has caused Linders to conclude that inventories were not 
ultimately intended for fact-checking objects. 
17 Gordon (1999) has done extensive analysis of the list form as it relates to magical texts, 
which surely bear structural and symbolic connection to inventory lists.  He claims that 
magical texts usurp public record formats in the classical period by using columnar lists for 
incantations and spells (256-257), but most relevant here is his explanation for the list’s 
significance: “What is not listed slips out of ken.  The contents of the list come to seem, 
through the device of enumeration, the most important matters in the present connection.  By 
its very nature, the list grabs attention, claims authority for its way of representing the world” 
(241).  Gordon has rhetorical lists in mind here, but inventory lists that come to take the place 
of disappeared objects exhibit this same tendency to ‘grab attention’ while anything not 
included ‘slips out of ken.’ I hope to explore the connections between magic texts and 
inventories further in subsequent versions of this section. 
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Thus from the time of the dedication—sometime in the distant or legendary past—to 
the time of the Chronicle, the original text has been cut off from its context but 
reattached to another one.  The steps in making this one stele represent on a small scale 
the historical progression of the dedicatory text’s relation to the dedicatory object in 
Greece: beginning as part of it, and ending up as completely divorced from it.  A 
diagram helps elucidate these stages:       
 

 
 
At the first stage, characteristic of our earliest alphabetic Greek texts and possibly many 
of the archaic votives in the Lindian Chronicle, the dedicatory text exists only as a 
physical part of the object.  In the middle stage, an inscribed stele describing the 
dedications stands alongside the object (inscribed or uninscribed), as is characteristic of 
standard inventories throughout the Greek world.18 The third stage signals the 
disappearance of the votive for some reason and subsequent grafting of its dedicatory 
text onto the accompanying stele, which then becomes the only item on display, as is 
the case at Lindos.   
 One might justifiably express skepticism at the leap from classical inventories in 
stage II, many of them from fifth-century Attica, to the context of the Lindian 
Chronicle in the Roman east at the start of the first century BC.  While we may 
speculate as to thematic continuities, such as a desire on the part of the Rhodians to 
align themselves with the Athenian tradition, the second-century BC offering-list from 
Miletus we have discussed earlier, for an unidentified treasury, provides a fortuitous 
thematic and chronological link. Though the stone’s height is incomplete, its width of 
66 cm (compared to the Lindian Chronicle’s 85 cm) suggests a comparably 
monumental piece.  I reproduce here the excerpt given earlier in chapter 3 (Inschriften 
von Milet VI.1357 7-11):19  
 

!"#"$%& '()*$+µ,&-&, .#-/)0," !"#"$1 2"3"2*2-µµ,&"4 
                                                
18 They frequently identify objects as 5&*!60)"7-8, a designation I would adduce as further 
evidence for the inventory’s superseding the object, for the specification implies that the text 
must reflect exactly what is or is not physically manifest on it. 
19 With Günther (1988: 220-221), including critical notes. 
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!"#$%& '()*, "+&,-.$/ 0&+&1&2 !3"#$%&31 (&)&($(4µµ5,&1 )- 
[#]$%/, 6µ7)1& 04#89#: ;&0)< !"#$%& (&)&($(4µµ5,& )#-&, (7[#-] 
03&=4/ 0&+&1>/, =1,.4,-)?/ 0&3+3&3[1]@/ !"#$%4/, 'A>,&1 +1,&% 03-   10 
[&]+&1&2 !"#3$%&1 )#$%/, B++&313 C[µ]1)#1;$%/ ($(4µµ5,&1 .D4… 
 
…old, damaged; eight old sea-purple items, threadbare, 
unusable; three old shawls, unusable, threadbare; 
three cloaks dyed purple, unusable, threadbare; an old 
linen item; an old Sidonian garment, unusable; three fine linen    10 
garments, old, unusable; two more half-worn threadbare ones;  
 

What is remarkable about this list is that a majority of the offerings, mainly textiles, are 
described as  !"#"!$!%µµ&'", “shredded to bits,” and apparently listed according to 
their state of conservation.20   Thus in the second century in Asia Minor we can 
identify some intermediate stage between II and III outlined above, in which the 
dedication has not completely disappeared but is clearly on its way to oblivion.  
Günther’s suggestion  that this inventory lists items still extant but too dilapidated to 
be considered for (")*+%,-. supports this hypothesis.21           
 With these thematic considerations in mind, and especially in light of the 
Lindian Chronicle’s abstraction of dedicatory text from dedicatory object, let us return 
to the fourth line of the text, whose restoration has inspired significant debate.  The 
proposals for the effaced middle of the line—essentially all suggestions of the accusative 
subject for /01*)1"- that is partitive to #2' 3'"[1$µ*#4']—generally fall into two 
groups: those that highlight the age of the destroyed dedications, and those that 
emphasize their quantity.  Thus alongside Blinkenberg’s 3)5"-6#"#" we see 
3)5"-6#$)" (Wilhelm 1930), while Higbie, following Blinkenberg’s 1915 text 
(=Holleaux 1913) for reasons somewhat obscure, gives #7 (8$-,#*.22  In his review of 
Higbie, Bresson most recently has provided a convincing rationale for his own 
restoration )4D)E, )< 04++7, which he presents as a “more neutral” text, since it does 
not make a direct claim as to the relative age of the destroyed objects or imply that 
                                                
20 Günther (1988) 231, with reference to 9*!%. in the Brauronian texts, which he agrees 
implies a deteriorated offering and not an already-worn vestment given to Artemis. 
21 The other point we may consider is one that Bresson dismisses parenthetically but which 
could benefit from further attention: arguably many of these dedications may never have 
existed at all. “…la Chronique donnait la liste de la plupart des dédicaces qui avaient été faites, 
ou étaient supposées avoir été faites (la distinction entre dédicaces mythiques et dédicaces 
réelles n’était pas pertinente aux yeux des Grecs)” (2006: 547). 
22 Text and critical apparatus, page 18; commentary, page 54. 
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none of the old dedications survived the years or the fire of 330.23   ! summary of the 
proposed restorations, which have between 26-29 letters (based on Blinkenberg’s 
estimate of a 27-letter lacuna), is as follows: 
 

1a. Blinkenberg (1912, reprinted 1941) 
"#µ$%&'() *+ ,-' .'%[/(µ0,1' ,2 .34%)5,%,% µ(,2 ,6' 7]8)93%:6' 
*)2 ,;' 435'<' 7:/03/%) 
 
1b. Wilhelm (1930) 
"#µ$%&'() *+ ,-' .'%[/(µ0,1' ,2 .34%)5,(3% µ(,2 ,6' 7]8)93%:6' 
*)2 ,;' 435'<' 7:/03/%) 
 
2a. Blinkenberg (1915), maintained by Higbie (2003) 
"#µ$%&'() *+ ,-' .'%[/(µ0,1' ,2 8=(>",% µ(,2 ,6' %?,-' 7]8)93%:6' 
*)2 ,;' 435'<' 7:/03/%) 
 
2b. Bresson (2006) 
"#µ$%&'() *+ ,-' .'%[/(µ0,1' ,<@,1' 8<==2 µ(,2 ,6' 7]8)93%:6'  
*)2 ,;' 435'<' 7:/03/%) 

 
Though I do not aim wholly to discount Bresson’s plausible suggestion, I maintain 
that despite these changes, the end of the lacuna still poses a sense problem: what do 
the authors of the decree mean when they allegedly specify µ!"# "$% &'()*+,$%?  
Higbie translates text (2a) as “most of the offerings together with their inscriptions,” 
but surely this would be self-evident and redundant.  Af the offerings have perished, 
clearly the words inscribed on them normally would have suffered the same fate.  One 
might also expect the decree text in line 7 (quoted above, page 3) to mention the 
dedicatory inscriptions again: “let them inscribe whatever may be fitting about the 
offerings and their inscriptions…”  The only plausible reason to specify this detail 
would be to signal a loss of any record at all of the inscriptions; yet the rest of the 
Chronicle shows that most, if not all, of the texts in fact survived in some copy.24   
                                                
23 Bresson (2006) 538-539.  Though his proposal is bolstered by a precise and calculated 
rejection of previous versions on both epigraphic and thematic grounds, one cannot see it as a 
definitive restoration per se. 
24 As preserved either by the historians cited or in the -*.µ+"(/µ0% suggested in line 7 of the 
decree. A handful of entries do not mention inscriptions at all: it is not clear whether the 
headband Cleoboulus army gave (XXIII=C.1-5) had inscriptions or not.  The other 
inscriptions on objects left unquoted are those not in Greek: that from the lebes of Cadmus 
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Moreover, to restore the possessive genitive !"#$% seems awkward at best, and 
relatively ungrammatical: inventories regularly denote inscribed dedications with a 
participle of &'( + )*+,-!./%.   
 I suggest that this line should express either the mere fact that the dedications in 
question were inscribed, or that the content of the inscribed text, the )*+,-!./, in fact 
does survive and will comprise some of the information on the present stele.  A 
speculative restoration that maintains Bresson’s *0112 but changes the preposition 
µ3#2 to *12% would reflect this sense: !"µ#$%&'( )* +,& -&$[.'µ/+0& +12+0& 31445 
345&  +6& 7]3(89$:6& )(5 +;& <9=&1& 7:./9.$(—“…and (since) it happens that the 
many of these dedications—except their inscriptions—have perished due to age.”   The 
votives themselves, but not the texts of the inscriptions associated with them, no 
longer exist.   
 When one reconsiders this line and its relationship to the rest of the stone, it 
becomes immediately apparent that the authors of the Chronicle and of the decree—
regardless of the realities of the lacuna—have concerned themselves with the complex 
relationship of dedicated object and text.  They have published a list that shares several 
distinguishing features of a Greek inventorying tradition almost three centuries old, 
yet exhibits an elevation of the archive to the status only of monument but also 
artefact.25  If we subsequently return to the notion of the sanctuary as museum 
(seemingly so rational) it emerges somewhat distorted: imagine visiting a modern 
museum to observe a list of pieces it had once owned but were now missing, stolen, or 
repatriated.  For the Lindians, though, textual collection, or connoisseurship through 
listing, is possible and acceptable.  The dedicatory object, once something of prestige, 
becomes a perishable vehicle through which a dedicatory inscription moves from 
temporary surface to its final and permanent medium of the list on stone.  We need 
not be limited, then, to seeing a grandiose nostalgic rationale for making such a list, 
for in many senses it is as natural as any other inventory.  If Attic inventories in the 
fourth century can be displaced from what they describe, and if the second-century 
Milesians can commission and display a list of disintegrated dresses, the Lindians 
merely continue an archival tradition already bordering on the absurd, or at least far 
more concerned with cataloguing than object-based wealth.  For them, though, the 
cycle is complete: in the total loss of the original offerings, the new monolithic list, 

                                                
(III=B.15-17) with .0+%+4+4056 ,-2µµ!7+, and a verse from one of Amasis’ statues 
(>>?>=C.36-55), inscribed )(5 +,& 3$9@ AB8"3+%1(C D$41"µE&0& B'9,& 89$µµ/+0&. 
25 Davies (2003) explores the monumentalization of the archive and alludes to its origin in 
dedicatory formats (335-337) such as public gravestones and manumission documents of the 
fifth and fourth centuries; his account, I think, applies equally well to inventory texts. 
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complete with dedicatory inscriptions, stands in their stead.  We could conceive of a 
further recursive catalogue of all such lists, but this is a topic for a future study. 
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